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Abstract
Electricity grids require the ancillary services frequency control, grid operation, re-establishment of
supply and voltage stability for a proper operation. Historically, conventional power plants in the
transmission grid were the main source providing these services. An increasing share of decentralized
renewable energy in the electricity mix causes decreasing dispatch times for conventional power
plants and may consequently lead to a partial replacement of these technologies. Decentralized
energy sources are technically capable of providing ancillary services. This work focuses on the
provision of reactive power for voltage stability from decentralized sources. The aim is to answer
the question of how voltage stability and reactive power management can be achieved in a future
electricity system with increasing shares of decentralized renewable energy sources in an economical
and efficient way. A methodology that takes reactive power and voltage stability in an electricity
system into account is developed. It allows for the evaluation of the economic benefits of different
reactive power supply options. A non-linear and a linearized techno-economic grid model are
formulated for this purpose. The analysis reveals an increasing importance of reactive power from
the distribution grid in future development scenarios, in particular if delays in grid extension are
taken into account. The bottom-up assessment indicates a savings potential of up to 40 mio. EUR
per year if reactive power sources in the distribution grid provide reactive power in a controlled
manner. Although these savings constitute only a small portion of the total cost of the electricity
system, reactive power from decentralized energy sources contributes to the change towards a
system based on renewable energy sources. A comparison of different reactive power remuneration
mechanisms shows that a variety of approaches exist that could replace the inflexible mechanisms
of obligatory provision and penalized consumption of reactive power that are mostly in place
nowadays.
iii
.
Foreword
The German government has set ambitious targets for the expansion of renewable energy
capacities. The share of the electricity production capacity provided by renewable energy sources
has already reached 32% as of 2016. The share is expected to increase to 40% by 2020, 50% by
2030 and 80% in 2050. With this being said, presently the bulk of the system responsibility as
well as the provision of ancillary services is carried out by the existing fleet of conventional power
plants. This is particularly true for the ancillary service provision of reactive power. In addition,
most of the renewable energy production units are connected in the distribution grid due to their
low generation capacity. With higher shares of renewable energy in the electricity system and their
distributed production, new sources for reactive power need to be developed in order to maintain
the required voltage level in the high voltage power grid to ensure its stable operation. Against
this backdrop, questions are being posed as to which technologies are suitable and required at
which locations in the power grid, what role renewable energies can assume in this process and how
reactive power management and voltage stability in an increasingly distributed electricity system
can be efficiently implemented.
In his thesis, Mr. Hinz has devoted himself to exploring these pressing questions for the electricity
system. In doing so, he addresses both economic and engineering aspects with a very high level
of competency and systematic inquiry. With his thesis, he provides both intriguing and pertinent
findings for both the fields of academic research and industry as well as for policy circles. I wish
you much enjoyment in reading this interesting and informative work.
Prof. Dr. Dominik Möst
Dresden, December 2017
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For more than a decade, the global energy landscape has been undergoing severe changes. As
a result of the ratification of the Kyoto protocol (United Nations, 1998), various industrialized
nations committed to reduce green house gases, including carbon dioxide. In order to incentivize
emission reductions in the electricity sector, subsidies for renewable energy sources (RES), such
as wind power, solar power and biomass were introduced with the goal to foster the development
and application of these technologies. On a global level, the installed capacity of wind turbines has
increased from 59 GW in 2005 to 435 GW 2015 (WWEA, 2016), which corresponds to a compound
annual growth rate of 22%. Fostered by a fast price degression, the increase was even steeper in
the case of photovoltaics (PV). During the same period, the installed capacity augmented with a
growth rate of 46% from 5 GW to 227 GW (SolarPower Europe, 2016).
In Germany, the installed capacity of wind turbines more than doubled between 2005 and 20151,
while the installed capacity of PV grew almost 20 times2. This rapid increase in installations can
partially be attributed to the falling prices for PV modules and resulted temporarily in an excessive
promotion. In the case of wind power, increasing sizes of wind turbines led to a decrease of specific
project cost. After the events of Fukushima and contemporaneous to a peak in the yearly installation
of renewable energy sources, the German federal government declared an immediate shutdown of
eight nuclear power plant blocks and a complete nuclear phase-out until 2022 (Bundesregierung,
2011).
This rapid change affects the electricity system on various levels. Increasing amounts of electricity
generated by renewable energy sources at nearly zero marginal cost caused price reductions on the
1The wind capacity increased from 18.4 GW in 2005 to 41.7 GW in 2015 (Bundesverband WindEnergie, 2016)
2The PV capacity increased from 2.1 GW in 2005 to 39.7 GW in 2015 (Quaschning, 2016).
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wholesale markets due to the merit order effect (Sensfuß et al., 2008). At the same time, increasing
cost allocations for the renewable energy promotion scheme (EEG-Umlage) led to higher electricity
bills for final customers. On a technical level, the generation patterns changed. Historically, most
conventional power plants had been installed close to load centers. In contrast, renewable energy
sources are preferably installed in locations with high wind speeds respectively a high solar radiation.
Hence, most wind power is installed in the North and East, most PV in the South of Germany (see
Figure C.5 in the appendix). As load centers are prevalent in the South and West of Germany, a
high wind power feed-in leads to significant electricity transfers from North to South and from East
to West. In many cases, the transmission grids are not able to transport these high amounts of
electricity and consequently congestions occur. In this case, the Transmission System Operator
(TSO) has to conduct redispatch or curtailment measures, instructing power plants or renewable
energy sources on one side of the congestion to decrease their output and generation facilities on
the other side to increase it. Because grid extension measures do not keep up with the installation
of renewable energy sources, the cost of redispatch measures has increased over the last years (see
Figure 2.1). In particular in 2015, this cost skyrocketed.
The transport over large distances is not the only challenge caused by the installation of renewable
energy sources. Also, the distribution grids are not always capable of absorbing high amounts of
renewable electricity generation. In these cases, renewable energy generation has to be curtailed,
causing additional cost for the compensation of RES operators.
A high feed-in of renewable energy causes a merit order effect and replaces the generation of
conventional power plants during these high feed-in periods. As most conventional power plants
are connected to the transmission grid and most renewable energy sources to different layers of the
distribution grids, generation is shifted from the transmission to the distribution grid. This can
reverse the regular direction of power flows in high feed-in situations, which means electricity is
transferred from the distribution to the transmission grid. Changes in feed-in and flow schemes also
affect the voltage profiles in the different grid levels as well as the reactive power behavior of the
individual grid components. Reactive power flexibility is required to counteract voltage deviations
and to keep the operating voltage within the established limits everywhere in the grid. Conventional
power plants in the transmission grid have historically been the main source of flexible reactive
power. An increasing share of decentralized renewable energy in the electricity mix leads to lower
dispatch times for conventional power plants and may consequently lead to a replacement of these
technologies. This means that the availability of conventional sources to provide reactive power
is reduced due to an increasing electricity feed-in of renewable energy sources. This trend can be
expected to continue in the future. Figure 1.1 shows the estimated decrease of electricity feed-in to
2
the transmission grid3, estimations for installed capacities and feed-in for the distribution grid, as
well as for off-shore wind power in Germany.
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Figure 1.1: Expected development of installed capacities and electricity generation per grid layer in
Germany. Own illustration based on Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (2015b).
Therefore, voltage stability and reactive power management are major concerns in decentralizing
energy systems. The decrease in the availability of large power stations leads to diminishing
reactive power potentials in the transmission grid, while grid extensions require more reactive power
flexibility. The German grid development plan foresees the installation of compensation devices
such as inductors, capacitors or Static VAR Compensators (SVC) to cope with decreasing reactive
power flexibility and increasing demand.
Besides the investment in hardware, a controlled reactive power exchange between the transmission
grid and the underlying grids could support voltage stability and reactive power management in
both grid layers. State-of-the-art decentralized energy sources, such as wind turbines and PV parks
that are currently installed, are technically capable to provide reactive power. Grid codes demand
the ability for reactive power provision of renewable energy sources, both on the transmission and
on the distribution grid layer (Verband der Netzbetreiber e.V., 2007) (Verband der Elektrotechnik
Elektronik Informationstechnik e.V., 2015). A controlled reactive power provision from decentralized
energy sources requires information and communication systems connecting the generation source
and the control center of the Distribution System Operator (DSO). Due to requirements to control
real power generation in case of curtailment or redispatch, communication systems are increasingly
3The respective data originates from the sources described in Section 4.5. Regarding the development of capacities,
it was assumed that 50% of the generation capacities will be added on transmission grid level and 50% on distribution
grid level. In order to estimate the electricity generation, full load hours for each technology have been calculated
based on the grid development plan for 2025 and 2035 (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b) and based on the electricity
mix for Germany in 2014 published by Bdew (2015).
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available and could be utilized to control reactive power as well. Furthermore, a coordination of
reactive power provision in the distribution grid requires a strong cooperation between TSO and
DSO. A communication interface has to be established or an existing one be adjusted to coordinate
reactive power and voltage requirements. In addition, a transparent remuneration mechanism for
reactive power should be established to provide system conform incentives for the provision and
consumption of reactive power. For this purpose, new approaches for reactive power management
have to be developed in order to foster a higher degree of system responsibility for renewable energy
sources.
1.1 Purpose and Research Questions
The technical concept of reactive power provision from distribution grids has been discussed and
is subject to scientific research, e.g. Deutsche Energie Agentur (2014), Ullah et al. (2009). In
addition, futher research on market and remuneration concepts has been conducted, e.g. Zhong
and Bhattacharya (2002b). However, techno-economic system studies, which analyze the economic
benefits of different strategies of reactive power management from a systemic point of view, are
scarce. The purpose of this work is to fill that research gap. On the one hand, the development of
reactive power requirements and the related economic effects will be investigated. The development
of the electricity system over time and different assumptions on grid and generation extensions are
examined. On the other hand, the contribution to voltage stability and reactive power management
of different technologies and approaches, e.g. reactive power from decentralized energy sources or
from compensation devices, shall be analyzed.
This work shall answer the research question:
How can voltage stability efficiently be achieved in a decentralizing electricity system?
This rather general research question is broken down into nine more detailed questions, two of them
related to the methodology of techno-economic power system models, four related to the economics
of reactive power support and three of them related to actual or possible market mechanisms.
 Methodology-related questions
1. How can techno-economic grid models take voltage stability into account?
2. How do voltage stability considerations affect system cost?
 Economics-related questions
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3. How does the reactive power provision from 110kV grids and from reactive power com-
pensators affect economic evaluation criteria?
4. How does the economic importance of reactive power provision change in a decentralizing
environment?
5. How do different development scenarios of the electricity system affect the reactive power
supply?
6. How does the volatility of renewable energy sources affect the economics of reactive power
provision?
 Market-related questions
7. What are suitable remuneration schemes or market environments for reactive power?
8. What are the implications of voltage stability on actually observable cost?
9. How do voltage stability considerations affect the trade-off between grid extension and
congestion management?
Question 1 relates to the representation of reactive power and voltage stability considerations in
techno-economic grid models. These grid models usually neglect reactive power and voltage
stability. These concepts shall be implemented into techno-economic grid models to allow
further analyses.
Question 2 concerns the target function of electricity grid models. These models minimize the
variable and, if applicable, the investment cost incurred by the power generators and other
equipment of the electricity system. If voltage stability is neglected as in common electricity
grid models, a major restriction on the system is missing. It will be analyzed how adding
these concepts and constraints affects system cost. Additionally, the quality of the model
is of crucial importance. Hence, the quality of different approaches shall be measured and
compared.
Question 3 is related to economic evaluation criteria, suach as system cost, marginal cost or
welfare. The effects of different technologies, such as reactive power from decentralized energy
sources, SVCs or HVDC compensators on these criteria shall be examined.
Question 4 can be associated with the future development of the electricity system. That means,
the effects of a changing electricity system with more decentralized energy sources on the
value of reactive power and the importance of voltage stability shall be investigated. This is of
crucial relevance as the share of renewable energies can be expected to continuously increase.
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Question 5 concerns different development scenarios, such as a delay in grid extension, a phase-out
of lignite-fired power plants or changing prices for carbon allowances. It shall be investigated,
how the valuation of reactive power and the significance of voltage stability is affected by
changes in the system development path.
Question 6 is associated to the volatility of wind and PV. Because most power generation facilities
are not able to provide reactive power without real power generation, it shall be investigated
to what extent the volatility and the limited forecast reliability constitute a problem for the
reactive power supply from these sources.
Question 7 relates to possible remuneration schemes or even market mechanisms that go beyond
simple penalty concepts that are currently in place. Different concepts shall be researched
and compared.
Question 8 is related to the cost components that are actually observable under the current
regulation. While research questions 3 to 6 aim at a holistic comparison and take into account
many different aspects of reactive power management, question 8 focuses on the redispatch
caused by the violation of voltage or current restrictions and the related cost.
Question 9 concerns the trade-off between grid extension and congestion management. Grid
extensions require investments and cause capital and maintenance cost, while the omission of
grid extensions causes redispatch and curtailment cost. The optimal level of grid extension
minimizes the sum of all cost components. It shall be investigated how different reactive
power supply options and market zone layouts affect this trade-off.
1.2 Definitions and Conventions
As this work analyzes reactive power provision and voltage stability from an economic point of view,
an economic notation for reactive power services will be utilized throughout this work. In an electric
engineering context, it is common to use the terms supply, provision or generation of reactive power
to denominate the reactive power behavior, it either means the generation of inductive reactive
power or the generation of capacitive reactive power. The term consumption of reactive power in
this context denominates the opposite reactive power behavior. In contrast, in the context of this
work, reactive power will be considered as a service, that can be supplied or provided by one part
and demanded or consumed by another part. In general, the part whose reactive power behavior
is inflexible, e.g. a transmission line or an electricity customer without on-site compensation, is
considered to be the consumer. The part that is flexible in its reactive power behavior, e.g. a power
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plant or a compensation device, is considered to be the supplier. The relationship between supplier
and consumer can involve either the supply and demand of inductive or capacitive reactive power.
In terms of the leading sign, the reference system of a generator is chosen, the implications are
listed in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Convention on the reactive power reference system
Direction Capacitive Inductive
Sign Q < 0 Q > 0
Voltage decrease increase
Generator mode under-excited over-excited
Behavior compensator inductor capacitor
Behavior line loaded line unloaded line, cable
Compensation of capacitor, non-loaded line, cable inductor, loaded line
Capacitive reactive power is indicated by a negative sign and its supply leads to a voltage decrease.
Its supply corresponds to the behavior of generator in under-excited mode, to an inductor or a
loaded transmission line. It serves to compensate the reactive power behavior of a capacitor, an
unloaded transmission line or an underground cable. Inductive reactive power is indicated by a
positive sign and its supply leads to a voltage increase. Its supply corresponds to the behavior of a
generator in over-excited mode, to a capacitor, an unloaded transmission line or an underground
cable. It serves to compensate the reactive power behavior of an inductor or a loaded transmission
line.
All investigations of reactive power potentials and the influence of the reactive power from distribu-
tion grids will be limited to the 110 kV level in Germany. On the one hand, installations in this grid
layer usually have a sufficient size, so their reactive power potential can be tapped with reasonable
effort. On the other hand for the 110 kV grid it is possible to derive a holistic model for Germany
based on public sources. The data availability based on Open Street Map data is good and the
model still has a manageable size.
1.3 Outline of the Work
Besides this introduction, the present work is divided into seven chapters.
Chapter 2 outlines the purpose, basic principles, major characteristics and remuneration mechanisms
for ancillary services. Furthermore, it gives an introduction into the physical and electrotechnical
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concepts of reactive power and describes the role of voltage stability in electricity systems4. The
chapter closes with a description of the most important reactive power sources considered in this
work.
In Chapter 3 different remuneration concepts for reactive power are classified into subcategories
of regulatory and market-based concepts. In the form of a literature review the most important
concepts are characterized and the different papers covering those are discussed. The different types
of approaches are compared and finally evaluated using an uncomplex comparison methodology.
Eventually, remuneration concepts of different countries are characterized.
In Chapter 4 the different electricity grid models applied throughout this work are developed and
described in detail. The models are validated considering their accuracy in representing voltage
and current restrictions of the transmission equipment. Besides that, the data sets and their
sources used for the years 2014, 2025 and 2035 are specified. Furthermore, the working principles
of techno-economic grid models are demonstrated based on a small test grid.
In Chapter 5 the linearized model is utilized to generate scenarios for the economic analysis.
Reactive power potentials of the 110 kV grid layer are calculated and an optimal placement of
reactive power extensions is estimated based on a heuristic approach. Scenarios are generated both
for the different reactive power supply strategies and for the different stages of the development of
the electricity system. The chapter closes with a comparison between the present work and the
approaches of other studies concerning the future reactive power provision in Germany.
In Chapter 6 different power supply options and different electricity system scenarios are compared.
Based on a comparison of system cost, the savings potential of the different options compared to a
Business As Usual scenario is estimated. The effects of the different electricity system scenarios are
estimated by comparing them against each other. Furthermore, marginal cost is analyzed as an
indicator for the volatility and the local distribution of the value of reactive power.
In Chapter 7 redispatch cost for different scenarios in the years 2014 and 2025 is calculated. The
redispatch cost is split into a current- and a voltage-induced component. The savings potential
emerging from the utilization of reactive power sources connected to the 110 kV grid is estimated
comparing the different scenarios. This analysis concerns an important and current topic in Germany.
As grid extensions were not conducted at the same pace as the installation of renewable energy
sources, congestion management cost, especially the cost of redispatch, has strongly increased
in Germany (cf. Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2). The trade-off between grid extension and congestion
management cost will be addressed in this chapter.
4While the role of voltage stability and reactive power is well known and described in an electrical engineering
context, a short introduction into the basic concepts is required with regard to the following implementation into the
techno-economic model.
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1.3 Outline of the Work
Chapter 8 closes with conclusions drawn from the different parts of this work. Eventually, recom-
mendation for incentive schemes and the utilization of the different reactive power supply options
are given.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
This chapter is an introduction into the different types of ancillary services required for the proper
functioning of electricity grids and their remuneration concepts. Furthermore, the concept of voltage
stability and reactive power are explained on a level that allows to relate to the techno-economic
models, which serve to analyze different reactive power supply options. The reactive power sources
underlying these options are described in this chapter as well.
During the 1990s, the member states of the European Union (EU) decided to liberalize and to
open their electricity and natural gas markets to competition. Competitive parts of the industry
(electricity generation, storage, trade and retail) were distinguished from non-competitive parts
(grid operation). Grid operators were obliged to grant access to their grids to third parties with
the aim to remove entry barriers for new electricity generators, traders and retailers as well as to
remove restrictions for end customers to choose their supplier (European Commission, 2012). In
order to facilitate the free trade of electricity, spot and derivatives markets have been established,
e.g. Nord Pool, the European Energy Exchange (EEX) in Lepzig or the European Power Exchange
(EPEX Spot) in Paris.
The proper functioning of these markets requires properly functioning grids as electricity has to
be transported from the generator to the end customer. The competitive and non-competitive
branches have to be unbundled from each other based on EU regulations adopted by the member
states. While generation, storage, trade and retail are carried out by companies that compete with
each other on the electricity markets, the transport and distribution of electricity constitutes a
natural monopoly (European Commission, 2012). Transmission system operators mainly ensure
the transport of electricity within a market zone and from one market zone to another, while
11
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distribution system operators transport electricity to end customers on different voltage levels and
are responsible for the integration of decentralized electricity sources.
The propagation of power flows within an electricity grid follows only the physical laws of Ohm
and Kirchhoff (Oruç and Cunningham, 2014). As a consequence, electricity system operators have
a very limited influence on the routing of power flows in their grids. This stands in contrast to
most other transportation grids like natural gas or water or telecommunication grids, which allow
an active routing of flows5. Therefore, a variety of measures have to be implemented to guarantee
the proper and secure operation of electricity grids. Some of these measures can be characterized
as ancillary services. It is the responsibility of system operators to provide these ancillary services
for their customers. While transmission system operators have historically provided most ancillary
services, the ongoing decentralization of power generation triggers discussions about the future role
allocation between transmission and distribution system operators.
2.1 Role and Remuneration of Ancillary Services
These ancillary services include frequency control, grid operation respectively congestion man-
agement, voltage stability and re-establishment of supply. The input factors for these ancillary
services are balancing energy for frequency control, reactive power for voltage stability, redispatch,
curtailment and grid reserve for congestion management respectively grid operation and black start
capability for re-establishment of supply. Ancillary services are partially provided on a market
basis.
As the aim of this work is not only to evaluate supply options, but also remuneration concepts
for reactive power, the remuneration of other ancillary services shall be described in this section
in order to embed the different concepts for reactive power into a broader context. Although,
transmission and distribution system operators fall into the non-competitive branch of the energy
industry, ancillary services and their input factors can be provided on a competitive basis. Hence,
this section provides a short description of the characteristics of the different services as well as of
the remuneration concepts applied in Germany.
The cost development for these services is depicted in Figure 2.1. Frequency Containment Reserves
(FCR), Frequency Restoration Reserves (FRR) and losses dominate the total yearly cost between
1.1 and 1.6 bn. EUR. The cost of the individual services changes over time. A significant cost
drop of 280 mio. EUR from 2009 to 2010, mostly due to cost reductions for loss compensation,
5Power flows can actively altered by the system operator by switching individual lines on or off and by means of
phase-shifting transformer (quadrature boosters) like the ones installed on the German-Dutch and the German-Czech
border.
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is evident from the data and results mainly from a decrease of electricity prices. Especially the
cost for reserves has decreased considerably in recent years. These components accounted for over
two-thirds of the total ancillary service cost in 2005. Ten years later, their share dropped to 21%.
At the same time the cost for grid operation has increased dramatically from below 100 mio. EUR
until 2010 to nearly 1 bn. EUR in 2015. The cost has almost tripled from 2014 to 2015 alone.
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Figure 2.1: Cost development of ancillary services and losses, in mio. EUR. Own illustration based
on Bundesnetzagentur (2015), Bundesnetzagentur (2016b) and earlier monitoring reports.
.
2.1.1 Frequency Control – Balancing Energy
As electricity cannot be stored without taking additional capital-intensive measures, e.g. the usage
of storage devices such as batteries or pumped storage plants, generation and load have to be
constantly balanced. An excess of generation results in an increase of power system frequency, while
an excess of consumption results in a decrease. Predictable deviations, caused by updated feed-in
forecasts for volatile sources, non-availability of power plants or changes in load behavior, can be
balanced on the continuous intraday market up to 30 minutes before physical delivery (EPEX SPOT,
2016b). Due to the short timespan between trade and delivery, these markets foster the integration
of volatile renewable generation (von Selasinsky, 2016). On a shorter timescale, deviations have to
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be balanced by the use of balancing energy in order to ensure a stable power system frequency. Since
2001, TSOs have been tendering for different products of balancing energy in different qualities on
an open, transparent and non-discriminating market platform (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2016b).
Table 2.1 describes the characteristics of the three different qualities.
Table 2.1: Characteristics of the balancing energy qualities in Germany. Based on
Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (2016b)
FCR Automatic FRR Manual FRR
Activation time 30 sec 5 min 15 min
Activation
procedure
Automatic Automatic Manual
Tender interval Weekly Weekly Daily
Time slices 1 (entire week) 2 (day,
night/weekend)
6 (4h blocks)
Product
differentiation
none positive / negative positive / negative
Minimum offer 1 MW 5 MW 5 MW
Remuneration Pay-as-bid (per
MW)
Pay-as-bid (per MW
and MWh)
Pay-as-bid (per MW
and MWh)
On the technical side, Frequency Containment Reserves (FCR) or Primary Reserves are activated
automatically depending on the power system frequency and decentrally by the generation units
dispatched for those reserves. If a generation unit suddenly fails, causing a frequency drop in the
system, all FCRs activate themselves to stabilize the frequency at a new target value. From this
point on, automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves (FRR) or Secondary Reserves are activated
based on their price per MWh to restore the frequency to its nominal value and to set free the
FCRs, which are then available to counteract further disturbances. Afterwards, Manual FRRs or
Minute Reserves can be activated to set free the Automatic FRRs.
On the economic side, currently there are weekly tenders for FCR and Automatic FRR and daily
tenders for Manual FRR. Suppliers must fulfill a set of prequalifications (Verband der Netzbetreiber
e.V., 2007) to be accepted as bidders. Consequently, they can submit offers for the prequalified
qualities. FRR is differentiated into positive and negative reserves, while FCR has to be offered in
both directions. For all tenders pay-as-bid pricing applies. Offers are accepted based on their price
per MW until the quantity demanded by the system operators is reached. FCR is only remunerated
based on the price per MW, while for FRR a merit order is generated. When FRR has to be
activated, offers matching locational criteria with the lowest price per MWh are activated first.
The tendering process is carried out once per week in the case of FCR and Automatic FRR and
on a daily basis in the case of Manual FRR via an online platform, where the required amounts
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are published and the suppliers can place their bids. Balancing prices that have to be paid for
a deviation between scheduled and actual energy accounts are calculated on the basis of the
expenditures of the system operators for reserve power at every 15 minute interval.
2.1.2 Grid Operation – Redispatch and Curtailment
The European electricity markets are based on a zonal approach. This means that electricity can be
traded within or across geographically delimited market zones. In most cases, these market zones
coincide with national borders. In the case of Germany, Austria and Luxembourg, the combined
market zone consists of three countries. The markets of Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Italy are
organized by several market zones for each country (ENTSO-E, 2016b). Each market zone has a
uniform market price, i.e. that electricity can be sold or bought at the same price independent from
the physical location of the feed-in or withdrawal within the market zone. Trade between market
zones is possible, but it is limited by the physical characteristics of the grid. Therefore, preventive
congestion management mechanisms, such as the static Available Transfer Capacity (ATC) or the
dynamic Flow Based Market Coupling (FBMC) approach, are implemented in order to allocate
trade capacities (Weber et al., 2010).
Electricity generators, traders and retailers can bid on generation quantities and prices within their
market zone. Suppliers’ and demanders’ offers are matched, until the equilibrium price is found.
Bids with prices below or equal to the market price are awarded and the associated generation
sources will be dispatched by the owner. Especially in large market zones with a high share of
renewable energies, situations can occur, where the market-based power plant dispatch is physically
infeasible. If the power plants selected in the market process were actually dispatched in these
cases, current or voltage limits of specific transmission equipment could be complied with. In this
case, system operators have to conduct redispatch measures (Bundesministerium der Justiz und
Verbraucherschutz, 2005, §13), i.e. an operator has to interfere the market outcome in order to
guarantee system security. There are two basic types of redispatch measures.
Current-induced redispatch has to be conducted because current limits of transmission lines or
transformers are exceeded. If generation is concentrated in one geographical area and load is
concentrated in another area, congestions may occur, because transmission capacities are not
sufficient to transport the electricity from the source to the sink. In this case, a power plant on one
side of the congestion has to increase its output or be started (ramp-up) and a power plant on the
other side has to reduce its output or be shut down (ramp-down) to relieve the congested line.
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Voltage-induced redispatch is conducted when voltage limits in a region are exceeded and there is
not enough reactive power available to keep the voltage within the required limits. In this case,
additional power plants have to be started up to provide reactive power and other power plants
have to reduce their output to extend their reactive power range.
In both cases, power plant operators increasing their generation have to be compensated for their
additional expenditures for fuel and start-up. Power plant operators that have to reduce their output
still receive the revenue for the electricity sold on the market, but have to pay a compensation for
the unused fuel resulting from the ramp-down. In Germany both types of redispatch measures
have been conducted in recent years, while the volume of current-induced redispatch is significantly
higher than the volume of voltage-induced redispatch. In 2014, 1 930 GWh of current-induced and
232 GWh of voltage-induced redispatch have been conducted (Bundesnetzagentur, 2015, pp. 102ff.).
2.1.3 Voltage Stability – Reactive Power
The operating voltage in electricity grids should be kept within certain limits – the voltage band – in
order to facilitate the correct functioning of generation, transmission, distribution and consumption
equipment. A deviation from these limits could damage or destroy the equipment or provoke a
safety shutdown. This, in turn can cause a chain reaction and lead to a large-scale blackout induced
by the voltage collapse. In most electricity systems, the system operator is responsible to keep the
voltage within the established boundaries by means of reactive power management. Transmission
and distribution equipment, such as transmission lines, cables and transformers require inductive or
capacitive reactive power depending on the type and the utilization. Also end customers consume
either inductive or capacitive reactive power according to the types of assets they run. These
external reactive power requirements have to be balanced by a controlled reactive power supply
and the voltage has to be kept within the applicable voltage band.
Reactive power can be supplied by generation equipment or by reactive power devices (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3). In Germany, the reactive power requirements for generation equipment is regulated in
the grid codes for the different voltage levels.
Moreover, TSOs have reactive power devices at their disposal in order to ensure the availability
of reactive power and to maintain the desired operating voltage. The provision of reactive power
from large-scale power stations is stipulated in bilateral contracts. Their content, particularly the
remuneration is undisclosed, but the according to Bundesnetzagentur (2016b, p. 122) the total
cost for reactive power was 33 mio. EUR in 2015. Besides the bilateral payments for the regular
provision of reactive power, additional voltage-induced redispatch measures of 440 GWh had to be
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conducted (Bundesnetzagentur, 2016b, p. 103). The remuneration for these measures increases the
total cost for reactive power, but the amount is not published.
Although contracts are undisclosed, on the basis of this annual reactive power cost it can be
expected that power plant operators receive a remuneration for their reactive power provision.
Electricity customers and DSOs pay reactive power fees if their power factor falls below the agreed
or regulated limits (50Hertz Transmission GmbH, 2016). Beyond these payments, no incentives
exist for DSOs or directly connected customers to support voltage control by adapting their reactive
power behavior.
2.1.4 Re-establishment of Supply – Black Start Capability
In case of a blackout, the system operator has to reestablish the electricity provision. For this
purpose, power plants with black start capabilities are contracted in order to provide this service in
the case of a blackout. Those power plants have to be able to start up without requiring electricity
from the grid, e.g. most run-of-the-river hydro power and pumped storage plants. Also, these
power plants have to be able to control the voltage by feeding in reactive power and to maintain a
stable frequency by balancing demand and supply. If a blackout occurs, the grid operation around
these black start capable power plants is re-established and more and more electricity generators
and end customers are reconnected until the grid operation is fully restored (Kombikraftwerk2,
2014). In Germany, this ancillary service is provided based on bilateral contracts between TSOs
and power plant operators. The total cost is relatively stable accounting to 5.1 mio. EUR in 2015
(Bundesnetzagentur, 2016b, p. 122).
2.2 Voltage Stability and Reactive Power
In the following chapters, techno-economic grid models are developed and applied to analyze the
economic benefits of reactive power supply options under different scenarios. Although, introductions
to the concepts of voltage stability and reactive power can be found in standard electrical engineering
literature such as Oeding and Oswald (2004) or Schwab (2006), the concepts applied in the model
formulation shall be shortly described in this work. This is important to be able to relate to the
special characteristics of reactive power as a good. These characteristics affect the supply and
demand as well as the possibilities to trade and remunerate the good. The introduction of the
following section is limited to the aspects relevant for the further analysis.
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In electricity systems, electricity is transported through dedicated AC grids from the generator to
the end customer. In most cases, the amount of power transported through the grid is actually
higher than the amount consumed by the customer. In contrary to real power, which is converted
into mechanical energy, radiation, heat or other forms of energy, reactive power flows back and
forth between generator and consumer without doing any work. A phase shift between current
and voltage caused by a capacitive or inductive impedance is responsible for the reactive power
phenomenon (Oeding and Oswald, 2004, p. 18).
(a) Phase shift of 0° (b) Phase shift of 30°
(c) Phase shift of 60° (d) Phase shift of 90°
Figure 2.2: Functions for voltage, current and power at different phasings. Own illustration.
Figure 2.2 depicts the relation between voltage, current and power for different phase shifts between
voltage and current for one complete AC cycle with sinusoidal voltage and current of the same
frequency. In Figure 2.2a there is no shift between voltage and current, both magnitudes are in
the same phase. The trigonometric functions for voltage and current are either both positive or
both negative – or zero twice per cycle. This means that power, the product of both, is positive. In
this case, only real power is flowing into one direction (the grey area between the p(t) function an
the axis). In Figure 2.2b there is a slight shift between current and voltage of 30°. The result is a
power flow that is mostly positive, but includes small negative parts. Hence, power is flowing into
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one direction most of the time, but some part of the power is flowing back to the source. This can
be interpreted as a large real power flow and a small reactive power flow. In Figure 2.2c with a
shift of 60° the reactive power part becomes more significant. Figure 2.2d depicts a situation with
a 90° shift between current and voltage. In this case the positive and negative grey areas have the
same size. The same amount of energy that is flowing from the source to the sink is flowing back to
the source. The real power flow is zero and the reactive power flow has reached its maximum level.
Real power P and reactive power Q together define the apparent power S. The apparent power is
defined as the product of the effective values of voltage U and current I. The phase angle ϕ between
current and voltage determines real and reactive power. These relations are described by Equation
(2.1). In order to distinguish these three physical quantities, different unit nomenclatures are usually
used, VA (volt-ampere) for apparent power, W (Watt) for real power and var (volt-ampere reactive)
for reactive power (Schwab, 2006, pp. 874ff.).
S = U · I in [VA]
P = U · I · cosϕ in [W]
Q = U · I · sinϕ in [var]
(2.1)
In many cases, it is more convenient to interpret real and reactive power as a complex number
S = P + jQ, where S is the apparent power, P the real part, Q the imaginary part and j is the
imaginary unit. Throughout this work real and reactive power will be depicted as in Figure 2.3 as
two-dimensional diagrams with reactive power on the x-axis and real power on the y-axis.
Real power
Reactive power
under-excited over-excitedP
jQ
ϕ
S
Qcap Qind
Figure 2.3: Real, reactive and apparent power in the pointer diagram. Own illustration.
The cause for the reactive power flow are loads, transmission equipment or generators that are not
purely resistive, but also a capacitive or inductive reactance. Inductive loads, such as coils, trans-
formers or asynchronous motors use power from the grid to establish a magnetic field. Periodically,
when the voltage in the AC cycle drops, this field is decomposed and power is fed back to the grid.
In this case, the current is lagging the voltage and ϕ > 0. On the contrary, capacitive loads, such
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as capacitors or underground cables, utilize power to periodically establish an electric field and
feed power back to the grid when the field is decomposed. In that case, the current is leading the
voltage and ϕ < 0. In both cases, the effect is a power flow oscillating between source and sink
(Diekmann and Rosenthal, 2014, p. 427).
Both real and reactive power flows load the transmission equipment, which has to be designed for
the apparent power flow S of Equation (2.2).
S =
√
P 2 +Q2 (2.2)
The thermal loss of a transmission equipment is determined by the current I, which in turn is
determined by the apparent power according to Equation (2.3).
I =
S
U
=
√
P 2 +Q2
U
(2.3)
This means that the reactive power flow, although it does no work, causes thermal losses. For
both reasons, system operators tend to minimize reactive power flows if possible (Amprion GmbH,
2016a). The power factor cosϕ of Equation (2.4) describes the portion of the apparent power that
is caused by real power and is a common parameter to describe the reactive power behavior of
generators and loads (Schwab, 2006, p. 875).
cosϕ =
P
S
(2.4)
2.2.1 Reactive Power Behavior of Electricity Grids
The reactive power balance of an electricity system is determined by three major factors:
 Reactive power demand of consumers,
 Reactive power supply of generation equipment and compensation devices,
 Reactive power behavior of transmission equipment.
While purely resistive loads (e.g. conventional light bulbs) do not cause any shift between voltage
and current and do not consume reactive power, the impedance of most loads consists of a real part
(resistance) and an imaginary part (reactance). These loads show either an inductive or capacitive
reactive power behavior depending on the direction of the shift and affect the reactive power balance
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at the respective grid node. In case their reactive power behavior exceeds the established limits,
these customers have to pay a reactive power tariff. This is why industrial customers with a high
reactive power load tend to partially compensate their reactive power demand by means of privately
owned compensation devices. Most generation facilities are able to provide reactive power to the
grid, which is explained in detail in the next section.
Besides suppliers and consumers, also the transmission equipment itself influence the reactive power
balance. Overhead transmission lines as well as underground cables show an inductive reactive
power behavior in a quadratic function of the operating voltage ul and depending on the shunt
susceptance gshl . Due to a closer proximity of the wires, underground cables show a significantly
higher inductive reactive power behavior than overhead transmission lines of the same voltage level
and current rating. At the same time, both types of electricity lines show a capacitive reactive
power behavior in a quadratic function of their current load il and depending on the reactance xl.
Inductive and capacitive reactive power behaviors partially compensate each other, hence depending
on the magnitudes of reactance and shunt susceptance, a natural operating point exists, where the
inductive and the capacitive reactive power behavior cancels out. The Pi equivalent circuit can
be used to approximatively describe this behavior6. The consolidated real power loss and reactive
power behavior can be calculated according to Equation (2.5). The Pi equivalent circuit and the
behavior of different types of overhead transmission lines and underground cables are depicted in
Figure 2.4. It can be observed, that the overhead transmission lines have a natural operating point
where the consolidated reactive power behavior reaches zero. Due to their high shunt susceptance,
underground cables show an inductive reactive power behavior throughout the whole operating
range and do not have a feasible natural operating point.
Ploss = −3rli2l
Qloss = b
sh
l · u2l − 3xlil
(2.5)
This reactive power behavior of electricity grids has to be compensated by the feed-in of inductive or
capacitive reactive power to the grid. This can be achieved by the reactive power sources described
in Section 2.3 or by the exchange of reactive power with other grid layers. Especially underground
cables require a high amount of capacitive reactive power to compensate their inductive reactive
power behavior. For this purpose, along the 380 kV Berlin cable transversal several inductors are
installed to generate capacitive reactive power (50Hertz Transmission GmbH, 2014).
6It is assumed that voltages and currents are sinusoidal and that all phases of the three-phase electric power
system are symmetrically loaded. Hence, the three-pole system can be condensed to a single-pole equivalent circuit
(Oeding and Oswald, 2004, pp. 28f.).
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Figure 2.4: Pi equivalent and reactive power behavior of transmission lines. Own illustration based
on (Schwab, 2006, p. 400).
2.2.2 Voltage Control
As discussed in the previous sections, reactive power has to be provided for electricity customers and
to compensate the reactive power behavior of electricity grids. The transport over large distances is
not convenient as reactive power flows cause thermal losses. Besides these attempts to compensate
reactive power where it is required, reactive power can also be utilized to actively influence the
operating voltage at certain nodes of the grid. While the frequency is the same at every node of a
synchronous area, voltage magnitudes and angles differ throughout the grid. An unexpected power
plant outage and the accompanying decrease in real power generation has usually only a small
influence on the system frequency and can be compensated by all power plants within the grid
providing FCR (see Section 2.1.1). The accompanying change in reactive power provision can only
be compensated by power plants up to a certain electrical distance from the outage. Therefore,
reserves have to be kept to prevent a voltage collapse in the case of an outage (Schwab, 2006, p.
638).
Voltage at different nodes of a grid can actively be controlled through tap changers of transformers or
through the feed-in of reactive power. Tap changers allow to change the turns ratio of a transformer
which leads to a change of the voltage ratio between primary and secondary side. In most cases,
the tap changer is a mechanical installation that shifts the physical connection of the winding.
Under the on-load design, measures have to be taken in order to prevent open or short circuits
during the changing process. These transformers can be used to change the voltage ratio between
different grid layers, e.g. the 380 kV transmission and a 110 kV distribution grid. If the voltage in
the distribution grid drops below a certain point, the turns ratio can be reduced to lift the voltage
(Schwab, 2006, pp. 353f.).
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Besides the voltage adjustment by means of tap changers, voltage can also be controlled utilizing
reactive power. While changes in the real power feed-in at a certain node mainly influence the
voltage angle between the nodes, the feed-in of capacitive or inductive reactive power has an
influence mainly on the voltage magnitudes (Schwab, 2006, p. 615). The additional feed-in of
inductive reactive power (e.g. from generators operating in over-excited mode) increases the nodal
voltage, while capacitive reactive power (e.g. from generators operating in under-excited mode)
decreases the voltage.
2.3 Reactive Power Sources
As discussed in the previous section, reactive power can be utilized both to compensate reactive
power requirements and to actively influence the voltage within a grid. Various reactive power
sources are able to provide reactive power to the grid:
 Synchronous generators,
 Synchronous condensers,
 Capacitors,
 Inductors,
 Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS).
The different reactive power supply options and electricity system scenarios developed and described
in Chapter 5 take into account combinations of these sources. Hence, their characteristics are
described in this section.
All reactive power sources cause thermal losses within the source, e.g. in generator windings,
transformers or cables. For compensation devices, i.e. sources that have the only purpose to provide
reactive power, losses are exclusively caused by reactive power. In the case of power plants and
renewable energy sources, losses occur mainly due to the generation of real power. A reactive power
provision causes additional losses in the source. In some cases these losses are considerable. Uber
and Pöller (2016) calculated financial losses of up to 1.3% in extreme situations. In most situations
and configurations, losses can be assumed to be significantly smaller (Uber and Pöller, 2016, p. 9).
As the magnitude of the losses depends on the electricity generation, the cosϕ of the device as well
as the internal configuration, a generalized approach to reflect internal losses is disputable. As all
sources incur internal losses, in the context of this work losses shall only be regarded from the point
of feed-in to the grid.
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Figure 2.5: Generator capability curves for conventional and renewable generation sources. Own
illustration based on Schwab (2006, p. 246) and Enercon GmbH (2015, p. 24).
2.3.1 Conventional Power Plants
Synchronous generators installed in conventional power plants are able to provide both capacitive
and inductive reactive power according to the generator capability curve of Figure 2.5a. On the
under-excited (capacitive) side, the reactive power provision is restricted by the stability limit of
the stator. The maximum reactive power provision decreases with increasing real power feed-in. On
the over-excited (inductive) side, both the apparent power as well as the excitation limit determine
the maximum reactive power provision. As reactive power can only be provided when the turbine
is running and the generator set generates real power, throughout this work a phase angle limit will
be considered as well prohibiting the reactive power provision at zero real power generation.
The reactive power provision of conventional power plants can be controlled applying different
methods. The transmission code foresees three voltage control principles that generation facilities
connected to the transmission grid have to support (Verband der Netzbetreiber e.V., 2007, p. 36):
 Power factor cosϕ,
 Voltage response curve Q(U),
 Fixed reactive power target value Qfix.
The power factor cosϕ is a special kind of a real power response curve Q(P ), which specifies a
reactive power response for every real power operating point P . In the case of a cosϕ set-point,
there is a linear relation between reactive and real power in the form of Q(P ) =
√
1
cosϕ2 − 1 · P .
This also means that with such a set-point, the reactive power provision is zero in case no real
power is generated.
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A voltage response curve Q(U) specifies a reactive power feed-in depending on the bus voltage.
This method allows to counteract voltage deviations by providing reactive power. The voltage
response curve can be defined in a way that inductive reactive power is provided when the bus
voltage is below its nominal value in order to increase the voltage. In the contrary case, if the
operating voltage is above the nominal value, capacitive reactive power has to be provided in order
to decrease it.
A fixed reactive power target value Qfix can be set by the system operator in order to ensure a
constant reactive power provision at a specific value.
All three specifications can be set either by manually applying a specific value respectively a
response curve or through an online value setting.
2.3.2 Decentralized Energy Sources
As discussed in the introduction, the capacity installed in the transmission grid decreases while
installed capacities in the distribution grids increase mainly due to the commissioning of renewable
energy sources (see Figure 1.1 showing the development of installed capacities and electricity
generation on transmission and distribution grid level as well as for offshore installations). Regarding
electricity generation, the changes are even more drastic. As renewable energy sources appear at
the lower end of the merit order, the share of electricity generation of large power station connected
to the transmission grid may decrease from currently 62% to below 30% in 2035.
While the capacities of conventional power plants connected to the transmission grid can be expected
to decrease, decentralized energy sources, such as wind farms or PV parks, have increasing shares
in electricity generation. The increasing feed-in of electricity to lower voltage levels can lead to a
reversal of energy flows. This means, in situations when volatile sources generate a high amount of
electricity, energy is fed back to the transmission grid. This circumstance leads to new situations in
the distribution grids and requires an advanced range of measures to keep voltages and currents in
the required boundaries and the system secure. Besides the reversal of energy flows, increasing
amounts of decentralized energy sources also lead to decreasing run times of conventional power
plants according to Figure 1.1. These plants have historically been the main source of controllable
reactive power. At the same time, decentralized sources are capable of providing reactive power.
Increasing penetration rates and more demanding requirements for the equipment of decentralized
energy sources with Information and Communication Technology (ICT) allow many decentralized
energy sources to rapidly adapt their reactive power output to changing requirements. The voltage
control principles for these sources are the same as the ones discussed in the previous section.
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In this context, a strong cooperation between distribution and transmission system operators
respectively an incentive for a system-conform reactive power behavior can facilitate a voltage
control and reactive power management bridging voltage layers and organizational boundaries.
Generation sources connected to the 110 kV distribution grid or to even lower voltage levels could
provide reactive power not only to support voltage stability in the distribution grid, but also to
support the reactive power management and voltage stability in the transmission grid. The benefits
and the technical feasibility of this concept are subject to ongoing discussions and different analyses
of the topic have been conducted.
In their analysis of the ancillary service structure for Germany in 2030, Deutsche Energie Agentur
(2014) recommends to incorporate decentralized energy sources into the voltage management for
the 110 kV as well as for the transmission grid where it is economically viable. Depending on the
effort to integrate these sources into the control centers and the necessary coordination between
TSO and DSO, the authors suggest to evaluate on a case basis, if the reactive power provision from
the distribution grid is beneficial. This recommendation is based on the recognition of a future
deficit in installed capacity and availability of large power stations in the transmission grid and the
potential to provide reactive power from decentralized energy sources. Provision cost for voltage
control and reactive power can be decreased if the reactive power capabilities of wind parks is used
(Van Hulle et al., 2014).
For a controlled provision of reactive power from decentralized energy sources not only a cooperation
between system operators is necessary, but also the equipment of these generation facilities with
ICT. Small-scale generation facilities can only be efficiently controlled, if the process to adjust
the working point is automated. Older decentralized energy sources may not be equipped with
the necessary ICT and a retrofitting of these facilities may not be reasonable. However, it can be
expected that newer installations are equipped accordingly. Moreover, it has to be ensured that
control centers are able to utilize the control capabilities of decentralized energy sources.
On transmission and 110 kV distribution grid level, generation facilities have to be able to provide
33% of their installed real power capacity as reactive power (cosϕ = 0.95) in under-excited mode
and 41% (cosϕ = 0.925) in over-excited mode7.
In the context of this work, conventional power plants connected to the 110 kV grid will be reflected
as discussed in the previous section. Decentralized energy sources will be considered based on
their grid code requirements as depicted in Figure 2.5b. A reactive power requirement of up to
33% (cosϕ = 0.95) of the installed capacity on the capacitive, under-excited side as well as 41%
7The requirements are formulated in the grid codes on transmission (Verband der Netzbetreiber e.V., 2007) and
110 kV distribution grid level (Verband der Elektrotechnik Elektronik Informationstechnik e.V., 2015).
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(cosϕ = 0.925) on the inductive over-excited side are considered. These reactive power requirements
have to be fulfilled when the decentralized energy source generates more than 20% of the installed
capacity. Below this value, the requirement decreases towards zero8. This also means that these
installations are neither required nor technically capable of supplying reactive power when the
real power output is zero. For PV parks and for wind turbines that are equipped with an internal
DC circuit and an inverter, it is possible to implement additional technical measures to emulate a
so-called STATCOM behavior. This means that installations equipped with this technology are
able to provide their full reactive power range even when no real power is generated (Enercon
GmbH, 2015).
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Figure 2.6: Reactive power capability curves for compensation devices. Own illustration based on
Johansson et al. (2004)
2.3.3 HVDC Converter Stations
The grid development plan for Germany foresees a number of HVDC links in order to transport
electricity from North to South (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b). These DC links are connected
to the AC transmission grid via converter stations. Depending on the technology implemented, these
converters do not only transport electricity through the link, but are also able to provide ancillary
services, most notably reactive power to the transmission grid. The proposed HVDC projects
are planned using the Voltage Source Converter (VSC) technology that allows an independent
control of real and reactive power at each converter station. In this case, the maximum amount of
reactive power that can be provided is determined by the current limit of the converter. The more
real power is transferred through the link, the less reactive power can be provided. This limit is
8The requirements are defined in the high voltage grid code (Verband der Elektrotechnik Elektronik Information-
stechnik e.V., 2015) and the transmission grid code (Verband der Netzbetreiber e.V., 2007). One of three different
sets of requirements can be chosen by the system operator. Version 2 with a balanced requirement between the
under-excited and the over-excited side will be considered for this work.
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voltage-dependent, the maximum apparent power increases with increasing voltage. The limitation
is depicted in Figure 2.6a. Besides the current limit, there is a further – voltage-dependent –
limitation on the inductive side. The reactive power behavior of the converter is determined by the
voltage difference between the AC grid and the DC link. The maximum DC voltage of the link
limits the reactive power output on the inductive side. When the voltage magnitude of the AC grid
node is high, the reactive power potential is low. With decreasing grid voltage, the potential to
provide voltage-increasing inductive reactive power increases, which is convenient from a stability
point of view (Johansson et al., 2004).
2.3.4 Compensation Devices
For the purpose of this work all installations that have the sole purpose or main purpose to provide
reactive power will be subsumed under the term compensation device. There is a variety of technical
implementations for this category of reactive power sources. The most relevant types in the context
of this work are explained below.
Synchronous condensers are synchronous generators without a mechanical propulsion. They
are rotating as a motor and consume real power from the grid to cover the internal losses. The
feed-in of capacitive or inductive reactive power can be controlled by the exciting current. These
installations mainly serve the purpose to provide reactive power. Also power plant generators can
be operated in a phase shifter mode, e.g. the generating sets of hydro power plants, when the
turbine is not impinged with water. Also generators mechanically powered by gas turbines can be
used for this purpose9 (Schwab, 2006, pp. 240f.).
Capacitor banks can be placed in serial connection into the circuit. They provide inductive
reactive power compensating the capacitive behavior of heavily loaded transmission lines. Usually,
these capacitors can be connected if required. This class of device is either connected (switched on)
or disconnected (switched off), but is not steplessly variable.
Shunt reactors can be connected to a transmission line at a substation in order to generate
capacitive reactive power compensating the inductive reactive power behavior of underground cables
or transmission lines that are energized, but with a very light or no load connected (non-loaded
line). Shunt reactors contain inductors (coils) that consume the reactive power and can usually be
switched in various steps depending on the compensation requirements.
9Generator and turbine should be separated by a clutch. In the contrary case, the power for the compressor has
to be provided by the grid.
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Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) are power electronic devices that are used to
control power flows within a transmission grid by providing reactive power. FACTS can be classified
into a variety of different technical concepts. Only the most relevant concepts in the context of this
work shall be explained. Details can be found in Schwab (2006, pp. 410ff.). Thyristor-Controlled
Reactors and Thyristor-Switched Capacitors mainly consist of a combination between reactors
respectively capacitors and thyristors that allow a stepless control of the reactive power output in
fast response times. Static Var Compensators (SVC) consist of a combination of both devices
and allow for a stepless provision of both capacitive and inductive reactive power. These devices
can react very quickly to changing requirements and allow for a stepless real-time reactive power
provision and voltage control following the requirements of the system operator. STATCOM
devices are able to induce voltages that are shifted 90° against the current mainly through the use
of power electronics and smaller inductors and capacitors. The STATCOM is able to provide a
voltage profile that is very close to a sine curve, so that only small filters are required to eliminate
harmonic components. One advantage of this technology is the ability to provide reactive power
also at lower voltages (Schwab, 2006).
The reactive power capabilities of all types of compensation devices will be characterized by their
minimum and maximum reactive power output as depicted in Figure 2.6b. Hence, compensation
devices can be used as a source of reactive power within their minimum and maximum output
range.
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Market Mechanisms and
Remuneration Concepts
In the previous chapter the fundamentals of voltage stability and the significance of reactive
power for the operation of electricity grids have been pointed out. Furthermore the market and
remuneration concepts for other ancillary services, such as reserve power and redispatch, have been
briefly discussed. In this chapter, a variety of concepts for pricing and remuneration of reactive
power will be highlighted and evaluated based on a literature research . For a selection of countries,
an overview is given on remuneration concepts actually in place. A summary of the structured
literature research can be found in the appendix.
While sophisticated markets for real power exist in most European countries, reactive power markets
and even incentivizing remuneration schemes are very scarce. As real and reactive power flows are
a result of a shift between the periodic voltage and the periodic current functions, the propagation
in electricity grids of both types of power follows similar physical principles. Nevertheless, major
differences exist. First of all, the reactance of transmission lines is usually significantly larger than
the resistance (Stigler and Todem, 2005, p. 118). This makes a propagation of reactive power
over large distances undesirable. Although reactive power does not do actual work, it increases
the current on the line, which leads to two effects: thermal losses in the power line increase and
the available margin for real power flows on the line decreases. Second, the generation of reactive
power usually does not cause any or at least only low variable cost. Generators are able to supply
a certain range of reactive power even at full load (cf. Section 2.3). In the case of real power on
the other side, variable cost is determined by fuel and other operational cost. Electricity markets,
such as future, day-ahead and intraday markets, usually offer the possibility to trade a large variety
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of real power products. The marginal cost of generation units is the main price driver on those
markets. In Europe, these electricity markets usually serve large geographic areas, such as the
combined market zone of Germany and Austria, with the possibility to trade electricity between
the market zones.
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Figure 3.1: Classification of reactive power remuneration schemes. Own illustration.
As reactive power is required locally to ensure voltage stability and the transmission over large
distances is difficult as explained above, remuneration mechanisms should ideally allow for a
regional differentiation. A comprehensive overview on the coverage of reactive power remuneration
mechanisms in the literature can be found in Parida et al. (2011). Figure 3.1 shows a classification
of different remuneration schemes for reactive power discussed in scientific publications.
The schemes have been divided on the one hand into regulatory and market-based concepts. To
this effect, regulatory concepts are characterized by a top-down fixation of tariffs based on the
regulation in place, without a participation of market participants in the pricing process. Under
market-based concepts on the other hand, the players in the electricity market participate in the
pricing process either by placing bids for their reactive power provision or by negotiating prices
with the demanding party. In this case, the regulation only sets the framework for the market
interactions. Usually on transmission grid level the system responsible TSO is the only demanding
party, while there may be a variety of offering parties, such as power plant or wind farm operators,
DSOs or owners of private compensation devices. The market can therefore be classified as a
monopsonic market, i.e. a market with one consumer and several suppliers.
The second division concerns the time between conclusion of the contract and physical delivery
of the reactive power. The concepts are divided into short- and long-term schemes. Short-term
schemes imply a contract closure of a few days, hours or even minutes ahead and are necessary for
dynamic voltage stability. As fixed cost is not a relevant criterion for short-term decisions, most of
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the pricing mechanisms under this scheme are driven by the opportunity cost of reactive power
supply. Long-term schemes imply a time span of a year or more until physical delivery and can
be used to ensure static voltage stability and sufficient reactive power reserve, e.g. in the event of
contingencies. In this case usually not the actual power dispatch is priced, but the availability of
reactive power capacity. Therefore, price drivers for these pricing mechanisms are depreciation,
capital and other fixed costs for the reactive power supply.
3.1 Regulatory Concepts
In contrast to market-based concepts, where individual reactive power suppliers can influence
prices, the regulatory concepts discussed in this section are based on a regulatory framework
setting the boundary conditions for reactive power remuneration. These boundary conditions
may be an obligation to supply reactive power or a tariff for the provision of reactive power or
for reserves. The general advantage of these concepts is that their introduction into the existing
structures on the electricity markets is feasible, as the financial clearing can happen ex-post and no
market structures have to be created. The major challenge for these types of concepts is to set an
efficient remuneration that ensures sufficient reactive power but does not generate excessive cost
that electricity customers have to cover by means of their grid charges. The main disadvantage is
therefore a potentially low efficiency when prices do not reflect the actual value of reactive power
and generate misguided incentives.
3.1.1 Fixed Reactive Power Reserve Premium
Network operators can pay a fixed annual availability premium for reactive power reserve to reactive
power providers. As the need for reactive power to ensure voltage stability is local (Hernandez
et al., 2005), the premium should only be paid at locations where reactive power is strategically
required.
If generators agree to guarantee a certain reactive power provision, they receive a fixed annual reserve
premium at locations where the system operator defines a need for reactive power provision. Not
only generators could be subject to this premium, but also underlying distribution grid operators,
which could use sources in their grid to actively influence the reactive power exchange with the
transmission grid. Also owners of wind farms or other renewable energy sources could decide
to invest in auxiliary equipment to provide an extended reactive power range and to receive the
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premium. As the provider receives an annual premium for his services, the system provider is
allowed to control the reactive power output of the source within the range agreed upon.
As synchronous generators are able to supply a certain amount of reactive power at full load with no
or only a small cost caused by losses associated, a distinction between the reactive power provision
zones can be made. This would mean that generators have to provide a certain amount of reactive
power for free and receive the payment only if they agree to supply additional reactive power.
The premium in this case should be oriented at the cost of an efficient provision, which could
be achieved through the installation of a Static VAr compensator, as suggested by Hao (2003, p.
1375). For Germany, the grid development plan states a required investment of 3.2 mio. EUR
for a 100 MVAr compensation device and an additional 2 mio. EUR for the required switch gear
(Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2013, p. 364). An assumed WACC10 of 4.0%, an expected asset
life time of 40 years and an assumed operation and maintenance (O&M) markup of 2% lead to
an annuity annuitySV C = 3667 EUR/Mvar. This annuity could be used as the annual reserve
premium for guaranteed additional reactive power provision. If this premium is sufficient for the
potential reactive power provider to guarantee a corresponding reactive power supply, the provider
would enter into the agreement. From the system operator’s point of view, this causes the same
cost as the construction of the compensation device. If no provider is available, the system operator
can construct a compensation device at the same cost11.
The possible reactive power output of generators depends on their generation levels. Usually
generation devices are not able to supply reactive power at zero real power output. Therefore, the
actual reactive power availability depends on the schedule in case of a conventional power plant or
on the wind speed in the case of a wind turbine. In order to cover this aspect, different service
levels could be agreed upon in the reactive power reserve contract. For example, an agreed service
level of 80% would require the provider to be able to supply reactive power 80% of the time. If
voltage problems appear mainly in situations with a high feed-in of RES, a situation-based contract
could be agreed upon, that would obligate the provider to supply reactive power only when the real
power output is above a certain threshold. Such contracts could define a premium based on the
power factor cosϕ the reactive power source is able to supply. Hence, the reactive power potential
of volatile sources could be exploited under consideration of the technical capabilities of these
sources. The system operator has to ensure that sufficient backup capacity is available in cases
when volatile sources are not able to provide reactive power. These capacities could be activated by
means of a voltage-induced redispatch for example.
10The WACC assumption is based on an equity yield rate of 6.91%, the maximum equity ratio of 40% and an
estimated interest on debt capital of 2%.
11In order to generate a financial incentive for the system operator as well, the regulator could define a markdown
on this annuity.
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If the system operator defines a reactive power requirement for a certain node, bus bar or a group
of them, no reactive power sources may be available in that specific area, but nearby in the system.
As explained above, a transport of reactive power over large distances is not desirable. Therefore,
only sources within a short electric distance should be considered. As the influence on the voltage
at the desired node varies depending on the position of the reactive power source within the grid, a
methodology is required to value different locations.
Xu et al. (2007) applies a Voltage Sensitivity (VS) analysis and combines it with a risk assessment.
A voltage sensitivity analysis allows to evaluate the influence of individual reactive power sources
on nodal voltage control and system losses. It measures the amount of reactive power required to
keep the voltage constant when real, reactive or apparent power is marginally increased at a specific
bus. The voltage sensitivity dQndSnn of reactive power change dQn at generation bus n differentiated
by the apparent power change dSnn at load bus nn is a matrix. It indicates for every load bus in
the system how much additional reactive power is required if every reactive power source is used
individually to keep the voltage constant. Based on the matrix the system operator can decide
which reactive power source serves best for the compensation of a specific load change. The method
also allows to calculate the change in real power losses that are caused by changes in real and
reactive power output of a specific reactive power device as Staniulis (2001) shows.
The VS method allows to retrieve reactive power variations for marginal changes in apparent power
load. As the equations involved are non-linear, the sensitivity depends on the system state. Staniulis
(2001) applies the Power Voltage curve method, which is available as a built-in function of
commercial power flow calculation software. The apparent power load of one or more load buses
is increased step-wise and the reactive power response of any available reactive power source is
monitored until the system reaches a limit, e.g. a reactive power supply or a transmission limit.
This method can be used to construct a reactive power response curve for every reactive power
source.
The Equivalent Reactive Compensation (ERC) method developed and applied in Xu et al.
(2001) allows to estimate the amount of compensation that is required at other locations of the grid,
if a specific reactive power source reduces or increases its output or fails completely. The real and
reactive power feed-in of all generation buses except the bus to be investigated is kept constant.
At this bus, the reactive power output is varied step-wise from minimum to maximum value. All
load buses are equipped with a virtual reactive power compensation device. The responses to the
reactive power variation at the selected bus of these compensation devices to keep the voltages
in the grid constant is monitored and summed up. Mathematically this can be formulated as
QERCn =
∑
nn∈N\{n}Q
S
nn. The ERC response Q
ERC
n to variations of bus n is a function of the
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required reactive power feed-in of the virtual compensation devices QSnn at the other system buses
nn. The result is a set of response curves to reactive power variations at the selected buses.
Sensitivity coefficients aERCn can be calculated by linearizing the response curves for every bus.
Staniulis (2001) also applies the intuitive Backup Generation method. Reactive power output of
one generator is varied and the response of other generators to keep voltages constant is monitored
similarly to the ERC method. Staniulis (2001) also compares these four methods and states that VS
and Power Voltage curves describe reactive power value in relation to load changes, while ERC and
Backup Generation compare the value of different power sources. Therefore, the results between
these two groups differ strongly. The author also finds, that the value of reactive power sources
depends on the system configuration and state.
In order to assess the value of alternative reactive power locations, the ERC method could be
utilized to calculate the respective sensitivities of each alternative bus aERCnn . A comparison of the
sensitivities of the alternative and the original bus leads to a valuation according to Equation (3.1).
For every defined reactive power reserve demand at a node n, this approach leads to a resulting
annual reserve premium remunapremiumn,nn of available power sources at alternative buses nn, where
servicelevelnn is an adjustment for the agreed service level of the source at bus nn.
remunapremiumn,nn =
aERCn
aERCnn
· servicelevelnn · annuitySV C (3.1)
A similar approach is suggested by Hernandez et al. (2005). The authors suggest to separate
reactive power services for voltage regulation, i.e. the reactive power required for voltage stability
under normal operation, and for reactive power spinning reserve, i.e. additional capacities required
for contingency states. They develop a methodology to attribute cost for both types of services
to different voltage control areas based on voltage sensitivities. Hao and Papalexopoulos (1997)
discuss a pricing mechanism for reactive power reserve based on the performance standards and
capital cost of generation equipment as well as a market-based approach.
3.1.2 Regulated Dispatch Tariff
A cost-based regulated tariff for reactive power dispatch is a concept that can be applied instead
of or in combination with the reactive power reserve premium discussed in the previous section.
While the premium is adequate for reactive power sources that have a high investment but low
operational cost, such as SVCs, it may not be suitable in the case of generators of conventional
power plants. Power plants are primarily installed to sell real power on the electricity market. Their
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ability to supply a certain range of reactive power requires no significant additional investment,
therefore a capacity-based remuneration is not required to cover the fixed cost. Nevertheless an
availability payment could be granted to partially cover the investment of the generator. However,
variable cost occur depending on the operating point. Therefore, a uniform remuneration as in the
case of the fixed premium is not appropriate to cover the cost and would in most cases either result
in insufficient cost recovery or in windfall profits for the generator.
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Figure 3.2: Generator capability curve and Expected Payment Function for different zones of
reactive power supply. Based on Zhong and Bhattacharya (2002b).
Therefore, Zhong and Bhattacharya (2002b) suggest an Expected Payment Function (EPF) for
reactive power, that is widely used in the literature, e.g. by Ahmadi and Akbari Foroud (2013) as
well as by Homaee and Jadid (2014). An extended version of this curve showing the different areas
of reactive power provision is depicted in Figure 3.2.
Zone I reaches from the origin to qbase. In this area, the generator only supplies reactive power to
compensate the auxiliary equipment. This supply should not be considered as auxiliary service and
therefore not be subject to a remuneration.
Zone IIa on the under-excited side of the capability curve reaches from the origin to que. In this
area internal losses increase. The generator is entitled to a payment to cover these internal losses
as well as to the availability payment. The same holds true for zone IIb on the over-excited side,
reaching from qbase to qoe.
In zone IIIa reaching from the que to qmin and zone IIIb reaching from qoe to qmax losses occur
as well. Additionally, the real power production has to be reduced to supply the additional reactive
power. Therefore, the generator is entitled to a payment to cover internal losses, the availability
payment as well as a payment of lost opportunity. The latter depends on the real power schedule of
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the plant and has to take into account the lost opportunity of selling real power on the electricity
market minus the fuel cost saved through the reduction of the real power production.
The remuneration for reactive power supply therefore depends on the reactive power quantity the
system operator demands from the generator as well as on its EPF. The EPF would have to be
estimated depending on verified data, which the system operator receives from the generator. As
schedules and market prices for electricity and fuel are subject to constant change, the EPF is not
fixed, but has to be calculated for every situation. Hao (2003) proposes a method where the system
operator constructs those cost curves depending on verified technical parameters and the outcome
of the day-ahead market in order to account for the lost opportunity of selling real power. The
author explains that reactive power providers could also construct these curves respectively their
bids themselves, but argues that due to the possibilities of exercising market power, the system
operator should be in charge of this process. Homaee and Jadid (2014) suggests a similar approach,
but leaves the calculation of bids to the providers. Although the approach itself is similar, due to
the possibility for suppliers to set their prices, it should be considered as a market-based concept
rather than a regulatory one.
While remuneration concepts for reactive power devices and for synchronous generators exist and
have been explained in the current and previous section, a cost-based remuneration basis for
aggregators (e.g. DSOs) that contract small reactive power sources to supply reactive power for the
grid is more difficult to define. One possibility would be to offer reactive power reserve capacity
with a certain service level. If the aggregator is able to provide this service level, the remuneration
can be received. In the contrary case a penalty applies. Another possibility would be to apply an
adjustment of the regulated dispatch tariff discussed in this section. Zone I could be defined as
an area of reactive power exchange between the transmission system operator and the aggregator
where no charges apply. A fixed or an increasing payment for zones IIa and IIb could be defined for
additional reactive power supply either on a bilateral basis or through a standardized tariff. Zones
IIIa and IIIb are only required if the aggregator has contracted sources that would reduce their real
power output to supply more reactive power.
3.1.3 Voltage-based Remuneration
The Swiss transmission grid operator swissgrid has implemented a voltage-based remuneration
scheme (Swissgrid AG, 2011). The scheme distinguishes between active and passive participation in
voltage control. All power plants directly connected to the transmission grid are obliged to an active
participation. Distribution grids as well as electricity customers connected to the transmission grid
have the right to choose between active and passive participation.
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Figure 3.3: Voltage-based remuneration concept. Based on Swissgrid AG (2011).
Passive participants do not have to provide reactive power for the transmission grid. A reactive
power band free of charge depending on the real power feed-in or withdrawal of the connection
point is defined, as depicted in Figure 3.3a. Any power factor cosϕ above 0.9 is free of charge, i.e.
a reactive power exchange with the transmission grid below 48.4% of the real power exchange will
not be charged. Additionally, a fixed corridor around the reactive power axis is also free of charge.
According to Swissgrid AG (2011), this corridor has been implemented to counteract the unintended
incentive to disconnect non-loaded transformers in order to save the penalty, jeopardizing system
security. All reactive power exchanges outside these zones are subject to a penalty.
Active participants have to support voltage stability with a reactive power provision up to the
technically possible maximum that does not require any adjustments of real power generation. The
reactive power request is conducted by means of a nodal voltage schedule in 15-minute intervals.
The TSO prepares the schedule at least once a day and communicates it to the active participants.
These are obliged to supply reactive power up to the technical maximum in order to reach the
desired voltage. A reactive power exchange is considered compliant to the request if
 the actual voltage at the connection point is below the desired voltage and the participant
consumes capacitive reactive power, delivering inductive reactive power to the transmission
grid (generators in over-excited mode), or
 the actual voltage at the connection point is above the desired voltage and the participant
consumes inductive reactive power, delivering capacitive reactive power to the transmission
grid (generators in under-excited mode).
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In order to account for errors of measurement, a tolerance band around the desired voltage is defined,
as shown in Figure 3.3b. If the reactive power behaviour does not meet the before mentioned
criteria, it is considered non-compliant. If an active participant shows a conform behaviour at least
80% of the time, the compliant 15-minute time intervals are subject to a remuneration. In the
contrary case, no remuneration is paid. All non-compliant time intervals are subject to a penalty.
If the active participant repeatedly fails to ensure conformity, the TSO can decide to change the
status to a passive participant.
Besides the obligatory active or passive participation, participants can agree to an over-obligatory
supply of reactive power based on a bilateral agreement with the TSO. In this case, participants
are obliged to adjust their real power generation12 and receive an additional compensation covering
for the cost of lost opportunity or start-up and operational costs.
3.1.4 Obligatory Provision
Another regulatory concept is the obligatory provision of reactive power without remuneration. As
internal losses of generators due to reactive power provision are small, the omission of a remuneration
is possible. These losses could be seen as a necessary cost to be connected to the grid and to be
able to sell electricity. In situations, in which electricity generators have to decrease their real
power output in order to provide more reactive power or when power plants that have not been
dispatched on the market have to start up to supply reactive power, system operators directly
interfere the market outcome. Predominantly, this is the case during a voltage-induced redispatch.
It is hardly possible that such an interference will be accepted without financial compensation.
Therefore, at least the cost of lost opportunity has to be remunerated. Also, it is hardly imaginable
that private investment in reactive power devices, such as SVCs, will occur without a financial
incentive. Furthermore, for aggregators of reactive power capacities there is no business case, if
reactive power provision is obligatory. However, when it comes to distribution systems, operators
could be obliged to provide a certain range of flexible reactive power from their grids. In this case it
is questionable, if the definition of a fixed range is efficient and if the full reactive power potential
can be leveraged, as no financial incentive is given.
12The participant either has to reduce the real power generation in order to supply more reactive power or has to
start up a plant in order to start supplying reactive power.
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3.2 Market-based Concepts
In this section reactive power remuneration concepts are discussed which allow suppliers and
consumers of reactive power to agree on quantities and prices in a market environment. The idea
of a market-based provision of reactive power taking into account economic principles like marginal
cost has early been adopted by Baughman and Siddiqi (1991). The authors argue based on the
works of Berg et al. (1982) that historic pricing schemes for reactive power based on power factor
penalties are inadequate and develop a real-time nodal pricing approach for reactive power based
on the research conducted by Schweppe et al. (1988) for real power.
The group of reactive power consumers on transmission grid level may contain regular electricity
consumers, e.g. industrial customers operating large drives for industrial purposes as mines, paper
or cement mills. Only a few of these customers are connected directly to the transmission grid.
In the transmission grids, the highest amount of reactive power is consumed by the transmission
equipment itself. Normally, the respective system operator is responsible for compensating the
reactive power behavior of its grid either by self-owned compensation devices or by external sources,
such as power plants. Therefore, a market environment for reactive power in the transmission
and high-voltage distribution grid can be considered a monopsony with one consumer and various
suppliers. As in many cases the number of possible suppliers that could supply reactive power in
a certain area is very limited, actual markets would rather be limited monopsonies13. This has
implications on the market behavior. Similar to the case of a monopoly, the monopsonist could have
a large influence on the price by manipulating the quantity in order to gain a higher surplus. In
contrary to most market environments, the consumer – in this case the system operator – has only a
limited freedom to choose quantities because the reactive power behavior of transmission equipment
has to be compensated. The operator also has to demand the required quantity of reactive power to
keep the grid voltage within certain boundaries and to prevent a voltage collapse. Therefore, it can
be expected that the ability of the system operator to manipulate the price is limited. Nevertheless,
the admissible voltage band grants some degree of freedom to alter the required quantities.
In this context, it is also important to distinguish between the good reactive power and the good
voltage stability. Voltage stability fits the definition of a public good (Arnold, 2008, pp. 394f.), as
it is
 non-excludable and
 non-rivalrous.
13Additional information on monopsony markets can be found in Varian (2003, p. 464ff)
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A good is excludable if it is possible to exclude a certain consumer with reasonable effort from that
good. Private goods such as electricity are excludable. It is relatively easy to exclude an electricity
customer from the electric supply by shutting down his grid connection. Public goods, such as
traffic signs, are non-excludable, as it is hardly possible to prevent a specific road user from utilizing
the service traffic signage. The other criteria a public good has to meet is non-rivalry. That means
that the usage of the good by one consumer does not affect the usage of another consumer. This
also holds true for the example of traffic signs, as looking at the sign does not diminish the ability
of other persons to look at that sign as well.
According to Thomas et al. (2008), voltage stability meets both criteria. On the one hand, it is
hardly possible to exclude a grid user from that service. A system operator is able to shut down the
grid connection of a specific user, but once connected, this user automatically enjoys the service
of voltage stability. On the other hand, there is no rivalrous usage of voltage stability. One user
enjoying voltage stability does not affect other users from enjoying the exact same stability14.
In contrast, reactive power, which can be regarded as an input factor for the provision of voltage
stability, is a private good as it does not meet the before-mentioned criteria. A market-based
provision of public goods is considered impossible due to the free rider problem (Varian, 2003, pp.
464ff.).
Thomas et al. (2008) state, that ”a central authority will be required to ensure that this public good
is provided adequately”. This means that while a market-based provision of static and dynamic
voltage stability can be considered impossible, this does not apply for the input factor reactive
power. A market-based provision of reactive power can generally be considered possible. Therefore,
a number of different market-based concepts shall be discussed in the following sections.
3.2.1 Bilateral Agreements
The simplest and less sophisticated concept are bilateral agreements between system operators
and providers of reactive power. It is arguable, if this concept is truly market-based, as usually
the market transparency for the suppliers is low. Therefore they may not be able to negotiate
satisfying terms. Also in some cases, regulation suggests the conclusion of bilateral agreements (e.g.
Verband der Netzbetreiber e.V. (2007, section 5.2.3)). Therefore, this concept is classified between
regulatory and market-based concepts in Figure 3.1. As participants can freely negotiate the terms,
e.g. quantities, availability and remuneration of reactive power provision in an OTC contract, it
14Actually, grid users do affect the operating voltage or the voltage stability of other users. If a grid user consumes
or generates real or reactive power, he affects the voltage at the specific grid node, which other users would experience.
But in the case a user only consumes the service voltage stability, with no real or reactive power exchange, voltage is
not affected and the above statement holds true.
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will be regarded as a market-based concept in this section. The financial compensation may contain
fixed premiums for reactive power reserves or availability as well as variable components based on
the dispatch of reactive power services. An advantage of this concept is the simple implementation,
as no sophisticated market structures, like IT bidding platforms or similar, are required. Also, if
there are only a few reactive power sources and contracts do not frequently change, contracting,
dispatch and billing should be relatively easy to handle. The main disadvantages of this concept are
high entry barriers, a lack of transparency and the difficulty to handle those bilateral agreements in
case the number of reactive power sources increases. This could lead to a lack of competition and a
discrimination of smaller providers. As terms, volumes and prices of these contracts are not known
to the market, new entrants may lack transparency on the market environment and behavior and
may not be able to negotiate favorable terms with the system operator. Besides, the negotiation
and handling of small volume contracts may be difficult and associated with a high overhead cost
both for providers and consumers of reactive power services.
3.2.2 Long-term Tenders for Reactive Power Reserve
In order to ensure a sufficient reactive power reserve, system operators could perform tenders for
long-term reactive power contracts. When the system operator identifies a need for reactive power
in a certain area, reactive power providers, like power plant operators, large industrial customers,
distribution grid operators or aggregators of reactive power sources could bid for long-term reactive
power provision contracts. The time horizon for these contracts should preferably be several
years and tenders should be conducted some time in advance, so that potential bidders have the
opportunity to invest into new equipment. The bids should contain at least the quantity of reactive
power to be supplied, the bidding price and the location of the physical delivery. Under this scheme,
there are several possibilities how contracts can be awarded. System operators could review the
offers sent by the bidders and award contracts based on price, quantity and other qualitative criteria.
Thomas et al. (2008) criticize with regard to reactive power supply and consumption a ”lack of
transparency and consistency in planning and procurement”, ”poor financial incentives to provide
or consume reactive power” and ”poor incentives for some system operators to procure reactive
power capability at least cost”. The authors suggest contingent-claim markets that ensure real-time
availability of reactive power. Although, the possibility of competitive real-time markets is discussed,
it is concluded that bid-based reactive power spot markets should currently not be implemented, as
resulting prices are volatile and most of the time relatively low. According to the authors further
research is required. Instead, the authors favor long-term contingent-claim markets, where system
operators would rent reactive power sources from the suppliers with the lowest bids. The operator
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of the source would receive the remuneration agreed upon and could be instructed how to operate
the source in real time. This mechanism would guarantee a stable stream of income for reactive
power suppliers and allow to recover an upfront investment. If the reactive power requirements
have been estimated correctly and the tenders are conducted successfully, the system operator faces
a low financial risk, as the payments can easily be estimated.
Also, more structured approaches are imaginable. System operators could employ an Optimal
Power Flow (OPF) approach taking into account bid price, minimum and maximum reactive power
quantities as well the physical location in order to find the least-cost solution satisfying a set of
relevant grid and failure situations. Fŕıas et al. (2008) suggest annual VAR capacity auctions for
inductive and capacitive reactive power. The system operator takes into account quantity and
price of the bids, as well as the dynamic performance of the sources to award one- or multi-year
contracts. The allocation is performed by an optimization algorithm which aims at a least-cost
supply of reactive power both in normal as well as in predefined contingency situations. The
problem is formulated as a non-linear program taking into account grid restrictions and two different
voltage bands: a regular voltage band and an extended voltage band, which is still admissible but
is associated with a penalty cost. This gives an incentive for a high voltage quality, but still leaves
the possibility to find a valid solution in contingency situations. In this scenario owners of reactive
power sources basically rent them to the system operator, who can freely dispose of the sources
according to the conditions agreed upon.
Gil et al. (2000) suggest a division of reactive power markets in reactive energy and reactive capacity
markets. The spot-price based reactive energy market approach will be discussed in the next section.
The reactive capacity market approach suggested is based on long-term capacity bids, which can be
provided by power plant operators as well as by owners of SVC devices and consists of guaranteed
quantities and a fixed capacity price. The concept could generally be extended to aggregators,
owners of large consumption facilities or distribution system operators. The authors state the
advantage of fixed payments for the voltage stability and regulation service compared to volatile
spot prices. Furthermore, it is suggested that the remuneration should depend on the impact on
non-supplied energy as well as on the quality and type of control. A calculated remuneration, as
suggested by the authors, would lead to a regulated rather than a market-based pricing mechanism.
Nevertheless, it would be possible that reactive power sources freely bid prices for their services
and the operator awards the long-term contracts based on the price and the effect the source has
on voltage stability, non-supplied energy or renewable energy curtailment.
The research of Ahmed and Strbac (2000) is based on the reactive power market in England and
Wales where generators can offer bids composed both of capacity and utilization elements for their
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reactive power sources. Two extreme scenarios of capacity-only and utilization-only markets are
studied. For this purpose a Security Constrained Reactive Optimal Power Flow based on a linear
optimization model is formulated for base case and contingency states. The values of reactive power
capability and utilization are investigated under both scenarios. The authors find a higher value for
reactive power capability than for utilization and conclude that system operators would opt for
utilization-based payment schemes in order to limit the effects of market power.
3.2.3 Short-term Reactive Power Dispatch Markets
In addition to the fixed remuneration for reactive power reverse covered in the previous section,
also short-term spot markets for reactive power are being discussed. Every qualified reactive power
source could bid capacitive or inductive reactive power at a certain price into such a regional market,
where the system operator could buy the quantities required to compensate the reactive power
behavior of the transmission equipment and to ensure voltage stability. Such markets could take
place on a day- or hours-ahead basis up to nearly real-time. Even though authors like Thomas
et al. (2008) do not consider real-time spot markets appropriate for the trade of reactive power, the
concept is broadly discussed in the literature.
Gil et al. (2000) suggest a division into long-term and short-term markets. The short-term component
is characterized by generators and operators of other control equipment placing reactive power bids
based on their loss curves priced at the marginal price of the hourly real power market. The system
operator would receive those bids and perform a least-cost reactive power dispatch taking into
account the reactive power bids, the abilities of its own equipment as well as the reactive power
demands of its transmission equipment, of distribution system operators or directly-connected
electricity customers. Those bids would be remunerated or charged by multiplying the reactive
power spot price by the amount absorbed or injected. As the reactive power dispatch problem is
solved considering nodal injections and withdrawals of reactive power, this method would result in
nodal spot-market prices for reactive power, i.e. the cost or the remuneration for reactive power
provision depends strongly on the location of the reactive power source in the grid topology. This
approach provides correct short-term price signals for suppliers and consumers of reactive power,
but it could lead to the abuse of market power because operators of reactive power sources would
be able to identify in which situations their sources are system-relevant and increase the prices
accordingly. The proposal of Gil et al. (2000) impedes reactive power providers from exercising
market power by only allowing them to place bids based on their verifiable loss curve. On the one
hand, this approach prevents the abuse of market power, but on the other hand it does not allow
for scarcity signals required to incentivize the investment into new equipment.
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Chattopadhyay et al. (2003) suggest a spot-pricing mechanism for real and reactive power as well
as reserves required in contingency situations. For this purpose an AC OPF is formulated that
considers both a base load condition and a contingency state. The model is able to dispatch real and
reactive power sources or reserve them for the contingency situation. The solution of the dispatch
problem reveals marginals for real and reactive power in the base and contingency state. The
marginals for the base case set the basis for the calculation of nodal spot market prices, while the
marginals for the contingency state can be interpreted as prices for real and reactive power reserves.
The model is implemented for a simplified version of the New Zealand North Island electricity
system in order to investigate the effects of the introduction of voltage stability constraints. The
corresponding electricity market uses locational marginal pricing for real power. The authors find
that reactive power prices are quite low and only reflect losses caused by reactive power flows if no
voltage stability margin is established. Prices for reactive power – but also for real power – increase
when these margins are tightened. The authors conclude that markets for reactive power and
associated reserves can have substantial price effects in locational marginal pricing environments.
Zhong and Bhattacharya (2002b) construct the Expected Payment Function discussed earlier in
this chapter to obtain reactive power bidding prices. These prices and the location of the reactive
power source in the grid topology is considered by the ISO for the dispatch of reactive power.
The ISO has the objective to minimize the real power losses of the system and the reactive power
payments towards the generators. The auction is carried out as a uniform pricing auction, i.e. all
sellers receive the uniform settlement price. The authors argue that this provides the players with
a sufficient incentive to bid true cost. They apply the market scheme to a test grid and investigate
the effects of exercising market power. Due to the regional effects and the difficulties to transport
reactive power over large distances, the authors find a potential for exercising market power in their
test scenario. As one of the reactive power sources is system-relevant it can increase its bidding
price without having to fear that its bid will not be selected in the dispatch process. In order to
address this potential market shortcoming, Zhong et al. (2004) develop a concept of voltage control
areas. Acknowledging the circumstances that reactive power and voltage stability services need to
be provided locally and that reactive power sources located at certain bus bars can have a market
dominating position as they are system-relevant and able to influence market prices, the authors
propose a model of voltage control and reactive power dispatch zones with uniform reactive power
prices. A hierarchical classification algorithm is applied to an electrical distance calculation in order
classify the different zones. The authors find that an attempt to exercise market power has only
local effects within the zone, but does not affect the prices in other zones, which in total decreases
the payment burden for the ISO. Zhong (2006) addresses the issue of market power within the
zones by allowing capital-intensive compensation devices to enter the market. For this purpose, an
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availability cost component is differentiated from an operating cost component. The availability cost
component allows operators of compensation devices to recover their investment. The author finds
that in situations where the location of reactive power sources is not balanced and market power
issues are able to occur, the suggested market mechanism is able to eliminate the market power by
allowing compensation devices to enter the market. An alternative approach to the definition of
zones is presented by Tovar et al. (2015) based on linear sensitivities in order to identify consumers
and providers that form non-overlapping reactive power areas.
The possibilities for market power abuse depend on the setup of a reactive power market. Amjady
et al. (2010) discuss the differences between uniform pricing and pay-as-bid concepts in reactive
power markets. In the first case, all successful bidders at a single node or in a specific area receive
the same market clearing price which is higher or equal to their actual bid. Normally, this leads
to an incentive for suppliers to bid their actual marginal cost. Only in cases when bidders have
good reasons to assume that they will submit the price setting offer, they have an incentive to
bid above their marginal cost. In the pay-as-bid case, all dispatched reactive power units receive
their actual bid. Therefore, an incentive exists to bid close to the system marginal price. The
authors argue that due to the importance of the location of a reactive power provider, pay-as-bid
pricing limits the system operator’s payments for reactive power as expensive units or players
exercising market power only affect the remuneration for the specific bidder and are not payed to
all dispatched providers of the area. This is obvious in the case that providers actually bid their
marginal cost. The authors argue that this assumption is very probable due to the difficulties of
estimating the system marginal price in a reactive power market. This conclusion is questionable
as providers are indifferent to bid if they expect their marginal cost as remuneration. Under such a
pricing scheme, providers who bid marginal cost make zero profit. For this reason, it is plausible
that market participants bid above marginal cost, which provides similar possibilities of exercising
market power as in the uniform pricing case.
A special emphasis on the challenges of integrating reactive power from volatile distributed generation
facilities like wind farms is provided by Rueda-Medina and Padilha-Feltrin (2013). The authors
suggest a uniform pricing mechanism for reactive power on distribution grid level, where distributed
generators submit hourly reactive power bids to the DSO in a day-ahead market approach. The
uncertainty of reactive power feed-in from volatile sources such as wind farms is accounted for by
combining Markov models with a Monte Carlo simulation in order to determine the true available
reactive power capabilities of such sources. The authors argue that by utilizing this method, these
sources can be regarded as reliable alternatives for reactive power provision.
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3.2.4 Long-term Tenders for Reserve Premium and Dispatch Prices
A further possible market approach is a combination of reserve premiums and prices for reactive
power dispatch. These two approaches can either be coupled or uncoupled. A coupled approach
could be implemented in a similar manner as real power reserve markets work in many countries. In
this case, there would be a tender for reactive power reserves where participants place offers for the
actual reserve (in Mvar) together with offer prices for utilization (in Mvarh). Under consideration of
the offered quantities and the prices for reactive power reserve as well as the locations, the system
operator selects the cheapest units that fit the reactive power demand in regular and contingency
situations. The selected units receive their bidding price for reactive power reserve. In case the
unit is actually dispatched, it also receives the dispatch price. As reactive power has to be supplied
locally, system-relevant reactive power sources could exist. In this case, the operator of such a
source would have an incentive to increase its bid prices as he can expect to be chosen in the market
process anyway. In order to prevent this behavior, it can be advisable to limit the bidding prices
for reserve as well as for dispatch or to only accept proven cost in the latter case.
Ahmadi and Akbari Foroud (2013) suggest a similar approach. Reactive power sources can bid on
the different components. The system operator sets an availability premium depending on the bids
and the requirements under contingency and normal operation situations. All providers offering
reactive power availability for contingency situations are paid the premium. Under normal operation
conditions, operators receive the marginal price. The authors argue that this method improves
network reliability and reduces cost. Ahmadi and Akbari Foroud (2016) develop this approach
further by combining real and reactive power trade on a simultaneous market. The authors discover
that total system cost can be reduced by simultaneously clearing both markets.
Another approach would be the combination of long-term tenders for reactive power reserves of
Section 3.2.2 with short-term reactive dispatch markets of Section 3.2.3. System operators could
organize tenders to ensure sufficient reactive reserve in the long-term and still benefit from reactive
power sources both during normal operation or contingency situation to enhance voltage quality or
reduce system losses.
3.3 Evaluation of Remuneration Concepts
In the previous section different reactive power remuneration concepts have been discussed based
on a literature review. In this section those concepts shall be evaluated qualitatively using a utility
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analysis15. The utility analysis is a tool of normative decision theory to support the decision making
process by breaking down a complex evaluation or decision problem into smaller sub-problems,
that can individually be evaluated based on the preferences of the decision maker (Hoffmeister,
2008). The utility analysis has the disadvantage of a subjective bias. Conducting a survey among
subject-matter experts could increase the objectivity of the results. For the following reasons
this approach is not considered in this work. On the one hand, the objective of this chapter is
the presentation and comparison of prevalent remuneration mechanisms discussed in literature or
actually applied in real power systems. Therefore, the evaluation conducted in this section should
rather increase the transparency on the characteristics of such remuneration mechanisms than
giving a precise recommendation for a specific mechanism. On the other hand, the effort to conduct
online or offline surveys is disproportionate to the expected increase in objectivity pursuing the
aforementioned goal. Besides, it is more than questionable if a representative survey can successfully
be conducted for this very specific topic.
A utility analysis is conducted following a number of steps (Hoffmeister, 2008, p. 278ff):
1. Definition of the objective,
2. Definition of evaluation criteria,
3. Weighting of evaluation criteria,
4. Definition of alternatives,
5. Evaluation of alternatives and
6. Calculation of the expected utility
The objective of the evaluation is to make the different alternatives comparable and to identify
the most suitable ones in a decentralizing electricity system. The alternatives to be considered are
the eight regulatory and market-based concepts discussed in the previous sections. The evaluation
criteria will be defined and applied to the different alternatives in Section 3.3.1, while the weighting
of criteria using an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the calculation of the expected utility
will be conducted in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Evaluation Categories and Criteria
The principle goal of a remuneration scheme for reactive power can be seen in the provision of
incentives that ensure voltage stability in an economic and safe way both in the short- and in
15The terminology is a bit unclear here. The German term Nutzwertanalyse is often referred to as utility analysis
or cost-utility analysis. As costs are not considered, the term utility analysis will be used throughout this work.
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the long-term. That means that the regulatory environment and the price signals received by
reactive power providers should ensure an efficient operation in the short-term and sufficient reactive
power capacities in the long-term. Therefore this analysis will focus on the economic efficiency
of both short-term price signals and long-term investment signals. As reactive power has
to be provided locally and cannot travel over long distances, there are concerns about the abuse
of market power when it comes to market-based concepts, cf. Thomas et al. (2008). Bose et al.
(2013) have calculated market power indices utilizing AC power flow models and have found that
possibilities to exercise market power increase when reactive power is included in the analysis.
Therefore, the possibilities for the prevention of market power abuse shall be an evaluation
criterion. Eventually, a remuneration concept should be technically and organizationally feasible
and the cost of transition should not outweigh the gains in security and efficiency. The further a
proposed concept is away from current process, the more costly the transition can be expected to
be. Therefore, the feasibility of the concept shall be evaluated. As the goal of the evaluation
is to identify good concepts for decentralizing electricity systems, the applicability to volatile
sources has to be considered as well.
These evaluation categories are inline with evaluation criteria for policy instruments established by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2001): environmental effectiveness, cost
effectiveness, distributional considerations as well as administrative and political feasibility. Cost
effectiveness and distributional considerations are accounted for both by short-term and long-term
price signals as well as the prevention of market power abuse which in combination should guarantee
a cost-effective supply and a fair distribution of the financial burdens. Environmental effectiveness is
connected to the question if ecology-friendly volatile sources are able to participate in the provision
of reactive power. Administrative and political feasibility can be subsumed under the general
feasibility of the concept.
As the presented categories are very difficult or impossible to evaluate using quantitative methods,
for each category a quadrinomial ordinal scale shall be used, ranging between ”-” (poor), ”o”
(neutral), ”+” (good) and ”++” (very good). For each of the categories and ratings a set
of criteria is defined in order to conduct a comprehensive attribution to the elements of the scale.
These criteria are shortly described in Table 3.1. The evaluation of the concepts discussed regarding
the different categories is summarized in Table 3.2.
3.3.1.1 Efficiency of Short-term Price Signals
In this category it shall be evaluated if short-term price signals exist and to which degree they can
lead to an efficient usage of reactive power. A precondition for a positive evaluation in this category
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Table 3.1: Evaluation categories for remuneration concepts and related criteria
Evaluation
category
- o + ++
A Efficiency of
short-term
price signals
No short-term
signals exist
Existence of
short-term
signals possible,
but not
guaranteed
Short-term
signals exist,
but cannot be
adjusted
short-term
Short-term
signals can be
adjusted
short-term
B Efficiency of
long-term
investment
signals
No long-term
signals exist
Existence of
long-term
signals possible,
but not
guaranteed
Long-term
signals exist,
but are
unstable
Stable
long-term
signals exist
C Prevention of
market power
abuse
Abuse of
market power is
possible, no
efficient
counter-
measures
available
Abuse of
market power is
possible,
counter-
measures cause
inefficiencies
Abuse of
market power is
possible,
efficient
counter-
measures are
available
Abuse of
market power is
impossible
D Feasibility of
concept
Changes in
system
operator’s and
reactive power
supplier’s
online processes
necessary
Changes in
system
operator’s
online processes
necessary
Changes in
billing or other
offline processes
necessary
Changes in
technical
requirements or
no changes
necessary
E Applicability
to volatile
sources
Participation of
volatile sources
impossible
Possibility of
participation
unclear
Consideration
via Quality of
Service level
Volatility
inherently
considered
Table 3.2: Evaluation of remuneration concepts
Evaluation category A B C D E
R
eg
u
la
to
ry Fixed reserve premium - ++ ++ + +
Obligatory provision - - ++ ++ +
Regulated dispatch tariff + + ++ + ++
Voltage-based premium + + ++ o ++
M
ar
ke
t-
b
as
ed
Bilateral agreement o o + ++ +
Long-term tenders for
premium
- ++ + + +
Long-term tenders for
premium and prices
+ ++ o o +
Nodal / zonal spot markets ++ + - - ++
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is the actual existence of short term pricing signals. All concepts that do not meet this criteria will
be evaluated as ”-” (poor), concepts where it is unclear if these signals exist will be evaluated as
”o” (neutral). An efficient usage of reactive power depends on the current status of the grid and
the location of the source. The feed-in of reactive power at a certain location may be crucial at one
point in time, but less required or even be counter-productive under different circumstances. In
this spirit, it is important that pricing signals can be changed short-term. Therefore, concepts that
allow for a short-term adjustment of price signals will be rated as ”++” (very good), while concepts
that offer price signals, but do not allow for a short-term adjustment will be rated as ”+” (good).
The only concept that has been rated as ”++” (very good) is the spot market concept, as price
signals are a result of a short-term bidding process that allows to adjust bids on a small time
scale. It results in prices that reflect the economic value of reactive power indicating scarcities.
Regulated dispatch tariffs and long-term tenders for capacity premiums and dispatch prices also
lead to short-term signals. In these cases the signals cannot be adjusted short-term, for this reason
these concepts were rated as ”+” (good). The same holds true for voltage-based premiums with the
additional advantage that the price signal guarantees a system-conform supply of reactive power.
In the case of bilateral agreements, it depends on the content of the contract if short-term signals
are sent to the market, hence the rating is ”o” (neutral). The other concepts were rated ”-” (poor)
as they do not account for any short-term signals.
3.3.1.2 Efficiency of Long-term Investment Signals
While short-term price signals can promote an efficient use of existing resources, long-term investment
signals can favor a sufficient supply of reactive power in the future. If investors can expect a steady
stream of income that covers their investment cost and their return assumption, they will be willing
to invest in reactive power sources. The problem with regard to reactive power is, that under
normal operating conditions, the marginal cost of reactive power can be very low (Chattopadhyay
et al., 2003). If reactive power is remunerated on a marginal cost basis, the returns may not be
sufficient to cover the fixed cost of the reactive power equipment. In this case, only high prices
during scarcity situations may send appropriate investment signals. The problem is, that these
prices can be highly volatile and unlike in the case of real power, market participants usually do
not have sufficient insight to estimate those prices on a solid basis. Therefore any investment will
be risky and may hence not take place. For the purpose of this work, long-term price signals will
be defined as an income stream with a limited volatility that is sufficient to incentivize investments
on the long-run. In this category it will be evaluated to which degree long-term investment signals
exist and how effective they may be in fostering sufficient reactive power reserves.
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Analogously to the case of short-term signals, the non-existence of long-term signals will be evaluated
as ”-” (poor). If the existence is unclear, the concept will be evaluated as ”o” (neutral). In the case
that long term signals exist but are unstable and cannot guarantee a sufficient rate of return on
the upfront investment, the rating will be ”+” (good). If long-term signals are stable enough to
guarantee a sufficient rate of return, the concept shall be rated as ”++” (very good).
Fixed reserve premiums and both kinds of long-term tenders provide stable signals, that have the
potential to foster sufficient investment in reactive power sources. Accordingly these concepts have
been rated as ”++” (very good). Regulated dispatch tariffs, voltage-based premiums and spot
markets also provide certain long-term signals in the form of the consolidated dispatch remuneration.
These payments are not stable and not necessarily sufficient to constitute an investment signal,
therefore the concepts receive the rating ”+” (good). In the case of bilateral agreements the
existence of a signal depends on the content leading to a ”o” (neutral) rating. In the case of
obligatory provision the rating is ”-” (poor) because no payments are associated.
3.3.1.3 Prevention of Market Power Abuse
As reactive power markets should be regionally limited, market power abuse is a major concern.
There may be a limited number of eligible reactive power sources, which may be owned by only one
or a few companies. Therefore individual suppliers may be able to exercise market power by raising
the price for reactive power. This would result in a higher cost for the system operator, which has
to be borne by the grid users.
Any concept under which the abuse of market power is inherently impossible will be rated as ”++”
(very good). Concepts that do not inherently impede market power but allow for efficient measures
to overcome it without causing major inefficiencies will be rated as ”+” (good). If market power
can be prevented, but the prevention measure is likely to cause major inefficiencies, e.g. by limiting
necessary price signals, the concept will be rated as ”o” (neutral). Concepts, that do not allow for
any effective prevention measures will be rated as ”-” (poor).
All regulatory concepts have been rated as ”++” (very good) as no price bidding is involved,
inhibiting the abuse of any market power. Long term tenders for reserve premiums and bilateral
agreements have been rated as ”+” (good), because annuities of a reactive power compensation
devices can be used as price caps under these concepts. This approach would allow the system
operators to invest in such a compensation device if private suppliers cannot or are not willing to
place a competitive offer leading to an economically efficient investment behavior. In the case of
long-term tenders for premiums and dispatch prices the cap could be used for the reserve premium,
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but for the dispatch price there is no possibility to determine an efficient cap. This could either
lead to the abuse of market power in the case no cap is set or generate inefficiencies if the cap is
not appropriate. Hence, the rating is ”o” (neutral). In the case of spot markets, investors have to
recover their investment by means of the short-term prices. As these prices are hardly predictable,
an efficient cap cannot be determined a priori. Therefore no effective counter-measures for market
power abuse exist and the rating is ”-” (poor).
3.3.1.4 Feasibility of Concept
The literature review of this chapter has revealed that numerous remuneration concepts for reactive
power have been developed. Some of these concepts are very sophisticated but rather complicated
and would require enormous changes in voltage control and reactive power dispatch processes.
Although these concepts may be well thought through, their introduction in the near future is very
unlikely. For this reason, the feasibility of the concept shall be evaluated as well.
Concepts that do not require major changes in the reactive power dispatch and provision processes
but only changes in the technical requirements for reactive power provision will be rated as ”++”
(very good). Concepts that only require changes in offline processes (or technical requirements) will
be rated as ”+” (good). Offline processes in this context are defined as non time-critical processes,
that are conducted before or after the actual reactive power dispatch, such as a tender for new
capacities or the billing of reactive power. If time-critical online processes that affect the actual
dispatch of reactive power have to be altered on the side of the system operator, the rating will be
”o” (neutral). If time-critical processes of the reactive power supplier have to be changed as well, the
feasibility of the concept will be rated as ”-” (poor). The rationale behind this distinction is, that
the alteration of offline processes imposes a smaller hurdle to the implementation of a concept than
the alteration of online processes, because in the latter case these changes have to be implemented
in the daily work routine and in the security-relevant IT systems, while offline processes can be
changed more easily. The distinction between online processes of the system operator and those
of the supplier is made because the system operator is able to pool competences and to build up
knowledge more easily than the supplier, which may own only one or a few reactive power sources.
If for example, hourly or daily bids for reactive power had to be placed, this would cause higher
change and transaction cost for a multitude of suppliers that would all need to adopt the concept
than for a single system operator who would pool competences to handle the change.
Bilateral agreements and obligatory provision either represent the status quo in most systems
or only lead to an alteration of technical requirements in the case the standards for obligatory
provision are increased. These concepts receive the rating ”++” (very good). The introduction
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of a fixed reserve premium or a regulated dispatch tariff would mainly lead to an adoption of the
billing respectively the payment processes of the parties. This can be done periodically on the
basis of the provided capacity or the dispatched reactive power quantities. The concepts are rated
”+” (good) in this respect. The same rating was given to long-term tenders for reserve premiums.
Although the complexity is increased, as the respective tenders have to be conducted, this still
effects only offline processes. Once the contracts are granted, the respective sources can be used by
the system operator in the same way own or other contracted resources are used. In the case of
voltage-based premiums, the system operator has to generate short-term voltage schedules that
have to be communicated to the active participants. In the case of long-term tenders for premiums
and dispatch prices the system operator has to take into account the individual prices of the sources
when dispatching reactive power. Both involves a severe change in time-critical processes of the
system operator. For this reasons, both concepts receive the rating ”o” (neutral). In the case of spot
markets, not only the system operator has to adjust its dispatch processes, but also the reactive
power supplier has to place bids on a short-term market. This can be a severe organizational or
competence burden, especially for smaller suppliers. Therefore the feasibility of this concept is
rated ”-” (poor).
3.3.1.5 Applicability to Volatile Sources
The focus of this work lies in the analysis of the contribution decentralized energy sources can make
to the voltage stability of transmission and distribution grids. Therefore, it is paramount to evaluate
the applicability of the different concepts to volatile energy sources, such as wind turbines and
photovoltaics, as these technologies constitute a large share of decentralized generation. In contrast
to conventional power plants, which follow a generation schedule and compensation devices, which
are nearly constantly available, the electricity feed-in of wind and solar generation is predictable
only on a small timescale. As most generation devices are not able to produce reactive power while
the real power generation is zero, their reactive power potential is volatile and less predictable.
Hence, suitable remuneration concepts should take the volatility of reactive power availability into
account.
Concepts are rated as ”++” (very good), if they inherently consider the volatility of decentralized
reactive power sources. This means that these concepts do not demand a constant reactive power
availability in order to receive a remuneration. The concepts regulated dispatch tariff and spot
markets have received this rating, as in these cases a remuneration is only paid or the corresponding
bid is only placed, when the respective sources have the capability to produce reactive power in the
given situation. Also, the concept voltage-based premium was rated ”++”, because it explicitly
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fosters voltage-conform behavior and punishes non-conformity. In case, that no reactive power is
exchanged, there is no remuneration nor penalty. The precondition for the rating ”+” (good) is the
possibility to overcome the volatility by agreeing on a quality of service (QoS) level for reactive
power provision. A fixed percentage value could be defined, which means that the reactive power
source has to fulfill the reactive power requirements of the system operator in the respective number
of cases. The QoS level can be priced into the remuneration and a penalty can be defined in case it
is not met. All other concepts have been given this rating, as in any of the cases it is possible to
extend the agreement on reactive power availability by an appropriate QoS level. Concepts that do
not allow for any consideration of volatility, would be rated as ”-” (poor), in case the consideration
is unclear the rating would be ”o” (neutral).
3.3.2 Weighting of Categories and Scoring
In order to identify good remuneration concepts, the evaluation categories have to be weighted. The
weights can then be multiplied with the score in the different categories to calculate the expected
utility or final score. A number of methods are available for this purpose, amongst others a direct
ranking, a preference analysis or the AHP. Despite its complexity, the Analytical Hierarchy Process
shall be applied for the purpose of this work. The advantages of this process are a higher degree of
rationality as the categories are compared pair-wise and the possibility to calculate consistency
ratios in order to check for a consistent rating.
The basic principle behind the AHP is a pair-wise comparison of the evaluation categories. It was
developed in the 1980s by Thomas L. Saaty to provide a sound and transparent way to support
decision processes and to reveal possible inconsistencies in the process (Saaty, 2010). Each pair
of evaluation categories is compared by deciding which of the categories is more important and
to which extent. If both categories are equally important, the rating is 1. In case, one of the
categories is more important, it receives a rating between 2 and 9, where 3 means slightly more
important, 5 means clearly more important, 7 means significantly more important and 9 means
one category absolutely dominates the other. The even numbers in between are interim values.
The less important category receives the reciprocal value as a rating. The result of this pair-wise
comparison is an n× n matrix, where n is the number of evaluation categories.
The comparison and the resulting weights are depicted in Figure 3.4. The categories short-term
and long-term price signals are considered equally important as both signals have to be assured to
guarantee both an efficient utilization of resources and sufficient security of supply in the future.
Abuse of market power is considered slightly less important than the price signals as it only affects
the cost of provision but not security of supply. Considering feasibility and the applicability to
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Category A B C D E
A − 1 3 12
1
2
B 1 − 3 2 2
C 13
1
3 −
1
3
1
3
D 2 12 3 − 1
E 2 12 3 1 −
18%
22%
E. Applicability to 
volatile sources
B. Efficiency of 
long-term signals
30%
7%
C. Prevention of 
market power
A. Efficiency of 
short-term signals
22%
D. Implementability
Figure 3.4: Weighting of categories using AHP methodology: evaluation matrix and resulting
weighting. Own illustration.
volatile sources, these categories are considered equally important as well. They are also considered
slightly more important than short-term signals but slightly less important than long-term signals.
This is because both feasibility and the applicability to volatile sources are paramount to ensure
reactive power supply in a decentralizing environment. Compared to that, short-term signals, which
mainly affect the efficient use of the resources, can be considered slightly less important, while
long-term signals are slightly more important as they affect future security of supply. Compared
to the prevention of market power abuse, it can be assumed that feasibility and applicability to
volatile sources is more important as well.
The calculation of the weighting vector can be performed through a simplified approach by
normalizing the individual values with the column sum and summing up all values in each row.
The precise approach involves the calculation of Eigenvectors and is documented in Saaty (2010).
For the purpose of this work, a calculation tool has been used that follows the precise approach
(Goepel, 2016). The resulting weighting is depicted in Figure 3.4. As a result of this approach,
long-term signals are considered most important, followed by the feasibility of the concept and the
applicability to volatile sources. The fourth most important category is the efficiency of short-term
signals. The prevention of market power abuse is considered least important. Besides the weighting
of the individual categories, AHP also allows to calculate a consistency index, which reflects to
which degree the pair-wise comparisons are consistent with each other. For this purpose, the largest
Eigen value of the matrix is calculated and compared to the size of the matrix. The resulting
consistency index is normalized by the consistency index of a random matrix, resulting in the
consistency ratio (CR). For the matrix estimated in this work, the CR = 5.3%. Consistency ratios
below 10% are usually considered good. The calculations are described in Saaty (2010).
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Figure 3.5: Final scores of different remuneration approaches. Own illustration.
The final step is to multiply the weighting vector with the evaluation of each category to obtain
the expected utility or final score. For this purpose, the ordinal evaluation scale is transformed
into a cardinal scale, where ”-” (poor) has the value -1, ”o” (neutral) the value 0, ”+” (good) the
value +1 and ”++” (very good) the value +2. The resulting scores are depicted in Figure 3.5.
As mentioned at the beginning, the evaluation process is subjective, therefore the scores should
be regarded carefully. Nevertheless, the scores can be a measured to distinguish between more
and less suitable concepts. Among the more suitable concepts based on the subjective rating are
the regulatory concepts of fixed reserve premiums, the regulated dispatch tariff and voltage-based
remuneration. Also the market-based concept of long-term tenders for premiums and prices belongs
to this group. The concepts bilateral agreements, long-term tenders for premiums and spot market
rank in the mid-range. The only concept that receives a significantly worse score than all the others
is the obligatory provision. In general, based on the evaluation conducted, regulatory concepts
seem slightly more suitable than market-based concepts.
3.4 Remuneration Concepts in Place
The remuneration of reactive power depends on national regulation respectively the pricing policies
of system operators. Generally, three different levels of remuneration can be distinguished:
 Reactive power tariffs for final customers,
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 Remuneration for reactive power providers and
 Reactive power pricing for exchange between system operators (esp. TSO / DSO)
While in most electricity systems reactive power tariffs for final customers whose reactive power
consumption exceeds a certain cosϕ have been established, the pricing concepts for providers and
for the inter-system-operator exchange widely differ. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 summarize the modalities
of reactive power provision in different European countries as well as overseas. If applicable, the
modes of provision are distinguished between an obligatory and an extended range. The concepts
in place are mapped to regulatory and market-based concepts discussed in the previous sections
and summarized in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Regulatory and market-based reactive power remuneration concepts
R-1 Fixed reactive power reserve premium
R-2 Regulated dispatch tariff
R-3 Voltage-based remuneration
R-4 Obligatory provision
M-1 Bilateral agreements
M-2 Long-term tenders for reactive power reserve
M-3 Short-term reactive power dispatch markets
M-4 Long-term tenders for reactive power premium and dispatch prices
In many electricity systems, obligatory ranges for the provision of reactive power (R-4) are defined.
Within these ranges generators do not receive a remuneration for reactive power, e.g. in France or
Sweden. Outside these ranges, generators can conclude bilateral contracts (M-1) with the system
operator agreeing on the technical and financial terms of the extended provision as in the grid of
the California Independent System Operator.
In other systems, tariffs for the dispatch of reactive power are established (R-2). They are either
fixed as in the case of the United Kingdom or compensate reactive power providers individually for
incremental losses and lost profits as in the case of the New York Independent System Operator. In
the Netherlands, there is a fixed remuneration for the reactive power capacity only (R-1).
A voltage-based incentive for the provision of reactive power (R-3) both from generators as well
as from distribution system operators has been effective in Switzerland since 2011. The TSO
generates a day-ahead and if necessary an intraday voltage schedule for every transmission grid node
with active participants connected. The active participants are required to adjust their reactive
power behavior to the schedule. If the participant is able to provide reactive power conform to
the requirements in at least 80% of all cases, a premium of 3.00 CHF/Mvarh is paid for every
conform provision. This tariff has been stable since 2010. For all non-conform provisions of reactive
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Table 3.4: Different reactive power remuneration and penalty concepts in European countries
Country Obligatory range Extended range Source Type
AT cosϕ > 0.90, no payments cosϕ < 0.90, penalty,
except for reactive power
requested by the system
operator
APG (2004) R-4
BE cosϕ > 0.95, no payments 0.80 < cosϕ < 0.95,
penalty between 3.40 and
7.50 EUR/Mvarh,
cosϕ < 0.80 penalty
between 4.42 and
9.75 EUR/Mvarh,
ELIA (2016,
p. 5), ELIA
(2015, p. 5)
R-4
CH Voltage-based remuneration, premium of
3 CHF/Mvarh for conform behavior, penalty of
13.20 CHF/Mvarh
Swissgrid
AG (2011)
R-3
DE Bilateral contracts, compensation for incremental
losses, compensation for voltage-induced redispatch,
obligatory provision in distribution grids
ENTSO-E
(2016c)
M-1
R-4
FR cosϕ > 0.93, no payments cosϕ < 0.93, penalty of
13.40 EUR/MVArh on
transmission grid level
ENTSO-E
(2016c, p.
57)
R-4
NL Remuneration for reactive power capacity only, not
for reactive power supplied
FERC (2005,
p. 61)
R-1
NO No remuneration, penalty of 30 NOK/kvar for
reactive power that is detrimental to the system
ENTSO-E
(2016c, p.
58), Statnett
(2014, p. 6)
R-4
PL cosϕ > 0.93, no payments cosϕ < 0.93, penalty
depending on the actual
cosϕ
ENTSO-E
(2016c, p.
58)
R-4
SE cosϕ up to 0.90, no remuneration FERC (2005,
p. 61)
R-4
UK cosϕ between 0.90 (cap.)
and 0.85 (ind.),
remuneration between
0.751 and
3.756 GBP/Mvarh
Tenders on a semester
basis (last successful
tender 2011)
Nationalgrid
(2016a),
Nationalgrid
(2016b)
R-2
M-4
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Table 3.5: Reactive power remuneration and penalty concepts in selected countries
Country Obligatory range Extended range Source Type
CA - Ontario cosϕ between 0.95 (cap.)
and 0.90 (ind.),
compensation for
incremental losses
Compensation for lost
profits
FERC (2005,
p. 59)
R-2
AU cosϕ between 0.93 (cap.)
and 0.90 (ind.), no
compensation
Yearly bilateral contracts
with payments for
availability, enabling and
compensation
Zhong and
Bhat-
tacharya
(2002a)
R-4
M-1
US - NYISO1 cosϕ up to 0.95,
compensation for
availability
Compensation for
incremental losses and lost
profits
FERC (2005,
p. 56)
R-1
R-2
US - PJM2 cosϕ between 0.95 (cap.)
and 0.90 (ind.),
compensation for
availability
Compensation for
incremental losses and lost
profits
FERC (2005,
p. 55)
R-1
R-2
US - CAISO3 cosϕ up to 0.95, no
compensation
Bilateral contracts and
compensation for lost
profits
FERC (2005,
p. 57)
R-4
M-1
1 New York Independent System Operator Corporation
2 PJM Interconnection LLC (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland and other states)
3 California Independent System Operator
power, a penalty of 13.20 CHF/Mvarh had to be paid in 2016. The penalty has constantly increased
from 6.10 CHF/Mvarh in 2011 to 17.50 EUR/Mvarh in 2017 (Swissgrid AG, 2016). If a participant
fails to provide conform reactive power in at least 30% of all cases for two months in a row, the
participant will fall back to a passive status.
Tenders for reactive power are held in the United Kingdom for the provision of reactive power
outside the obligatory range (M-2). These tenders are conducted on a semester basis. The offers
need to have a minimum validity period of one year. Contracts are awarded based on the offered
price and location of the reactive power source. The last successful tender was held in October
2011. Since then, no suppliers participated in the tenders.
In Germany, the remuneration concept depends on the voltage level. On transmission grid level,
bilateral agreements (M-1) shall be reached between the TSO and the operators of generation
units connected to the transmission grid (Verband der Netzbetreiber e.V., 2007). As discussed in
the previous chapter, the structure and the content of these bilateral agreements are undisclosed.
Nevertheless from the cost stated in the monitoring reports, it can be deducted, that small
remunerations are paid to power plant operators for their reactive power services. In the 110 kV
distribution grids, generation facilities have to be able to provide fixed ranges of reactive power in
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case their real power generation is above 20% of the installed capacity. This provision is obligatory,
no remuneration is foreseen (Verband der Elektrotechnik Elektronik Informationstechnik e.V.,
2015).
It can be observed that all four regulatory concepts discussed in Section 3.1 are practically applied,
while the market-based methods are more theoretical concepts that are not or not yet applied in
reality. This holds true for short-term markets as well as for long-term tenders for reserve premium
and dispatch prices. Only bilateral agreements and long-term tenders for reactive power reserve
are currently in place in the countries observed. The question if more sophisticated market-based
methods will be adopted depends on various factors such as the requirements for market-based
services, the practicality of the concepts and the the political will to put them into effect. Although
the concepts have been theoretically developed and their benefits have been proven, more research
on the organizational and political implementation is required.
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Model Description and Validation
In the previous chapters the principle characteristics of reactive power provision and remuneration
have been pointed out. In the following chapters, the economic effects of different reactive power
provision strategies shall be investigated by means of an electricity grid model. In this chapter
two types of electricity grid models are developed, which allow the analysis of different reactive
power supply options. Besides the mathematical formulation of these models, the extensive data
set required for the analysis of the German transmission and 110 kV distribution grids is described.
The developed models are backtested with a load flow calculation software and applied to small
three-node grids in order to demonstrate the economic principles of flow limitation and voltage
control. This chapters contributes to the analysis of grid operation by defining a methodology to
evaluate reactive power in large-scale real-world applications.
In energy economics research, techno-economic grid models are a wide-spread methodology to
investigate pricing, trade, extension and other operational and strategic aspects of meshed electricity
grids. For instance, Stigler and Todem (2005) investigated the potential effects of locational marginal
pricing in the Austrian electricity system. Kunz (2012), Nüssler (2012) and Burstedde (2012) use
techno-economic grid models to estimate the effects of redispatch in Germany and Europe. Hagspiel
et al. (2014) and Gunkel and Möst (2015) developed a model to estimate least-cost transmission
grid extension. The basic principle behind these models is the consideration of individual generation
and consumption nodes that are connected via transmission lines representing the electricity grid
of a certain region. By this means, the actual load flows that occur in an electricity grid can be
considered in an electricity system model. All the before-mentioned model formulations are based
on approximations of AC load flows. Stigler and Todem (2005) and Schweppe et al. (1988) had
described the DC approximation approach which substantially simplifies the non-linear AC load
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flow equations by replacing trigonometric functions with constant values, setting all voltages in the
grid to nominal values and by not considering reactive power flows. Based on this approximation
it is also possible to derive Power Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF) matrices, which describe
the distribution of real power flows within a grid. Due to the simplifications made with regard to
the load flow calculations, the above mentioned works neither consider reactive power flows nor
voltage stability in the grid. An economic evaluation of reactive power provision makes it necessary
to consider the concept of reactive power as well as the admissible voltage bands at the grid nodes,
therefore a different model approach has to be developed.
4.1 ELMOD AC – Non-linear AC Grid Model
In the following section the model ELMOD AC is developed in order to reflect voltage stability
in a techno-economic grid model. It can be considered an extension to the electricity grid model
ELMOD developed at the Chair of Energy Economics of the TU Dresden (Leuthold et al., 2010).
In contrast to this DC approximation load flow model, the AC model contains non-linear load
flow equations for both real and reactive power exchanges as well as restrictions for the current on
the transmission lines and for voltage magnitudes at the grid nodes. As a result, the problem is
non-linear and non-convex and can therefore not be solved with a linear solver16 such as CPLEX.
The model is a non-linear problem (NLP) and requires a local or global optimum non-linear solver.
While global optimum solvers deliver good results for small-scale problems, large networks require
very long computation times using this type of solver. Therefore, a local optimum solver is applied.
This allows to solve the problem in a reasonable time, although it is not guaranteed that the final
solution is the global optimum. For this reason, it is paramount to select a good starting point in
order to ensure that the solver searches the optimum in the right environment.
As the focus of this work is the analysis and evaluation of certain grid states, the problem is defined
as one-point-in-time, delivering optimal power plant dispatch for a certain load situation, without
considering inter-temporal restrictions such as storage or ramping.
4.1.1 Model Description
In the following model formulations, decision variables and sets are written with capital, parameters
and elements of sets with lower case letters. Table 4.1 describes the sets used throughout the
formulation. A basic version of the model has been described in Hinz and Möst (2014).
16To account for optimal power plant dispatch and grid restrictions as well as to derive shadow prices, the problem
is implemented as an optimization model.
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Table 4.1: Sets and elements used throughout the model formulation
Element / Set Superset Explanation
c, cc ∈ C Countries / market zones
n, nn ∈ N Grid nodes
acn ∈ ACN ⊂ N Grid nodes in AC representation
dcn ∈ DCN ⊂ N Grid nodes in DC approximation representation
mxn ∈ MXN ⊂ ACN Grid nodes in AC representation connected to power lines
in DC approximation representation
slk ∈ SLK ⊂ N Slack nodes
l ∈ L Power lines transmission / distribution grid
acl ∈ ACL ⊂ L Power lines in AC representation
dcl ∈ DCL ⊂ L Power lines in DC approximation representation
tr ∈ TR ⊂ L Transformers connecting transmission and 110 kV grid
hvdc ∈ HVDC HVDC lines
p ∈ P Power plants
res ∈ RES ⊂ P Renewable energy sources
sto ∈ STO ⊂ P Storage plants
hre ∈ HRE ⊂ P Hydro reservoir plants
pfix ∈ PFIX ⊂ P Power plants with cosϕ control
comp ∈ COMP Compensation devices
t ∈ T Time steps
i ∈ I Tangents for apparent power approximation
j ∈ J Iterations for ELMOD LinAC
k ∈ K Quadrants for apparent power limits
mv ∈ MV Type of medium voltage connector (cable, ohl)
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4.1.1.1 Target Function
The target function describes all relevant short-term costs of the electricity system, such as cost for
generation and curtailment. The objective of the model is to minimize these costs.
min Ctot =
∑
t
ft ·
(∑
p
cvarp ·GPp,t
+
∑
res
ccurt · (gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t −GPres,t)
+
∑
n
cvoll · INFP+n,t + cdump · INFP−n,t + cinfq · (INF
Q+
n,t + INF
Q−
n,t )
)
(4.1)
The total system cost Ctot of Equation (4.1) is composed of three parts. First, the sum of generation
costs of all power plants cvarp ·GPp,t depends on the real power generation GPp,t of each of the power
plants p in time step t and its variable cost cvarp . Second, the curtailment cost
17 for each renewable
energy source is calculated as the difference between possible electricity generation gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t
and actual generation GPres,t, where gp
inst
res is the installed capacity of the renewable energy source
res and gplfres,t is the maximum generation, expressed as a load factor, of the source in time step
t according to the time series of feed-in. Third, penalty costs for infeasibilities are composed of
the value of lost load18 cvoll for a positive infeasibility (additional generation) INFP+n,t at node n,
cost for dumped generation cdump for a negative infeasibility INFP−n,t and c
infq for reactive power
infeasibilities INFQ+n,t and INF
Q−
n,t . Infeasibility variables on a nodal base are required, if due to
the parameters of the model, no feasible solution can be found. Although this should not happen
in the final model application, these variables are helpful to find errors in the parameters. The
individual components are summed up for all time steps t considered in one optimization run and
are weighted with their frequency ft. As discussed in Chapter 2, the transparency on reactive power
remuneration is low and a generalized consideration of internal losses of reactive power sources is
doubtful. Therefore, reactive power will not be subject to a specific cost in the target function.
4.1.1.2 Generation Restrictions
The real and reactive power output of each generation unit is restricted on the one hand by the
availability of renewable energy sources like wind, solar radiation or water and on the other hand
by the generator capability curve (P/Q diagram) depicted in Figure 4.1. The P/Q diagrams for
conventional power plants as well as for renewable energy sources connected to the 110 kV grid
17Financial compensation for renewable energy sources if their generation has to be reduced due to grid restrictions.
18Value of energy that cannot be supplied.
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Figure 4.1: Generic P/Q diagram. Own illustration based on Schwab (2006, pp. 244ff.)
have been described in Section 2.3. The curve is generic, as it allows to represent both type of P/Q
diagrams of Figure 2.5. In the case of renewable energy sources ϑp is set to 90° . As the reactive
power limits are smaller, the apparent power limit does not apply and Figure 4.1 collapses to Figure
2.5b.
Real power limit for conventional power plants. The real power limit ensures that power
plants do not generate more power physically possible and corresponds to the horizontal turbine
limit (orange) of Figure 4.1.
GPp,t ≤ gpinstp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T (4.2)
Equation (4.2) limits the real power output of conventional power plants to their installed capacity
gpinstp , the upper horizontal line in in Figure 4.1.
Real power limit for RES. In the case of renewable energy sources, power generation is
restricted by the availability of wind, solar radiation or hydrological resources at every point in
time.
GPres,t ≤ gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t ∀res ∈ RES, t ∈ T (4.3)
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For renewable energy sources, Equation (4.3) additionally limits the real power output to the
maximum generation due to the availability of volatile energy sources gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t. The load
factor gplfres,t is either a specific time series for a single installation or an aggregation for a larger
area and technology, e.g. for all on-shore wind turbines in Germany.
Capacitive reactive power limit. In this analysis, conventional generation units actively
supplying reactive power are modeled as synchronous generators. The ability of this generator type
to provide reactive power in under-excited mode (capacitive) is limited by the stability limit of the
stator (Schwab, 2006, pp. 244ff.) corresponding to the inclined line (purple) on the left-hand side
of Figure 4.1.
GQp,t ≥
1
tanϑp
·GPp,t + gqcapp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T (4.4)
This limitation is translated to the restriction of Equation (4.4). It describes this stability limit in
function of real power generation GPp,t and reactive power generation GQp,t. The intersection of
the stability line and the Q-axis defines the capacitive reactive power limit gqcapp , which is usually
negative. The slope of the stability line itself is 1tanϑp . The derivation can be found in Appendix
B. In case of renewable energy sources connected to the 110 kV grid, ϑp is 90° and the limitation
coincides with the capacitive reactive power limit gqcapp .
Inductive reactive power limit. The ability of synchronous generators to supply reactive
power in over-excited mode (inductive) is limited by the maximum thermal load of the rotor. This
limitation corresponds to the vertical line (purple) on the right-hand side of Figure 4.1.
GQp,t ≤ gqindp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T (4.5)
Equation (4.5) describes the maximum inductive reactive power limit gqindp due to the thermal
limitations of the rotor.
Apparent power limit. The real and reactive power output of a generator is restricted by its
installed apparent power. In Figure 4.1, this corresponds to the half circle (light blue). As the
relation is quadratic, the half circle is linearly approximated.
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GPp,t ≤ −
gqbasp,i√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
·GQp,t +
(gsinstp )
2√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T, i ∈ I (4.6)
The shape of the P/Q diagram in the upper right part follows the installed apparent power of the
generator gsinstp . This is a non-linear function, a circle around the origin. In order to increase
the solveability and to reduce the solution time of the model, non-linearities are linearized where
possible. For this purpose tangents are attached at equidistant Q coordinates gqbasp,i to the circle,
which limit the solution space in a similar manner as the original circle but can be represented
as linear equations. The derivation of these tangents can be found in Appendix B and lead to
Equation (4.6).
Phase angle limit. This limitation ensures that generators cannot feed in reactive power, when
no real power is generated. It corresponds to the two lines (green) at the bottom of Figure 4.1.
−GPp,t · tan(ϕp) ≤ GQp,t ≤ GPp,t · tan(ϕp) ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T (4.7)
Some generation devices are limited by the maximum phase angle ϕp of the generator or converter.
This means that the angle between real power and reactive power may not exceed a certain value
and implies that no reactive power can be generated when real power generation is zero. As most
conventional plants have a minimum generation limit, which is determinated by the turbine attached,
they cannot supply reactive power when no real power is generated. This circumstance would
need to be reflected using a binary decision variable, converting the problem into a Mixed Integer
Non-Linear Problem (MINLP), which would make the model unsolvable for large-scale applications.
As a work-around for this problem, a phase angle limitation for conventional power plants is
introduced, which ensures that no reactive power is generated when the real power generation is
zero. This angle limitation is described in Equation (4.7) for the under- as well as the over-excited
side of the P/Q diagram.
The slope of the limiting line on the over-excited (inductive, rigth-hand) side is tan(ϕp), on the
under-excited side it is − tan(ϕp). Generation of reactive power GQp,t has to be between those
limits, which leads to Equation (4.7).
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4.1.1.3 Power Balances
ELMOD AC allows for a representation of grid nodes and lines both in an AC as well as in a DC
approximation approach similar to Stigler and Todem (2005). Hence, a certain geographical area
can be represented in AC, where voltage stability restrictions and reactive power exchanges apply,
while voltage stability and reactive power is neglected in other areas. This can be useful if analyses
regarding reactive power shall only be performed for a certain area, e.g. Germany, to reduce model
complexity, but electrical connections and exchanges to the surrounding countries shall be taken
into account. The concept is depicted in Figure 4.2. For every node in the grid it has to be ensured
that the real and reactive power balance is zero.
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Node in DC approximation
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representation
Figure 4.2: Schematic grid with AC and DC approximation parts. Own illustration.
Real power balance for AC nodes. This balance ensures that the sum of all power feed-ins
to the node equals the withdrawals from the node including the exchange with the surrounding
grid. It is defined for all grid nodes in AC representation.
0 = +dpacn,t +DSPacn,t
−
∑
p∈mp(acn)
GPp,t +
∑
sto∈mp(acn)
PUMPsto,t
+baseMVA ·NIP,ACacn,t + baseMVA ·NI
P,DC
acn,t
+
∑
hvdc∈mhs(acn)
HVDCFhvdc,t −
∑
hvdc∈mhe(acn)
HVDCFhvdc,t
−INFP+acn,t + INFP−acn,t ∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
(4.8)
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The real power balance for nodes in AC representation described in Equation (4.8) consists of
various components. These components are the real power load dpacn,t, the generation GPp,t of
all power plants mp(acn) connected to the node and the additional electricity demand PUMPsto,t
caused by the pumps of storage plants connected to the grid node. Moreover, the power balance
considers the net injection flowing into or out of the node via transmission lines in AC or DC
approximation representation NIP,ACacn,t respectively NI
P,DC
acn,t , feed-in or withdrawal from HVDC con-
verters HVDCFhvdc,t of HVDC links hvdc starting (mhs(acn)) or ending at the node (mhe(acn)),
the grid losses of the underling grid DSPacn,t as well as positive or negative infeasibilities at the
node INFP+acn,t and INF
P−
acn,t. The term base
MVA is the reference value for power in the per unit
system and set to 100 MVA for the purpose of this work (Stigler and Todem, 2005).
Real power balance for DC nodes. For nodes in DC representation the equation has to be
slightly changed.
0 = +dpdcn,t
−
∑
p∈mp(dcn)
GPp,t +
∑
sto∈mp(dcn)
PUMPsto,t
+baseMVA ·NIP,DCdcn,t
+
∑
hvdc∈mhs(dcn)
HVDCFhvdc,t −
∑
hvdc∈mhe(dcn)
HVDCFhvdc,t
−INFP+dcn,t + INF
P−
dcn,t ∀dcn ∈ DCN, t ∈ T
(4.9)
Equation (4.9) describes the real power balance for nodes in DC approximation representation. The
only difference to Equation (4.8) is that net exchange with the transmission grid only takes place
via lines in DC approximation and that losses of the underlying grid are not considered.
Reactive power balance. Besides the real power balances defined above, also for reactive power
it has to be ensured that feed-ins and withdrawals are equal. For reactive power, not only the
feed-in of power plants, but also of reactive power devices is considered.
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0 = −dqacn,t −DSQacn,t
−(1− qrp)
∑
p∈mp(acn)
GQp,t
+baseMVA ·NIQ,ACacn,t
−(1− qrh)
 ∑
hvdc∈mhs(acn)
HVDCQshvdc,t +
∑
hvdc∈mhe(acn)
HVDCQehvdc,t

−
∑
comp∈mc(acn)
CQcomp,t
−INFQ+acn,t + INF
Q−
acn,t ∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
(4.10)
The reactive power balance for nodes in AC representation of Equation (4.10) is composed of
the reactive power load dqacn,t, the reactive power provision GQp,t of the power plants connected
to the node mp(acn), the net injection NIQ,ACacn,t describing the reactive power exchange with the
surrounding power grid, the reactive power feed-in of HVDC converters connected to the node
HVDCQshvdc,t (in case of a start node) and HVDCQ
e
hvdc,t (in case of an end node) as well as
infeasibilities at the node INFQ+acn,t and INF
Q−
acn,t. Additionally, the reactive power feed-in CQcomp,t
of compensation devices comp and the reactive power behavior of the underlying grid DSQacn,t is
considered. The reactive power feed-in of power plants and HVDC converters are reduced by the
reactive power reserve margins qrp = 0.25 and qrh = 0.5. These margins ensure that not all the
available reactive power is utilized for static voltage regulation and that a margin is kept that can
be used in contingency situations.
4.1.1.4 Grid Restrictions
The power balances described in the previous paragraphs consider the exchanges with the surround-
ing grid, the so-called net injections. The following section defines these net injections as well as
other restrictions concerning the power grid and devices connected to it will be described.
Net injection real power. For real power, net injections are defined for nodes in AC representa-
tion and nodes in DC representation. Additionally, the net injection of nodes in AC representation
from lines in DC representation is described.
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NIP,ACacn,t = Uacn,t ·
∑
nn∈ACN
Unn,t ·
(
ygacn,nn cos (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
+ybacn,nn sin (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
)
∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
(4.11)
The net injection of Equation (4.8) NIP,ACacn,t can be described as the non-linear Equation (4.11)
according to Frank and Rebenack (2012, p. 18). The power exchange with the surrounding grid
depends both on the voltage angle ∆n,t
19 and on the voltage magnitude Un,t of the node as well as
on voltage angle and magnitude of the nodes connected to it via a power line20. Voltage angle and
voltage magnitude are implemented as decision variables in the model. They are dependent variables
depending on real and reactive power injection at the nodes of the grid. Furthermore, the input
depends on the admittances of the lines connected to it. ygn,nn represent the real part (conductance)
and ybn,nn the imaginary part (susceptance) of the admittance matrix. The admittance matrix
is constructed under consideration of resistance, reactance and shunt susceptance of the power
lines connecting two nodes. Besides power lines, also transformers can be modeled utilizing the
admittance matrix, where tap positions in the case of tap changing transformers and phase angles
in the case of phase shifting transformers can be considered as well. A detailed calculation of
the admittance matrix can be found in Frank and Rebenack (2012, p. 14ff). The calculation of
the admittance matrix used in this work can be found in Appendix B. Equation (4.11) is highly
non-linear as it contains the product of two voltage magnitude decision variables multiplied by a
trigonometric function of the voltage angle decision variable. Therefore, advanced methods such as
Optimal Power Flow (OPF) solution techniques (Dommel and Tinney, 1968) or non-linear solvers
are required for this problem.
NIP,DCdcn,t =
∑
nn∈DCN
dcbdcn,nn∆nn,t +
∑
nn∈MXN
dcbdcn,nn∆nn,t ∀dcn ∈ DCN, t ∈ T (4.12)
19The voltage angle of a specific node n is defined as the offset of the periodic voltage curve between this node and
the slack node slk
20There are at least three possibilities to describe voltages in an AC load flow model:
1. Polar coordinates consisting of voltage magnitude and voltage angle Ũ = U∠∆ for voltage and rectangular
coordinates for admittance,
2. Polar coordinates consisting of voltage magnitude and voltage angle Ũ = U∠∆ for voltage and polar coordinates
for admittance,
3. Rectangular coordinates consisting of a real and imaginary voltage part Ũ = E + jF for voltage and rectangular
coordinates for admittance
See Frank and Rebenack (2012, pp. 18f.) for details. Throughout this work polar coordinates will be used.
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The net injection of nodes in DC representation NIP,DCdcn,t described in Equation (4.12) is based on
the DC approximation approach described by Stigler and Todem (2005) and Schweppe et al. (1988).
This approach neglects reactive power and deviations in voltage magnitude, so that Equation (4.11)
is reduced to a simple linear equation, which depends only on the voltage angle (decision variable)
and the admittance matrix dcbn,nn of the part of the grid modeled in DC representation. In this
context, not only exchanges with nodes in DC representation (DCN) have to be considered, but
also with nodes in AC representation connected to nodes in DC representation (MXN).
NIP,DCmxn,t =
∑
nn∈DCN
dcbmxn,nn∆nn,t + dcbmxn,mxn∆mxn,t ∀mxn ∈MXN, t ∈ T (4.13)
The net injection of nodes in AC representation from power lines in DC representation NIP,DCmxn,t
described in Equation (4.13) is also based on the DC approximation approach. As all of the nodes
in set MXN are nodes in AC representation, in contrast to Equation (4.12) only exchanges to
nodes in DC representation are taken into account – exchanges to other MXN nodes, which are
also contained in set ACN , are already considered in Equation (4.11). Nevertheless, the node
admittance dcbmxn,mxn has to be accounted for.
Net injection reactive power. The reactive power net injection NIQ,ACacn,t represents the reactive
power exchange of each node with the surrounding electricity grid.
NIQ,ACacn,t = Uacn,t ·
∑
nn∈ACN
Unn,t ·
(
ygacn,nn sin (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
−ybacn,nn cos (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
)
∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
(4.14)
The net injection entering the nodal balance of Equation (4.10) can be described as the non-linear
Equation (4.14) (Frank and Rebenack, 2012, p. 18). As in the case of real power, the exchange
depends on the voltage angle ∆acn,t and on the voltage magnitude Uacn,t as well as on the impedance
matrices of the grid ygacn,nn and y
b
acn,nn. It is evident from the before mentioned equations that
the real and reactive power feed-in at the individual nodes as well as their voltage angles and
magnitudes are interdependent. For this reason, advanced non-linear solving techniques are required
to find a solution that satisfies real and reactive power balances as well as related restrictions at
the same time.
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Current limitation. If the current on a power line exceeds its thermal limit liacl, the line
overheats. This causes not only higher line losses and potential material damage, but also leads to
thermal extension of the line and may cause an undercut of the safety distance between the power
line and the ground. For this reason, the current on every power line has to maintain below its
thermal limit21.
((
Ums(acl),t cos(∆ms(acl),t)− Ume(acl),t cos(∆me(acl),t)
)2
+
(
Ums(acl),t sin(∆ms(acl),t)− Ume(acl),t sin(∆me(acl),t)
)2)
·
(
g2acl + b
2
acl
)
·
(
1000baseMVA√
3unomacl
)2
≤ (liacl)2 ∀acl ∈ ACL, t ∈ T
(4.15)
For the electricity lines in AC representation, the respective restriction is formulated in Equa-
tion (4.15) based on Frank and Rebenack (2012, p. 27). The current depends on the voltage
magnitudes and angles at both ends of the line as well as on the magnitude of the line impedance√
g2acl + b
2
acl. In order to increase the solvability of the problem, the squared current is compared to
the squared thermal limit. As line impedance and voltages are represented in the per unit system,
a reverse transformation is required for the comparison with the current limit liacl. The factor
1000 is required due to the different prefixes kilo and mega in the base units kV and MVA. The
factor
√
3 (3 as the whole equation is squared) is required because calculations are performed for a
3-phase alternating current electricity grid. As the inequality constraint is squared, it is positive
and independent of the direction of the flow. Therefore, no lower bound for the expression has to
be set.
−lidcl ≤
( ∑
n∈DCN
dchdcl,n∆n,t +
∑
n∈MXN
dchdcl,n∆n,t
)1000baseMVA√
3unomdcl
≤ lidcl
∀dcl ∈ DCL, t ∈ T
(4.16)
21The n-1 security criterion requires that the thermal limit of a transmission line will not be exceeded in case of
the failure of any other transmission line. Hence, the thermal limit has to be reduced by a security margin. The
actual margin guaranteeing an n-1 secure grid operation depends on various factors such as grid layout as well as
generation and load situation. It differs from transmission line to transmission line. As the calculation of n-1 security
margins is complex and requires a variety of assumptions, a common approach is to approximate it with a fixed
value according to Leuthold et al. (2010). The authors select a 20% margin. As this may not be sufficient in extreme
situations, a 25% margin is used in this work. Hence, no transmission is loaded with more than 75% of their thermal
transmission limit.
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For electricity lines in DC representation, the linear constraint (4.16) applies. The current on the
line has to be kept between −lidcl and lidcl. It depends on the voltage angle on both ends of the
line22 as well as on the transfer matrix dchl,n which contains the admittance of the part of the grid
which is modeled in DC representation associated to the individual lines and nodes. Also in this
inequality constraint the per unit calculation has to be transformed into actual current.
Voltage limitation. The operating voltage in electricity grids Un,t has to be kept within certain
boundaries to secure proper grid operation and to prevent equipment damage or a security shut-
down.
umin ≤ Uacn,t ≤ umax ∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T (4.17)
The actual lower and upper limits umin and umax depend on the policy of the transmission grid
operator. Within this work a bandwidth of +/ − 0.03 p.u. will be considered as described in
Equation (4.17)23. Voltage limits have to be considered at all nodes in AC representation.
Phase angle limitation. Besides the operating voltage, nodal voltages are characterized by
their voltage angle in relation to the slack node defined below.
− π ≤ ∆n,t ≤ π ∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T (4.18)
These phase angles ∆n,t should be limited to reduce the solution space. A deviation of +/− 180◦
or +/− π in Equation (4.18) should guarantee sufficient degree of freedom.
Power flow on HVDC lines. HVDC lines are able to transport power over large distances up
to their installed capacity.
− lshvdc ≤ HVDCFhvdc,t ≤ lshvdc ∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T (4.19)
22Either both ends of the line can be nodes in DC representation contained in the set DCN or one end of the line
is a node in AC representation connected to a node in DC representation. In this case it is contained in the set
MXN .
23Most publications on reactive power electricity system models do not reveal the assumed voltage band, e.g.
Ahmadi and Akbari Foroud (2013), Amjady et al. (2010) or Mohseni-Bonab et al. (2016). Deutsche Energie Agentur
(2014) uses a band of +/ − 0.10 p.u., which may suffice to prevent security shut-downs, but seems rather wide
considering a normal grid operation. In order to prevent the solver from finding solutions very close to the hard
security limits, a band of +/− 0.03 p.u. is chosen for the transmission grid, for the 110 kV distribution grid, the
band is expanded to +/− 0.06 p.u.
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The real power flow HVDCFhvdc,t on HVDC lines has to be limited to the installed capacity of
the HVDC line / converter system lshvdc, expressed in constraint (4.19).
Slack node. To ensure an unambiguous solution, a slack node slk for every synchronous area24
has to be defined. The slack node serves as a point of reference for the voltages in the synchronous
area.
Uslk,t = 1 ∀slk ∈ SLK, t ∈ T (4.20)
∆slk,t = 0 ∀slk ∈ SLK, t ∈ T (4.21)
At the slack, the operating voltage magnitude is set to 1 p.u. (Equation (4.20)) and the voltage
angle is set to zero (Equation (4.21)).
4.1.1.5 Reactive Power Device Restrictions
Besides conventional and renewable power sources, also modern HVDC converter stations and
dedicated reactive power devices are able to provide reactive power in order to support voltage
stability within the grid.
Reactive power feed-in of HVDC converters. Modern HVDC converters using Voltage
Source Converter (VSC) technology are able to convert alternating current from the electricity grid
to direct current which can then be transferred through a DC power line and vice versa. At the
same time, these converter stations are able to provide reactive power for the transmission grid.
This amount is mainly determined by the maximum current of the converter, which is depicted as
a circle in the P/Q diagram of Figure 4.3.
HVDCFhvdc,t ≤−
gqbas,xhvdc,i√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
HVDCQxhvdc,t
+
ls2hvdc√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
(4.22)
24Synchronous areas in the European electricity system are: Continental Europe, Nordic, Baltic, UK and Ireland
(ENTSO-E, 2015).
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Figure 4.3: Schematic P/Q diagram of an HVDC converter station. Own illustration based on
Johansson et al. (2004)
HVDCFhvdc,t ≥+
gqbas,xhvdc,i√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
HVDCQxhvdc,t
− ls
2
hvdc√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
(4.23)
As in the case of P/Q diagrams of electricity generators the circle is approximated by linear
restrictions in order to reduce problem complexity. The calculation of the tangents i approximating
the circle function around the origin is analogous to the calculation of the apparent power limit
of electricity generators and can be found in Appendix B. Equations (4.22) and (4.23) describe
the limitation of real power HVDCFhvdc,t converted to direct current and transferred through the
direct current line hvdc and the reactive power exchanged with the grid HVDCQxhvdc,t at either
end x of the line. Two restrictions are necessary as real power can flow in either direction through
the line. This is reflected by the upper and lower half circle in Figure 4.3.
HVDCQxhvdc,t ≤ (3.8− 3Ux)lshvdc ∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e} (4.24)
Equation (4.24) describes the voltage-dependent reactive power restriction on the inductive side
discussed in Section 2.3.3, where Ux is the operating voltage of the grid node at the respective
converter station. For the purpose of the mode, the restriction of Figure 2.6a has been simplified to
a straight line that is shifted depending on the nodal voltage. At an operating voltage of 1.0 p.u.
the converter is able to supply 80% of the maximum apparent power. At 0.97 p.u. this limit is
increased to 89%, at 1.03 p.u. it is decreased to 71%.
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Reactive power feed-in of compensation devices. Compensation devices such as Static
VAR Compensators (SVC) are able to exchange reactive power with the grid. Besides thermal
losses, they do not consume or generate any real power.
cqmincomp ≤ CQcomp,t ≤ cqmaxcomp ∀comp ∈ COMP, t ∈ T (4.25)
Equation (4.25) limits the reactive power exchange CQcomp,t of these compensation devices comp
between a lower limit cqmincomp and an upper limit cq
max
comp.
4.1.1.6 Behavior of the Underlying Grid
In the context of this work, ELMOD AC is used to model transmission grids. The reactive power
behavior of the transmission grid is influenced by the underlying grids.
Reactive power behavior of underlying grids. For each transmission grid node, a control
range for the reactive power behavior of the underlying grid is considered.
dsqminacn,t ≤ DSQacn,t ≤ dsqmaxacn,t ∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T (4.26)
Equation (4.26) describes the reactive power limitations of the distribution grid underlying the
transmission grid node acn. Reactive power sources within the distribution grid may influence
the behavior and lead for every grid situation t to a possible reactive power range between the
limits dsqminacn,t and dsq
max
acn,t. In case the reactive power behavior of the grid cannot be controlled,
dsqminacn,t = dsq
max
acn,t and the control range collapses to zero. The calculation of the control range is
described in Section 5.1.1.
Grid losses of underlying grids. Real and reactive power flows in the distribution grids cause
grid losses. The dispatch of reactive power sources within the distribution grid changes the reactive
power flows within the grid and has an influence on the real power losses.
DSPacn,t = (DSQacn,t − dsqbaseacn,t) · dsp
slope
acn,t + dsp
base
acn,t (4.27)
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As the influence is expected to be rather small, a linearized approach for the incorporation of
distribution grid losses is used25. These grid losses DSPacn,t depend on the losses dsp
base
acn,t and
reactive power behavior dsqbaseacn,t of a defined base case as well as on the slope of the grid loss
function dspslopeacn,t and the reactive power operating point of the grid DSQacn,t. The restriction is
described in Equation (4.27).
4.1.2 Validation with AC Load Flow Calculations
The AC load flow model described in the previous section is solved with the large-scale nonlinear
optimization solver CONOPT. In order to generate a good starting point for the optimization, a
DC approximation of the model is solved first generating initial values for real power dispatch,
line load and voltage angles. The question arises how well the combination of model and solver
reflects AC power flows. For this purpose, a 20-node test grid is developed and solved using the AC
model in the first step. In the second step, the real and reactive power dispatch determined by the
model is tested with a load flow calculation software. Line currents and node voltages are compared
between the model and the software, the results are depicted in Figure 4.4. The characteristics of
the test grid can be found in the appendix.
(a) Comparison of line current (b) Comparison of node voltage
Figure 4.4: Comparison of results between AC model and software for 20-node grid. Own illustration.
The results fit very well, nearly all voltages and line currents are very close to the bisecting line,
which represents a perfect fit between the results. The horizontal lines in the diagrams correspond
to the limits for current and voltage. There are no major breaches of these limits observable. The
error indices Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for node voltage
25Real power losses are a quadratic function of the current on the line. It can be expected that the current for most
distribution grid lines mainly depends on the real power flow and the change of the reactive power flow has a rather
small influence. Therefore, the non-linear relation between reactive power behavior and losses can be approximated
by a linearization.
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as well as line current are listed in Table 4.2. Also an adjusted Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(aMAPE) is calculated. The percentage is calculated in relation to the nominal voltage in case of
node voltage and in relation to thermal limit in case of line current. It is observable that deviations
are very small both in absolute as well as in relative terms. It can be concluded that ELMOD AC
reflects both voltages and line loads very well.
Table 4.2: Error indices for comparison of results between AC model and software for 20-node grid
Index MAE RSME aMAPE
Voltage [kV] 0.34 0.39 0.09%
Current [A] 2.10 4.04 0.10%
4.2 ELMOD LinAC - Linear AC Grid Model
The non-linear AC model ELMOD AC described in the previous section is able to solve medium-
scale problems, like a least cost real and reactive power dispatch for the German transmission grid,
consisting of several hundred nodes and lines for one point in time. The calculation time for this is
usually in the order of one minute. As the purpose of this work is to investigate not only effects
in the transmission grid, but also influence from the 110 kV distribution grid consisting of several
thousand lines and nodes, methods to solve larger scale problems are required. During the progress
of the investigation it could be observed that this problem class cannot be solved with ELMOD AC.
Calculation times are too long and the solver is often not able to find a feasible solution. For this
reason the linear AC model ELMOD LinAC is developed.
4.2.1 Model Description
The purpose of ELMOD LinAC is to reflect both load flows and voltages in the grid in a linear
approximation approach in order to solve large scale grid models. The approach presented in this
work bases on the DC approximation of Schweppe et al. (1988) with a number of adjustments.
That DC approximation approach is based on three assumptions:
1. Reactive power is negligible.
2. Difference between voltages angles are small.
3. Voltage magnitudes are close to 1 p.u.
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The first assumption will not be applied for the linear approximation of AC power flows as the
goal is to model voltage and reactive power flows. The other two assumptions justify a number of
simplifications of the power flow Equation (4.28).
Pn,nn = −U2nygn,nn + UnUnn
(
cos(∆n −∆nn)ygn,nn + sin(∆n −∆nn)ybn,nn
)
(4.28)
Small differences in voltage angles allow the approximation of the trigonometric functions. The
sine function of the angle difference can be replaced by the actual angle difference, if this difference
is small. This corresponds to the first-order Taylor approximation: sin(∆1 −∆2) ≈ ∆1 −∆2. For
small differences, the approximation is very good: for a difference of 10° the absolute deviation is
only 0.1% of the amplitude, for 30° the absolute deviation accounts to 2.4%. The cosine function
can be replaced by 1: cos(∆1 −∆2) ≈ 1. For this approximation, absolute deviations are larger
(0.4% for 5°, 1.5% for 10° and 13.4% of the amplitude for 30°). These approximations are applied
for real as well as for reactive power. For real power, the approximation results in Equation (4.29).
Pn,nn ≈ −U2nygn,nn + UnUnn
(
ygn,nn + (∆n −∆nn)ybn,nn
)
= Un
(
− Unygn,nn + Unnygn,nn + Unnybn,nn(∆n −∆nn)
)
= Un
(
− ygn,nn(Un − Unn) + Unnybn,nn(∆n −∆nn)
) (4.29)
The third assumption can be taken as in the context of this work the admissible voltage band
is +/ − 0.03 p.u. in the transmission and +/ − 0.06 p.u. in the distribution grid. In contrast to
the DC approximations, voltages in this approach are only set to 1 if they appear as a factor in
the equation, but not if they appear in a difference. While the deviation is small for parts of the
equation that are multiplied with a voltage magnitude close to 1, the difference between two voltage
magnitudes close to 1 can be substantial in case the result is multiplied by a large value. In order
to clarify this, the equations below are reformulated. The voltage magnitudes Un and Unn now
appear as factors and as differences. If all voltages would be set to 1, the equations would collapse
to the known DC approximation. Instead, the voltages are only replaced where they appear as
factors, the voltage difference stays untouched. Especially in the case of reactive power, this can
have a substantial impact because the susceptance ybn,nn is usually larger than the conductance
ygn,nn for high voltage transmission lines. This also means that real power flow is mainly influenced
by voltage angles while reactive power flow is mainly determined by voltage magnitudes. In the
case of real power, the approximation results in Equation (4.30).
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Pn,nn ≈ −ygn,nn(Un − Unn) + ybn,nn(∆n −∆nn) (4.30)
For reactive power, Equation (4.31) can be derived analogously.
Qn,nn = U
2
ny
b
n,nn + UnUnn
(
− cos(∆n −∆nn)ybn,nn + sin(∆n −∆nn)ygn,nn
)
≈ U2nybn,nn + UnUnn
(
− ybn,nn + (∆n −∆nn)ygn,nn
)
= Un
(
Uny
b
n,nn − Unnybn,nn + Unnygn,nn(∆n −∆nn)
)
= Un
(
ybn,nn(Un − Unn) + Unnygn,nn(∆n −∆nn)
)
≈ ybn,nn(Un − Unn) + ygn,nn(∆n −∆nn)
(4.31)
4.2.1.1 Grid Restrictions
The approximations deducted in the previous section lead to the linear net injection Equations (4.32)
for real power and (4.33) for reactive power.
Net injection P. The net injection for real power is derived from Equation (4.30).
NIP,ACn,t =
∑
nn∈N
(
− ygn,nn · (Un,t − Unn,t)
+ ybn,nn · (∆n,t −∆nn,t)
)
∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T
(4.32)
It takes into account voltage magnitudes as well as voltage angles. The net injection is defined in
Equation (4.32) and replaces Equations (4.11) to (4.13) of ELMOD AC.
Net injection Q. The net injection for reactive power is derived from Equation (4.31).
NIQ,ACacn,t =
∑
nn∈N
(
+ ybacn,nn · (Uacn,t − Unn,t)
+ ygacn,nn · (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
)
∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T
(4.33)
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It is defined as Equation (4.33) and replaces Equation (4.14) of ELMOD AC. Note, that the
influence of the shunt susceptance is accounted for in the energy balance rather than in the net
injection equation.
Real and reactive power flows. These flows have to be calculated for every line in order to be
able to introduce flow limitations to the model.
LFPl,t = base
MVA(−gl · (Ums(l),t − Ume(l),t) + bl · (∆ms(l),t −∆me(l),t))
∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T
(4.34)
LFQl,t = base
MVA(bl · (Ums(l),t − Ume(l),t) + gl · (∆ms(l),t −∆me(l),t))
∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T
(4.35)
The real power flows LFPl,t of Equation (4.34) and reactive power flows LF
Q
l,t of Equation (4.35) on
the lines can be calculated analogously to the net injections of (4.32) and (4.33).
Flow limitation. As the current on a transmission line is a non-linear function of the voltage
angles and magnitudes, it is not possible to limit it using a linear model. Instead, the apparent
power is limited by restricting both real and reactive power flows. As allowed voltage deviations
are small, there is an almost linear relation between current and apparent power. The flows can be
plotted in the P/Q diagram of Figure 4.5. A positive respectively negative flow means, that power
is flowing in either direction through the transmission line.
− liSl ≤ LFPl,t ≤ liSl ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T (4.36)
− liSl ≤ LF
Q
l,t ≤ li
S
l ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T (4.37)
quadPk LF
P
l,t + quad
Q
k LF
Q
l,t ≤
√
2liSl ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T, k ∈ K (4.38)
Equations (4.36) and (4.37) describe the real and reactive power limits liSl for both directions of
flow. Besides, four additional restrictions are considered which limit the apparent power in each
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Figure 4.5: Limitation of apparent power flow in ELMOD LinAC. Own illustration.
of the four quadrants of the P/Q diagram. This constraint is formulated in Equation (4.38). The
parameters quadPk and quad
Q
k describe the four quadrants k and are listed in Table 4.3. It can be
observed, that the approximate limitation leaves only small areas that are not admissible although
they can be chosen by the model. These equations replace (4.15) and (4.16).
Table 4.3: Parameters for the four quadrants of apparent power limit
k I II III IV
quadPk 1 1 -1 -1
quadQk 1 -1 -1 1
4.2.1.2 Power Balances
The non-linear AC power flow equations that are the starting points for the approximations of
(4.28) and (4.31) yield different results if they are applied on either end of the line. This is caused
by the thermal losses of the line, respectively the reactive power behavior. This means that if power
is flowing to one direction, the amount entering the line is higher than the amount leaving the line.
The difference constitutes the line loss. Especially in the case of reactive power, situations occur
where reactive power enters the line on both sides to compensate the reactive power behavior. The
usage of those non-linear equations as it is applied in ELMOD AC guarantees a model-inherent
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representation of system losses and reactive power behavior. Though, through the linearization
process, this inherent consideration of losses vanishes as thermal real power losses and inductive
reactive power behavior are a quadratic function of the current. In order to account for those losses
and reactive power behavior, the iterative approach described in Section 4.2.1.3 is implemented.
Real power balance. The real power balance of ELMOD LinAC serves the same purpose as in
ELMOD AC. It has to be ensured that feed-ins and withdrawals coincide at every node.
0 = +dpn,t
−
∑
p∈mp(n)
GPp,t +
∑
sto∈mp(n)
PUMPsto,t
+baseMVA ·NIP,ACn,t
+
∑
hvdc∈mhs(n)
HVDCFhvdc,t −
∑
hvdc∈mhe(n)
HVDCFhvdc,t
−INFP+n,t + INFP−n,t
+
1
2
∑
l∈mls(n)
lossPl,t,j +
1
2
∑
l∈mle(n)
lossPl,t,j ∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T, j ∈ J
(4.39)
The nodal balance of real power takes into account the real power load dpn,t of node n, the sum
of generation of the plants connected to the node GPp,t, the real power net injection NI
P,AC
n,t as
well as a possible feed-in or withdrawal from HVDC links HVDCFhvdc,t. Besides infeasibilities
INFP+n,t / INF
P−
n,t that guarantee the solvability of the problem are considered. In contrast to
the formulations of ELMOD AC, half of the real power loss lossPl,t,j of every line connected to the
node is considered as additional load at the node. As explained above, this explicit consideration is
necessary because in contrast to the non-linear model, the linear model does not reflect these losses
inherently. The losses are calculated based on the results of the previous iteration and updated
accordingly. Equation (4.39) replaces Equations (4.8) and (4.9).
Reactive power balance. In the case of reactive power, the net injection is defined analogously.
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0 = −dqacn,t
−(1− qrp)
∑
p∈mp(acn)
GQp,t
+baseMVA ·NIQ,ACacn,t
−(1− qrh)
 ∑
hvdc∈mhs(acn)
HVDCQshvdc,t +
∑
hvdc∈mhe(acn)
HVDCQehvdc,t

−
∑
comp∈mc(acn)
CQcomp,t
−INFQ+acn,t + INF
Q−
acn,t
+
1
2
( ∑
l∈mls(acn)
lossQl,t,j +
∑
l∈mle(acn)
lossQl,t,j
)
−1
2
baseMVAUacn,t
( ∑
l∈mls(acn)
bshl +
∑
l∈mle(acn)
bshl
)
∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T, j ∈ J
(4.40)
The nodal balance of reactive power takes into account the reactive power load dqacn,t (in generator
reference system) of node acn, the sum of reactive power feed-in of the plants connected to the node
GQp,t, the reactive power net injection NI
Q,AC
acn,t as well as a possible reactive power exchange with
HVDC converters HVDCQhvdc,t and compensation devices CQcomp,t. Infeasibilities INF
QP+
acn,t /
INFQ−acn,t that guarantee the solvability of the problem are considered as well. Half of the inductive
reactive power generation of the transmission line is attributed to the node at either side of the
line. This reactive power behavior depends on the shunt susceptance of the line bshl as well as on
its voltage. It is independent of the current on the line. The voltage level is already considered
in the per unit calculation of bshl . In order to reflect the actual voltage magnitude, Uacn,t should
be squared. As this is not possible in a linear model, in order to approximate the effect of the
voltage magnitude on the inductive behavior, Uacn,t enters the equation in the first dimension
26.
The capacitive reactive power generation lossQl,t,j depends on the reactance of the power line and is
a quadratic function of the current. Analogously to the thermal losses, the inductive behavior is
calculated based on the results of the previous iteration and the equation is updated accordingly.
Equation (4.40) replaces Equation (4.10).
26As Uacn,t is a per unit quantity and ranges very close to 1, the deviations are very small: considering a range
of 0.05 p.u., the maximum error can be reduced from 10% to 5% (0.95 · 0.95 = 0.9025 vs. 0.95) if the voltage is
considered in the first dimension compared to not considering it at all.
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4.2.1.3 Iterative Approach
Thermal losses in the high voltage transmission grid constitute a very small part of the total system
load. According to Germany’s federal grid agency, thermal losses of transmission lines summed up
to 5.1 TWh compared to a total final consumption including net trade balance of 532.3 TWh in
2014 (Bundesnetzagentur, 2015). As these losses account for less than 1% of the withdrawals, in
most DC approximation models they are omitted as their small impact usually does not justify
the effort to implement an iterative solution approach. Capacitive reactive power generation, the
imaginary equivalent of real thermal losses (in the context of complex numbers), on the other hand
cannot be omitted if voltage stability shall be taken into consideration. Line reactance is usually
much larger than the line resistance, causing a reactive power behavior that is usually about one
magnitude larger than the thermal loss. For this reason, the iterative process depicted in Figure 4.6
is implemented. In this approach, thermal losses are considered as well as they can analogously be
implemented.
Set curl,t,0 = 20%
Calculate lossPl,t,1, loss
Q
l,t,1 ~ curl,t,0
2
Start
Solve ELMOD LinAC
Calculate curl,t,j
Calculate lossPl,t,j+1, loss
Q
l,t,j+1 ~ curl,t,j
2
|curl,t,j -curl,t,j-1|< ε
or j > 10?
STOP
no yes
j=1
j=j+1
Figure 4.6: Iterative approach of ELMOD LinAC. Own illustration.
The real and reactive power losses respectively behavior lossPl,t,j and loss
Q
l,t,j are accounted for in
the power balances of Equations (4.39) and (4.40). In the first iteration, the iteration counter j
is set to j = 0. As a starting point, a line utilization of 20% for every power line is assumed, i.e.
curl,t,0 = 0.2 · lil. Based on this starting value, the losses are calculated according to Equation
(4.41) and (4.42), before the counter is set to j = 1.
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lossPl,t,j+1 = 3 · rl · cur2l,t,j · 10−6 (4.41)
lossQl,t,j+1 = 3 · xl · cur
2
l,t,j · 10−6 (4.42)
Using these starting values, the first model iteration is solved. Afterwards, the current on each
line based on the load situation and the generator dispatch of the model is calculated according to
Equation (4.43). The factors 3 and
√
3 in these equations apply because a three-phase alternating
current system is considered.
curl,t,j =
(
(Ums(l),t · cos(∆ms(l),t)− Ume(l),t · cos(∆me(l),t))2)
+(Ums(l),t · sin(∆ms(l),t)− Ume(l),t · sin(∆me(l),t))2)
) 1
2
·
√
g2l + b
2
l ·
1000baseMVA√
3unoml
(4.43)
Based on the current calculated in Equation (4.43), the losses of Equations (4.41) and (4.42) are
re-calculted. In the next step, the program tests for convergence of the load flows. For this purpose,
currents from the previous and the ongoing iteration are compared. Convergence is assumed, if
the average deviation considering all lines in the system is below an ε of ε = 0.0001 of the thermal
limit. This test is described in Equation (4.44).
1
|L|
∑
l∈L
|curl,t,j − curl,t,j−1|
lil
≤ ε (4.44)
In case the check is positive, convergence is reached and the program terminates. In the opposite
case, the iteration counter j is increased: j = j + 1 and a new iteration step starts. The iteration
automatically stops after 10 iterations. On average, about 4 to 5 iterations are required to achieve
convergence.
4.2.2 Validation of ELMOD LinAC with ELMOD AC
The linear AC load flow model ELMOD LinAC described in this section is solved using the LP
solver CPLEX. For testing purpose a transmission grid model for Germany with 15 representative
load situations is set up and solved. Every grid situation is solved independently with the iterative
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approach. On average 4.3 iterations are required to achieve convergence. Voltage magnitudes for
the 618 nodes and currents for the 897 lines are a result of the model. As ELMOD AC has been
proven to adequately reflect real and reactive power as well as voltages and current it is used to
validate ELMOD LinAC. For this purpose, the real and reactive power dispatch of the linear model
is passed on to the non-linear model. In the second step, the model is solved with a fixed P and Q
dispatch. As there are obviously deviations between the results, additional real and reactive power
in the form of infeasibility variables can be used at every node of the system. As the dispatch is
fixed, the objective is to minimize the infeasibilities in the system. On average 97 MW additional
real power and 227 MVAr of inductive reactive power are required to solve the problem, while the
average real power demand is about 65 GW. Resulting voltages and currents from this model run
are calculated and compared to the results of the linear model. In total 9270 voltage data points
and 13455 current data points are compared, which is depicted in Figure 4.7.
(a) Comparison of line current (b) Comparison of node voltage
Figure 4.7: Comparison of results between linear AC model and non-linear AC model for the
German transmission grid. Own illustration.
As the figures show, the results of ELMOD LinAC fit reasonably well to the AC model. Most of
the voltage deviations are very small and only a few voltages are off the admissible voltage band.
In contrast to the previous model comparison, the error indices are calculated in p.u. rather than
in kV, because there are nodes of different voltages in this model. In order to make the results
comparable with those of Table 4.4, MAE and RSME are reported both per unit and scaled to
380 kV. The adjusted MAPE can be compared directly. Although, it is significantly higher than
in the comparison between ELMOD AC and the load flow calculation, it is still reasonably low
in absolute terms. It can be concluded, that ELMOD LinAC does not perfectly reflect voltages
in a grid model, but at least to a reasonable degree. The probability of severe deviations is very
low. In this respect it has to be stated that the model shall not be used to make any operational
decisions. Of course, in this case the requirements on model quality would be higher. The purpose
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of the model is to reflect voltage stability reasonably well to compare different technologies and
operational concepts for the provision of reactive power in an economic context. The fit can be
considered adequate to utilize the model for the intended purpose. With regard to the current
on grid lines, the deviations are below 1%. This can be considered sufficient to model load flows
in an energy economics context. Figure 4.7 also shows that the assumed thermal limit of 80% is
only exceeded in a few cases. In summary it can be concluded, that ELMOD LinAC is suitable to
model least-cost dispatch under consideration of voltage bands and thermal limits for the purpose
of this work.
Table 4.4: Error indices for comparison of results between linear AC model and non-linear AC
model for the German transmission grid
Index MAE RSME aMAPE
Voltage [p.u.] 0.0053 0.0065 0.53%
Voltage (380) [kV] 2.01 2.47 0.53%
Current [A] 22.93 39.62 0.69%
4.3 Market Model
In some situations it is necessary to generate a power plant dispatch using a market model before
running analysis on grid level. For example, the redispatch model of Chapter 7 has to be run
on a market-based power plant dispatch. In contrast to grid models, which reflect the physical
characteristics of electricity transport, market models replicate the market-based power plant
dispatch. They take into account congestions between market zones, but treat each market zone as
a copper plate. A very simple market model is formulated that can be used to generate a market
dispatch for the grid situations considered throughout this analysis. The objective function of the
market model is similar to the objective function of the grid models and is described in Equation
(4.45). The major difference is the consideration of infeasibilities on market zone rather than on
node level.
min Ctot =
∑
t
ft ·
(∑
p∈P
cvarp ·GPp,t
+
∑
res∈RES
ccurt · (gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t −GPres,t)
+
∑
c∈C
cvoll · INFMKT,P+c,t + cdump · INF
MKT,P−
c,t
) (4.45)
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For every time step t and every market zone c, the energy balance of (4.46) has to be fulfilled.
The demand dpc,t plus the consumption of storage plants PUMPsto,t has to equal the generation,
adjusted by the trade balance consisting of exports EXPc,cc,t and imports EXPcc,c,t as well as
infeasibilities.
0 =dpc,t
−
∑
p∈mp′(c)
GPp,t
+
∑
sto∈mp′(c)
PUMPsto,t
+
∑
cc∈C
EXPc,cc,t −
∑
cc∈C
EXPcc,c,t
−INFMKT,P+c,t + INF
MKT,P−
c,t ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ T
(4.46)
The objective function is minimized subject to the constraints described in Equation (4.47). In any
time step, the generation of a power plant cannot exceed its installed capacity and the consumption
of pumps PUMPsto,t of storage plants sto cannot exceed their rated power pump
inst
sto . Renewable
energy sources res can only generate as much electricity as determined by the respective level of
wind or solar radiation, which is considered in the time-dependent load factor of the source gplfres,t.
As individual grid situations that have no defined temporal order are considered, storage levels are
not explicitly modeled. Instead, it is assured that the total energy consumed by the pumps taking
into account the round-trip efficiency ηsto is sufficient to cover the total electricity generation of the
plant. A similar approach is chosen for hydro reservoir plants hre, which are limited in their total
production to a maximum number of full load hours flhhre. Finally, the export from market zone
c to market zone cc may not exceed the net transfer capacity ntcc,cc,t between the zones.
GPp,t ≤ gpinstp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
PUMPsto,t ≤ pumpinststo ∀sto ∈ STO, t ∈ T
GPres,t ≤ gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t ∀res ∈ RES, t ∈ T∑
t∈T
ηsto · PUMPsto,t · ft =
∑
t∈T
GPsto,t · ft ∀sto ∈ STO
∑
t∈T
GPhre,t · ft ≤ gpinsthre ·
flhhre
8760h
∀hre ∈ HRE
EXPc,cc,t ≤ ntcc,cc,t ∀c, cc ∈ C, t ∈ T
(4.47)
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The presented market model considers market zones as copper plates, which are connected to each
other via Net Transfer Capacities (NTC). This means that the market zones are able to trade
electricity with each other up to the limit of the predetermined NTC. Electricity grids within the
zones are not considered at all and electric connections between the zones are considered in terms
of the transfer capacities. The market model emulates the rational behavior of market participants
who bid marginal cost and reflects the formation of prices and generation dispatch on the European
day-ahead markets for electricity27.
4.4 Economics of Electricity Grid Models
In this section, the effects of considering grid restrictions in techno-economic electricity grid
models shall be illustrated by means of simple 3-node grid models. This shall illustrate how the
consideration of thermal limits as well as voltage limits and generator capability curves effects
power plant dispatch as well as economic magnitudes such as marginal costs and system cost. The
effects shall be demonstrated utilizing ELMOD AC. The grid characteristics of the 3-node grid
models are described in the appendix.
4.4.1 Flow Limitations
The grid model used consists of three grid nodes connected by three transmission lines. Node 1 and
node 2 of the grid each account for 50% of the total real power load. At node 1, a gas-fired power
plant with a variable cost of 50 EUR/MWh is installed, at node 3 a lignite-fired power plant with a
variable cost of 10 EUR/MWh is connected. In the first case considered, there is no limitation on
the thermal limit of the line. That means, the line can transmit any amount of electricity. This
case is depicted in Figure 4.8. In this case, the cheaper lignite-fired power plant supplies the whole
load plus approximately 3 MW of thermal losses. As there are no transmission restrictions, the
locational marginal price28 is 10 EUR/MWh at every node of the grid. Independent from the
location, the system cost will increase by 10 EUR for the next MWh of additional demand because
the lignite-fired power plant is able to supply another MWh to any of the nodes in the grid. The
system cost in this case accounts to 4529 EUR/h.
In the second case, a thermal limit of 180 MVA (144 MVA including a reliability margin of 20%) is
applied on line 2. The corresponding situation is depicted in Figure 4.9. As the flow restriction on
27For the Central Western Europe Region, which introduced Flow Based Market Coupling for the electricity trade
between Germany, France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg in 2015, trade capacities are approximated
using the NTC approach.
28The locational marginal price can be deducted as the marginal value on the real power balance.
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the line limits the ability of the lignite-fired power plant to supply the electricity for the whole grid,
the gas-fired plant needs to be started as well, leading to an increased system cost of 11819 EUR/h.
In this situation, there are three different marginal costs respectively nodal prices within the grid.
Node 3 keeps the nodal price of 10 EUR/MWh from the last example, because an increased demand
at this location could be supplied by the lignite plant. At node 2 the nodal price increased to 50
EUR/MWh as an infinitesimal increase in load would be supplied by the gas plant connected to the
node. The most interesting nodal price appears at node 1. 90 EUR/MWh is above the marginal
prices of any of the plants. To understand this price, the flow characteristics within the grid have
to be considered in detail. An increase in load of 1 MW at this location would have to be supplied
by the gas plant of node 1 at an additional cost of 50 EUR. As a meshed grid is considered in this
example and Kirchoff’s laws apply, the additional MW would not entirely be transmitted through
line 1, but would also partially flow through line 3 and the already congested line 2. Hence, the
lignite plant has to reduce its output even more to compensate the congestion of the line 2, leading
to an even higher output of the gas plant. In total, there is a production increase of 1 MW at node
1 at a cost of 50 EUR and an additional generation shift of 1 MW from the lignite to the gas plant,
which has a cost difference of 40 EUR. In total, system cost increases by 90 EUR/MWh for an
infinitesimal increase of load at node 2.
4.4.2 Voltage Control
Besides, the thermal limits of transmission lines, which are usually considered in DC grid models,
ELMOD AC also considers voltage limits, reactive power behavior and P/Q diagrams. These
restrictions influence system and marginal cost.
The first case to be considered is depicted in Figure 4.10. There is a low real power load of 100
MW at each of the nodes 1 and 2. The generators of each power plant have a reactive power
limit of -250 Mvar in under-excited and 400 Mvar in over-excited operation mode. Furthermore, a
stability limit of the stator of 70◦ is considered. This means that the generator can produce less
capacitive reactive power with increasing real power generation. Because of the low real power
load, the transmission lines are operated below their natural operating point, generating inductive
reactive power. This power has to be compensated by the running power plants. As the lignite
plant can be operated at lower variable cost than the gas power plant and it is able to serve the
real power demand, this plant is dispatched first. Its reactive power capabilities are sufficient to
keep the voltage in a range of +/- 0.10 p.u., therefore the gas power plant does not produce real or
reactive power. The corresponding nodal voltage as well as the real and reactive power dispatch
is depicted in Figure 4.10. The marginals on the reactive power balance are very low. At node
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Figure 4.8: Economic effects of flow limitations, case 1, no limit. Own illustration.
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Figure 4.9: Economic effects of flow limitations, case 2, thermal limitation of one line. Own
illustration.
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Figure 4.10: Economic effects of voltage control, case 1, considering +/-0.10 p.u. Own illustration.
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3, it is 0.00 EUR/Mvarh. Hence, an increase or decrease of reactive power consumption at this
node does not result in a change of system cost of 2013.02 EUR/h, as the power plant could supply
more reactive power without changing its real power output. At nodes 1 and 2, the marginal cost
is -0.03 EUR/Mvarh. The economic interpretation to these numbers is the following: an increase in
inductive reactive power consumption or an increase of capacitive reactive power generation of 1
Mvar would result in a decrease of system cost of 0.03 EUR. The reason for this decrease is the real
power loss in the transmission lines leaving node 3. These lines have to transport reactive power
from the generator of the lignite plant towards nodes 1 and 2 in order to compensate the reactive
power behavior of the transmission grid, especially of the unloaded power line connecting nodes 1
and 2. This reactive power transfer increases the current and at the same time the thermal losses
of the lines. A capacitive reactive power feed-in at nodes 1 or 2 would decrease this transfer and
would result in a decrease of real power production of the power plant and hence in a decrease
in system cost. In case additional inductive reactive power would be fed in at node 1 or 2, the
opposite effect could be observed. This would result in increasing system cost.
When the voltage limits within the grid are tightened to +/- 0.01 p.u., the reactive power production
of the lignite plant is no longer sufficient to maintain the voltage margin and to compensate the
reactive power behavior of the transmission lines. This situation is depicted in Figure 4.11. In order
to supply additional reactive power, the gas-fired power plant is started up, while the lignite-fired
plant has to decrease its real power output, supplying additional reactive power. In this situation,
the marginal cost for reactive power of about -7.50 EUR/Mvarh throughout the grid can be explained
on the one hand by the difference in variable cost between the plants, and on the other hand by
the ratios between real power reduction respectively increase and the additional reactive power
supply. The system cost in this situation has significantly increased to 2297.95 EUR/h, because
cheap generation from lignite has been replaced by natural gas. This means that the consideration
of voltage limits and the model requirement to compensate the reactive power behavior of the
grid, can have a substantial influence on economic magnitudes. A DC grid model, which does not
consider these restrictions may lead to biased interpretation of the economic behavior of electricity
systems.
The third case considered in this section is related to the provision of reactive power from the
distribution grid. The same situation as in the previous case is considered with the only exception
that 100 Mvar of capacitive reactive power can be provided from the distribution grid at node 2. In
this case, the marginal cost of reactive power is 0.00 EUR/Mvarh both at nodes 2 and 3. Only a
small marginal cost of -0.01 EUR/Mvarh can be observed at node 1, reflecting the thermal losses
of reactive power transport towards that node. The system cost was reduced to 2011.96 EUR/h,
which is below the level of cases 1 and 2. The reduction compared to case 1 originates both in a
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Figure 4.11: Economic effects of voltage control, case 2, considering +/-0.01 p.u. Own illustration.
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Figure 4.12: Economic effects of voltage control, case 3, considering +/-0.01 p.u. and reactive
power provision from the distribution grid. Own illustration.
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reduced reactive power transfer through the grid and an increased operating voltage. Both effects
lead to a decrease in thermal losses, that have to be covered by the power plants.
Marginals for real and for reactive power can be interdependent depending on the situation. In
the first case, with nearly zero marginal cost for reactive power, the marginal cost of real power is
10.05 EUR/MWh for nodes 1 and 2 and 10.00 EUR/MWh for node 3. Because no congestions exist,
the marginals only reflect the variable cost of the lignite power plant and the grid losses. In the
second case, marginals for real power increase to a value around 12.50 EUR/MWh. A marginal
increase in real power load would cause a decreasing ability to provide reactive power from the
lignite-fired plant due to the stator stability limit on the under-excited side. Consequently, the
OCGT would have to provide the additional real power, which is reflected in the increased marginal
cost for real power. In other situations, such as in the case of congestion in the grid, reactive power
marginals do not increase, if reactive power can be provided at either side of the congestion. In
both cases of Section 4.4.1, the marginal cost of reactive power is close to zero.
In this section, it was demonstrated how grid restrictions influence system cost and marginal
cost. By means of system cost, welfare gains or losses for the system as a whole can be deducted.
Marginal cost can be interpreted as the value of real respectively reactive power at a given location.
4.5 Grid Model Data
In Chapters 5 to 7, the models presented in this chapter will be applied to real electricity grids
of Germany and its neighboring countries. For this purpose, adequate electricity system models
including grid and generation infrastructure have to be developed. This section describes the grid
data sets used in the status quo calculations for the year 2014 as well as for the future scenarios of
the years 2025 and 2035. The future scenarios follow the assumptions of the scenario B of the grid
development plan elaborated by the German TSOs for the year 2025 (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber,
2015b) and the scenario framework (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2016c) for the year 2035. For
other European countries, assumptions from the Ten Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP)
elaborated by ENTSO-E (ENTSO-E, 2014b) have been adopted. The grid model consists of static
data, such as network parameters, power plants, RES and load centers, as well as of dynamic data,
such as time series for load, RES feed-in and fuel prices. All data is collected from sources that are
publicly accessible, no confidential data from companies or institutions has been utilized.
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4.5.1 Generation Sources
This section describes the list of conventional power plants and their technical characteristics.
Besides, the approaches for the representation of renewable energy sources used in this model are
discussed.
4.5.1.1 Generation Sources of the Status Quo 2014
Conventional power plants for Germany originate from the power plant list of the Federal Network
Agency (Bundesnetzagentur, 2016a). The power plants in this list are categorized by their fuel
type, installed capacity, voltage level, commissioning year and by their ability to provide Combined
Heat and Power (CHP). Where available, similar lists of national institutions, operating companies
and system operators have been used for the other European countries. The main sources used
are listed in Table C.5 in the appendix. These lists have been cross-checked with total installed
capacities from the ENTSO-E data portal. The grid node of each plant has been estimated based
on the location of the power plant (derived from city, zip code or name). If the node could not
exactly be determined, the presumably nearest grid node was selected. Based on the fuel type and
secondary information, the technology was further specified. Gas-fired power plants have been
subdivided into Open Cycle Gas Turbines (OCGT), Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGT) and
Gas Steam plants. The efficiency of power plants has been estimated based on their technology and
the year of commissioning.
The total installed capacity of biogas, wind power and PV sources also originates from Bundes-
netzagentur (2016a). Off-shore wind parks could be identified directly in the list and attributed
to the corresponding grid nodes. The attribution to the individual grid nodes has been per-
formed based on data provided by the transmission system operators for the renewable energy act
(Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015a). This data contains the zip code, the installed capacity and the
voltage level for each installation. Based on this information, the installation could be attributed to
a 110 kV or transmission grid node. For other European countries the installed capacities have been
adopted from EWEA (2015b) for onshore wind power, EWEA (2015a) for offshore wind power,
EurObservER (2015) for PV and from EurObservER (2014) for biogas. The attribution of on- and
offshore wind parks to the corresponding feed-in nodes has been conducted on the basis of known
project locations (The Wind Power, 2015). Due to the limited capacities, no nodal attribution
has been conducted for biogas. For PV, the installed capacities have been equally distributed
throughout each country that has a total installed capacity of above 1000 MW. Figure 4.13 shows
the installed capacities per country and fuel type.
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Figure 4.13: Installed capacities per technology / fuel type in 2014, in GW. Own illustration based
on the sources described in Table C.5.
4.5.1.2 Generation Sources for Future Scenarios 2025 and 2035
Future generation scenarios for grid models are challenging to generate. Assumptions have to be
made not only for the total installed capacities, but also for the locations where new capacities
are added or old ones are withdrawn. For Germany the assumptions of the grid development
plan scenario B (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b) have been adopted for 2025. For 2035 the
scenario B of the scenario framework (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2016c) is the basis. These
plans provide assumptions for installed capacities on a regional level (federal states) for each fuel
type or technology. Nuclear power plants are planned to be phased-out in Germany until 2022
(Bundesregierung, 2011). Also for carbon-intense fuels like lignite or hard coal reduced installed
capacities are assumed in these plans. In order to implement the scenarios of the grid development
plans in the data set, capacity assumptions have been generated on a nodal basis for conventional
power plants in Germany by applying the following principles:
1. The total installed capacities of a technology or fuel type in 2025, respectively 2035, have
been chosen as the reference value for the region.
2. All nuclear power stations have been removed from the list.
3. In regions with a surplus of a certain technology (lignite, hard coal) compared to the reference
value, the oldest power plants have been removed from the list.
4. In regions with insufficient capacities of a certain technology (gas, PSP) compared to the
reference value, new power stations of 100 to 300 MW have been placed at nodes, where
capacities have been withdrawn in step 2 or 3.
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5. End points of HVDC links have been avoided for the placement of new capacities.
As new capacities are placed at locations where capacities had been removed before, it can be
assured that sufficient grid capacities are available to absorb the generation.
For offshore wind power, the assumptions on installed capacity and feed-in point on the mainland
of the offshore grid development plan (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2016a) have been adopted. For
onshore wind power and PV, assumptions on the geographic distribution had to be made. For this
purpose, a model developed by the Chair of Energy Economics of the TU Dresden29 was used.
For onshore wind power, this model generates a distribution of additional wind power capacities to
110 kV grid nodes based on wind speeds, areas eligible for wind power turbines and an evaluation of
the natural scenery. For PV, solar radiation and the availability of rooftops are taken into account.
The assumptions on regional capacities of the grid development plan depicted in Figure 4.14 are set
as boundary conditions for the model. The distribution is depicted in the appendix.
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(a) Wind power (on- and off-shore)
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(b) PV
Figure 4.14: Capacity development for wind power and PV per region. Own illustration based on
Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (2015b) and Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (2016c).
29The model was developed by Michael Zipf in the context of the research project SysDL 2.0. The results have
been adapted for this work.
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For the neighboring countries, assumptions on installed capacities of the ENTSO-E Ten Year
Network Development Plan 2014 (ENTSO-E, 2014b) have been adopted. The installed capacities
were broken down to grid nodes on a pro rata basis, i.e. existing capacities have been scaled to fit
the assumed total value. The assumptions on installed capacities per country and fuel type for
2025 and 2035 are shown in Appendix C.
4.5.2 Electricity Grid
Electricity grid data for this model can be divided into three categories: distribution grid data
for Germany, transmission grid data for Germany and transmission grid data for other European
countries. The approach selected for the model generation depends on these categories and the
reference year.
4.5.2.1 Grid Data of the Status Quo 2014
For Germany, 110 kV distribution as well as transmission grid data originates from Open Street
Map (OSM) (Open Street Map Contributers, 2013). On the basis of the OSM tags, substations
and electricity lines have been identified and have undergone a processing to determine their logical
connections as well as possible intersections. Whenever intersections could be identified, an auxiliary
node has been introduced connecting the intersecting lines. Line parameters, such as voltage level,
number of circuits and bundle type, have been adopted from OSM data as well. The data set that
was used dates from November 2013. For line parameters, such as resistance, reactance, shunt
susceptance and thermal limit, the length of the line and specific literature values have been applied
(Fischer and Kießling, 2013, p. 2). For this grid model, only electricity lines of a voltage of 110
kV and above have been considered. Transformers connecting the 110 kV distribution grids with
the transmission grid have been added to the model. Due to the lack of information about the
transformer capacities installed, no vertical congestions will be assumed.
The OSM data for the transmission grid has been verified and updated with the static grid models
published by the four German TSOs 50Hertz (50Hertz Transmission GmbH, 2015), Amprion
(Amprion GmbH, 2016b), TenneT (TenneT TSO GmbH, 2016) and TransnetBW (TransnetBW
GmbH, 2016). The line parameters of the TSO data were adopted into the grid data set. Additionally,
the circuitry of the OSM data set could be verified and adjusted. As a consequence, a number of
auxiliary nodes had to be revoked and replaced by individual connections on circuit level.
For the other European countries, the ENTSO-E transmission grid map (ENTSO-E, 2014a) is the
data basis. The map has been geographically referenced and loaded into a Geographic Information
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System (GIS). Positions of nodes and the course of transmission lines has been estimated and
implemented into the model.
Lines
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380 kV
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Distribu on
Transmission
Figure 4.15: Transmission and 110kV grid structure for Germany and consolidated neighboring
countries in 2014. Own illustration based on Open Street Map Contributers (2013)
Load data is available from ENTSO-E (ENTSO-E, 2016b), but only on a country level. The
attribution to the 110 kV nodes is conducted based on the gross domestic product (GDP) and the
population of the surrounding NUTS-3 area30. The total load of a country is attributed to the
NUTS-3 area in proportion of its population and GDP. Within the NUTS-3, the load is attributed
to the individual nodes depending on the number of systems connected to the node. The 110 kV
grid used for the status quo calculation is depicted in Figure 4.15. In this data set, Germany’s
electrical neighbors are represented in a consolidated approach, i.e. the whole load and all power
30NUTS, the Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics, is used by Eurostat to reference geographical units
within Europe on different levels (Eurostat, 2016). In Germany NUTS-3 are districts, in France departments and in
Switzerland cantons.
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plants are consolidated to a single node, which is connected to the transnational transmission lines.
This approach allows to consider the trade of electricity with neighboring countries without the
need to include the physical transmission grid of all neighboring countries to the model. This
approach is used in the analysis of Chapters 5 and 6.
The full transmission grid for Germany and its neighboring countries is depicted in Figure 4.16. In
order to enhance the clearness of the map, the Northern part of Scandinavia and the Southern part
of Italy are not shown. Although, Italy is not an electric neighbor of Germany, it was added to
the country set due to its high cost generation park based on oil and natural gas and the trading
possibilities with France, Switzerland and Austria. This full physical grid structure is used in the
redispatch model of Chapter 7.
Net Transfer Capacities (NTCs) between the market zones are required for the market model which
is used in the context of redispatch calculations in Chapter 7. The data originate from ENTSO-E
(2016b).
4.5.2.2 Grid Data for Future Scenarios 2025 and 2035
For the scenarios covering the future years 2025 and 2035, the German grid development
plan has been implemented into the model. Basis for the implementation is the 2014 version
(Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2014). The projects described for the scenario B have been imple-
mented into the model. For existing lines that are envisaged to be updated in the plan, the
number of circuits respectively the voltage level was changed. Transmission lines or nodes to
be constructed have been added to the data set. In 2015, an updated version was published
(Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b). The most important updates, mainly concerning the HVDC
lines, have been implemented to the data set as well. The projects DC1 to DC4 consist of one
2000 MW system each, while the projects DC5I and DC6I are foreseen as a double 2000 MW
system31. Connections to and within other European countries have been implemented based on
the TYNDP 2014 (ENTSO-E, 2014b). The resulting grid maps are depicted in Appendix C.
As the grid development plan only applies to the transmission grid and plans for the 110 kV
grid are either not available at all or are carried out on a minor detail level as the transmission
grid plan, another approach had to be selected for the distribution grid. The installed capacity
of wind power and PV sources is expected to increase significantly as discussed in the previous
section. Several studies, e.g. Deutsche Energie Agentur (2012) and Büchner et al. (2014) have
31The 2025 version of the grid development plan foresaw the project as a double system with a total capacity of
4 GW (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b). The 2030 version foresees only one system with a total capacity of 2 GW
(Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2017). As the calculations in this work are based on the 2025 version for HVDC links, a
total capacity of 4 GW is considered.
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Figure 4.16: Transmission grid structure for Germany and consolidated neighboring countries in
2014. Own illustration based on Open Street Map Contributers (2013) and ENTSO-E (2014a)
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identified a requirement for grid extensions on the 110 kV level to cope with the increasing electricity
feed-in from decentralized sources. In order to generate a computable grid model, the abstract
grid extension requirement had to be translated into individual grid extension projects. For this
purpose, a grid extension model developed at the Chair of Energy Economics at the TU Dresden32
has been utilized to estimate the required 110 kV grid extensions for the energy system scenarios
of 2025 and 2035. The model is based on ELMOD and uses an iterative approach, updating the
PTDF matrix after every iteration, to calculate least-cost grid extensions. The data set for 2025
and 2035 described in this section, consisting of the grid, generation sources, time series and prices
has been used for these calculations. As a result, a total of 12 489 km on 1295 distribution lines
was identified as the extension requirement for 2025. For 2035, 7 989 km on 854 lines have been
estimated additionally. A map of the extension hot spots can be found in Appendix C.
4.5.3 Fuel and Carbon Prices
The variable cost cvarp of a power plant is mainly determined by the fuel price, its efficiency and
other operational cost. As power stations with a rated thermal input of above 20 MW are required
to participate in the EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) and to acquire emission allowances
for their carbon dioxide emissions (European Commission, 2015), emissions and prices for carbon
allowances are considered as well. Hence, the variable cost is calculated according to Equation (4.48),
where ηp is the electric efficiency of plant p , c
fp
p is the price of the used fuel, fcep are the specific
carbon emissions of the fuel utilized by the plant, cca is the carbon allowance price and copp are
other variable operational costs.
cvarp =
cfpp
ηp
+
fcep · cca
ηp
+ copp ∀p ∈ P (4.48)
Although the third EU ETS period ends in 2020, it is assumed that carbon prices will apply
beyond that year. For the year 2014, fuel prices for hard coal, gas and oil in Germany are taken
from Bundesamt für Wirtschaft und Ausfuhrkontrolle (2016). For the other European countries,
mark-ups for natural gas and oil based on a price comparison of Eurostat data (Eurostat, 2015,
Gas prices for industrial consumers) have been estimated. The prices for lignite and uranium are
based on estimations and calibrations of market models with observed electricity prices. Prices for
carbon allowances originate from SendeCO2 (2016). For the year 2025, price assumptions of the
grid development plan (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b) have been adopted. For 2035 prices of
32The model was developed by Michael Zipf in the context of the research project SysDL 2.0. The results have
been adapted for this work.
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the scenario framework have been used (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2016c). The price assumptions
for the different years are depicted in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Fuel and carbon price assumptions, in EUR/MWh (thermal) and EUR/t. Own
illustration.
4.5.4 Time Series
In order to investigate different grid situations, time series for electricity demand and renewable
energy feed-in are required. The hourly time series for electricity load originate from ENTSO-E
(2016d). ENTSO-E publishes the total electricity load for every country and for every hour. In the
case of feed-in for wind and PV, the data originates from TSOs and electricity exchanges. The
published feed-in quantities have been divided by the installed capacity to generate a time series of
hourly load factors. In cases where no data was available or the data could only be retrieved with a
very high effort33, the time series of a neighboring country has been adopted. Table 4.5 shows the
sources for the individual countries (time series of other countries in italic).
For the years 2025 and 2035 the load data has been scaled to the peak load assumed in the grid
development plan (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b) and in the ENTSO-E Ten Year Network
Development Plan 2014 (ENTSO-E, 2014b) for the neighboring countries. As these scenarios best
coincide with the scenario B of the grid development plans for Germany, the TYNDP scenario B was
selected for 2025 and the vision 3 for the year 2035. In the case of Germany, the full load hours of PV
and wind power feed-in have been scaled based on the assumptions of Übertragungsnetzbetreiber
(2015b).
33E.g. when data could only be downloaded for a single day.
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Table 4.5: Data sources for wind and PV time series
Wind PV
AT APG CZ data
BE Elia Elia
CH AT data CZ data
CZ CEPS CEPS
DE 50Hertz, Amprion, TenneT, TransnetBW 50Hertz, Amprion, TenneT, TransnetBW
DK NordPool Spot NordPool Spot
FR RTE RTE
LU DE data DE data
NL BE data DE data
NO DK data DK data
PL PSE CZ data
SE DK data DK data
4.5.5 Compensators
Apart from power plants, reactive power in the European transmission grids is also provided by
compensation devices, such as capacitors, inductors, SVCs or STATCOMs. The voltage stability and
reactive power analyses in this work are only conducted for Germany, therefore only compensation
devices connected to the German transmission grid are taken into account. For the status quo
analysis of the year 2014, the list of compensation devices was elaborated based on the ENTSO-E
pan-European power transmission grid dataset (ENTSO-E, 2016a)34. As this data set represents the
vision 1 for the year 2030, the compensation devices have been cross-referenced with the announced
projects from the German grid development plan (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b). Devices not
found in the development plan, like the inductors along the Berlin cable transversale, have been
assumed to be already existent. TransnetBW is the only TSO that published compensation devices
in its static grid model. For the grid area of TransnetBW, these devices have been implemented
into the model data set. The list of compensation devices has undergone a plausibility check and
known additional devices have been added, e.g. the rotating phase shifter in former nuclear power
station Biblis (Energiespektrum, 2012). The installed devices are able to provide a maximum of
-5800 Mvar (capacitive) and 2200 Mvar (inductive).
For the year 2025 and 2035, the projects of the grid development plan have been incorporated
leading to a maximum provision of -7200 Mvar (capacitive) and 7000 Mvar (inductive) for the year
2025.
34The dataset is prepared by ENTSO-E. The application to access the data set for research purposes is possible
through the ENTSO-E website: https://www.entsoe.eu/publications/statistics/network-dataset/TYNDP-2014-
input-datasets/Pages/default.aspx .
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Reactive Power Supply Scenarios
The models developed in the previous chapter are used to estimate the economic effects of different
reactive power supply options under various scenarios. In this chapter, ELMOD LinAC is applied
to calculate the reactive power potential of the 110 kV grid layer per transmission grid substation.
Furthermore, a heuristic approach is applied to estimate the installation of compensation devices in
the transmission grid as well as the the extension of STATCOM behavior in the distribution grid.
Based on these calculations, the different scenarios and supply options are defined. In the next
chapter, the results of ELMOD LinAC will be used for the analysis of the actual economic impacts
on transmission grid level. This approach allows to incorporate the potentials and the behavior of
a large 110 kV grid as well as the to consider losses and to interpret marginals.
During the investigation, ELMOD AC and ELMOD LinAC have been applied to grid models
of different complexities. It became apparent that the model of the Germany transmission and
110 kV distribution grid consisting of about 5700 nodes, 6600 lines, 360 transformer stations, 600
conventional and 5600 renewable energy sources does not yield reliable results using ELMOD AC
due to the size of the model. In many cases, the solvers employed could not find a feasible solution
or final solutions could be clearly identified as local but not a global optimum. For this reason, all
calculations performed on the 110 kV grid will be carried out utilizing ELMOD LinAC. A major
disadvantage of this linearized model is the circumstance that thermal losses and reactive power
behavior is only considered in an iterative approach. This leads to two major model limitations.
First, the model does not tend to minimize losses in order to reduce system cost. As losses are
calculated externally and fed back to the model in the next iteration, there is no mechanism
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that would make the solver take advantage of loss reductions. For instance, if the solver selects
a generation dispatch that causes high thermal losses, they will not be considered in the current
iteration step, but calculated on the basis of the results and then passed on to the next iteration
step. This means that in the current step the solver does not ”know” that the dispatch causes high
losses. As a consequence there is no incentive to reduce them. The same holds true for the reactive
power behavior. Second, marginals especially on the reactive power equations do not reflect these
losses either and do not contain the same amount of information as marginals of the AC model.
As ELMOD LinAC is mainly used to calculate reactive power potentials, these limitations do not
compromise the results.
The reactive power potential is analyzed for different reactive power supply options as well as for
different scenarios of the electricity system, including the years 2014, 2025, and 2035. For 2025 and
2035, different assumptions concerning extensions of the grid and on the availability of lignite-fired
power plants are made.
5.1 Reactive Power Supply Options
The five different reactive power supply options described in Table 5.1 will be applied in this work.
Table 5.1: Consideration of reactive power sources connected to the transmission system (TS) or
110 kV distribution system under the different reactive power supply options
Option TS con-
ventional
110 kV
conven-
tional
110 kV
RES
110 kV
STAT-
COM
TS
SVC
BAU Business As Usual Yes - - -
DSC Distribution System
Conventional
Yes Yes - - -
RES Renewable Energy
Sources
Yes Yes Yes - -
STC Upgrade to
STATCOM behavior
Yes Yes Yes Yes -
SVC Additional SVC
installations
Yes - - - Yes
The BAU option is characterized through reactive power sources that are only controllable on
transmission grid level, i.e. only conventional power stations connected to the transmission grid,
reactive power compensation devices such as inductors, capacitors or SVC, and – if applicable – the
converter station of HVDC lines can be used to provide reactive power in a controlled manner. All
other sources provide reactive power based on predetermined curves. In each scenario, this option
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serves as reference point for the comparison with all other options. This option shows the highest
degree of similarity to the status quo, where only sources connected to the transmission grid are
actively used to control its reactive power balance.
Under option DSC not only conventional power plants connected to the transmission grid, but
also to the 110 kV distribution grid can provide reactive power based on an active control. Option
RES additionally allows for the reactive power provision from wind and PV parks connected to the
110 kV grid. This means larger wind and PV installations are able to provide reactive power to
support voltage control both in the transmission and the 110 kV distribution grid. The reactive
power ranges for these sources are based on the requirements of the 110 kV grid code and are equal
to zero in case the source does not generate any real power.
Option STC was developed to account for the possibility to install wind or PV parks that support
STATCOM behavior or to upgrade existing ones for the same purpose. The installation of
STATCOM behavior requires technical adjustments and creates the possibility to provide reactive
power also when no real power is generated. Such an installation implies an additional investment.
Therefore an update of all existing installations is not reasonable. In order to investigate the effects
of such a STATCOM behavior at preferable locations, a heuristic investment model is formulated.
This model decides at which locations STATCOM behavior should reasonably be installed.
Similarly, under option SVC an investment model for Static VAR compensators is utilized to
estimate the economic benefits of additional compensation devices on transmission grid level. These
devices can be used to provide reactive power instead of using distribution grid sources. This option
can be seen as the conventional way of satisfying additional reactive power demand on transmission
grid level and can directly be compared to the optional supply from the distribution grid.
The general approach for this analysis is to generate the data sets for every combination of scenario
and option, consisting of the minimum and maximum reactive power potential from the 110 kV
grids as well as – where applicable – the installation of SVC and STATCOM. These data sets
are generated using ELMOD LinAC and describe the reactive power behavior of the 110 kV grid
under the different circumstances. The resulting reactive power control ranges replace the 110 kV
distribution grid layer for the actual techno-economic analysis, which immensely reduces the model
complexity. The analysis is carried out by solving a transmission grid model with ELMOD AC.
The process of model coupling is depicted in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Coupling of models to generate reactive power data sets for different supply options.
Own illustration.
5.1.1 Levels of Distribution Grid Involvement: BAU, DSC and RES
The three options BAU, DSC and RES represent different stages of the 110 kV grid involvement
for the provision of reactive power.
5.1.1.1 Reactive Power Behavior of 110 kV Grids
Under option BAU only conventional power plants and other equipment capable of reactive power
provision will supply reactive power in a controlled manner. This means, only these devices are
represented with a free decision variable GQp,t that reflects the reactive power feed-in. These
sources can be operated according to the generator capability curves described in Section 2.3. In
total, about 62 GW of installed capacity on transmission grid level is considered in the model.
For all conventional power plants and RES that are connected to the 110 kV grid, a constant
cosϕHV = 0.98 (inductive) is assumed, which means that the respective generators are operated in
over-excited mode to compensate the consumption of inductive reactive power of the consumers
and decentralized energy sources on lower voltage levels. In the model, for the respective power
plants PFIX the restriction of Equation (5.1) is added, which sets the reactive power behavior
and real power output into a constant ratio of 0.20.
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GQpfix,t =
√
1
(cosϕHV )2
− 1 ·GPpfix,t ∀pfix ∈ PFIX, t ∈ T (5.1)
For the option DSC also the conventional power plants connected to the 110 kV distribution grids
are able to control their reactive power feed-in. This means that about 24 GW of installed capacity
in the distribution grid is removed from the PFIX set. This option was developed to separate
the reactive power effects that are caused by the conventional power plants from those caused by
usually smaller sized and decentralized Renewable Energy Sources. The RES option additionally
considers 17.2 GW of wind power and 400 MW of solar power connected to the 110 kV grid for
reactive power control. These installations are able to provide reactive power according to the grid
code requirements as described in Section 2.3. These three options can be regarded as a step-wise
involvement of the 110 kV distribution grid in the reactive power management of the transmission
grid and can be analyzed accordingly.
5.1.1.2 Reactive Power Behavior of Low and Medium Voltage Grids
As the reactive power control ranges of all three options are calculated on 110 kV distribution
grid data, it is important to find a solid approach to reflect the reactive power exchange with the
underlying 10 and 20 kV medium voltage grids. Electricity consumers have a large influence on
the reactive power balances in the grids. Most of them consume inductive reactive power. As the
individual behavior of customers cannot be modeled in detail, assumptions on cosϕ values have to
be made. Household and industrial customers show a different reactive power demand due to the
different devices that are usually used35. As the model does not distinguish between household and
industrial customers, a cosϕload = 0.97 (inductive) is assumed according to Dietrich et al. (2013),
which assumes this value for household customers. For every consumption node of the 110 kV grid
the respective reactive load of 0.25 · dpacn,t is applied to the reactive power balance. Under these
circumstances it does not matter if the electricity is actually consumed in the high voltage, the
medium voltage or the low voltage grid, either way the reactive power balance of the 110 kV grid is
affected.
The reactive power behavior of energy sources connected to the transmission and 110 kV distribution
grid is considered either through a free decision variable or through a fixed cosϕ as explained
above. For the lower voltage levels, the reactive power behavior of rooftop PV panels has to be
35A purely ohmic resistor like a light bulb does not consume any reactive power. The reactive power behavior of a
load is determined by capacitive and inductive reactances. For household customers primarily transformers, electric
motors in white goods and conventional energy saving as well as LED lamps exchange reactive power with the grid.
For industrial customers, mainly large drives are responsible for the reactive power requirements. Some of these
reactive power flows are directly compensated on site diminishing the reactive power exchanged with the public grid
(Dietrich et al., 2013, p. 15).
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considered in particular, as those installations are usually equipped with a constant capacitive cosϕ
to counteract the voltage increase caused by the real power feed-in36. For the purpose of this work
a cosϕPV = 0.95 (capacitive) for all decentralized roof-top PV and small PV parks feeding into
the low and medium voltage grids is considered according to Dietrich et al. (2013, p. 53). For all
other decentralized generation sources connected to the low and medium voltage grids, such as
wind parks, biomass, biogas and small thermal power plants, a fixed cosϕMV = 0.99 (capacitive) is
considered.
For transmission and 110 kV distribution grids, the model inherently considers reactive power
behavior. The reactive power behavior of low voltage grids will not be considered in the model,
as its magnitude is rather small compared to the other components (cf. Dietrich et al. (2013, pp.
54ff.)). The medium voltage grid is characterized by a high percentage of underground cables.
These cables consume a significant amount of capacitive reactive power, which is compensated in
high utilization situations. As no structural data is available for medium voltage grids, a couple of
assumptions on their regional allocation and behavior have to be made. As medium voltage grids
are mainly used to connect load centers to the higher voltage grids, the total length of medium
voltage cables and transmission lines is allocated to the consumption nodes pro rata based on their
share in total consumption. A uniform regional distribution of cables and transmission lines is
considered.
In order to estimate the reactive power behavior, not only the total length of the grid has to be
taken into account, but also the utilization. For this purpose, the vertical grid load will be used
as an indicator. The vertical grid load can be calculated per node and time step as the difference
between consumption and feed-in in the underlying grid layers. The vertical load can be high in
case of a high demand and low renewable feed-in situation. It can be close to zero when demand
and feed-in cancel each other out and can be negative in case a high renewable feed-in causes
a reversal of energy flows. The assumption can be made that the grid is designed to support a
maximum load situation. Therefore, the maximum vertical load is determined for every node and
interpreted as the maximum load under normal operating conditions. An average msl = 55% line
utilization will be considered under these maximum operating conditions. This value has to be
considerably lower than 100%, as it represents the average of all lines within the medium voltage
grid. Even in maximum load situations, not every single grid section should be operated close to
the thermal limit. Based on this maximum vertical load, the average utilization for every grid
situation t can be calculated per node. Together with the assumed underlying grid length, the
36In many cases the cosϕ of PV converters is specified as inductive, because the consumer reference system is
used. This translates into a capacitive cosϕ in the generator reference system used throughout this work. Either
way, the converter is operated in under-excited mode to counteract the voltage increase at the end of the line.
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reactive power behavior of the medium voltage grid qmv(acn, t) can be calculated as described in
Equation (5.2). The parameters used for the calculations are described in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Parameters for medium voltage grids. Source: Bdew (2013) and Büchner et al. (2014)
for grid length and Basse (2008) for technical parameters.
Parameter Symbol Unit 20 kV cable 20 kV overhead line
mv cable ohl
Total length 2014
lMVmv
km 405 000 108 000
Total length 2025 km 453 300 108 000
Total length 2035 km 484 100 108 000
Shunt susceptance bsh,MVmv µS 95.50 3.52
Reactance xMVmv Ω 0.113 0.340
Thermal limit liMVmv A 417 404
qmv(acn, t) =
∑
mv∈{cable,ohl}
lMVmv ·
dpacn,t∑
acn∈ACN dpacn,t
·
bsh,MVmv (20 kV )2 − 3xMVmv ·
(
msl · liMVmv ·
| dpacn,t − genLMVacn,t |
maxt
(
| dpacn,t − genLMVacn,t |
))2
 (5.2)
Based on these calculations the total reactive power behavior dqacn,t (in generator reference system)
of the medium voltage grid can be calculated as described in Equation (5.3) and inserted into
Equation (4.40). The approach developed in this work allows the consideration of the regional
reactive power behavior of the medium and low voltage grid layer in a simplified way. Hence, the
reactive power balance for the German electricity grid can be considered taking into account all
grid layers from low voltage up to the transmission grid.
dqacn,t = −
√
1
(cosϕload)2
− 1 · dpacn,t
−
√
1
(cosϕPV )2
− 1 · genLMV,PVacn,t
−
√
1
(cosϕMV )2
− 1 · (genLMVacn,t − gen
LMV,PV
acn,t )
+qmv(acn, t)
(5.3)
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5.1.1.3 Estimation of Reactive Power Control Ranges
In order to estimate the minimum and maximum reactive power potential of the 110 kV distribution
grid underlying each transmission grid substation, a three-step approach is implemented. As the
complexity of the model makes the simultaneous consideration of various grid situations with
time-overlapping constraints difficult, the individual situations are calculated separately. This is
generally not a problem, as the individual grid situations do not have any temporal order and
ramping constraints for conventional power plants are not considered. There are two exceptions
in which time-overlapping constraints should be considered nevertheless: hydro reservoir as well
as pumped storage power plants have to be dispatched on a market basis to ensure that they
generate electricity in high price situations and that pumped storage plants pump water in low
price situations37. For this purpose, the market model of Section 4.3 is utilized. The resulting
generation and pump quantities of PSP plants as well as hydro reservoirs are fixed for each time
step. This means that the grid model is not able to adjust the real power generation of these plants.
Nevertheless, the reactive power potential can be utilized. The same is done for all power plants in
the neighboring countries. As the regional scope of the analysis is the German transmission and
110 kV distribution grid and the possible effects on interconnectors respectively trading capacities to
neighboring countries are afflicted with numerous uncertainties, these effects shall not be analyzed
in the context of this work. Nevertheless, trade with neighboring countries per se has to be taken
into account as it has a large effect on the dispatch and the grid situation in Germany.
In a second step ELMOD LinAC is used to generate an optimum real and reactive power dispatch
considering the real and reactive power capabilities of generators, the demand for real and reactive
power by electricity consumers, the thermal losses and the reactive power behavior of the transmission
equipment as well as cosϕ presets for generation sources connected to the medium and low voltage
grid. This base case dispatch can be interpreted as an actual grid situation taking into account the
market results and where required current- and voltage-induced redispatch as well as curtailment.
In order to estimate the minimum and maximum reactive power potential of the 110 kV grid,
in the next step virtual compensation devices are placed at the transmission grid side of every
transformer connecting the transmission and the 110 kV grid. In order to impede flow adjustments on
transmission grid level that would lead to a change of reactive power flows towards the transmission
grid, the real power dispatch of the respective grid situation is fixed as well as the operating voltage
of the transmission grid nodes38. The target function (4.1) is replaced by Equation (5.4). The
37This is especially important for the future scenarios 2025 and 2035, where negative residual loads occur, that
will partly be balanced by storage plants operating in pump mode.
38In order to impede numerical problems while solving the model, small voltage deviations of up to 0.0003 p.u. are
allowed.
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objective is no longer to minimize cost, but to maximize the reactive power flows through the
transformers tr towards the transmission grid in order to estimate the maximum inductive reactive
power potential. For this purpose the parameter dir is set to 1. For the estimation of the minimum
or the capacitive reactive power potential dir is set to −1. As the model does not have any degrees
of freedom regarding generation and consumption of real power, infeasibilities are still allowed in
order to account for small numerical deviations. However, the model will try to avoid them due to
their negative impact on the target function.
max Qpott =dir ·
∑
tr∈TR
btr · (Ums(tr),t − Ume(tr),t) + gtr · (∆ms(tr),t −∆me(tr),t)
+
∑
n∈N
cvoll · INFP+n,t + cdump · INFP−n,t + (cinfq · (INF
Q+
n,t + INF
Q−
n,t ))
(5.4)
After performing the calculations, base case, maximum and minimum reactive power flows on the
individual transformers can be calculated and attributed to the respective transmission grid nodes
as their base case, minimum and maximum reactive power potential dsqbasen,t , dsq
min
n,t and dsq
max
n,t .
The real power losses within the distribution grid can be calculated as well for each of the situations
and attributed to the respective transformers and transmission grid nodes using a PTDF matrix.
Based on the losses in the base case dspbaseacn,t as well as in the minimum and maximum reactive
power potential situations, the slope of the loss function dspslopeacn,t can be estimated. The resulting
reactive power potentials will be presented for the individual grid extension scenarios in Section 5.2.
5.1.2 Static VAR Compensators and STATCOM: SVC and STC
The options discussed in the previous sections involve different levels of involvement of distribution
grid sources. These sources can be used to provide reactive power according to their capability
curves. When wind farms or PV parks do not generate electricity, under normal circumstances they
cannot provide reactive power either. Grid situations may occur, where the provision of reactive
power is necessary, even though the generation sources are not able to provide reactive power.
For this purpose, some manufacturers of gearless wind turbines offer a STATCOM option, which
enhances the functionality of the inverter in a way that reactive power can be provided even when
the turbine / generator machine set does not generate any electricity. For this purpose, the internal
DC bus has to be fed externally from the grid (Enercon GmbH, 2015). By this means, the wind
energy plant behaves like a static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) and provides reactive
power when the turbine stands still. A comparison of the capabilities is depicted in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of reactive power capability of wind turbines. Own illustration based on
Enercon GmbH (2015).
As additional investments are required for this extension, it hardly makes sense to assume that all
wind turbines will be equipped with this technology. Therefore, a heuristic investment model is set
up to decide where this extension on distribution grid level is reasonable. On transmission grid level,
additional compensation devices could be installed. These devices are usually connected to the
transmission grid to provide capacitive or inductive reactive power. Different types of compensation
devices have been presented in Section 2.3. As the model representation of capacitors and inductors
is difficult due to the fact that their reactive power range cannot be controlled steplessly39, only
steplessly controllable SVCs will be considered for the investment decision.
The annuities of the investment are calculated and the amount to be installed is considered with
the respective cost in the target function. This means, an investment term is added to Equation
(4.1), leading to Equation (5.5). At every node n an SVC of size INSTSV Cn can be installed at
cost annSV C , every renewable energy source res can be extended with STATCOM behavior to
provide a maximum reactive power of INSTSTCres at cost ann
STC . The specific investments and
resulting annuities considered are listed in Table 5.3. For SVC, specific investments for equipment
and switchgear from the grid development plan have been considered. For STATCOM behavior
no data on specific investment could be acquired, inquiries to manufacturers were not successful.
Therefore half the price of an SVC was assumed. The model can no longer be solved for every time
step individually as the investment decision is overarching. Instead, the model has to be solved
39These devices would have to be considered with binary or integer variables, which would transform the LP into
a MIP.
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for all time steps simultaneously. For this purpose the different time steps or grid situations are
weighted with factor ft.
min Ctot =
∑
t∈T
ft·
∑
p∈P
cvarp ·GPp,t
+
∑
res∈RES
ccurt · (gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t −GPres,t)
+
∑
n∈N
cvoll · INFP+n,t + cdump · INFP−n,t + (cinfq · (INF
Q+
n,t + INF
Q−
n,t ))
+
∑
n∈N
INSTSV Cn · annSV C +
∑
res∈RES
INSTSTCres · annSTC
(5.5)
Table 5.3: Specific investments and annuities for SVC and STATCOM. Source:
Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (2013) and own assumptions.
Device SVC STATCOM
Specific investment [EUR/Mvar] 52 000 assumption 26 000
Depreciation period [years] 40 25
WACC [%] 4.0% 4.0%
O&M markup [%] 2.0% 1.8%
Annuity [EUR/Mvar] 3 667 2 132
The installation of SVCs will be limited to transmission grid nodes and the implementation of
STATCOM to wind farms and PV parks connected to the 110 kV distribution grid. For both
options, the reactive power provision SV Qn,t and STQres,t has to be considered in the reactive
power balance of Equation (4.40). The reactive power provision cannot exceed the installed capacity
of the SVC nor the STATCOM extension respectively, as described in Equation (5.6).
−INSTSTCres ≤ STQres,t ≤ INSTSTCres ∀res ∈ RES, t ∈ T
−INSTSV Cn ≤ SV Qn,t ≤ INSTSV Cn ∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T
(5.6)
In the case of STATCOM behavior, additional adjustments have to be made. The implementation
can be conducted on a single turbine or on a group of them. In order to reflect this decision correctly,
a binary decision variable would be required, which would transform the problem from an LP to a
MIP. As a large number of possible decisions are affected, the problem could not be solved anymore.
Therefore, this decision variable is relaxed and represented in the continuous decision variable
INSTSTCres . As the model does not consider single turbines, but entire wind parks or even groups
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of wind parks, and the implementation decision could be taken for every turbine, the deviation in
results can be expected small. The reactive power provision of the STATCOM implementation is
not additional to the reactive power capability of the wind park, but rather an extension that is
effective only when no reactive power could be provided otherwise. This fact has to be considered
in equations (4.4) and (4.5). In the case of the capacitive restriction (4.4), the stator limit ϑres is
ϑres = 90
◦ for renewable energy sources connected to the 110 kV grid (Verband der Elektrotechnik
Elektronik Informationstechnik e.V., 2015). This lets the equation collapse to a vertical limitation
of GQres,t independent from GPres,t. It has to be assured, that the sum of regular reactive power
provision GQres,t and additional provision through the STATCOM implementation STQres,t does
not exceed the reactive power limits of Figure 5.2, as reflected in Equation (5.7).
gqcapres ≤ GQres,t + STQres,t ≤ gqindp ∀res ∈ RES, t ∈ T (5.7)
The extended model is solved on a transmission grid data set allowing only SVC installations and
on a distribution grid data set allowing only STATCOM implementations in order to compare
the effects of both technologies. In case of the STATCOM implementations, the reactive power
potential estimation discussed in the previous chapter has to be repeated under consideration of
the extensions.
The investment model presented in this section has to be considered as a heuristic approach, i.e.
their result is an approximation of the optimal solution, but not necessarily the optimum. The
approximations of ELMOD LinAC combined with the model coupling may lead to the consequence
that the cost reductions expected from the investment model are not propagated to ELMOD
AC. Hence, system cost reductions calculated with ELMOD AC do not necessarily offset the
annuities resulting from the investments estimated using this heuristic. Still, the approach allows
the assessment of the impact of a strategic placement of reactive extensions in the system.
5.2 Time Horizon and Level of Grid Extension
In the previous section, five options for reactive power provision have been defined. These options
could be applied to historic, current and future electricity system scenarios. As an ex-post analysis
for the different options is hardly interesting, this work will focus on future electricity system
scenarios as well as on the status quo as the starting point for the comparison. The time horizon
for the analysis will be the years 2025 and 2035.
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As discussed in Section 4.5, it is challenging to generate consistent electricity grid scenarios for
future years as a high amount of data is required in a high spatial resolution and a number of
assumptions has to be made. In this context, 2025 is a horizon that allows the generation of
scenarios that are consistent with the plannings of the German TSOs, as a grid development plan
is published for this target year (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b). Besides the grid development
projects, this development plan contains assumptions on underlying data that can be used in
the model in order to assure a consistent scenario as described in Section 4.5. For the year 2035
assumptions on underlying data (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2016c) and on grid extension projects
(Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2014) exist, although they are associated with a much higher degree of
uncertainty. Scenarios for a more distant future are highly speculative and will not be regarded in
this work.
The timely completion of the grid extension projects is very questionable. A couple of HVDC lines
are foreseen to be partially implemented as cables instead of overhead transmission lines due to
political pressure. Therefore, some of the connections have to be re-planned and re-approved by
the authorities involved (Wilhelm, 2016). Despite these changes, protests against these electricity
links (Meister, 2015) continue and further delays are possible. For this purpose, besides a timely
completion of the extension projects, both for the year 2025 and for the year 2035, delayed grid
extensions shall be considered as two additional scenarios. As an extreme scenario, for 2035 a shut-
down of lignite-fired power plants in combination with a delayed grid extension shall additionally
be considered. A shut-down of lignite plants would lead to the disappearance of large centralized
baseload generation capacities with a large potential to provide reactive power most hours of the
year. Due to the high specific CO2 emissions of this technology and Germany’s emission reduction
targets, switching off lignite-fired power plants has been broadly discussed in science and politics
(Enervis Energy Advisors, 2015).
The six electricity system scenarios with their most important characteristics are described in
Table 5.4. The actual scenario framework for this work can be interpreted as a matrix consisting of
the dimensions electricity system scenario and reactive power supply options and is depicted in
Figure 5.3.
5.2.1 Evaluation of the Status Quo 2014 Scenario
The SQ 14 scenario is the starting point for the investigation. In this scenario, the different reactive
power supply options are applied to the grid topology and the generation park of the year 2014 as
well as the actual demand and feed-in time series as described in Section 4.5.
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Figure 5.3: Electricity system scenarios and reactive power supply options. Own illustraton.
Table 5.4: Electricity system scenarios
Scenario AC grid
delay
HVDC
capacity
Lignite
capacity
SQ 14 Status Quo 2014 - 0 GW 20.8 GW
Full 25 Full grid extension 2025 - 10 GW 12.7 GW
Delay 25 Delayed grid extension 2025 5 years 2 GW 12.7 GW
Full 35 Full grid extension 2035 - 16 GW 9.2 GW
Delay 35 Delayed grid extension 2035 5 years 10 GW 9.2 GW
Green 35 Delayed grid extension &
lignite phase-out 2035
5 years 10 GW 0 GW
5.2.1.1 Grid Situations
Due to the fact that the calculation of reactive power potentials on distribution grid level is
very time consuming40, the 8760 hours of a year are condensed to a manageable amount of grid
situations. The total number of grid situations is clustered on the basis of two categories, leading
to a two-dimensional grid situation space. As the selection of grid situations is considered to be a
part of the scenario definition, it is conducted here rather than in Section 4.5.
The amount of reactive power available in the 110 kV distribution grids depends mainly on the
operating points of the wind turbines within the grid. Besides the wind power generation, the
load flow situation within the transmission and distribution grid depends mainly on the vertical
40The calculation of the reference dispatch, capacitive and inductive potentials combined takes between 30 and 60
minutes per grid situation.
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Figure 5.4: Clustering of wind power feed-in and vertical load for 2014 (SQ14 ). Own illustraton.
load passing the high voltage / medium voltage transformers. As wind turbines and conventional
generation plants are mainly connected to the transmission and 110 kV distribution grids, the
vertical load of these transformers can be approximated by subtracting PV feed-in from electricity
demand. This quantity is an adjustment of the residual load concept and shall be referred to as
vertical load in this work. Neglecting ramping conditions and trade, in the electricity model context
the power plant dispatch and the load flows in the grid are mainly defined by wind power feed-in
and vertical load. Therefore, these two categories shall be utilized to cluster the situations.
Per category, five quantiles are defined to cluster the data, leading to a maximum of 25 clusters,
which is computationably manageable. The quantiles shall reflect a large extent of grid situations,
therefore extreme situations are considered as well as standard situations. In order to prepare the
data for clustering, the hourly wind load factors as the quotient between total wind feed-in and
installed capacity are calculated. For the vertical load, the PV feed-in is subtracted from the total
consumption. Consequently, 8760 data points consisting of vertical load and wind power load factor
are created in a two-dimensional space. These data points are visualized in Figure 5.4. In order to
cover the extreme situations the intermediary quantiles for clustering are set to 0.02, 0.25, 0.75
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and 0.98 for both dimensions, which is also depicted in Figure 5.4. The result is a chessboardlike
pattern. The individual clusters contain a certain number of data points. Based on the number of
data points, the frequency of each cluster is calculated. The frequencies serve as weighting factors
ft in the target function. For each cluster a representative grid situation is estimated. For this
purpose, the weighted average of wind load factor, PV load factor, total load and vertical load is
calculated. This virtual data point can be interpreted as the ideal representation of the cluster, but
has the disadvantage that there is no guarantee that it represents an actual grid situation. Hence,
the real data point with the minimum Euclidean distance is selected.
As the grid situation is defined by wind load factor and vertical load, the wind load factor is
weighted triply, while vertical load, total load and PV each are weighted simply41. Most load
situations can be clustered into the fields in the middle. Extreme situations are less common,
nevertheless they are captured in the clustering. All clusters contain real grid situations, except
the cluster defined by a vertical load below 36.3 GW and a wind load factor above 63.3%. As this
cluster does not contain any data points, it will not be regarded in this work.
The resulting grid situations can be characterized by the load factors for wind power feed-in and
for residual load of Table 5.5. For both categories, the following five-step scale is defined:
 F Few: the lower 2%
 L Low: the medium-lower 23%
 M Medium: the middle 50%
 H High: the medium-upper 23%
 V Vast / Very high: the upper 2%
For the individual situations, abbreviations consisting of the the wind-power feed-in (first) and the
vertical load (second) will be chosen. LH means low wind feed-in with a high vertical load, while
HL means high wind feed-in with a low vertical load. Within the category, the individual values
are very similar, ranging from below 1% to about 70% for wind feed-in and from about 40% to
about 95% for vertical load. The residual load and the frequency of these situations is listed in
Table 5.6. As to be expected from Figure 5.4, the most frequent situation is MM 42.
41Let wind, vload, pv and load be the weighted average of wind feed-in, vertical load, PV feed-in and actual
load for a specific cluster. The data point (windz , vloadz , pvz , loadz) with index z belonging to the cluster that
has the minimum distance dist =
√
3 · (windz − wind)2 + (vloadz − vload)2 + (pvz − pv)2 + (loadz − load)2 to the
weighted average is selected as representative grid situation. Taking into account PV feed-in and load instead of only
vertical load has the advantage that both PV feed-in and load tend to be representative for the field. As wind feed-in
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Table 5.5: Wind feed-in factor (left) and vertical load factor (right) of the different grid situations
for the year 2014 (SQ14 )
Wind feed-in
factor (%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.5
L 2.9 4.4 3.1 3.4 3.6
M 13.7 11.7 13.0 14.2 11.8
H 32.1 36.8 37.1 35.6 37.2
V 71.3 70.7 68.4 72.8
Vertical load
factor (%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 38.1 58.0 69.0 87.0 94.1
L 42.3 54.3 67.6 84.8 95.5
M 44.1 55.4 67.3 83.5 93.8
H 41.7 58.0 68.0 83.8 94.5
V 56.3 65.5 85.6 95.7
Table 5.6: Frequency (left) and residual load factor (right) of the different grid situations for the
year 2014 (SQ14 )
Frequency
(%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 0.1 0.2 1.3 0.4 0.0
L 0.7 5.1 12.4 4.3 0.5
M 0.9 13.5 24.3 10.6 0.7
H 0.3 3.8 11.1 7.0 0.8
V 0.4 0.9 0.7 0.0
Residual load
factor (%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 38.5 58.8 69.9 88.0 95.5
L 41.6 53.0 67.2 84.5 95.3
M 38.0 50.5 61.6 77.6 90.0
H 26.2 42.2 51.3 67.2 77.3
V 24.9 31.0 52.7 65.1
5.2.1.2 Reactive Power Potentials
The reactive power potentials per transmission grid substation are calculated using the methodology
presented in Section 5.1.1. For each node a minimum and maximum reactive power exchange
resulting from a controlled reactive power dispatch of units connected to the 110 kV grid is estimated.
Depending on the reactive power behavior of the load and the 110 kV as well as the underlying
grids, this potential can be purely inductive, purely capacitive or it may contain an inductive and
a capacitive part. The distance between maximum and minimum reactive power potential is the
reactive power control range of the underlying grid.
For option BAU the control range is zero, as sources do not provide reactive power for the
transmission grid in a controlled manner. Instead of control ranges, in this case the reactive
power behavior of every node is calculated. The weighted average over all time steps is depicted
in Figure 5.5. It can be observed that most grid nodes show a capacitive behavior towards the
transmission grid. This behavior can be explained by the demand of inductive reactive power
through load customers and the feed-in of capacitive reactive power by PV panels. Transmission
lines partly compensate this behavior by consuming capacitive reactive power. In case more
is equally important to vertical load, it is weighted triply, while vertical load and the magnitudes it is calculated
from are weighted simply each.
42The frequency of FV and VV is very low, but actually above 0%. It is depicted as such due to reasons of
rounding.
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Reac ve power
< -100 Mvar
 -100 to -50 Mvar
 -50 to -25  Mvar
 -25 to -1 Mvar
 -1 to 1 Mvar
 1 to 25 Mvar
 25 to 50 Mvar
 50 to 100 Mvar
> 100 Mvar
Voltage level
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Figure 5.5: Average reactive power behavior, Business As Usual 2014 (SQ14 BAU ). Own illustration.
capacitive reactive power is transferred from the distribution grid than consumed by transmission
lines, power plants in the transmission grid have to provide inductive reactive power.
The yearly average of the consolidated reactive power behavior of the 110 kV grid towards the
transmission grid is -4.9 Gvar. This consolidated behavior varies between -11.6 and 1.3 Gvar.
Table 5.7 lists the reactive power behavior of the different grid layers in different situations.
On average and in most situations the reactive power exchange is negative, especially in high load
situations. This can be explained by customers demanding high amounts of inductive reactive power.
Also medium voltage grid cables consume less capacitive reactive power as the high electricity
demand leads to higher currents on the cables partly compensating the capacitive reactive power
consumption. Hence, power plants in the transmission and high voltage grid are mostly operated in
over-excited mode and compensation devices generate less capacitive reactive power than in other
grid situations.
In low load situations customers require less inductive reactive power and medium voltage grids
consume more capacitive reactive power as they are less loaded. This leads to a more balanced
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reactive power behavior in low and medium voltage grids. This also translates into more inductive
reactive power transferred to the transmission grid. Still, in most situations the exchange is negative,
only in situations with a very low residual load (HL), it turns positive.
Table 5.7: Reactive power balances of different grid layers in SQ14 BAU scenario, DES=Decen-
tralized Energy Sources, TS=Transmission System, HV=High Voltage, LMV=Low and Medium
Voltage
Grid
level
Type Yearly
avg.
Low wind
Low load
Low wind
High load
High wind
Low load
High wind
High load
Med wind
Med load
TS
Plants -2735 -7203 566 -4979 3110 -2886
Comp. -2315 -3265 -407 -3683 -1295 -2811
Grids 9960 11372 9768 8645 8867 10113
HV to TS -4910 -904 -9926 17 -10683 -4417
HV
Plants 1593 866 2063 1603 2341 1467
Grids 892 1611 218 1105 388 1016
LMV to
HV
-7395 -3381 -12207 -2691 -13413 -6899
LMV
DES -2395 -3208 -1044 -1919 -3702 -2277
Grids 9343 11731 6001 11288 7449 9660
Load -14343 -11905 -17164 -12061 -17160 -14282
The active control of reactive power output of the conventional and renewable energy sources
connected to the 110 kV grid enables reactive power control ranges per transmission grid node. That
means for every transmission grid node a reactive power value within the range could be selected,
which can be provided by utilizing the reactive power sources within the corresponding distribution
grid. Most of these reactive power potentials are not independent from each other. Only 110 kV
grid areas that are connected to the transmission grid via a single node have a reactive power
potential that is independent from other sources. In grid areas with two or more connection points,
the reactive power potentials at the different nodes cannot be controlled entirely independent from
each other. The reactive power potentials have been estimated by maximizing the total reactive
power exchanged between transmission and distribution grid. If a certain reactive power value shall
be provided by one grid node, the potential at the other grid nodes is only a subset of the estimated
potential. As an example, if inductive reactive power shall be provided at one of the grid nodes,
the respective sources have to be operated in over-excited mode. This not only affects the reactive
power exchange at the intended grid node, it also pushes the reactive power behavior of the other
connection points of the grid to the inductive side. Nevertheless, for reasons of simplification and
because the interdependencies are difficult to estimate, the potentials are treated independently.
The model applications have shown that reactive power requirements are similar at neighboring
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grid nodes and that the reverse usage of reactive power (inductive and capacitive) at nodes close to
each other is rare. Therefore the error resulting from this simplification can be considered small.
Voltage level
110 kV
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Distribu on grid
Cap. poten al
Ind. poten al
100 Mvar
200 Mvar
300 Mvar
(a) 110 kV conventional energy sources (SQ14 DSC )
Voltage level
110 kV
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Distribu on grid
Cap. poten al
Ind. poten al
100 Mvar
200 Mvar
300 Mvar
(b) 110 kV conventional and renewable energy sources
(SQ14 RES)
Figure 5.6: Average reactive power control ranges for 2014, size of the circles proportional to control
range. Own illustration.
Figure 5.6 depicts the average nodal reactive power control ranges for the options DSC and RES.
The light blue parts of the pie chart illustrate a potential on the capacitive side and the light red
parts a potential on the inductive side. The area of the chart indicates the size of the control range.
It can be observed that the potential increases significantly if renewable energy sources are included
into the potential. The range, but also the regional coverage increases. Especially in the North
and East of Germany there is a significantly higher potential when RES are considered for reactive
power provision. Table 5.8 lists the total range in various grid situations. Already under the DSC
option, there is a substantial reactive power potential. Especially in situations with a high wind
feed-in, the potential increases under the RES option. The STC option with additional potential
from renewable energy sources capable of STATCOM behavior does not lead to significant increases
in the reactive power control range.
As reactive power has to be provided locally, national averages can be misleading. Considerable
regional differences in the generation and grid structures in Germany exist. In the North and
East, a low population density and low electricity loads prevail, but large amounts of wind power
capacities are installed. In the South and West, consumption densities are higher and larger shares
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Table 5.8: Reactive power control ranges for 2014 scenarios, in Mvar
Option Yearly
avg.
Low wind
Low load
Low wind
High load
High wind
Low load
High wind
High load
Med wind
Med load
DSC 4155 4578 4765 3772 3183 3914
RES 7567 6239 5989 7380 7839 8258
STC 7599 6300 6110 7390 7842 8296
of PV and conventional power plants are connected to the 110 kV grids. These differences lead
to different reactive power requirements and different control ranges. These ranges together with
the installed capacity of RES and conventional power plants in the 110 kV grid are depicted in
Figure 5.7 on a level of regions. The reactive power potential coefficient in Mvar/MW is calculated
as the average reactive power range divided by the installed capacity of renewable and conventional
energy sources in the 110 kV grid.
Poten al coefficient
< 0.05
 0.05 - 0.10 
 0.10 - 0.15 
 0.15 - 0.20 
 0.20 - 0.25 
 0.25 - 0.30
 0.30 - 0.35
> 0.35
Capaci es
Reac ve range
Wind
PV
Conven onal 1
GW / GVAr
53
Range RES Conv.
[Mvar] [GW] [GW]
BW 407 0.1 2.7
BY 582 0.4 4.0
BB-BE 1101 3.9 2.9
HE 400 0.3 1.8
MV 342 1.5 0.3
NI-HB 1373 3.6 2.5
NW 1383 1.0 6.4
RP 184 1.1 0.1
SL 61 0.1 0.8
SN 502 0.6 1.0
ST 678 3.0 1.0
SH-HH 211 1.1 1.0
TH 344 0.5 0.6
Total 7567 17.1 25.1
Figure 5.7: Average reactive power control ranges and 110 kV installed capacities per region in
scenario (SQ14 RES ). Own illustration.
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5.2.1.3 Extension of STATCOM Behavior and SVCs
The invest model explained above is utilized to estimate a reasonable additional investment into
SVCs on transmission grid level, respectively a reasonable upgrade of wind and PV parks to
STATCOM behavior on 110 kV grid level. Figure 5.8 shows the results for the 2014 grid scenario.
In this case, the major part of the SVC installations are located in Southern Germany, while
STATCOM upgrades are mostly spread over the middle part of the country. The overall volume
of STATCOM upgrades (158 Mvar) and SVC installations (95 Mvar) is very small and almost
negligible.
Installa ons
SVC
STATCOM
[Mvar]
100
200
300
Voltage level
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
SVC STATCOM Range
[Mvar] [Mvar] [Mvar]
BW 19 1 -3
BY 115 39 +17
BB-BE 19
HE 8 +6
NW 9 +1
RP 20 +1
SH-HH 5 18 +8
other +2
Total 158 95 +32
Figure 5.8: Heuristic model-based investment into STATCOM (SQ14 STC, grey) and SVC (SQ14
SVC, red) reactive power extensions for 2014 scenarios, capacity additions per region. Own
illustration.
It can be concluded, that the additional installation of compensation devices on transmission grid
level as well as the upgrade of wind turbines to STATCOM behavior does not make sense for
the 2014 scenario from an economic point of view. Still, there may be technical reasons, e.g. the
fulfillment of n-1 security criteria or requirements for dynamic voltage control, that make these
installations necessary. In order to reduce the cost for reactive power provision, additional reactive
power equipment is hardly required.
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5.2.2 Evaluation of the 2025 Scenarios: Full and Delayed Grid Extension
For the year 2025, two different scenarios are compared: Full25 taking into account a timely
grid extension as foreseen in the grid development plan (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b) and
the Delay25 scenario assuming a delay of about 5 years in the grid extension process, i.e. only
grid extensions that are planned to be commissioned up to the year 2020 are considered. The
assumed delay leads to a scenario where only the HVDC link DC2 is in operation. Consequently, a
connection only exists between the middle part of Germany (Osterath) and Southern Germany
(Philippsburg), but no complete link from North to South. There are no other differences between
the both scenarios besides the missing AC and HVDC lines. This means assumptions on the
development of conventional and renewable energy sources, prices, electricity demand, etc. are the
same.
5.2.2.1 Grid Situations
As discussed in Section 4.5, the full load hours for wind and PV have been adjusted according to
the assumptions of the grid development plan. Furthermore, the installed capacity of PV and wind
increases compared to 2014. These assumed developments affect both the load factors for wind
feed-in as well as the vertical load. Therefore the clustering discussed above is repeated on the new
data set. The results are depicted in Figure D.1 in the appendix. It can be observed that there are
more situations with a high feed-in of wind power than in the 2014 data set, because the number of
full load hours assumed in the grid development plan is higher than the real data of 2014. There
are two main reasons for this phenomenon: wind power generation was rather low in 2014 and due
to new installation and repowering with larger and more efficient wind turbines, the load factors
can be expected to increase in the future.
The second observation concerns the vertical load. Although changes in the total yearly consumption
between 2014 and 2025 are expected to be small, the increased installed capacity of PV reduces the
average residual and vertical load. As there are heavy load situations where PV feed-in is almost
zero – for instance late afternoon hours in the winter – changes on the right side of the scatter plot
are small, but the whole plot is stretched to the left. The characteristics of the individual clusters
can be found in Tables D.1 and D.2 in the appendix.
The assumptions on installed capacities of the grid development plan depicted in Figure 4.14
indicate regional differences in their development. High wind power capacities are expected to
be installed in Northern and Eastern Germany, while the installation of PV takes mainly place
in the South. These differences in the distribution of renewable energies not only influences the
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requirement for grid extensions, but also the vertical distribution among the voltage levels. For
the status quo 2014 the vertical distribution could be conducted based on the voltage level of the
installation indicated in the data published by the TSOs (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015a). For
the future scenarios, assumptions on the capacity extension had to be made.
Büchner et al. (2014, p. 12-14) assume a relatively low share of about 10% of installed PV capacity
in the 110 kV high voltage or the medium / high voltage transformer level. Capacities installed
in these voltage levels are considered to be eligible for controlled reactive power provision. As
the installation of large PV parks is expected to be limited by public tenders, it can be assumed
that most PV panels will be installed on low voltage level. For this work, 10% of the installed
PV capacity is considered for the estimation of reactive power potentials. In the case of wind
power, Büchner et al. (2014, p. 12-14) extrapolate the development per voltage level resulting in a
share of about 55% in the medium / high voltage transformer level or above. This assumption is
questionable as the size of turbines and wind parks increases, exceeding the transmission limits of
medium voltage grids. Also in many regions, where wind installations are expected, wind parks
have already been connected to the medium voltage grid in the past and it is very questionable if it
is technically and economically feasible to increase capacities on this voltage level. For these reasons,
the share of wind power plants eligible for controlled reactive power provision in the context of this
work is increased to 70%.
5.2.2.2 Reactive Power Potentials and Capacity Extensions
As a regional distribution of the voltage level differentiation cannot be determined with a sufficient
adequacy, a flat distribution over the voltage levels will be assumed, i.e. at every distribution grid
node, the installed capacity of wind power and PV is divided into a part connected to the 110 kV
grid, which is eligible for a controlled reactive power support and a part connected to lower voltage
levels, which is not. The calculations are conducted based on the same methodology as in the 2014
case.
The resulting potentials for the options DSC and RES as well as the the reactive power behavior
under option BAU is depicted in Figures D.2 and D.3 in the appendix. It can be observed that the
potential under option RES has increased and covers more regions especially in the North and the
South of Germany. Under option DSC, changes are small, as there are no mayor changes in the
installed capacity of conventional power plants connected to the 110 kV grid.
The average reactive power potentials per region are depicted in Figure 5.9. Alongside the installed
capacity of RES in the 110 kV grid, also the average reactive power range has significantly increased.
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Poten al coefficient
< 0.05
 0.05 - 0.10 
 0.10 - 0.15 
 0.15 - 0.20 
 0.20 - 0.25 
 0.25 - 0.30
 0.30 - 0.35
> 0.35
Capaci es
Reac ve range
Wind
PV
Conven onal 1
GW / GVAr
53
Range RES Conv.
[Mvar] [GW] [GW]
BW 1153 3.1 2.0
BY 2402 3.4 4.2
BB-BE 2002 4.9 2.1
HE 879 2.3 1.3
MV 1567 4.4 0.3
NI-HB 2995 9.6 2.3
NW 2425 6.7 5.6
RP 283 2.1 0.1
SL 129 0.6 0.5
SN 744 2.0 0.9
ST 1367 3.2 1.0
SH-HH 1670 5.8 0.5
TH 885 3.4 0.6
Total 18499 51.5 21.4
Figure 5.9: Average reactive power control ranges and 110 kV installed capacities per region in
2025 RES scenarios (Full25 RES / Delay25 RES ). Own illustration.
This holds true especially for Southern Germany, but also for regions in the Northern part of the
country, like Schleswig Holstein and Mecklenburg Western Pomerania. In the middle of Germany,
increases tend to be lower. The reactive power potential coefficient43 in the Northern and Eastern
part of the country including Bavaria tends to be higher than in the Western part. Table 5.9 shows
the reactive power control ranges for the different options. It can be observed that the potential
significantly increases under the RES option compared to DSC in situations with a high wind
feed-in.
Table 5.9: Reactive power control ranges for 2025 scenarios, in Mvar
Option Yearly
avg.
Low wind
Low load
Low wind
High load
High wind
Low load
High wind
High load
Med wind
Med load
DSC 4994 5676 3943 3881 4423 5964
RES 18499 10829 8619 20117 21352 21363
STC 18979 11721 9591 20141 21362 22074
43In this context, the reactive power potential coefficient is defined as the average reactive power range divided by
the installed capacity of reactive power sources in the 110 kV distribution grid.
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Installa ons
SVC
STATCOM
[Mvar]
100
200
300
Voltage level
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
SVC STATCOM Range
[Mvar] [Mvar] [Mvar]
NI-HB 1160 325 +142
NW 18 +48
SH-HH 1236 +183
other +107
Total 1160 1579 +480
Figure 5.10: Heuristic model-based investment into STATCOM (Full25 STC / Delay25 STC, grey)
and SVC (Full25 SVC / Delay25 SVC, red) reactive power extensions for 2025 scenarios, capacity
additions per region. Own illustration.
The heuristic approach to estimate beneficial locations for the installation of SVC and the upgrade
to STATCOM behavior is utilized on the 2025 data set. In this context, it is important to consider
that this grid data set already contains additional compensation devices that can provide up to
-1400 Mvar (capacitive) respectively +4800 Mvar (inductive) of reactive power. All installations
resulting from the heuristic approach are on top of these capacity additions. The results are
depicted in Figure 5.10. The additional reactive power extensions are considerably higher than in
the 2014 case, but are very concentrated in the North and North West of the country. In the case
of the STATCOM upgrades, the average reactive power control range can be extended. As some
distribution grids stretch across several regions, a clear attribution of the capacity extensions to the
resulting control range extension is not always possible on a regional level as it can be observed
in the table. As a sum, the STATCOM upgrade of 1579 Mvar results in an average control range
extension of 480 Mvar. This means, on average 1 Mvar of STATCOM behavior results in 302 kVAR
of additional control range. This difference can be explained by the fact, that in situations where
wind turbines have a load factor of above 20%, the STATCOM option does not provide an additional
potential.
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5.2.3 Evaluation of the 2035 Scenarios: Full and Delayed Grid Extension
and Green Scenario
Three different scenarios are compared for the year 2035. Full35 takes into account all the grid
extensions foreseen in the grid development plan (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2014). This concerns
primarily three additional 2000 MW HVDC circuits within Germany and a 1400 MW interconnection
to Norway. The Delay35 scenario is calculated without these internal HVDC lines, nevertheless
the HVDC links and all AC grid extensions of the Full25 scenario are considered. In the scenario
Green35 a phase-out of lignite-fired power plants in Germany is assumed besides the delayed grid
extension. Hence, all 9.2 GW of remaining lignite capacity are assumed to be decommissioned. In
order to assure sufficient firm capacity, 2 GW of OCGT are added in each of the lignite regions of
Northrhine-Westphalia and Central Germany as well as 1 GW in Lusatia in the East of Germany.
5.2.3.1 Grid Situations
Due to changes in the installed capacity of PV, grid situations are clustered based on the same
methodology used for the 2014 and 2025 data sets. The resulting clustering is depicted in Figure D.4.
The changes to the 2025 data set are relatively small, the scatter plot is stretched slightly more to
the left side due to the increased PV capacity. However, the resulting residual load has significantly
changed due to the increase in on- and off-shore wind power. As Table D.4 in the appendix indicates
there are eight situations considered where the residual load is negative. The minimum residual
load value corresponds to situation VL with -49.2 GW of residual load.
5.2.3.2 Reactive Power Potentials and Capacity Extensions
The regional reactive power potential depicted in Figure 5.11 has slightly increased in most regions
and sums up to a total of 20.5 Gvar on average. This is an increase of only about 2 Gvar in relation
to 2025 compared to an increase of 15.3 GW of installed wind and PV capacity in the 110 kV
distribution grid. The small magnitude of this reactive power potential increase can only partly
be explained by the assumed decommissioning of conventional power plants of less than 2 GW.
Apparently, a saturation effect can be observed, i.e. the provision of reactive power in the 110 kV
grid is limited due to voltage band restrictions or thermal limits on transmission grid lines.
Table 5.10 shows the reactive power potential for different grid situations. While the range in the
DSC option is relatively low, the large installed capacity of onshore wind are able to provide a
broad range of reactive power under the RES option. A control range of more than 20 Gvar can be
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Poten al coefficient
< 0.05
 0.05 - 0.10 
 0.10 - 0.15 
 0.15 - 0.20 
 0.20 - 0.25 
 0.25 - 0.30
 0.30 - 0.35
> 0.35
Capaci es
Reac ve range
Wind
PV
Conven onal 1
GW / GVAr
53
Range RES Conv.
[Mvar] [GW] [GW]
BW 1240 4.0 2.0
BY 2274 3.7 4.4
BB-BE 2574 6.7 1.9
HE 1002 3.3 1.1
MV 2224 6.7 0.3
NI-HB 2889 12.4 1.4
NW 3207 8.2 5.8
RP 414 2.7 0.2
SL 110 0.7 0.1
SN 777 2.4 0.6
ST 1668 3.9 0.8
SH-HH 755 7.6 0.5
TH 1329 4.5 0.6
Total 20463 66.8 19.6
Figure 5.11: Average reactive power control ranges and 110 kV installed capacities per region in
2035 RES scenarios (Full35 RES / Delay35 RES / Green35 RES ). Own illustration.
provided in situations with a medium wind feed-in, in high wind feed-in situations up to 27 Gvar.
In particular in low feed-in situations the STATCOM behavior of the STC option leads to increased
potentials.
The model-based extension of reactive power capabilities is concentrated to the North and North
West of Germany. In total 2649 Mvar of STATCOM upgrade are estimated resulting in a 960 Mvar
increase in reactive power potential. These results can be interpreted as a requirement for reactive
power in these regions when wind feed-in is relatively low. In the case of compensation devices,
a total of 1526 Mvar of SVCs is estimated. These devices are located in the same region as the
Table 5.10: Reactive power control ranges for 2035 scenarios, in Mvar
Option Yearly
avg.
Low wind
Low load
Low wind
High load
High wind
Low load
High wind
High load
Med wind
Med load
DSC 4426 4909 3597 3607 3678 4364
RES 20463 10912 10379 23359 27325 20135
STC 21424 12039 11550 24006 27456 22014
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Installa ons
SVC
STATCOM
[Mvar]
100
200
300
Voltage level
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
SVC STATCOM Range
[Mvar] [Mvar] [Mvar]
BY 11 6 +33
BB-BE 316
MV 176
NI-HB 490 839 +125
NW 267 +209
RP 300 112 +50
SN 185
ST 31
SH-HH 17 1425 +313
other +231
Total 1526 2649 +960
Figure 5.12: Heuristic model-based investment into STATCOM (Full35 STC / Delay35 STC /
Green35 STC, grey) and SVC (Full35 SVC / Delay35 SVC / Green35 SVC, red) reactive power
extensions for 2035 scenarios, capacity additions per region. Own illustration.
STATCOM upgrades in the West of Germany, but additionally there are some installations in the
East and in the South, which indicates a requirement for reactive power predominantly in high
wind feed-in situations in these regions.
5.3 Sensitivities of the Scenario Generation
Regarding the parameters influencing the reactive power behavior of the different grid levels
discussed in the previous sections, a couple of assumptions had to be made. Therefore, sensitivities
for the cosϕ parameters of generators on different voltage levels as well as for voltage bands and
for medium voltage grid loads shall be discussed in this section. Moreover, for the invest models,
specific investments as well as interest rates had to be estimated. The influence of these parameters
on the optimum investment behavior will be analyzed in the second part of this section.
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5.3.1 Technical Sensitivities
For the cosϕPV of rooftop photovoltaic panels, a value of 0.95 (under-excited) was assumed based
on Dietrich et al. (2013, p. 53). For electricity loads the same source indicates values between
0.90 and 0.97 depending on the type of consumer. For the purpose of this work cosϕload = 0.97
(under-excited) was assumed. For the cosϕMV and cosϕHV of generation equipment without
controlled reactive power management in the medium and high voltage grids, the assumptions
made are backed up by sensitivity calculations. According to Dietrich et al. (2013, p. 52), in low
residual load situations, the exchange between the 110 kV and the transmission grid shall be close
to zero. This requirement will be set as a target value for the analysis. Although, there may be
generators that are operated without reactive power requirements or with other types of reactive
power control, such a voltage response curves, a fixed cosϕ will be assumed for the purpose of this
analysis.
In Figure 5.13a, the consolidated reactive power flow from the German 110 kV grids to the
transmission grid is depicted for different selections of cosϕHV between 0.99 (capacitive, under-
excited) and 0.97 (inductive, over-excited). An over-excited operation is more likely as inductive
reactive power has to be provided in order to compensate the reactive power requirements of
electricity customers and the feed-in of decentralized energy sources. The average behavior ranges
between -7.7 and -4.5 Gvar, which means a reactive power flow between 4.5 and 7.7 Gvar from the
transmission to the distribution grid. In situations with a high residual load, the exchange ranges
between -13.5 and -9.4 Gvar. In situations with a low residual load, the range is between -2.8 and
0.4 Gvar. The maximum value is positive for all presets except 0.99 (capacitive). In the low residual
load situations, the exchange is close to zero for 0.98 (inductive). A mostly parallel shift of the
selected observation points can be deducted from the figure. This means that a changed preset
affects the absolute magnitude of the exchange, but not the range between minimum and maximum
values.
The same sensitivity calculation is conducted for the cosϕMV of generation sources connected to
the medium voltage grid and is depicted in Figure 5.13b. In this case the range is selected between
0.98 (capacitive, under-excited) and 0.98 (inductive, over-excited). An under-excited operation
seems more likely, as the reactive power behavior of underground cables has to be compensated
and a voltage increase at the end of a medium voltage line may have to be prevented. The average
exchange ranges between -5.4 and -1.9 Gvar. For high residual load situations, this range is between
-10.3 and -7.8 Gvar. Low residual load situations range between -0.7 and 4.5 Gvar. The maximum is
strictly positive. In this case an increasing spread between the observation points can be observed
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in the inductive direction. The exchange in the low residual load situations is close to zero for
cosϕMV = 0.99 (capacitive).
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Figure 5.13: Consolidated reactive power flow from 110 kV to transmission grid, sensitivities for
reactive power specifications of generation equipment (RL = Residual Load). Own illustration.
Another important assumption made in this chapter is the parameterization of the medium voltage
grid behavior. The grid utilization is estimated by means of the quotient between vertical load and
maximum load respectively maximum backfeeding. Besides the assumption that medium voltage
lines will not be operated up to their thermal limit, a maximum load (or backfeeding) situation
does not mean that every electricity line in the grid cluster is fully loaded. In the case of a radial
structure, probably not all strings will be fully loaded at the same time. Also in the case of a
circular structure not every segment of the ring will be fully utilized. Therefore, an average load
well below 100% is likely. The sensitivity calculation is performed for values of msl between 45%
and 65% and depicted in Figure 5.14a. The average reactive power behavior of the medium voltage
grid ranges between 11.4 and 6.9 Gvar. The minimum behavior falls below zero (-0.9 Gvar) only
for a value of 65%. For the average reactive power exchange, this means a range between -2.9 and
-7.4 Gvar. For low residual load, this range is between 1.4 and -1.6 Gvar, with a value close to zero
for msl = 0.55.
The admissible voltage range within the distribution grid influences the range of reactive power
that can be provided by conventional or renewable energy sources within this grid layer without
violating voltage constraints. While the other sensitivity calculations have been conducted under
the BAU option, the calculation of sensitivities for the voltage band will be conducted using the
RES option. The average maximum inductive and capacitive reactive power provision towards the
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transmission grid is depicted in Figure 5.14b for admissible voltage ranges between +/- 0.02 and
+/- 0.10 p.u. For a tight range of +/- 0.02 p.u., the consolidated reactive power band is between
-6.2 and -1.6 Gvar with a width of 4.6 Gvar. For +/- 0.10 p.u. the band has a width of 7.7 Gvar
ranging from -8.0 to -0.3 Gvar. At the value of +/- 0.06 p.u. chosen in the context of this work a
saturation point is reached and the reactive power band is 7.5 Gvar broad.
In the sensitivity analysis conducted, it can be observed that changing most assumptions leads to a
rather parallel shift of reactive power bands. Hence, results can be expected to gradually change if
assumptions do not coincide with reality. Drastic or abrupt changes in the results are not expected.
In the case of voltage bands, the selected range of +/- 0.06 marks a saturation point. Broadening
the voltage band does not lead to significantly higher potentials.
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The range of reactive power that can be exchanged between the transmission and the distribution grid
depends on the number of wind turbines that allow a flexible reactive power provision. Figure 5.15
depicts the reactive power ranges for shares of reactive power providing turbines between 1% and
100%. It can be observed that the reactive power capabilities increase slightly less than proportional.
The reactive power range flattens with increasing shares of turbines.
5.3.2 Economic Sensitivities
The investment models for Static VAR Compensators and the implementation of STATCOM
behavior in decentralized energy sources connected to the 110 kV distribution grid described above
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conduct a trade-off between the utilization of more expensive reactive power sources and the
investment into new equipment. For obvious reasons, the level of investment depends on the specific
annuity of the investment. As the prices for this equipment may vary from project to project
and general assumptions had to be made, a sensitivity analysis is conducted for both types of
investment.
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Figure 5.16: Sensitivities for specific investments in SVC and STATCOM in kEUR/Mvar. Own
illustration.
The WACC is kept constant, but the assumption on the specific investment is altered, as depicted
in Figure 5.16. For SVC, five different prices are considered ranging from 13 000 EUR/Mvar to
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208 000 EUR/Mvar in powers of two. The calculations are conducted for the year 2025. With the
cheapest assumption, 4 338 Mvar of SVC capacity are installed based on the heuristic investment
model. This number decreases to zero in case of the most expensive assumption.
For STATCOM behavior, the picture is similar. In the cheapest case of 6 500 EUR/Mvar, a
considerable capacity of 5 660 Mvar is installed. With increasing specific investments this number
decreases to a negligible 39 Mvar considering a price of 104 000 EUR/Mvar. These numbers show
that the model reacts very sensitive to the prices for SVC and STATCOM. Increasing prices for
these compensation technologies nearly inhibit their reasonable installation.
5.4 Insights from Reactive Power Studies
Several research projects, studies and reports have examined approaches for voltage stability and
reactive power management in current and future electricity systems.
Besides the ancillary services frequency control, grid operation and re-establishment of supply as
well as short-circuit capacity, the ancillary service study published by Deutsche Energie Agentur
GmbH (dena) analyzes the requirements for reactive power as well as the possible contribution of
decentralized energy sources to the static voltage stability of distribution and transmission grids
up to the year 2033 (Deutsche Energie Agentur, 2014, p. 102-148). According to the authors,
the drivers for the changes in reactive power requirements are the intermittent lack of available
generation capacity in the transmission networks, the voltage increase due to the feed-in of real
power from decentralized energy sources to the distribution grids and increasing reactive power
requirements emerging from the transport of wind power over large distances from North to South.
The authors acknowledge that decentralized energy sources can be utilized to support voltage
stability, but current approaches aim merely at supporting voltage stability at the respective grid
level. A coordinated reactive power supply from the distribution grid to the transmission grid has
not been examined in detail. Within the scope of the study, a market and a redispatch model are
coupled to calculate the reactive power requirements for different grid situations. In a further step,
reactive power sources including potentials from lower voltage levels are dispatched in an OPF
approach to cover the reactive power demand. Reactive power potentials are estimated per voltage
level considering voltage and current restrictions within the considered grid. For the 110 kV grid the
study confirms the saturation effect, i.e. a higher installed capacity does not linearly increase the
reactive power potential of a grid. A direct comparison of the results is difficult, because exemplary
grids are used to estimate the potential in the study. The authors conclude that the additional
reactive power from the distribution grid and from HVDC converter stations is sufficient to cover
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the reactive power requirements in most situations. Regarding the cost effectiveness, the authors
conclude that the cost for the integration of decentralized energy sources into the operator’s control
center is the main driver. An integration of sources connected to the 110 kV grid is recommended.
Fuchs et al. (2015) examine future reactive power requirements on behalf of the federal grid agency.
For this purpose, an OPF on the German transmission grid is applied to identify the requirements
for additional compensation devices. Need for additional compensation exists mainly in the East
and South – areas in which a substantial reactive power potential could also be identified in this
work. The authors confirm that a delayed grid extension would cause increasing requirements for
the reactive power flexibility of the grid. A reactive power supply from decentralized energy sources
was not analyzed in the study.
The influence of private compensation devices owned by industrial electricity consumers on the
reactive power management of electricity grids is investigated by Dietrich et al. (2013). For this
purpose the consolidated reactive power behavior of the different grid layers is modeled in different
load and feed-in situations. The authors argue that a 100% compensation rate for industrial
customers could reduce thermal losses by up to 1.7 TWh per year and would reduce voltage drops
in the distribution grids. According to the authors, a coordinated reactive power management
including industrial compensation devices and centralized energy sources could generate additional
benefits in the electricity system, e.g. a reduction of transmission losses or improvement of the
voltage profile. For this purpose, an obligatory cosϕ = 1 should be specified and any deviations
should be subject to the tariffs and remunerations of the system operator. Furthermore, cost for
reactive power supply should be recognized when grid charges are calculated. On this basis, an
efficient local reactive power market or supply process could be established driven by the system
operators.
Although the results of these studies cannot be compared on a quantitative level, some qualitative
comparisons can be conducted. In conformity with this work, the studies find an additional need for
reactive power especially in the East. While Fuchs et al. (2015) sees an additional need in the South,
while this work identifies the need rather in the North. In anticipation of the results of the following
chapter, the contribution of HVDC converter station to the reactive power management is considered
high and it can be confirmed that delays in grid extension would increase the requirements for
flexible reactive power. In accordance to this work, a coordinated reactive power management
including sources on distribution grid level is recommended.
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Chapter 6
Techno-economic Evaluation of
Reactive Power Supply Options
In the previous chapters, different electricity system scenarios have been generated. Based on
ELMOD LinAC, the reactive power potentials for different reactive power supply options and
scenarios have been estimated. In this chapter, both the different supply options as well as the
different scenarios shall be compared utilizing ELMOD AC in order to assess the contribution of
the different technologies to voltage stability. Moreover, the effects of a changing electricity system
and possible complications will be investigated by means of the 2025 and 2035 scenarios.
The most important magnitude to be compared is system cost, the sum of all operating expenses
of the system, such as fuel and curtailment cost. In case the investigated scenarios include additional
investments, the annuities of these investments have to be added. The techno-economic grid model
ELMOD AC minimizes system cost. The benchmark for the comparison of different reactive power
supply options is the BAU option, which does neither consider any reactive power flexibility in the
distribution grid nor investments into additional reactive power sources. By comparing a supply
option to the benchmark, a cost saving potential emerging from the additional flexibility can be
deducted. By comparing two different scenarios of the same reference year, e.g. the full grid
extension to the delayed grid extension, the additional cost emerging from the scenario can be
identified. In the process of the investigation, the differences in system cost, i.e. the cost saving
potential will be split into changes in grid losses both on transmission and on distribution grid
level, in curtailment cost as well as savings in redispatch cost. The methodology to split this cost is
described in Appendix E.
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System cost allows to estimate the economic benefits of different options and scenarios based on
the comparison of a single magnitude. It does not contain any information on the value of reactive
power in different geographical locations or grid situations. Marginal cost of reactive power
can be interpreted as its value in different situations and locations. It represents the increase in
system cost if an infinitesimal unit of reactive power would be demanded at a certain node of the
grid. The concept has been discussed in Section 4.4. Throughout this work, marginals are used to
characterize the value of reactive power and to compare it over different scenarios. Yearly averages
of marginals for a single node are calculated by weighting the marginal with the frequency of the
grid situation. This yearly average can be misleading as positive marginals (inductive) may be
canceled out by negative marginals (capacitive). Therefore, variances are calculated in order to
analyze the volatility of marginals. In order to compress the information contained in marginal
cost on a spatial scale, weighted averages are calculated. For this purpose, the marginal cost of
a specific location is weighted with the amount of reactive power exchanged with power plants,
compensation devices or the underlying grid.
6.1 Cost of Voltage Stability
In a first step, the cost of voltage stability shall be estimated. Although it is a rather theoretical
consideration with limited practical applicability, this estimation shall help to put the cost saving
potentials estimated in the following sections into perspective. For this purpose, the theoretical
system cost of an electricity system, in which voltage stability is not considered, will be compared
to the system cost of the BAU option.
There are different ways to consider a system without the concept of voltage stability. An overview
on the results is given in Table 6.1, comparing the system cost for the three main scenarios SQ2014,
Full25, Full35.
Table 6.1: Yearly cost of voltage stability for Germany estimated using different methods, option
BAU, in mio. EUR
Scenario SQ2014 Full25 Full35
DC approximation 191.1 287.9 151.3
No voltage limit 72.3 166.9 459.6
Unlimited reactive power 37.0 74.3 145.0
One possibility is to calculate the system cost utilizing a DC approximation model as described
by Stigler and Todem (2005). These models neither consider voltage stability nor reactive power.
As the structures of AC and DC approximation models differ, it cannot be distinguished which
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part of the cost difference originates from the consideration of voltage stability and which from the
simplifications made. Especially the negligence of thermal losses makes the comparison very difficult,
as different load levels leading to different system costs are compared. Furthermore the system
cost of an AC model is not necessarily higher than of a DC approximation model. Indeed voltage
stability and reactive power balances do constrain the power plant dispatch, but the consideration
of the voltage magnitude adds an additional degree of freedom to the model. This degree of freedom
can be used to increase the voltage, decreasing the current, which leads to reduced system losses
and higher power transfer potentials on congested lines. The comparison of the system costs reveals
differences between 151.3 and 287.9 mio. EUR for the three scenarios.
A second possibility is to allow any range of voltage magnitudes. The AC grid model including
reactive power requirements is used to calculate the system cost, but no limitation on the voltage
magnitudes is set. One problem of this approach is the influence of the voltage magnitude on
thermal losses. In some cases voltage magnitudes reach very high levels, reducing the system losses
and increasing the real power margin on congested lines. In scenario Full35, the magnitude of
individual nodes reaches up to 1.39 p.u., which would correspond to a voltage of above 500 kV at a
380 kV grid node. This explains the large difference in system cost for this scenario. A meaningful
comparison is difficult in this case.
The option leading to the most coherent results in this comparison is to consider a provision of
unlimited reactive power at any node of the system. With this method, the voltage will be kept in
the same range as under the BAU option, but unlimited reactive power can be provided at every
location of the grid. It neither has to be transported nor to be provided by power plants reducing
their real power output. Still, the possibility to increase the voltage is existent, but much more
limited than in the previous case. The method results in costs for voltage stability between 37 and
145 mio. EUR with an increasing tendency from 2014 to 2035.
This analysis shows that the cost of voltage stability is difficult to measure because the results vary
largely depending on the methodology. Although the DC approximation methodology suggests a
different interpretation, towards 2035 increasing cost for voltage stability can be observed, which
justifies an investigation of future scenarios.
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ELMOD AC minimizes the system cost considering power plant capabilities, fuel prices, transmission
grid restrictions and the reactive power behavior as well as the grid losses in the transmission and
110 kV distribution system. Besides the power plant dispatch and the operation of HVDC links,
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the model selects the optimal provision of reactive power from power plants, compensation devices,
HVDC converter stations and distribution grid sources. The use of those 110 kV grid sources is
depicted in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Potential and use of reactive power from the 110 kV grid in different situations (SQ14
RES ). Own illustration.
It is evident from the illustration that both the use and the underlying potentials of reactive power
from the distribution grid depend on the grid situation. In situations with low wind feed-in and
low load (left), the reactive power potential is small especially in the North and in the East, as
wind turbines are not able to provide large amounts of reactive power in this case. The potential
used from the distribution grid is mostly capacitive in order to compensate the behavior of mostly
non-loaded transmission lines. In high load and high wind feed-in situations (right) on the other
hand, there is a substantial reactive power potential in the North and East. In Southern Germany
the potential is smaller as less conventional power plants are running due to the high wind feed-in.
In this situation more transmission lines are loaded requiring inductive reactive power. In particular
in the central part of Germany, inductive reactive power is provided from the distribution grid.
As shown in Chapter 5, the reactive power potential from the 110 kV grid can be significantly
increased if not only conventional, but also renewable energy sources are taken into account. Figure
6.2 compares the use of these potentials without (left) and with (right) renewable energy sources.
The shown potentials are average values. This means that both inductive and capacitive potentials
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Figure 6.2: Average use of 110 kV reactive power potentials in SQ14 scenario. Own illustration.
as well as reactive power uses are weighted with the frequency of the grid situation and summed up.
It can be observed that the model takes advantage of the increased reactive power potential and
more reactive power is transferred from the distribution to the transmission grid especially on the
capacitive side. Under the RES option, reactive power from the distribution grid is mainly used
in the North and in the East. For the DSC option in contrast, the main areas of reactive power
provision are in Bavaria as well as along the Rhine and Ruhr rivers. This can be explained by a
high number of conventional power plants in the 110 kV grids of these regions.
6.2.1 Cost Savings Potential
The usage of different reactive power potentials from the distribution grid or from compensation
devices influences the necessity to transport reactive power over larger distances and to reduce real
power production of conventional power plants. Furthermore it affects the system losses associated
both with the operating voltage and the reactive power flows. Variations in these parameters lead
to differences in the power plant dispatch and therefore to variations in system cost. The system
cost changes and the drivers can be compared for every scenario to evaluate its economic utility.
For the SQ14 scenario, the comparison is depicted in Figure 6.3. All reactive power supply options
are compared to the BAU option.
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It can be observed that controllable reactive power from conventional power plants in the 110 kV
grid could reduce system cost by 5.0 mio. EUR per year. This cost reduction can almost entirely be
attributed to reductions in grid losses both in the 110 kV distribution as well as in the transmission
grid. Taking into account renewable energy sources as well (option RES ), an additional cost saving
potential arises in the transmission grid both in the form of grid loss reduction and savings in
redispatch. The total savings potential accounts to 9.3 mio. EUR. Compared to the contribution of
German power plants to the total system cost of the model of 10.8 bn. EUR, the savings potential
is rather small (0.1%). However, compared to the relevant cost for losses, redispatch, curtailment
and reactive power of 584.2 mio. EUR in 2014 (Bundesnetzagentur, 2016b) (cf. Figure 2.1), the
relative saving is 1.6%.
Considering option STC, additional reactive power potentials in the form of STATCOM behavior
hardly increase the savings potential in losses, redispatch and curtailment. Nevertheless, investment
annuities of 0.2 mio. EUR have to be accounted for, which makes this option unfavorable compared
to option RES. This means that the cost advantages foreseen in the heuristic investment model did
not withstand the verification with the non-linear techno-economic grid model. This also allows
the interpretation that in the 2014 scenario, reactive power is mostly required in situations with
a high feed-in from renewable energy sources and that the extension of reactive power ranges
to STATCOM behavior has adverse economic effects if investment cost is taken into account.
The opposite holds true for the placement of additional compensation devices under option SVC.
Although the additional SVC capacity is small (158 Mvar), substantial savings of 2.2 mio. EUR
can be observed. Taking into account the investment cost of 0.6 mio. EUR per year, a positive
net effect of 1.6 mio. EUR persists. In this case the savings predicted by the heuristic model can
actually be verified.
The power plant dispatch and the grid losses depicted in Figure 6.4 confirm these results. The power
plant dispatch is consolidated on fuel type level, i.e. for every fuel type the dispatch change of the
respective power plants compared to the BAU option is summed up. A decrease in grid losses results
in a general decrease of electricity generation. This is observable in the case of the DSC option.
Losses both in the transmission grid as well as in the distribution grid decrease. Consequently the
electricity generation deceases by 10.0 MW. As the increase in electricity generation is very low,
nearly the whole savings potential is attributed to grid losses. In the case of the RES and the
STC option, grid losses are further decreased, resulting in a decrease in gas and hard coal fired
generation. In these cases, an increase of lignite based generation with lower variable cost can be
observed. This can be interpreted as a savings potential of redispatch cost. In the European zonal
pricing based market environment, the power plants with the lowest offers are successful on the
day-ahead market and generate electricity. Hence, cheap generation technologies as nuclear power
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and lignite are awarded first, followed by hard coal, natural gas and oil. If the market outcome is
not technically feasible, because thermal or voltage limits would be violated, system operators are
required to conduct redispatch measures as discussed in Section 2.1.2. This includes ramping up
power plants with higher marginal costs and ramping down others with lower cost. If the optimal
power plant dispatch considering grid constraints as generated by ELMOD AC reveals a higher
generation of less expensive technologies, such as lignite in comparison to the BAU option, it can
be concluded that the additional degree of freedom leads to savings in redispatch measures, which
otherwise would have to be conducted. Also the results of the SVC option support the slight
decrease in system cost, the generation of natural gas fired power plants decreases as well as the
system losses. The average operating voltage within the grid increases under the RES option to
1.014 p.u. (385.2 kV) compared to a value of 1.008 p.u. (383.1 kV) under the BAU option. This
supports cost savings from decreased losses, because higher average operating voltages cause lower
thermal losses.
Figure 6.5: Hourly savings potential of scenario SQ14 RES compared to scenario SQ14 BAU, in
kEUR/h. Own illustration.
Figure 6.5 shows the hourly savings potential of option RES compared to option BAU per grid
situation. As to be expected, in situations with a low wind power feed-in, the savings potential is
low. On the one hand, the reactive power potential is small in these situations. On the other hand,
as observed regarding the STC option, additional reactive power is mostly required in high wind
feed-in situations. The savings potential tends to increase with higher wind feed-in and in extreme
situations, where load is either very high or very low. The highest potential can be observed in the
vast wind, low vertical load situation, which has the lowest residual load. In this situation, only a
few conventional power plants are in operation and able to provide reactive power. The situations
with a moderate load and feed-in show only small savings potentials. This leads to the conclusion
that the provision of reactive power from the 110 kV distribution grids is beneficial particularly in
extreme grid situations.
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6.2.2 Marginal Cost of Reactive Power
ELMOD AC calculates the optimal reactive power dispatch and allows the estimation of the position
and time dependent marginal cost of reactive power. Figure 6.6 shows a comparison of the reactive
power dispatch of power plants and compensation devices in the transmission grid for the options
RES and BAU. The size of the circles is proportional to the amount of reactive power provided.
The color of the circle indicates the marginal cost. Blue shades (negative marginals) represent a
demand and supply of capacitive reactive power, i.e. if an additional infinitesimal unit of capacitive
reactive power could be provided at the respective location, the system cost would be decreased by
the absolute value of the marginal. Red shades on the other hand represent an inductive reactive
power requirement and feed-in. It can be observed, that less reactive power has to be provided
from conventional sources if reactive power provision in the distribution grid can be controlled.
Especially in the central and eastern part, less reactive power is fed into the transmission grid.
Furthermore, the marginal cost of reactive power can be reduced. While under the BAU option,
average marginals of up to 5 EUR/Mvarh are common especially in the northern and eastern part,
these marginals are reduced to nearly zero under the RES option.
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Figure 6.6: Average reactive power feed-in (circle size) and marginal cost (circle color) for scenarios
SQ14 BAU and SQ14 RES. Own illustration.
This phenomenon is also observable in the scatter plots of Figures 6.7 and 6.8. For each of the grid
situations, the distribution of marginal cost is depicted. The data points are partly transparent, i.e.
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darker areas contain a higher density of data points. Under the BAU option of Figure 6.7, a high
volatility can be observed. Although most observations are located within a -2 to 2 EUR/Mvarh
range, values of up to -10 or 10 EUR/Mvarh are common. Comparing the different load situations
associated to a specific wind power feed-in category, a slight trend towards higher prices can
be observed. This can be explained by a higher demand for inductive reactive power from load
customers. The tendency can also be observed in the weighted averages of Table 6.2. The extreme
situations with either high or low vertical load or wind power feed-in also show the highest volatility
in marginal cost. While in moderate situations, most observations are located in the center, the
extreme situations show more extreme values at the edges of the chart. Both the highest volatility
and the highest average marginal cost for capacitive reactive power can be observed in vast wind
situations. The variance (σ2) of the data points shown in Table 6.2 reaches the highest values in
these situations. Similar to the analysis of cost reduction potentials, the vast wind, low vertical
load situation (VL) shows the highest cost and variance.
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Figure 6.7: Volatility of marginal cost of reactive power in scenario SQ14 BAU. Own illustration.
In general, the RES option shows a lower volatility and marginal costs closer to zero than the BAU
option. In particular in the high and vast wind situations, both the average marginal cost and the
volatility are reduced as Figure 6.8 and Table 6.3 indicate. Most of the data points are located
within a range of -1 to 1 EUR/Mvarh, extreme values are rare. The situations with a low residual
load show the highest marginal cost and volatility, but both values are significantly decreased in
comparison to option RES.
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Table 6.2: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario SQ14
BAU, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F -0.05 -0.09 -0.02 -0.05 -0.10
L -0.08 -0.33 -0.13 -0.08 -0.09
M -0.23 -0.95 -0.18 -0.08 -0.20
H -0.62 -0.29 -0.14 -0.10 -0.12
V -4.10 -0.89 -1.14 -0.91
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.98 0.03 0.02 0.15 0.53
L 0.08 0.47 0.07 0.09 0.89
M 0.49 2.62 0.13 0.12 1.07
H 2.04 0.28 0.12 0.08 0.14
V 66.25 4.95 7.53 4.59
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Figure 6.8: Volatility of marginal cost of reactive power in scenario SQ14 RES. Own illustration.
Table 6.3: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario SQ14
RES, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F -0.03 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.00
L -0.06 -0.05 -0.03 -0.02 0.01
M -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 -0.05
H -0.08 -0.06 -0.05 0.01 0.01
V -0.57 -0.40 -0.05 -0.10
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.09
L 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.74
M 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.85
H 0.09 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.03
V 1.27 0.90 0.06 0.32
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6.2.3 Summary
The analysis of the SQ14 scenario has revealed a savings potential for the case that conventional
and renewable energy sources provide reactive power for the transmission grid. It could be shown
that the extension of the reactive power range to STATCOM behavior is economically not viable as
cost savings do not compensate the investment cost. This observation is also backed by the analysis
of the marginal cost of reactive power. In situations with a low wind feed-in, when STATCOM
behavior would extend the reactive power range, the marginal cost is relatively low, which means
that reactive power can be provided at a low cost utilizing the existing sources. Marginal cost
increases in situations with a high wind feed-in and high load. Taking into account the reactive
power sources in the 110 kV distribution grid decreases this cost significantly and enables a cost
saving potential both regarding grid losses and redispatch measures. The deployment of additional
compensation devices only leads to slight cost savings, the potential emerging from the distribution
grid on the other hand is substantially higher.
6.3 Evaluation of 2025 Scenarios
For the year 2025, two different scenarios have been analyzed: scenario Full25, in which a full grid
extension as envisioned in the grid development plan is considered and the Delay25 scenario, in
which a five year grid extension delay is assumed and which lacks the majority of the planned HVDC
links in North-South direction. The lack of transmission capacity between wind power regions in
the North and East and the load centers in the South and West combined with increasing wind
power capacities would cause a high stress on the existing transmission grid. Therefore substantial
implications for the reactive power management can be expected.
Figure 6.9 compares the reactive power usage between the Full25 and Delay25 scenario. The usage
differs between these two situations. In the Full25 scenario, almost exclusively capacitive reactive
power is transferred to the transmission grid, which is indicated by the dark blue segments of
the pie charts. In the Delay25 scenario, inductive reactive power is transferred as well, indicated
by more and larger dark red segments. The reason for this is that the utilization of the existing
power lines is higher in this scenario due to the missing transmission lines and HVDC links. The
higher currents on the lines lead to an increased demand for inductive reactive power within the
transmission grid.
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Figure 6.9: Average use of 110 kV reactive power potentials in scenario Full25 RES and Delay25
RES. Own illustration.
6.3.1 Cost Savings Potential
The system cost and the consequential cost savings potential of the different reactive power supply
options are calculated analogously to the previous section. The results for both scenarios are
illustrated in Figure 6.10.
For both scenarios, the provision of reactive power from conventional power stations in the 110 kV
grid (option DSC ) leads to a savings potential in a similar magnitude as observed in the SQ14
scenario. This full savings potential can be tapped, if not only conventional, but also renewable
energy sources, such as wind turbines and PV parks are included in the reactive power management.
In this case, for the Full25 scenario a savings potential of 14.8 mio. EUR44 can be expected,
which consists to almost equal parts of loss reductions and a decrease in redispatch. Additionally,
minor savings can be expected from avoided curtailment. Under the assumptions of the Delay25
scenario, the savings potential more than doubles to 31.2 mio. EUR45. The driver for this increased
potential are the redispatch costs. This is a comprehensible result, as missing grid lines cause an
increased need for redispatch measures. The local provision and the increased potentials of reactive
4414.8 mio. EUR corresponds to 0.14% of system cost or 2.5% of the 2014 level of relevant cost for ancillary services
and losses.
4531.2 mio. EUR corresponds to 0.27% of system cost or 5.3% of the 2014 level of relevant cost for ancillary services
and losses.
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Figure 6.10: System cost differences for 2025 (Full25 / Delay25 ), DS = Distribution System, TS =
Transmission System. Own illustration.
(a) Full25 (b) Delay25
Figure 6.11: Hourly savings potential of scenario Full25 RES compared to scenario Full25 BAU
(left) and scenario Delay25 RES compared to scenario Delay25 BAU (right), in kEUR/h. Own
illustration.
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power relieve transmission lines and improve the voltage quality, leading to lower grid management
expenses. As in the SQ14 scenario, the additional savings from the implementation of STATCOM
behavior (option STC ) cannot offset the investment cost. Although the installed capacity of the
STATCOM option in this scenario is significantly higher than in the SQ14 scenario46, there are
hardly any cost effects observable in the Full25 scenario. If the grid extension is delayed, those
effects increase, but still do not offset the investment. Given the installation of additional reactive
power compensators (option SVC ), these effect are even stronger. For the Full25 scenario, the
investment cost is higher than savings from the usage of the SVCs, leading to a cost increase of
1.5 mio. EUR. Under consideration of the Delay25 scenario, the increased operational cost savings
do offset the investment, leading to a slight total cost decrease of 2.4 mio. EUR.
The hourly savings of Figure 6.11 show the highest potential in situations with a very high wind
feed-in, especially in the situations HF, VL and VM (in the top-left area of the figure), when the
residual load is negative. In scenario Delay25, the potentials are higher, both in situations with
negative residual load, but also in other situations with a very high wind feed-in. In these situations
not all the electricity generated by renewable energy sources can be transported through the grid.
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Figure 6.12: Changes in power plant dispatch for 2025 scenarios (Full25 / Delay25 ). Own
illustration.
The comparison of the power plant dispatch of Figure 6.12 reveals a slightly higher feed-in of
renewable energy sources, which goes along with the decline in curtailment observed in Figure 6.10.
Besides, lignite-fired power plants with low marginal costs are able to feed into the grid, while the
feed-in of gas- and coal-fired power plants is reduced (option RES ). This reduction comes partly
from the reduction of redispatch measures, but also from decreased grid losses. Considering the
461579 Mvar compared to 95 Mvar as shown in figures 5.8 and 5.10.
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scenario Delay25 DSC, coal-fired power plants increase their output, while in all other scenario,
their output decreases.
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Figure 6.13: Costs for full and delayed grid extension in 2025 and 2035 scenarios. Own illustration.
Figure 6.13a shows a comparison of the system cost in the Full25 and Delay25 scenarios. As
the grid extension is delayed in the latter case, costs for redispatch and curtailment are higher,
leading to a system cost increase of 1.764 bn. EUR under the BAU option. This increase can be
interpreted as the additional annual cost of congestion management. A comparison between this
additional operational cost and the necessary investment, capital cost and depreciation will be
made in Chapter 7. Taking into account reactive power from the distribution grid under the RES
option would decreases system cost by 31.2 mio. EUR in this case. Hence, in the case of a delayed
grid extension, the RES option would reduce the cost increase from the delay by 1.8%.
6.3.2 Marginal Cost of Reactive Power
Figure 6.14 illustrates how the reactive power provision from conventional sources as well as the
marginal cost of the provision changes in the Delay25 scenario, if reactive power can be provided
from the distribution grid.
Under the BAU option, large amounts of reactive power are provided at high marginal cost in the
East and in the North. Other centers of provision are located along the Rhine river and generally
in the South West. The conventional provision in the North and in the East is replaced when
reactive power is provided from the distribution grid, which reduces the average marginal cost
below 1 EUR/Mvarh in most cases. In some places, the provision involves a marginal cost for
inductive reactive power. In the South only minor changes to the provision and to the marginals
can be observed. In general, the reactive power in this scenario is limited, as only one HVDC link
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Figure 6.14: Average reactive power feed-in (circle size) and marginal cost (circle color) for scenarios
Delay25 BAU and Delay25 RES. Own illustration.
is assumed to be in operation and reactive power from the converter stations can only be provided
at the grid nodes Osterath and Philippsburg.
Table 6.4: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario Delay25
BAU, in EUR/Mvarh.
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F -0.07 -0.15 -0.11 -0.44 -2.38
L -0.04 -0.20 -0.33 -1.54 -2.51
M 0.27 -0.17 -0.31 -0.28 -1.07
H -1.00 -1.46 -1.32 -0.23 -0.54
V -4.66 -1.18 -0.83 -0.66
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.07 0.86 0.41 2.10 200.76
L 0.05 0.38 0.94 92.72 232.63
M 3.60 0.10 0.28 1.11 37.04
H 7.03 3.37 11.04 0.61 4.55
V 44.01 8.44 32.61 6.33
The volatility of the marginals in the different grid situations under the BAU option is depicted in
Figure 6.15. The volatility of the marginal cost of reactive power is higher than in the 2014 scenario
in 19 out of 24 situations. In particular, in situations with a high vertical load, where marginals
show a low volatility in the 2014 case, the volatility is increased in the Delay25 scenario. Also the
weighted average of the marginals is relatively high. The reason is that at certain nodes in Southern
Germany marginal cost of up to 100 EUR/Mvarh (capacitive) and 100 EUR/Mvarh (inductive) can
be observed in these situations. Due to a high reactive power demand from electricity customers
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Figure 6.15: Volatility of marginal cost of reactive power in scenario Delay25 BAU. Own illustration.
and a low availability of conventional power plants, the reactive power supply is expensive in these
situations. Results for the Full25 scenario and the RES option are depicted in the appendix. In
the Full25 scenario, the volatility is lower and peaks are less extreme. It can be concluded that the
grid extensions, especially the additional reactive power potential from HVDC converter stations,
have a positive effect on an economical reactive power provision in Southern Germany.
6.3.3 Summary
The analysis of the 2025 scenarios revealed that a five year delay in grid extensions would lead
to a severe increase in redispatch and curtailment cost. Welfare losses are more than twice as
high as the estimated annual grid extension cost. Under this scenario, if no reactive power sources
from the distribution grid can be utilized, the reactive power provision especially in Southern
Germany will be difficult and costly among others because reactive power cannot be provided
by HVDC converter stations. Involving conventional and especially renewable energy sources in
the distribution grid would relieve the reactive power management and facilitate a cost savings
potential of up to 30 mio. EUR annually. If grids are extended according to the grid development
plan, the situation is less critical. Still substantial cost savings from the reactive power feed-in of
RES can be achieved. The extension of reactive power capabilities to STATCOM is economically
not viable and in the case of additional compensators the viability depends on the grid scenario:
considering a full grid extension, the net effect is negative. Considering the 5 year delay, a slightly
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positive effect can be observed. Either way, reactive power from the distribution grid outperforms
the additional installation of SVC and STATCOM.
6.4 Evaluation of 2035 Scenarios
Three different electricity system scenarios have been defined for the year 2035. Scenario Full35
considers a full grid extension according to the grid development plan. The Delay35 scenario
assumes a grid extension delay, which mainly affects further HVDC links. In this scenario only
the HVDC links envisioned for the Full25 scenario are considered, but not the three additional
ones. The Green35 does not consider those additional HVDC links either. Furthermore, a lignite
phase-out is assumed, i.e. the 9.7 GW of lignite capacity assumed in the grid development plan are
decommissioned and partially replaced by gas-fired power plants.
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Figure 6.16: Average use of 110 kV reactive power potential in scenarios Full35 RES and Green35
RES. Own illustration.
Figure 6.16 shows the reactive power usage from the distribution grid for the scenarios Full35 RES
and Green35 RES. The reactive power behavior of scenario Delay35 RES can be found in the
appendix. There are only minor differences in the average reactive power utilization. In particular
in the South, more capacitive reactive power from the distribution grid is used in the Green35
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scenario. Compared to the 2025 situation, larger potentials especially in the North and a clear
increase in inductive reactive power can be observed.
6.4.1 Cost Savings Potential
For all three scenarios the cost savings potentials are larger than in the 2025 scenarios. The
individual cost development is depicted in Figure 6.17. For the DSC option the savings potential is
relatively small compared to the RES option. The reason for this discrepancy is the low number
of full load hours of many conventional power plants connected to the 110 kV grid due to a high
availability of generation from renewable energy sources. The RES option generates increasing
savings potentials of up to 40.3 mio. EUR considering the Green35 scenario47. In the Full35 and
Delay35 scenarios, the expected cost savings are 26.8 mio. EUR, respectively 36.3 mio. EUR. Loss
reductions both in the transmission and in the distribution grid only play a minor role in these
scenarios. Cost savings are mainly driven by reductions in redispatch cost and compared to 2025
more importantly in curtailment cost. It can be concluded that voltage deviations and reactive
power flows increasingly limit the feed-in of renewable energy sources under the BAU option. As
in the previous scenarios, the extension of reactive power capabilities to STATCOM behavior
(option STC ) has very limited effects on operational costs and does not compensate the necessary
investment. Under option SVC, the additional installation of compensation devices causes net
savings. As in the scenarios previously discussed, compared to the utilization of reactive power
from the distribution grids, this effect is very limited.
The change in power plant dispatch driving the cost savings described is illustrated in Figure 6.18.
As in the previous scenarios, a ramping down of expensive gas-fired power plants can be observed.
In contrast to those scenarios, mainly coal-fired power plants, not lignite-fired plants, can be ramped
up on the other side of the congestion. Also the increasing effect of curtailment reduction is visible
in the dispatch data. Between 10.1 and 14.4 MW can additionally be fed into the grid on average.
Figure 6.13b shows system cost comparisons between the Full35 and Delay35 scenario. The delayed
grid extension causes an additional system cost of 1.370 bn. EUR. In this case, the RES option
would lead to a savings potential of 36.3 mio. EUR or 2.6%.
4740.3 mio. EUR corresponds to 0.38% of system cost or 6.9% of the 2014 level of relevant cost for ancillary services
and losses.
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Figure 6.17: System cost differences for 2035 scenarios (Full35 / Delay35 / Green35 ), DS =
Distribution System, TS = Transmission System. Own illustration.
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6.4.2 Marginal Cost of Reactive Power
The reactive power feed-in from conventional sources and the related marginal costs for the options
BAU and RES of the Green35 scenario are compared in Figure 6.19, because in this extreme
scenario the changes are most obvious. It can be observed that in the eastern part of Germany, the
provision of reactive power from conventional sources is almost entirely replaced by distribution
grid transfers. The remaining feed-in from conventional sources is subject to a very low marginal
cost. In particular the high feed-in at the converter station in Wollmirstedt is significantly reduced,
which leaves a higher margin for the transfer of real power to Bavaria. In the other parts of the
country, the changes are smaller, but also there a reduced feed-in and a marginal cost closer to zero
can be observed.
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Figure 6.19: Average reactive power feed-in (circle size) and marginal cost (circle color) for scenarios
Green35 BAU and Green35 RES. Own illustration.
In the Full35 BAU scenario, the volatility as well as the absolute value of average marginal cost
of reactive power are clearly higher in situations with a high negative residual load. According
to Table 6.5 in the very high wind and low vertical load situation (VL), the average marginal
cost increases to 7.55 EUR/Mvarh for capacitive reactive power. Also the variance of marginals is
highest in this situation. This means that in these situations the reactive power supply is expensive,
because conventional power plants that would not produce on a market basis have to be started up
to ensure voltage stability. This volatility and price shift towards capacitive reactive power can also
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be observed in the scatter plot of Figure 6.20. The vast wind and partially the high wind situations
show a wide spread of marginal cost and agglomerations of data points in the capacitive range.
This indicates a shortage of reactive power in these situations. The supply of both capacitive and
inductive reactive power involves a high opportunity cost.
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Figure 6.20: Volatility of marginal cost of reactive power in scenario Full35 BAU. Own illustration.
Table 6.5: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario Full35
BAU, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F 0.09 -0.05 -0.16 -0.17 -0.31
L 0.05 -0.03 -0.18 -0.17 -0.30
M -0.02 -0.01 -0.13 -0.08 -0.20
H -0.75 -0.98 -1.39 -0.29 -0.54
V -7.55 -1.80 -1.23 -1.01
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.27 0.42 0.46 0.74 1.13
L 0.20 0.26 0.69 0.49 1.43
M 0.14 0.13 0.07 0.08 0.48
H 7.36 6.77 11.17 1.00 12.23
V 204.69 88.26 31.59 25.55
6.4.3 Summary
The three scenarios defined for 2035 show certain cost saving potentials if reactive power from
renewable energy sources is utilized, while the exclusive utilization of conventional sources does not
entail comparable savings. The cost saving drivers are mainly curtailment and redispatch, while
the latter leads to an increasing feed-in of coal-fired power plants. Comparing the three scenarios,
the extreme scenario considering grid extension delays and a lignite phase-out has the highest cost
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saving potential. A delayed grid extension would lead to high operational costs and welfare losses
exceeding by far the required grid extension cost. In the East of Germany, reactive power from the
distribution grid could replace for the most part a provision from conventional sources and lead
to a perceptible decrease in marginal cost. Large negative residual loads occur in this scenario.
Reactive power from renewable energy sources can reduce must-run capacities in this scenario and
lead to system and marginal cost decreases especially in negative residual load situations.
6.5 Additional Scenarios
In the previous sections, the effects of several reactive power supply options under different electricity
system scenarios have been thourougly analyzed, including delays in grid extension and a lignite
phase-out. The analysis is extended in this section by taking into account other specific changes in
the electricity system or assumptions underlying the analysis. In doing so, the investigation will be
limited to the effects of the BAU and RES options on the different components of system cost. On
the one hand, the influence of the different changes on the savings potential can be estimated by
comparing the RES with the BAU option. On the other hand, for some of the additional scenarios
the influence of the parameters under investigation can be determined by comparing the system cost
of the BAU option of the additional scenario to the base scenario Full25 or Full35. A comparison
of the cost saving potential of the RES option in different scenarios, which will be described in the
following, for the years 2025 and 2035 is depicted in figures 6.21 and 6.22.
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of additional scenarios for 2025. Own illustration.
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Figure 6.22: Comparison of additional scenarios for 2035. Own illustration.
6.5.1 Scenario No Installation of Compensators
In the grid development plan of the German TSOs (Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2015b), the
construction of reactive power compensators is foreseen. In total 1390 Mvar of capacitive and
4800 Mvar of inductive reactive power shall be installed within the German transmission grid until
2025. Different technologies can be used to cover the voltage stability requirements of the grid. The
major part of the inductive reactive power is planned to be provided by Mechanically Switched
Capacitors (MSC) and Mechanically Switched Capacitors with Damping Network (MSCDN).
Capacitive reactive power shall be provided by inductors. Furthermore, SVCs and synchronous
condensers are going to provide both capacitive and inductive reactive power. The invest for these
devices is estimated as approximately 200 mio. EUR based on the prices for the compensators and
required switch gear of Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (2013). Considering a WACC of 4.0% and an
economic lifetime of 40 years, the annuity of this investment is 10.1 mio. EUR.
In this scenario, the installation of compensation devices shall be neglected. The comparison of
this No Compensation scenario with the base scenario reveals a cost increase of 2.2 mio. EUR for
2025 and 5.3 mio. EUR for 2035. This means that the installation of compensators foreseen in
the grid development plan leads to cost reductions that are smaller than the investment annuity.
This does not allow the conclusion, that the installation is redundant, because system security
considerations, such as contingency situations and the compliance with n-1 criteria can only be
rudimentarily reflected in the ELMOD AC model. Aspects of dynamic voltage stability are not
considered at all. Therefore the model can only be used to calculate the economic viability of
additional compensation devices, but not to decide upon the necessity for planned installations.
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Considering the No Compensator scenario, the savings potential inherent to the RES options
increases by about 1 mio. EUR per year.
6.5.2 Scenario No Reactive Power from HVDC Converters
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, HVDC converter stations equipped with VSC technology are able to
control both the real and reactive power exchange with the grid. Primarily, the HVDC links are
established to transfer real power from Northern to Southern Germany. The provision of reactive
power is an appreciated side effect as it helps to replace reactive power potentials of decommissioned
nuclear power stations. In order to estimate the economic value of this additional reactive power
provision, the No HVDC scenario is defined, under which real power can be transferred over the
HVDC links, but the converter stations at either end do not exchange reactive power with the grid.
The resulting system cost is then compared to the base scenario. For 2025, a cost difference of
12.2 mio. EUR can be observed, which can be interpreted as the economic value of the reactive
power provision. In the Full25 scenario, 12 GW of internal HVDC transfer capacity are considered,
resulting in 24 GVA of converter power considering the stations at both ends. Additionally 3.5
GVA of converter power for international links to Belgium, Denmark, Norway and Sweden have
been considered. This results in a total installed capacity of 27.5 GVA. Hence, the average annual
economic value is 443 EUR/MVA for reactive power from HVDC converter stations48. The cost
savings potential from the application of the RES option is 7.1 mio. EUR higher than in the base
case, which makes reactive power from the distribution grid more valuable if converters do not
supply reactive power. For 2035, the difference between the two scenarios is 21.9 mio. EUR, which
results in an increased economic value of 592 EUR/MVA49. Consequently, in the 2035 scenarios the
provision of reactive power from HVDC converters is more valuable. This is also reflected in an
increase of 11.8 mio. EUR in savings potential for the RES option.
6.5.3 Scenario Equipment of all RES with STATCOM
In Section 5.1.2, a heuristic approach has been developed to selectively equip wind or PV parks
with STATCOM behavior. The economic analysis of this chapter has revealed a small additional
savings potentials that does not justify the investment to support voltage stability in the 110 kV
and the transmission grid. The conclusion was drawn that STATCOM behavior is not required for
this purpose, as additional reactive power is primarily required in situations with a high feed-in of
48As calculations are based on a 50% security margin for the reactive power feed-in of HVDC links, the value of
the actually used potential is twice as high (887 EUR/MVA).
49Dividing the cost difference by the used potential, the actual economic value is 1184 EUR/MVA.
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renewable energy sources, when those sources are able to provide reactive power without additional
installations. This shall be confirmed by calculating the extreme case of a 100% equipment of
110 kV grid based wind and PV parks with STATCOM behavior.
The All STATCOM scenario reveals a very small additional savings potential of 1.2 mio. EUR
compared to the Full25 scenario. For 2035, the additional savings potential is more considerable
accounting to 5.0 mio. EUR. However, additional savings are very small compared to the effort to
equip all RES connected to the 110 kV grid with this technology. It can be confirmed that although
STATCOM allows to increase the reactive power potential in situations with a low feed-in, the
additional reactive power has a negligible economic value.
6.5.4 Scenario No Grid Extension
As grid extensions may be subject to delays longer than the five years assumed in the Delay25
and Delay35 scenarios, an extreme case is analyzed that does not involve any new constructions of
power lines at all. This means that only voltage upgrades and circuit extensions on existing power
line routes are accounted for. In order to keep the scenarios comparable, new substations and the
required transmission lines to connect them to the grid are included as well. As to be expected,
the missing grid extension leads to massive grid management costs and welfare losses of almost
5 bn. EUR for the No Extension scenario of the year 2025. In this scenario, a high cost savings
potential of 118.8 mio. EUR for the RES option could be expected.
For the 2035 scenario characterized by high generation capacities of onshore and offshore wind power
in particular in Northern Germany, the additional cost exceeds 9 bn. EUR as a rough estimate.
The actual assessment of this scenario is difficult, as the grid configuration lacking all construction
projects is absolutely unsuitable for the generation and feed-in patterns assumed. In this scenario,
interruptions of the electricity service at certain grid nodes are necessary, because the grid is not
able to supply electricity to those nodes. After all, the application of the RES option would suggest
a savings potential of 132.3 mio. EUR annually. This scenario is very unrealistic and has only been
added for reasons of completeness.
6.5.5 Scenario High Carbon Allowance Prices
As the cost of reactive power provision depends on cost and prices for the underlying generation
of real power, it can be expected that savings potentials are subject to fuel prices for electricity
generation. If the price of real power increases, the value of reactive power increases as well.
The availability of reactive power that can be supplied without the need for a costly reduction
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of real power generation depends on the power plant dispatch. In order to analyze the effects of
dispatch changes, a high price of 120 EUR per ton of CO2 is considered. This price would reverse
parts of the merit order. Considering an average efficiency of 55% for combined-cycle gas turbines
and approximately 43% for lignite and coal-fired power plants, gas-fired power plants are able to
produce electricity at lower marginal cost (105 EUR/MWh) than lignite- (112 EUR/MWh) and
hard coal-fired plants (124 EUR/MWh).
For this High CO2 Price scenario, a comparison of the system cost of the BAU option is relatively
meaningless, as the market outcome under this scenario is altered50. Therefore, the system cost
effects of the market outcome and the grid management cannot be separated. For 2025, the cost
reduction potential of the RES option is 40.5, respectively 60.6 mio. EUR for 2035. Also in this
case, a separation into effects arising from the price increase and from the change in the merit order
is difficult. Either way, the shortfall of cheap baseload capacities through high CO2 prices, increase
the economic benefits of a reactive power provision from the distribution grid.
6.5.6 Scenario Minimum Generation of Combined Heat and Power
Plants
The model calculations do not consider fixed must-run capacities for ancillary services. Must-run
restrictions for the provision of reactive power are inherently considered in the model, as voltage
stability and reactive power constraints have to be fulfilled. Must-run requirements from combined
heat and power (CHP) plants have not been considered, because flexibilities in the heat sector
arising from heat storage, power-to-heat or an external heat provision reduce must-run requirements.
In the Min Generation scenario a minimum electricity generation of 30% of the installed capacity for
CHP is assumed to account for fixed heat requirements. Power plants running with this requirement
are able to provide a wide range of reactive power without additional cost.
Table 6.6: Comparison of relative savings potentials between minimum generation and base scenario,
in mio. EUR
2014 2025 2035
SQ14 min Gen Full25 min Gen Full35 min Gen
DSC vs. BAU -5.0 -13.2 -5.6 -30.7 -6.8 -14.0
RES vs. DSC -4.3 -3.8 -9.2 -12.9 -20.0 -16.2
This is reflected in the cost savings comparison of figures 6.21 and 6.22. If CHP plants in the
distribution grid are in operation and able to provide reactive power, cost savings potentials increase.
50The three scenarios considered above lead to the same market outcome as the base scenario as long as the setup
of the electricity market and the bidding zones is not changed.
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As Table 6.6 shows, these savings potentials can mainly be attributed to conventional power sources.
The savings potential of the DSC option is significantly higher if must-run requirements are
considered. As generally more reactive power is available, the additional savings potential of
renewable energy sources decreases in this case in the 2014 and 2035 scenario. It can be concluded
that high must-run requirements increase the availability of reactive power and lead to increased
savings potentials from the distribution grid. At the same time, the importance of renewable energy
sources in the reactive power supply decreases.
6.6 Sensitivities of the Techno-economic Evaluation
In Section 5.3 sensitivities for the most important assumptions regarding the techno-economic
modeling of voltage stability and reactive power management have been calculated to estimate
the effects of these assumptions on the reactive power behavior of the grid, on the reactive power
potentials within the distribution grid and on the heuristic placement of reactive power devices. In
this section, the effects on system cost and savings potentials for selected sensitivity calculations
will be deducted. For this purpose, ELMOD AC has been used to calculate the economic effects of
the different assumptions.
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(b) Limitation of voltage bands (umin..umax) of the
110 kV grid
Figure 6.23: Savings potential and system cost for sensitivities on cosϕMV and voltage limits in
the 110 kV distribution grid, comparison of SQ14 RES with SQ14 BAU. Own illustration.
In the sensitivity analysis of Section 5.3 it could be observed that changes of the assumption on the
cosϕHV of generation equipment connected to the 110 kV grid, cosϕMV of generation equipment
connected to the medium voltage grid and on the medium voltage grid utilization msl essentially
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(b) Placement of STATCOM behavior in DES in the
110 kV distribution grid
Figure 6.24: Savings potential for sensitivities on installation of SVCs and STATCOM behavior.
Own illustration.
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Figure 6.25: Savings potential for sensitivities on the share of wind turbines that are able to provide
flexible reactive power. Own illustration.
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shift the reactive power behavior of the distribution grid. Therefore, only one of the sensitivities
shall be further investigated. The cosϕMV of generation equipment connected to the medium
voltage grid was chosen because a wider spread in extreme situations could be observed. The results
of the sensitivity analysis are illustrated in Figure 6.23a. Between a cosϕMV of 0.98 capacitive and
0.98 inductive, system cost under the BAU option increases by 26 mio. EUR. This means that a
capacitive cosϕMV reduces system cost. As the sources connected to the 110 kV grid are able to
compensate this reactive power behavior, the system cost under the RES option hardly changes.
Consequently, the savings potential calculated as the difference in system cost between the options
RES and BAU increases from 8.4 to 26.3 mio. EUR.
In the case of the admissible voltage band umin to umax of the 110 kV grid, the system cost is stable
throughout the variations. Also the savings potential between the options RES and BAU hardly
changes. Only in the case of the very narrow voltage band of +/-0.02 p.u., a higher savings potential
can be observed. It can be concluded that the voltage band assumptions of the distribution grid do
not have a significant effect on the results. The sensitivity analysis is illustrated in Figure 6.23b.
The economic effects of the heuristic installation of SVCs under different assumptions on the specific
investment is depicted in Figure 6.24a. It can be observed that the savings potential from comparing
the dispatch cost of the SVC with the BAU option decreases with increasing specific investments
and decreasing installations of compensation devices. If the investment annuities are included into
the comparison, the cost development is ambiguous, but close to zero. This means that the cost
savings in dispatch and system losses generated by the additional SVC installations are mostly
compensated – in some cases overcompensated – by the investment costs.
In the case of the placement of STATCOM behavior shown in Figure 6.24b, it is evident that the
availability of STATCOM behavior has hardly any influence on the cost savings in dispatch cost
comparing the STC and the BAU option. Taking into account the annuities of the investment,
the final savings are below those of the RES option. It can be concluded, that the installation of
STATCOM has a very limited effect on cost savings and that those effects are overcompensated by
the investment cost.
Figure 6.25 depicts the sensitivity of the savings potential for different shares of wind turbines that
are able to provide reactive power flexibly. The curve resembles a limited growth curve. Up to
a share of 10%, the savings potential increases steeply, afterwards the curve flattens. At a share
of 20% of turbines, 72% of the savings potential can be realized. Hence, only a part of the wind
turbines have to be equipped with the necessary ICT and integrated into the control centers to
achieve the savings potentials in the magnitude calculated in this work.
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Chapter 7
Cost of Voltage-induced
Redispatch
In the previous chapters, analysis of different reactive power supply options under varying scenarios
have been conducted. Reactive power potentials from the 110 kV distribution grids have been
estimated and their effects on system and marginal cost calculated. The two-step approach allowed
a holistic optimization and a thorough assessment of the different system cost drivers transmission
and distribution losses, curtailment and redispatch cost. Due to the decoupling of reactive power
potentials from the distribution grid and the techno-economic transmission grid model, congestions
and interdependencies with reactive power on distribution grid level, were not in scope of the
analysis.
The application of a nodal pricing based dispatch regime allowed the calculation of savings potentials
taking into account the limitations of a model that is not based on the current market design. Hence,
those savings potentials could not be compared to actual numbers for redispatch and curtailment
cost.
As discussed in Section 2.1, redispatch and curtailment cost have been increasing in recent years and
play a more and more dominant role in the cost of ancillary services. Due to the enormous increase
of those cost components in 2015, transmission operators announced increases in transmission grid
tariffs of up to 80%. The development of redispatch cost is linked to the pace of grid extensions on
transmission and distribution grid level. As shown in the previous chapter, delays in grid extension
can lead to substantial increases in redispatch and curtailment cost.
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The aim of this chapter is threefold. First, redispatch and curtailment cost for different grid
extension scenarios shall be estimated considering both the transmission and the 110 kV distribution
grid. Second, the savings potential in redispatch and curtailment cost shall be deducted for the
case that reactive power sources within the distribution grid can be utilized. Third, current- and
voltage-induced redispatch shall be untangled and the effects shall be separated. In contrast to the
previous chapters, this analysis will focus on costs that are actually observable under the current
market scheme. Besides, transmission and 110 kV distribution grid will be examined in a combined
approach. The analysis will focus on redispatch and curtailment cost. Other aspects, like grid
losses, are not considered. Hinz and Möst (2016) have described an earlier stage of this approach.
7.1 Redispatch Model Description
ELMOD LinAC will be the basis for this analysis, which allows for larger problems to be solved,
but limits the accuracy of the results due to the linearization approach. Because of the difference
in the underlying market regime and because of the nonconsideration of grid losses, deviations
between the results generated with ELMOD AC and the redispatch model can be expected.
7.1.1 Redispatch Model Formulation
Two models will be utilized for this approach: the market model described in Section 4.3 and
ELMOD LinAC described in Section 4.2. In order to convert the dispatch model ELMOD LinAC
into a redispatch model, a couple of adjustments have to be made.
First of all, the target function Equation (4.1) has to be replaced by the redispatch target function
Equation (7.1).
min Ctot =
∑
t∈T
ft ·
(∑
p∈P
cvarp · (GPp,t − gpmarketp,t )
+
∑
res∈RES
ccurt · (gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t −GPres,t)
+
∑
n∈N
cvoll · INFP+n,t + cdump · INFP−n,t + cinfq · (INF
Q+
n,t + INF
Q−
n,t )
+
∑
c,cc∈C
cpenaltyirdc,ccRINTc,cc,t)
)
(7.1)
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The variable cost of a power plant is no longer attributed to the full dispatch of a plant, but rather
to the difference between the actual dispatch in the redispatch model GPp,t and the dispatch in
the market model gpmarketp,t . Hence, ramping a power plant up leads to a positive cost, ramping it
down leads to a negative cost. As the market model should dispatch the power plants with the
lowest marginal cost first, the redispatch model should ramp down cheaper plants on one side of
the congestion and ramp up more expensive ones at the other side, resulting in a positive net cost.
If trading with other market zones is taken into account, situations may occur, in which the
market-based dispatch is limited by the NTC between two market zones. At the same time, in the
low price zone, power plants with variable cost below the market price of the high price zone are
still available and physical flow limits on interconnectors are not reached. In this situation, the
redispatch model would ”improve” the market outcome by taking advantage of free physical transfer
capacities, leading to a negative redispatch cost. This behavior changes the net position51 of both
market zones. As TSOs are not envisaged to interfere the market outcome, unless operational
measures are necessary to ensure grid security, this phenomenon cannot be observed in reality and
is undesired. In this redispatch model, the effect is prevented by applying a penalty cost cpenalty to
most international redispatch measures RINTc,cc,t changing net positions of market zones. This
means, international redispatch measures are only conducted if necessary and congestions cannot
be relieved internally.
Exceptions to this approach are the interconnections between Germany, Austria and Luxembourg.
Although, a split-up of the German-Austrian market zone along national borders is under discussion
(Schlandt, 2016), in 2014 electricity could be traded without limitations between all three countries.
This can lead to situations in which commercial schedules contain electricity exchanges that are
not technically feasible, in many cases due to internal congestions in Germany. Although it
may be possible to relieve those congestions internally in most cases, an international redispatch
significantly reduces the cost. A corresponding analysis is conducted in Section 7.2.1. In this case,
a retroactive alteration of the market outcome through international redispatch can be ruled out
because there have been no trade limitations in the market model. The factor irdc,cc is set to one
for all interconnectors that shall be subject to the penalty cost. For the interconnectors between
Germany and Austria as well as between Germany and Luxembourg, the factor is set to zero, so
that no penalty applies. In the case of international redispatch measures, the cost associated with
those measures is separated from the cost of national redispatch measures to prevent distortions of
cost changes between the market zones.
51Net position is defined as the difference between total exports and total imports of a market zone.
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In order to assure that international redispatch measures are only taken if necessary, national
redispatch balances as described in Equation (7.2) have to be added to the model. For each market
zone c and time step t, the sum of ramp-ups and ramp-downs (GPp,t − gpmarketp,t ) should be zero
and can only be altered by infeasibilities or international redispatch RINTc,cc,t. This assures that
the net position of a market zone will only be changed through international redispatch measures,
which in turn are subject to penalty costs.
0 =
∑
p∈mp′(c)
GPp,t − gpmarketp,t
+
∑
cc∈C
RINTcc,c,t −
∑
cc∈C
RINTc,cc,t
−
∑
n∈mn(c)
INFP+n,t − INFP−n,t ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ T
(7.2)
Furthermore, all other restrictions of ELMOD LinAC, described in Section 4.2 apply. As grid
losses shall not influence the optimization process of the redispatch model, they are not taken into
account, i.e. thermal losses are set to zero (lossPl,t,j = 0). Nevertheless, the reactive power behavior
lossQl,t,j is considered in the iterative approach.
7.1.2 Redispatch Model Approach
The redispatch model considers both current-induced and voltage-induced redispatch. In order to
distinguish between the two, a three-step approach is conducted that separates cost into individual
components caused by ensuring current and voltage limits. The approach starts with a market
model and continues with current- and voltage-induced redispatch model runs. As current- and
voltage induced redispatch cost cannot be calculated separately in a single step, two sequences
are possible: current-induced redispatch first or voltage-induced first. Current-induced redispatch
can change electricity flows on a larger scale, depending on the location and the magnitude of
a congestion and the availability of power plants at either end. As a change in electricity flows
alters the reactive power behavior of transmission lines and the feed-in change affects the operating
voltages, the calculation of current-induced redispatch is conducted first. If the modified power
plant dispatch still leads to the breach of voltage limits, a voltage-induced redispatch is conducted
in the third step.
The model is applied to a data set for Germany and the neighboring countries. Italy is added
to the data set as trade shows significant effects on the power flows in Switzerland, France and
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Austria. In contrast to the previous chapters, electricity grids for the neighboring countries are
represented physically. That means that individual lines and nodes are modeled and that loads and
power plants are attached to them instead of consolidating load and generation at a single node.
7.1.2.1 Step 1 – Market Model
In a first step, the electricity market model described in Section 4.3 is solved. This model returns a
least-cost power plant dispatch that satisfies the electricity demand of all market zones considered
either through power plants feeding into the zone or through commercial exchanges with other
market zones. These commercial exchanges between the zones are restricted by predefined net
transfer capacities. Internal congestions within the market zones are not considered. As the models
applied in the previous chapters, also the market model considers 24 different grid situations and
their respective frequencies. Hydro reservoir and pumped storage plants are dispatched during the
individual grid situations to achieve a minimum system cost over all the situations. The market
model follows the so-called ”copper plate” approach, this means that all electricity load and feed-in
within the grid of a market zone is summed up. This approach reflects the price formation and
scheduling of power plants at the European energy exchanges, i.e. electricity can be fed into or
withdrawn from the grid at a uniform price that does not depend on the geographical location.
7.1.2.2 Step 2 – Current-induced Redispatch
The generation schedules and energy exchanges calculated in the market model may cause an
overload on certain transmission lines or transformers, as the market mechanism leads to a least-cost
power plant dispatch within the market zones and does not necessarily ensure that load and
generation are geographically balanced. Based on day-ahead or intraday generation schedules
and renewable energy feed-in forecasts, TSOs conduct grid security calculations to decide if the
schedules are physically feasible or if security constraints are violated. In case the overload of
transmission equipment is detected in advance, the operator conducts a preventive redispatch.
In case the overload is detected ad hoc, for example because of inaccurate prognosis, a curative
redispatch has to be performed. In both cases the system operator alters the market result and
instructs at least one power plant at one side of the congestion to decrease its output and at least
one plant at the other side of the congestion to increase it. Possibly, a plant has to be started up.
For the estimation of volume and cost of the current-induced redispatch, loads and all feed-ins
of power plant dispatched in the market model are attributed to the respective grid nodes. This
allows the calculation of load flows within the electricity grid. These load flows may exceed in
some cases the thermal limits of transmission lines. The objective of the redispatch optimization
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problem is then to minimize the cost caused by the redispatch process limiting the current on all
transmission lines to their thermal limits. For this purpose, the redispatch model introduced above
is utilized under the modification, that unlimited reactive power is available to influence the voltage
at the individual nodes, i.e. penalty cost for reactive power infeasibilities cinfq is set to zero. This
matches with the ”unlimited reactive power” approach of Section 6.1.
7.1.2.3 Step 3 – Voltage-induced Redispatch
Based on the market outcome and the current-induced redispatch measures of step 2, available
reactive power sources can be dispatched according to the reactive power requirements of customers
and the grid. Situations may occur, when voltage at certain nodes cannot be kept within the
established boundaries only by using the reactive power fed in by running power plants. In
these situations, a voltage-induced redispatch is required. This means, electricity feed-in from
one power plant is reduced. According to the generator capability curve of Figure 2.5a, reactive
power potentials increase when real power production is ramped down. In order to cover the
imbalance, another power plant is started. This plant is able to provide reactive power as well.
As a consequence, the voltage can be kept within the established limits. In order to estimate
the cost associated with these voltage-induced redispatch measures, the redispatch model is run
again. In this step, reactive power is only allowed from reactive power sources like power plants,
compensators, etc. Penalty cost cinfq for reactive power infeasibilities is set back to a high value,
e.g. 10 000 EUR/Mvarh. As a consequence, these dummy variables are only utilized if the feasibility
of the model cannot be achieved otherwise. This approach results in redispatch volumes and
associated cost arising from both current- and voltage-induced redispatch measures. The isolated
effects of voltage-induced redispatch are calculated by subtracting the current-induced from the
combined results. As the model considers the transmission grid as well as the 110 kV distribution
grid, congestions on both levels are taken into account. As information on vertical congestion is
sparse, transformers are not considered as a source of congestion. Furthermore, voltage bands have
to be kept on both grid layers. As tap changing transformers are not inherently considered in the
model, broader voltage bands are applied to distribution grid nodes. While in the transmission grid
a band of +/- 0.03 p.u. is considered, the voltage at distribution grid nodes has to be kept within a
broader +/- 0.06 p.u. band to account for voltage adjustments that could occur due to the change
of transformer taps.
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7.2 Redispatch Model Results
The three-step redispatch model is applied to the data sets of the SQ14, Full25 and Delay25
scenarios. For the purpose of the redispatch model, the data sets contain detailed representations of
the transmission grid of Germany and its electrical neighbors including Italy as well as of the 110 kV
distribution grid in Germany. For 2035 no scenarios are calculated, because generation capacities
and grid extensions play a major role in the calculation of redispatch cost and the uncertainty
regarding both generation and transmission structures is very high.
7.2.1 Scenarios for 2014
For 2014, the model described above leads to a total curtailment cost of 95.2 mio. EUR and a
national redispatch cost of 79.5 mio. EUR for Germany. Additionally, international redispatch costs
of 103.2 mio. EUR occur. International redispatch is mostly conducted between Germany, Austria
and Luxembourg. Small amounts of redispatch occur between Switzerland and France as well.
7.2.1.1 Model Validation
The model allows for international redispatch between Germany, Austria, Luxembourg. On all
other interconnectors penalty costs apply for international redispatch to prevent the model from
”improving” the market result. In order to compare the results of the model run with cost observed
in 2014, the cost arising from the international redispatch has to be attributed to the countries.
Because the TSO whose transmission line is overloaded bears the cost of the redispatch, the
transmission lines responsible for the redispatch have to be identified. The model is solved in a
closed approach, i.e. all congestions are relieved in a single model run, therefore it is impossible to
attribute a specific redispatch measure to a congested line afterwards. However, conclusions can be
drawn from the frequency and the location of congestions.
Figure 7.1 shows how frequently each transmission line is overloaded and constitutes a binding
restriction in the redispatch model. The transmission lines showing the highest frequency of
congestions are located between Vierraden and Krajnik in Poland as well as the two lines feeding the
Vierraden substation from Pasewalk and Neuenhagen. This coincides very well with the observations
of the federal grid agency, which identifies the same lines as a source of congestion in its monitoring
report (Bundesnetzagentur, 2015, p. 103). Also the line between Röhrsdorf and Hradec in Czech
Republic and between Remptendorf and Redwitz are congested, coinciding with the monitoring
report. Another transmission line in the area between Weida and Eula does not appear in the
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Figure 7.1: Frequency of congested grid elements and nodal voltages at upper / lower bound:
scenario SQ14 BAU. Own illustration.
report. Also several short connections between Baden Wuerttemberg and Rhineland Palatinate as
well as around Düsseldorf do not seem to be congested in reality. In conformity with the monitoring
report, the model results show congestions on the line between Pleitning in Bavaria and St. Peter
in Austria, Großkrotzenburg and Gießen, Godenau and Göttingen, around Conneforde and on
the line from Hamburg towards Denmark. All in all, the results show a high conformity with the
congestions reported in the monitoring report, which allows the conclusion that the redispatch
model reflects reality in terms of congestions in the transmission grid relatively well. In Austria, the
model results show congestions mainly around Vienna and on several dead end lines, which may
be caused by an inaccurate distribution of load and generation capacities. Structural congestions
can be observed between Vorarlberg, Tirol and the rest of the country as well as on the borders
towards Germany and Italy.
On distribution grid level, congestions occur in all parts of Germany, but with a strong accumulation
in Schleswig Holstein. This coincides with the observation that 96% of the unused energy results
from curtailment measures conducted in Northern Germany, especially in Schleswig Holstein.
Considering voltage stability, the sources of redispatch measures are more difficult to identify
because not every nodal voltage reaching its limit requires a redispatch. Nevertheless, Figure 7.1
shows the frequency of nodal voltages reaching their upper or lower bound. Most of these limitations
are located in the transmission grid. A concentration of voltage limitations can be observed in the
West and the South of Germany.
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When it comes to the attribution of international redispatch cost, it can be observed that congested
lines on transmission grid level are mostly located within Germany in North-South direction
and towards its Eastern neighbors. Some congestions occur in Austria as well, but to a lesser
extent and with less impact on international physical flows. It is assumed that these congestions
cause mostly national redispatch and that international redispatch measures are mainly driven
by structural congestions within Germany. Loop flows through Poland and the Czech Republic
caused by the electricity transfers from the North to the South of Germany are another source of
international redispatch. Thus, summing up national redispatch measures within Germany and
international ones results in 182.7 mio. EUR. In comparison, the monitoring report of the federal
grid agency states a redispatch cost of 186 mio. EUR showing that the model estimates this cost
quite accurately. In terms of curtailment cost, the model results reveal 95.2 mio. EUR compared
to 82.7 mio. EUR paid by the system operators in 2014. As the reimbursement process has a
significant time lag, the claims of the year 2014 are significantly higher. System operators estimate
liabilities of 183 mio. EUR. This means that results for redispatch are quite close to the actual
numbers, but results for curtailment vary significantly. One reason for these differences could be
that in the model transformers connecting the transmission with the 110 kV distribution system are
not a source of congestion. As actual transmission capacities are unknown, high installed capacities
of transformers had to be assumed.
7.2.1.2 Results for the Base Scenario
Figure 7.2 depicts a breakdown of the redispatch and curtailment costs per country. Cost is
broken down into current- and voltage-induced components and into redispatch and curtailment.
Curtailment does not play a major role in most other countries. This can be explained by less
installed capacity of renewable energy sources (cf. Figure 4.13), but may also be due to the fact that
distribution grids of the other countries are not reflected. The same holds true for voltage-induced
redispatch measures. For Germany, power plants are attributed to their respective voltage level
in the data set and reactive power requirements of the underlying grid are considered. For the
other countries, the data availability is lower. Therefore, all power plants above 100 MW have
been assumed to be connected to the transmission grid providing reactive power. Assumably, this
overestimates the availability of reactive power. As the aim of this work is to analyze the effects
emerging from a reactive power provision from the distribution grid in Germany, these simplifications
are unlikely to influence the results. However, the physical representation of neighboring countries
is necessary to correctly reflect loop flows, which influence the necessity for redispatch measures.
This is especially the case as the combined market zone of Germany and Austria is considered in
the model.
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Figure 7.2: Model results for redispatch cost per country, scenario SQ14 BAU. Own illustration.
Nevertheless redispatch, especially current-induced, can be observed in other countries as well. In
Italy, redispatch cost is particularly high, because cheap generation sources are located in the North
close to industrial centers. Due to the shape and the geographical characteristics of the country,
the transmission grids are not able to transport all the cheap generation to the South. Therefore,
in reality Italy is split up into different bidding zones – a fact that is not reflected in the model. It
can be assumed that the split into bidding zones was conducted to prevent high redispatch cost.
For this reason, the high redispatch cost considering a single-zone market appears to be realistic.
Also in France redispatch cost, especially voltage-induced, is high, which indicates challenges in the
voltage stability or an inaccurate reflection of reactive power sources.
Table 7.1: Redispatch and curtailment cost per grid situation in scenario SQ14 BAU (left) and
SQ14 RES (right) for Germany, incl. international redispatch cost, in kEUR.
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
(kEUR) F L M H V
F 0.0 6.6 15.9 105.7 124.7
L 0.0 0.3 14.4 11.0 95.3
M 0.0 0.4 17.1 20.1 225.6
H 58.7 55.2 52.9 73.6 74.5
V 351.5 381.8 273.2 453.1
Vertical load
(kEUR) F L M H V
F 0.0 6.4 15.3 101.3 121.1
L 0.0 0.2 13.8 9.8 89.3
M 0.0 0.1 16.7 19.0 218.3
H 52.0 50.5 50.4 71.0 71.1
V 320.8 360.0 256.2 418.1
For Germany, there is a relatively small part of national current-induced redispatch measures.
This is surprising, because apparently there are congestions in the transmission grid that have
to be relieved applying redispatch measures. As discussed above, the international redispatch
measures are mainly caused by congestions within Germany. Therefore, these costs should be added
resulting in 125.5 mio. EUR. Furthermore, there is significant amount of curtailment measures,
mainly current-induced, but also to a lesser extent voltage-induced. These curtailment costs can
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have two different origins. On the one hand, there are congestions in the distribution grids. In
particular in situations with a high wind power feed-in, distribution systems are not able to transport
the electricity to the transmission grid. On the other hand, congestions in the transmission grid
occur that impede the transport of electricity generated by wind parks to the South and West.
Eventually, there is a substantial amount of voltage-induced redispatch costs. This indicates that
voltage stability causes considerable cost, especially in high load and high wind feed-in situations.
Table 7.1 shows the redispatch cost per grid situation. It can be observed that in situations with a
low or medium load as well as a low or medium wind feed-in, redispatch cost is very low or even
zero. In high or very high load situations, redispatch costs increase to over 100 000 EUR per hour.
In situations with a high wind feed-in both redispatch and curtailment costs increase. The highest
redispatch and curtailment cost of nearly 0.5 mio. EUR per hour occurs in the situation with a
very high load and very high wind feed-in (VV ), as both effects are combined. For this extreme
situation, Figure 7.3 shows a comparison of current- and voltage-induced redispatch measures.
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(b) Current- and voltage-induced redispatch
Figure 7.3: Comparison of current- and voltage-induced redispatch in scenario SQ14 BAU in very
high wind and very high load situation (VV). Own illustration.
Circles indicate redispatch measures in the transmission grid, rhombs indicate measures in the
distribution grid. Green symbols mark a ramp-up of generation capacities, orange symbols a
ramp-down and red symbols mark nodes, where feed-in from renewable energy sources is curtailed.
The size of the symbols is relative to the amount of electricity that is redispatched. The largest
symbols indicate a redispatch measure of about 1 000 MW. Bold lines characterize the transmission
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grid, thin lines the 110 kV distribution grid. The color indicates the utilization of the line, congested
lines are marked red.
In terms of redispatch measures, an imaginary line can be drawn in Figure 7.3a from the Ruhr
in the North West to the northern border of Bavaria in the South East. North of this imaginary
line, capacities have to be ramped down, south of the line, capacities have to be ramped up to
relieve the congestions in the grid. Especially in the northern part of the country, feed-in has to be
curtailed for this purpose. To a lesser extent, this also happens in the eastern part. It can also be
observed, that various power plants are ramped up in Austria to support the redispatch, while in
the other countries subject to loop flows – Poland and Czech Republic – less redispatch is conducted.
Considering Figure 7.3b, which shows redispatch measures taking into account voltage stability as
well, a couple of changes can be observed. At two locations, a ramp-up and a ramp-down nearby is
evident. This indicates a lack of reactive power compensated by the increased reactive power range
resulting from this measure. At other locations, additional redispatch measures are observable to
provide more reactive power.
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energy sources (option BAU )
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Figure 7.4: Average reactive power feed-in from generation sources and average reactive power
consumption by power lines (SQ14 ). Own illustration.
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Figure 7.5: Model results comparison for redispatch cost in scenarios SQ14 BAU and SQ14 RES,
in mio. EUR. Own illustration.
All results shown so far are related to the BAU option, which means that the reactive power output
of conventional and renewable energy sources in the distribution grid cannot be controlled. In order
to assess the effect of those decentralized energy sources on voltage stability and related redispatch
cost, a model run for the RES option is conducted as well. Figure 7.4 depicts the average reactive
power feed-in of conventional and renewable energy sources as well as compensation devices. The
average reactive power feed-in in Northern and Eastern Germany is mostly capacitive, while the
feed-in in the South and especially in the West tends to be inductive. This can only partly be
explained by differences in the load behavior of transmission lines, but is mainly caused by higher
consumption densities and thus a higher demand for inductive reactive power from electricity
customers. Without a controlled reactive power provision from the distribution grid, reactive
power has to be provided by power plants connected to dedicated nodes of the transmission grid as
depicted in Figure 7.4a. In Figure 7.4b, a geographically much more distributed reactive power
behavior is observable. The availability of reactive power is increased regionally as well as in total.
This leads to decreasing reactive power requirements for conventional sources in the transmission
grid.
Figure 7.5 shows a comparison for German, Austrian and international redispatch cost. In this
model run, only decentralized energy sources in the German 110 kV distribution grids have been
considered. Therefore, the differences in Austria are very small. The same is true for international
redispatch measures. This result makes sense because reactive power has to be provided locally and
an international redispatch would not solve any internal voltage problems. For Germany, the results
for the current-induced redispatch and curtailment are nearly the same as well. Small differences
occur due to the methodology used to estimate the redispatch costs for this case. The main difference
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comes from the voltage-induced redispatch measures. This cost can be reduced by 9.5 mio. EUR per
year, if decentralized sources are taken into account. Also in the case of curtailment, a reduction
of 3.8 mio. EUR is possible. The total cost reduction accounts to 13.4 mio. EUR, which is an 8%
decrease. In relation to the voltage-induced components, the reduction is 22%. This generally
confirms the cost savings potential of 9.3 mio. EUR from Chapter 6. However, in that chapter the
largest part of the potential was attributed to a reduction of grid losses. In the redispatch model,
grid losses are not reflected. The high savings potential is notwithstanding possible, as it may
lead to higher grid losses. The interdependency between these effects was explicitly investigated
in the previous chapter, and shall not be repeated at this point. Furthermore, the higher savings
potential may be caused by reduced curtailment or redispatch in the distribution grid. This aspect
was not part of the analysis in the previous chapter. Other possibilities for the discrepancy could be
inaccuracies caused by the linearization utilized in this approach or by the decoupling of distribution
grid potentials and transmission grid effects in the previous chapter.
7.2.1.3 Prevention of International Redispatch
Not all of the congestions have to be relieved through international redispatch measures, in many
cases national measures could be applied. Therefore, a second model run is performed, in which the
international redispatch between Germany, Austria and Luxembourg is subject to the same penalty
that applies for all other interconnectors. Figure 7.6 depicts the necessary redispatch measures in a
situation with very high wind and load in Germany and the surrounding areas.
In comparison to Figure 7.3b it can be observed that the overall amount of redispatch increases.
In Northern and especially in Eastern Germany more running power plants have to be ramped
down. At the same time, capacities in Western and Southern Germany have to be ramped up.
Near the southern border, capacities have to be ramped down again to prevent a local overload of
transmission lines. The same is true for transmission lines in Poland and the Czech Republic. In
the original scenario, only few redispatch measures were necessary in these countries. In Austria,
several power plants have to be redispatched and renewable energy sources have to be curtailed to
prevent an overload of the transmission lines towards the Czech Republic. In general, more lines –
especially those cross-border transmission lines and lines in Southern Germany – are congested
than in the original scenario. It can be concluded, that in the given market zone and transmission
grid configuration, the attempt to relieve transmission lines only with national measures, leads
to propagating congestions in each of the market zones affected by the loop flows. Consequently,
national measures have to be taken in every country to keep the grid in a stable condition.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of current- and voltage-induced redispatch in scenario SQ14 BAU without
international redispatch in very high wind and very high load situation (VV). Own illustration.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of redispatch model results with and without international redispatch,
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This is also reflected in the resulting redispatch cost depicted in Figure 7.7. There is a slight increase
in redispatch cost for the Czech Republic and for Poland. In Austria, the redispatch and curtailment
measures quadruple the cost of the original scenario. Also in Germany, there is a considerable
increase. In the scenario without international redispatch, by definition the international redispatch
cost is zero. If redispatch and curtailment cost including the international component are summed
up in both cases, a difference of 172 mio. EUR persists. This means, a prevention of international
redispatch measures would lead to a cost increase of 46% considering all the countries involved. It
can be concluded, that relieving congestions in the German-Austrian market zone using international
measures is beneficial both from an economic and from a technical point of view. Cost is reduced
and the number of interventions into the market outcome is minimized.
7.2.2 Scenarios for 2025
The same analysis as for the SQ14 scenario is also conducted for the year 2025. The full grid
extension scenario (Full25 ) and the delayed grid extension scenario (Delay25 ) are calculated under
the assumption of a German-Austrian market zone. Moreover, the same calculations are carried
out assuming a market splitting of the German-Austrian market zone.
7.2.2.1 Results for the full grid extension scenario
Under the assumption of a full grid extension, total redispatch costs are moderate. Figure 7.8 shows
the yearly cost per country. For Germany, the cost of redispatch has increased compared to the
2014 situation, while curtailment remains at a relatively stable level. Hence, the grid extension
measures foreseen in the grid development plan and the assumed ones on distribution grid level are
able to integrate new renewable energy sources into the grid. A higher amount of 90 mio. EUR
in total has to be spent for voltage-related redispatch and curtailment. International redispatch
measures have increased threefold. As in the 2014 case, the largest amount of these measures can
be attributed to the German-Austrian border. Due to a higher availability of low-price electricity
from renewable energy sources, intended exchanges within the market zone increase and lead to
congestions in the grid. Further increases of redispatch cost can be observed in Austria, France
and Italy. Assumably, this effect can partially be attributed to an inaccurate placement of new
generation capacities in these countries. As no detailed information about the regional capacity
distribution is available, already installed capacities of the same technology have been scaled to the
total capacity assumed in the ENTSO-E Ten Year Network Development Plan 2014 (ENTSO-E,
2014b).
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Figure 7.8: Model results for redispatch cost per country in scenario Full25 BAU. Own illustration.
Table 7.2: Redispatch and curtailment cost per grid situation in scenario Full25 BAU (left), Full25
RES (right) for Germany, incl. international redispatch cost, in kEUR.
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
(kEUR) F L M H V
F 8.8 49.0 204.5 437.4 569.0
L 10.4 21.5 14.0 392.7 549.5
M 0.0 6.6 21.0 137.0 594.5
H 0.0 0.0 0.0 77.4 43.7
V 714.9 621.2 799.9 753.3
Vertical load
(kEUR) F L M H V
F 7.3 45.2 204.3 436.2 568.9
L 10.4 21.0 13.4 392.9 549.2
M 0.0 6.4 20.7 134.8 593.7
H 0.0 0.0 0.0 70.3 41.7
V 689.2 600.0 768.3 726.9
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A break-down of the redispatch and curtailment cost to the actual grid situations can be found in
Table 7.2. Cost is particularly high in situations with a high load and low wind feed-in. In these
situations, electricity is mostly generated by conventional power plants. Imbalances between the
production in Germany and Austria as a result of the market outcome lead to congestions in the
grid and require mainly international redispatch measures. National redispatch and particularly
curtailment cause high costs in situations with a very high wind feed-in. The highest cost is caused
in the situation with very high wind feed-in and high load (VH ). This situation as well as the VL
situation with a negative residual load shall be analyzed in detail. These are also the situations
with the highest savings potential of up to 31.6 kEUR if reactive power sources in the distribution
grid are utilized.
Figure 7.9 shows the current- and voltage-induced redispatch measures in Germany, Austria and
the surrounding areas. In a situation with a very high wind feed-in and a low load (Figure 7.9a),
which results in a negative residual load, curtailment measures mostly along the coast of the North
Sea can be observed. This ramp-down of generation from renewable energy sources is compensated
by conventional power plants in the western part of Germany. The HVDC links are almost entirely
loaded and transport electricity from North to South. In Austria, internal redispatch measures are
conducted in order to shift the electricity generation towards the West. In the very high feed-in and
high load situation of Figure 7.9b, a strict division between the North and the South of Germany
can be observed. The northern limits of Bavaria and Rhineland-Palatinate determine the division.
On the northern side, conventional power plants are ramped down and renewable energy is curtailed,
while at the southern side and in Austria conventional power plants have to be started up. In this
case, HVDC links are completely loaded as well. The redispatch behavior under consideration of
reactive power sources in the distribution grid can be found in the appendix. The general behavior
is very similar, although redispatch quantities can be reduced.
Although, the redispatch behavior does not show qualitative changes under the RES option, the
reactive power supply depicted in Figure 7.10 does. While in the BAU case, reactive power is
provided at a limited number of transmission grid nodes, in the RES case, it can be provided at a
larger number of locations in the distribution grid as well. These options are particularly used in
the North of Germany to provide capacitive – and in some areas inductive – reactive power, but
also in the southern part to provide mainly inductive reactive power. The provision of inductive
reactive power in the South is required to compensate the reactive power requirements of electricity
customers. In the North the reactive power behavior of highly loaded distribution and transmission
lines has to be compensated. Capacitive reactive power is required for the compensation of non-
loaded transmission lines. In general, due to the grid extensions, the requirement for capacitive
reactive power of the transmission grid has increased. In the BAU as well as in the RES case, the
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Figure 7.9: Current- and voltage-induced redispatch measures in scenario Full25 BAU. Own
illustration.
converter stations of the HVDC lines are an important supplier of reactive power in the respective
areas.
The financial implications of a controlled reactive power supply from distribution grid sources is
depicted in Figure 7.11. As in the 2014 case, the effects in Austria and on international redispatch are
rather small. In Germany alone, a reduction of 15.5 mio. EUR can be expected, which corresponds
to a 17% decrease in relation to the total cost of voltage-induced redispatch and curtailment.
The largest part of this decrease can be accounted to curtailment measures. In total, the savings
potential accounts to 22.2 mio. EUR.
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Figure 7.10: Average reactive power feed-in from generation sources and average reactive power
consumption by power lines (Full25 ). Own illustration.
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in mio. EUR. Own illustration.
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7.2.2.2 Results for the delayed grid extension scenario
Analogously to the approach of Chapter 6, a five year grid extension delay (scenario Delay25 )
has been considered. In comparison to the Full25 scenario, the volume of the redispatch and
curtailment measures of Figure 7.12 is considerably larger. In the low load situation VL of
Figure 7.12a, additional capacity ramp-ups especially in the South are required. Electricity in these
regions has to be supplied by conventional sources. Due to the missing HVDC links, less renewable
generation from the North can be transported to these regions. This leads to additional amounts
of curtailed renewable energy in the North. The same holds true for the high load situation VH
of Figure 7.12b. Large capacities in the South have to be ramped up or started up. In the North
ramp-downs and curtailment measures are conducted. In Austria, international redispatch occurs
through the ramp-up of conventional capacities in both situations.
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(a) Very high wind, low load (VL)
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Figure 7.12: Current- and voltage-induced redispatch measures in scenario Delay25 BAU. Own
illustration.
Figure 7.13 depicts a comparison of the frequencies of congested grid elements and nodal voltages
reaching their upper or lower limit for the Full25 and Delay25 scenario. As the electricity
transmission via HVDC links can be actively controlled by the grid operator and is independent
from the load on the AC transmission lines, these connections are fully used most of the time
(Figure 7.13a). Also some of the transmission lines transporting electricity to the converters in
the North and from the converters to customers in the South show a high frequency of congestion.
Also international HVDC connections, such as the existing ones to Sweden and Denmark, but also
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Figure 7.13: Frequency of congested grid elements and nodal voltages at upper / lower bound in
2025 scenarios. Own illustration.
the new interconnectors to Norway and Belgium are strongly utilized. This indicates sufficient
differences in the cost structures of generation parks of the different countries fostering a high level
of trade within the European interconnected grid. Numerous transmission and distribution lines
in the regions with high wind power capacities in the North are congested in both scenarios. The
Delay25 scenario depicted in Figure 7.13b with only one national HVDC link shows a slightly,
but not significantly higher number of congestions in North - South direction52. Surprisingly, the
HVDC link is not fully loaded, which is apparently caused by congestions on transmission lines
feeding the converter stations. Evidently, a small number of transmission lines limits the electricity
transport from North to South. When HVDC links can be used, these congestions are bypassed
and curtailment as well as redispatch amounts decrease (cf. Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.9) without
changing the general flow scheme of the AC grid. Congestions on interconnectors to Poland and
the Czech Republic persist in both scenarios, but at least in the case of Poland, the frequency
of congestions in the Vierraden – Krajnik area is reduced. Regarding voltage limitations, high
limitation frequencies can be observed in both cases, especially in the West and South West.
Table 7.3 showing the redispatch and curtailment cost per grid situation in the BAU and RES case
reveals an interesting behavior concerning a high wind power feed-in. In the Full25 scenario, only
52The visual impression of Figure 7.13 may suggest higher congestion rates in the Full25 than in the Delay25
scenario. This visual impression may be caused by the HVDC links (the straight lines) colored in red. As discussed
above, their load can be controlled independently from the AC load flows which facilitates a full usage in many hours
of the year. Ignoring those links, congestion rates in the AC grid are slightly higher in the Delay25 scenario.
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Table 7.3: Redispatch and curtailment cost per grid situations in scenario Delay25 BAU (left) and
Delay25 RES (right) for Germany, incl. international redispatch cost, in kEUR.
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
(kEUR) F L M H V
F 32.6 79.3 222.2 489.3 670.3
L 55.8 42.8 54.6 446.6 676.2
M 50.6 91.6 105.1 214.0 712.0
H 531.9 553.7 587.8 501.3 341.9
V 1907 2004 2283 1942
Vertical load
(kEUR) F L M H V
F 30.1 78.1 222.2 486.2 664.5
L 54.9 42.8 54.6 446.9 667.0
M 51.1 91.6 104.7 212.1 712.2
H 516.9 537.4 575.9 486.4 329.8
V 1887 1987 2265 1922
situations with a high residual load and very high wind feed-in caused high congestion management
cost. In the Delay25 scenario, also high wind feed-in situations cause elevated cost. In the first case,
grid management cost passes 2 mio. EUR per hour, in the latter case 0.5 mio. EUR. According
to Section 5.2.1.1, very high wind feed-in situations occur in 2% of the cases, high wind feed-in
in 23%. This means that the grid extensions foreseen in the grid development plan are able to
handle wind power feed-in 98% of the time, only the top 2% of wind power feed-in situations cause
considerable congestion management costs. If these grid investments are omitted, around 25% of
the time considerable grid management measures are required due to a high wind feed-in53. While
the typical hourly savings from the RES option are in the same range as in the Full25 scenario,
the number of situations, which allow these savings, increases.
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Figure 7.14: Model results for redispatch cost in scenarios Full25 BAU, Full25 RES, Delay25 BAU
and Delay25 RES including grid extension cost, in mio. EUR. Own illustration.
53As the wind feed-in data in this work is divided into only five categories, the actual percentage values may vary.
Assuming a uniform distribution of data points within the categories, in the best case scenario, this value is reduced
to 13.5%, if all wind feed-in data points below the representative value for the high feed-in situation do not cause
elevated curtailment and redispatch costs. In the worst case scenario, all data points within the high feed-in category
cause this behavior and additionally data points above the representative value for the medium category. In this
case, 50% of all wind feed-in situations would lead to elevated congestion management costs.
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Figure 7.14 depicts a comparison of congestion management cost for the Full25 and Delay25
scenarios. It is evident that the omission of grid extensions measures leads to an exorbitant increase
of operational cost in Germany. In the Delay25 scenario, the cost in Germany is more than six times
as high and nearly reaches 2 bn. EUR per year. Also for Poland and for international redispatch, a
significant cost increase can be observed. A detailed assembly of congestion management costs per
country can be found in the appendix. On the other hand, the estimated cost caused by the grid
extensions in the Full25 scenario is comparably low. For the purpose of this comparison a required
investment volume of approximately 10 bn. EUR was assumed for the additional HVDC links and
AC grid lines of scenario Full25. Considering a WACC of 4.0% and a depreciation period of 40 years
plus a 2% annual O&M rate, the annual cost of the extended grid is estimated to be 703 mio. EUR.
This means that a five year delay in grid extension measures leads to 70% higher grid costs including
investment, operation and maintenance as well as congestion management. These cost components
have to be borne by electricity customers through their grid charges. Cost savings translate into
lower grid charges for the customers. An analysis how grid extensions and demographic effects
influence the development of grid charges can be found in Hinz et al. (2014) and Möst et al. (2015).
Regarding the controlled feed-in of reactive power in the 110 kV distribution grid (option RES ), a
cost decrease of up to 2.5% of total congestion management cost can be achieved. Reductions can
mainly be observed in German and international redispatch cost. Regarding the Delay25 scenario,
relative cost savings decrease to 1.6%, while in absolute terms those savings almost double from
23 mio. EUR to 45 mio. EUR. This magnitude coincides with the results from Chapter 6. A detailed
comparison of cost components for this scenario can be found in the appendix.
7.2.2.3 Results for a market splitting between Germany and Austria
The control areas of German and Austrian TSOs constitute a common market zone. Consequently,
electricity can be sold or bought at a uniform price at any location within the Austrian and German
control areas (EPEX SPOT, 2016a). This situation may cause trade volumes of up to 10 GW
between the German and Austrian control areas that exceed the physical capabilities of the grid. As
a consequence, loop flows via Poland and the Czech Republic increase. According to transmission
operators, these loops flows jeopardize the system security in those countries. The Agency for the
Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) conducted a study analyzing the impacts of a possible
split of the market zone. Based on the analysis, ACER recommends the split (Schlandt, 2016).
The German federal grid agency requested the TSOs to prepare preventive congestion management
measures staring in summer 2018 in order to limit redispatch and excessive exchanges that jeopardize
system security in Germany, Austria, Poland and the Czech Republic (Bundesnetzagentur, 2016c).
In particular, the Austrian regulator and TSO criticize a possible split of the market zone because
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higher electricity prices can be expected in Austria. According to the regulator, no structural
congestion exists at or near the German-Austrian border. Congestions rather exist within Germany
and at the German-Polish border. The regulator argues that EU legislation forbids the artificial
introduction of preventive congestion management measures along national borders to eliminate
intrastate electricity grid congestions and that alternatives have not been sufficiently investigated.
The regulator filed a lawsuit against the intended split at the European Court of Justice (E-Control,
2016).
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Figure 7.15: Current- and voltage-induced redispatch in scenarios Full25 BAU and Delay25 BAU
in the very high wind, high load situation (VH) with market zone split. Own illustration.
Because the outcome of the dispute is unclear and in order to achieve a comparability with the 2014
scenario, a common German-Austrian market zone has been assumed also for 2025 scenario. In
order to analyze the effects on redispatch cost and on the benefits of a reactive power supply from
the distribution grid, a separation of the market zone shall be analyzed as well. For this purpose, a
net transfer capacity of 4500 MW in the Delay25 and 5500 MW in the Full25 scenario between
Germany and Austria and vice versa has been introduced.
Figure 7.15 depicts the redispatch measures in the very high wind, high load situation (VH ) under
scenarios Full25 and Delay25. In the full grid extension scenario a reduced redispatch behavior can
be observed in contrast to the common market zone case. At the Ruhr, no significant ramp-down is
necessary to ensure a secure electricity transfer to the South. Main centers of capacity ramp-down
can be observed in Eastern Germany and along the cost of the North Sea in the form of curtailment
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measures. In Austria, only national redispatch measures are conducted. If a delayed grid extension
is assumed, a similar behavior can be observed. Capacities are ramped down mainly in the East
and in the North, while additional generation is ramped up in the South and West. In this case, the
redispatch behavior in Austria is almost independent from the level of grid extension in Germany.
Under both scenarios, a similar redispatch can be observed.
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A comparison of congestion management cost for all scenarios is depicted in Figure 7.16. Considering
a split of the German-Austrian market zone, no international redispatch is required to ensure
system stability. Although the national redispatch costs in both countries increase, this increase is
overcompensated by the shortfall of international redispatch cost. Under a full grid extension, total
redispatch and curtailment cost can be reduced by 19%. Considering a delay, the reduction is 8%.
In both scenarios, the split of the market zone negatively affects the potential cost savings from
a controlled reactive power provision in the distribution grid. This savings potential is reduced
by 24%, respectively 28% percent if the market zone is split. It can be concluded that a split of
the market zone has a positive effect on congestion management cost, but decreases the economic
potential of a reactive power provision from the distribution grid. Besides, such a split would
impact welfare on the wholesale electricity markets in both countries.
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7.2.3 Trade-off Between Grid Extension and Congestion Management
In this chapter, grid extension scenarios, an adjustment of the German-Austrian market zone and
different reactive power supply options have been analyzed. In the next step, the interdependencies
between grid extension, market zone layout and reactive power supply shall be investigated. For
this purpose, the differentiation between the Full25 and Delay25 scenario will be refined.
In general, there is a trade-off between grid extension and congestion management. If transmission
grids are not sufficient for the amount of electricity transferred within a market zone, congestion
management is required. The market results have to be adjusted to guarantee the technical
feasibility of load, power plant dispatch and renewable generation. This causes redispatch and
curtailment costs, which have to be borne by the grid users. Grids can be extended in order to
increase the possibility for inter-zonal exchanges. On the one hand, this decreases the cost for
congestion management. On the other hand, capital cost and depreciation of the assets as well as
expenditures for operation and maintenance increase the grid charges.
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Figure 7.17: Illustration of trade-off between grid extension and congestion management. Own
illustration.
Figure 7.17 illustrates this trade-off in theory. The horizontal axis depicts the level of grid extension,
while the vertical axis shows the sum of grid extension and congestion management cost. With
increasing levels of grid extension, congestion management cost decreases, while infrastructure cost
increases. In the optimum, the combined cost reaches its minimum. It shall be investigated how
this cost curve changes under different assumptions. On the one hand, the effects of reactive power
from the distribution grid and on the other hand, a split of the German-Austrian market zone are
analyzed. It can be assumed that both options would reduce congestion management measures.
For the split, according to Figure 7.16, larger cost reductions can be expected when the level of
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grid extension is low due to the additional electricity transfers resulting from the unlimited trade
between Germany and Austria. The same holds true for reactive power from the 110 kV grid. The
question is, if any of these options change the optimum point of grid extension or if cost curves are
just shifted downwards. This shall be verified using the redispatch model.
As the definition of meaningful scenarios for an AC grid extension requires a model-based approach
in order to identify favorable combinations of grid extensions, only the number of HVDC links
will be varied for this analysis. All AC grid extensions of the Full25 scenario will be considered,
i.e. based on this scenario, the number of HVDC links is adjusted. Additionally, the results are
compared to the Delay25 scenario. The number of HVDC links is altered from zero to eight, in
which the links DC1 and DC2 are counted as one, because the combination of both forms the
North-South connection. The order of adding DC links to the scenarios is DC1/DC2 (1 HVDC ),
DC4 (2 HVDC ), DC3 (3 HVDC ), DC5 (4 HVDC ). In scenario 5 HVDC, a second system is added
to DC5, which makes the scenario identical to Full25. The remaining three scenarios represent a
level of grid extension that is higher than in the grid development plan. For this purpose, a second
system is added to the links in reverse order, DC3 (6 HVDC ), DC4 (7 HVDC ) and DC1/DC2
(8 HVDC ).
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Figure 7.18: Grid extension and congestion management costs for varying degrees of grid extension
(number of 2000 MW North-South HVDC links), 2025 scenarios, BAU and RES option, with and
without a split of DE-AT market zone. Own illustration.
For every grid extension scenario, the BAU and RES options as well as the split of the German-
Austrian market zone (under the BAU option) are calculated. The results are depicted in Figure 7.18.
The cost of grid extension is calculated based on the same assumptions as in the previous sections
and reaches 1.03 bn. EUR in the 8 HVDC scenario. The optimum for the BAU option with a total
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cost of 1.49 bn. EUR is reached in the 4 HVDC scenario. Hence, under the assumptions of this
analysis, all HVDC links have a positive impact on total cost. However, the investment into the
second system on the DC5 link is not offset by the reductions of congestion management cost. This
coincides with the plannings in the current grid development plan, which foresees only one system
(Übertragungsnetzbetreiber, 2017).
The difference between BAU and RES option are rather small. The usage of reactive power from
the distribution grid reduces cost, shifting the cost curve downwards, but no changes in the optimum
can be observed. Concerning the market zone split, the reductions decrease with the level of grid
extension as expected, with exception to the Delay25 and the 0 HVDC scenario. In this case, the
least cost occurs in the 3 HVDC scenario instead of in the 4 HVDC scenario. However, the curve
is very flat in this area and no clear minimum can be observed.
At this point, it has to be stated that the results could potentially change, if start and end points
of the HVDC links are altered and an adjustment of AC grid extensions is considered. Therefore,
the analysis rather intends to demonstrate the interdependencies in general than to calculate the
optimum number of HVDC links. Furthermore, the analysis of the market zone split only takes
into account the congestion management cost. A split of the zone would affect wholesale markets
in both countries and potentially leads to a welfare decrease.
7.2.4 Summary
In this chapter an integrated approach to investigate current- and voltage-induced redispatch and
curtailment both on transmission and on 110 kV distribution grid level has been developed based
on ELMOD LinAC. The validation with 2014 data shows a good fit in terms of absolute cost as
well as considering the location of congestions and curtailment measures.
Considering the 2014 scenario, the redispatch behavior reveals structural congestions between the
North East and the South West of Germany. Additional voltage-induced redispatch measures are
mostly conducted in the South. Taking into account international redispatch between Germany
and Austria leads to significantly reduced total cost and is an effective measure to reduce loop flows
via Poland and the Czech Republic. The potential cost savings due to a controlled reactive power
provision from the distribution grids of Chapter 6 could be confirmed.
In the 2025 scenarios, redispatch volumes and costs differ strongly. The Delay25 scenario causes
additional redispatch cost of nearly 2 bn. EUR due to a lower level of grid extension. In this
scenario, also the potential cost savings of a reactive power from the distribution grid increase. It
can be concluded that the relevance of this approach increases if the grid extension is delayed. A
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split of the German-Austrian market zone would limit redispatch costs, but would also decrease the
savings potential.
The trade-off between grid extension and congestion management is hardly influenced by the reactive
power provision from the distribution grid. Although congestion management cost decreases, the
effect is rather small. Splitting the German-Austrian market zone has a higher impact on congestion
management cost. In this case, the optimum changes slightly towards less grid extension, but due
to the small differences between the scenarios, no clear conclusion can be drawn.
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Conclusions
In the course of this work, methodologies to assess the value of reactive power in different situations
and to estimate the economic benefit of different reactive power supply options have been introduced.
These benefits have been calculated under different scenarios for the years 2014, 2025 and 2035.
Furthermore, redispatch costs as well as the influence of different supply options have been assessed
and remuneration mechanisms for reactive power have been compared.
8.1 Summary of Results and Research Questions
In Chapter 1, nine research questions were developed as a guideline for the investigation. To
summarize the main results of this work, the current section gives precise answers to the questions
posed in the beginning.
8.1.1 Methodology-related Research Questions
8.1.1.1 How can techno-economic grid models take voltage stability into account?
A thorough techno-economic analysis of reactive power supply options and scenarios requires
modeling techniques that can cope with these aspects of electricity grids. Most techno-economic
grid models neglect reactive power management and voltage stability. In the course of this work,
two respective models have been developed, the non-linear model ELMOD AC and the linearized
model ELMOD LinAC. The former is a modification of the Optimal Power Flow approach. On the
one hand, this approach incorporates the aspects reactive power behavior, voltage stability and
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thermal losses, and was proven to precisely represent the power flows and voltages in a grid. On
the other hand, the spatial and temporal resolution is limited, allowing only for one-point-in-time
examinations of the transmission grid. Dependent on the approach of Schweppe et al. (1988), a
proper linear approximation was developed that considers voltage and reactive power in a simplified
approach. The model was proven to reflect currents and voltages sufficiently. It is able to cover
higher temporal and spatial resolutions, allowing analysis on combined transmission and 110 kV
distribution grid level as well as investment decisions.
8.1.1.2 How do voltage stability considerations affect system cost?
Usually, voltage stability considerations increase system cost. In mathematical terms, the additional
restrictions on voltage magnitudes, reactive power provision and reactive power balances limit the
solution space and increase the cost of the optimal solution. In practical terms, the limitation of
voltages may require costly voltage-induced redispatch measures. Reactive power flows may reduce
the available margin on transmission lines for real power, increasing the necessity for current-induced
redispatch. Nevertheless, cases can be constructed in which the additional degree of freedom of the
voltage magnitude may have the opposite effect due to higher operating voltages. In general, a
higher availability of reactive power sources and an increased admissible voltage range lead to a
decrease in system cost.
8.1.2 Economics-related Research Questions
8.1.2.1 How does the reactive power provision from 110kV grids and from reactive
power compensators affect economic evaluation criteria?
For the purpose of this work, system cost reductions, the marginal cost of reactive power provision
and redispatch cost have been utilized as economic evaluation criteria. Throughout all scenarios,
the reactive power provision from the distribution grid outperformed the additional placement
of compensation devices. Because the model considers security aspects only in a limited way,
this does not mean that compensation devices are redundant. The necessity of reactive power
compensators has to be evaluated on an individual case basis, taking into account security aspects
and economic criteria. In order to reduce operational cost, reactive power from the distribution
grid reveals potentials of up to 40 mio. EUR per year compared to 3 mio. EUR in the case of
additional compensation devices. The reasons for these differences are the necessary investment
for the reactive power devices and the comparably high potential of reactive power from 110 kV
grid sources. A detailed look into these sources reveals some potential from conventional power
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plants in the distribution grid, but the potential from renewable energy sources is between twice
and four times as high. In addition to 110 kV grids and reactive power compensators, the usage of
converter stations of HVDC links to provide reactive power has a positive influence on system cost.
Regarding the marginal cost of reactive power provision, this value can be considerably reduced if
reactive power from the 110 kV grid is taken into account.
8.1.2.2 How does the economic importance of reactive power provision change in a
decentralizing environment?
The grid development plans for Germany foresee large capacity increases for renewable energy
sources, in particular for wind power. Most of these facilities can expected to be installed decentrally
in the distribution grids of Northern and Eastern Germany. Large amounts of electricity have to
be transported by new transmission lines through the country. This increases the necessity for
reactive power flexibility. At the same time, the reactive power potential from the distribution
grid is augmented. Especially in situations with a negative residual load, operating reactive power
sources in the transmission grid are scarce. In these situations, reactive power from the distribution
grid is able to replace these sources and prevent costly redispatch measures. It can be concluded,
that the decentralization of electricity generation is both a problem, and a part of the solution
when it comes to the provision of reactive power.
8.1.2.3 How do different development scenarios of the electricity system affect the
reactive power supply?
An increasing geographical discrepancy between generation and consumption, caused by the
installation of renewable energy sources, creates the necessity to build grid infrastructure. While the
development path of the electricity system is generally uncertain, a timely completion of extension
project is doubtful. In the course of this work, different development scenarios have been analyzed.
Delays in grid extension lead to high operational cost for redispatch and curtailment measures.
This phenomenon can already be observed in the increase of related costs in 2015. Model results
show yearly cost increases of nearly 1.8 bn. EUR for five year delays in grid extension. These delays
would put great stress on the electricity system, making the reactive power provision more costly.
Additional reactive power from the distribution grid could reduce this cost by up to 36 mio. EUR
annually. In addition, the shortfall of cheap reactive power sources like HVDC converter stations,
baseload lignite-fired power plants or the reversal of the merit order by increasing prices for carbon
allowances, would increase the cost of reactive power supply, but make reactive power from the
distribution grid more valuable.
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8.1.2.4 How does the volatility of renewable energy sources affect the economics of
reactive power provision?
On the one hand, the volatility of renewable energy sources makes these installations less reliable
for the provision of reactive power analogously to the real power case. On the other hand, the full
reactive power potential of renewable energy sources can already be used at a load factor of 20%
according to the grid code requirements. This means, in contrary to real power, the full reactive
power range is available at wide ranges of wind speeds. Furthermore, the analysis of this work
revealed high marginal cost of reactive power in situations with high wind speeds. In situations with
low wind speeds, reactive power marginal cost and savings potentials are low. Hence, additional
reactive power from the distribution grid is mostly required in situations when reactive power
potentials are high. In other situations, reactive power can be supplied by conventional sources
at a low cost. For this reason, the extension of reactive power capabilities of volatile sources by
means of the implementation of STATCOM behavior has a low economic benefit that does not
compensate the necessary investment.
8.1.3 Market-related Research Questions
8.1.3.1 What are suitable remuneration schemes or market environments for reactive
power?
Remuneration mechanisms for reactive power are broadly discussed in the literature, some of
these schemes are rather theoretical concepts, others are applied in reality. Based on a literature
research, remuneration concepts have been classified into the categories regulatory and market-based.
They have been discussed and rated. The key characteristics for a reasonable mechanism have
been defined as efficiency of price signals, applicability to volatile sources, implementability and
prevention of market power. On the regulatory side, regulated dispatch tariffs and voltage-based
premiums, as applied in Switzerland, set incentives to provide reactive power according to the
system requirements. Both possibilities take reasonable implementation effort. On the market-based
side, long-term tenders could provide incentives to foster the development of additional reactive
power potentials. As long as reactive power providers demand a price for their service that is below
the cost of the conventional supply, economic benefits can be realized. Spot markets for reactive
power analogous to real power spot markets could leverage additional potentials and guarantee a
value-based pricing of reactive power, but are subject to a tremendous implementation effort.
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8.1.3.2 What are the implications of voltage stability on actually observable cost?
The economic analysis was conducted based on system and marginal cost. As both magnitudes are
theoretical concepts, a redispatch model was developed to measure the influence of the reactive
power supply and of different development scenarios on current- and voltage-induced redispatch.
The analysis revealed a voltage-induced share of redispatch and curtailment costs. In delayed grid
extension scenarios, redispatch costs for 2025 increase by nearly 2 bn. EUR. The integration of
distribution grid based reactive power sources into the controlled reactive power management could
decrease cost by up to 46 mio. EUR per year, preventing curtailment and redispatch measures.
Considering a split of the German-Austrian market zone, redispatch costs increase as well as the
benefit of reactive power from the distribution grid.
8.1.3.3 How do voltage stability considerations affect the trade-off between grid ex-
tension and congestion management?
Zonal pricing leads to an increased liquidity of electricity markets compared to a nodal pricing
regime. Within a large area, suppliers and consumers are able to trade electricity without any
barriers, which may reduce or inhibit the exercise of market power. These advantages come at the
price of congestion management cost. If the market result is not feasible due to technical limitations
of the grid, costly redispatch measures have to be conducted. In order to avoid redispatch, grids
can be extended. The optimum level of grid extension should reduce the sum of annuities for
grid investment and congestion management cost. This trade-off is hardly affected by additional
reactive power from the 110 kV grids, as the savings potential is too small for a significant effect.
The impact of other influencing factors, such as the layout of the market zone, is greater. A
split of the German-Austrian market zone could potentially reduce the optimum level of grid
extension, although based on the model results no clear conclusion can be drawn due to the small
cost difference to the neighboring scenarios.
8.2 Critical Appraisal
The methodological approaches developed in this work allow the analysis of a variety of phenomenons
concerning the economic evaluation of voltage stability, the reactive power management and in
particular the selection of different reactive power supply options. As in every model-based
investigation, the methodological approach of this work is subject to some limitations that are
outlined in the following.
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The reactive power provision of different sources is subject to internal losses. These costs can be
interpreted as one part of the operational cost of reactive power sources according to Section 3.1.2.
In the context of this work, these internal losses are not considered. All technologies incur losses to
some extent and a detailed representation requires an exact knowledge of technical parameters,
grid layout and electric distances of the generation source. Besides, internal losses of generators
are not a usual characteristic of large-scale electricity system models. Therefore, thermal losses
are only considered from the connection point on. This means, while internal losses of generation
sources are neglected, all losses incurred in the transmission equipment are considered in the
model from the connection point of the source to the connection point of the load on high voltage
level. The flexibility of the individual sources to provide reactive power is modeled according to
the requirements of the grid codes and the technical capabilities. On distribution grid level, this
flexibility has to be provided for free, on transmission grid level the remuneration is subject to
bilateral contracts. According to Figure 2.1, the payments to generators for reactive power services
are low in comparison to grid losses and congestion management cost, which are the other cost
components influenced by the reactive power management.
In the modeling approach, fundamental cost for reactive power is only considered in the case
of the physical investment into compensation devices or for the upgrade of renewable energy
sources to STATCOM behavior. Neither the costs to make decentralized energy sources accessible
via information and communication technology nor the costs to integrate their reactive power
management into the control systems of system operators are considered. While more recent
installations are often equipped with the necessary infrastructure, in particular older installations
usually are not. The integration cost is project-dependent and difficult to estimate in a generalized
approach. Moreover, requirements for smart grid technologies increase on all grid layers. Several
other application and use cases require a connection and an integration of decentralized energy
sources into the control center, such as the provision of balancing energy, the adjustment of electricity
generation for the purpose of congestion management or black-start capabilities. Once a connection
is established, in principle it is possible to utilize it for different purposes, including reactive power
control.
ELMOD AC as well as ELMOD LinAC use a simplified approach to model the reactive power
capabilities of generation sources by limiting the cosϕ of the source. This ensures that reactive
power can only be provided when electricity is generated. In many cases, there is a minimum
generation requirement if a power plant is in operation, which is not considered in the model.
Therefore, the cost of a voltage-induced redispatch may be estimated too low as start-up cost for
the power plant would apply.
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The analysis is limited to 24 representative grid situations. While the different levels of feed-in for
wind power and PV are reflected with their respective frequencies per country in the model, no
regional differentiation of feed-in patterns is considered. This may ignore some extreme situations
with strong regional differences in the feed-in of renewable energy sources. As the different reactive
power supply options are mainly compared based on the potential annual cost savings, the deviation
resulting from the non-consideration of individual extreme situations can be considered small.
The model considers system security aspects, like the ability to handle extreme situations or n-1
security criteria in a simplified approach. Therefore, results are limited in their validity to the
economic domain. The installation of compensation devices has not revealed large savings potential
and the model could be solved without the devices foreseen in the grid development plan. For the
before mentioned reasons, this does not allow the conclusion that these devices are unnecessary
and can be replaced by distribution grid sources to 100%.
Despite these limitations, the model-based approach could be applied to a grid data set of the
German transmission and 110 kV distribution grid to estimate the impact of different scenarios
and reactive power supply options. As to be expected, in situations with a low availability of
conventional power plants, additional reactive power sources from the distribution grid are able to
reduce system cost. Furthermore, the value of reactive power and the savings potential related to
the additional supply increase with higher shares of renewable energy, especially if there is a delay
in the extension of electricity grids. Results for the analysis of different levels of distribution grid
involvement are conclusive. Additionally, the sensitivity analyses conducted show that results are
relatively stable for changes in the assumptions.
Concerning the extension of SVC and STATCOM, the results show that the heuristic approach
of Chapter 5 does not result in an optimum placement of these sources. This has several reasons.
First, the problem is solved using the approximative ELMOD LinAC model, i.e. real and reactive
power exchanges are not represented by their physically correct non-linear equations, but with linear
approximations. Therefore, operating voltages and power flows may differ from those calculated
with ELMOD AC. The quality of this approximation has been discussed in Section 4.2.2. Secondly,
the model formulation does not inherently consider thermal losses. This means that the reduction
or the increase of thermal losses resulting from a reactive power capacity extension are not part of
the optimization calculation, but are fed back to the optimization problem in an iterative approach.
In general, it can be observed that the economic impact of these reactive power supply options is
very limited. Therefore it is questionable, if an economic optimization approach is appropriate and
required as decision support for the placement of reactive power compensation. It may be sufficient
to place these sources based on technical requirements and apply economic methods only to the
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valuation of reactive power exchanges with existing sources, such as wind power turbines connected
to the distribution grid.
The estimation of savings potentials allows the conclusion that the controlled provision of reactive
power from the distribution grid can be one component of assigning more system responsibility to
renewable energy sources in decentralizing electricity systems. The detailed analysis of congestion
management cost of Chapter 7 reveals that other drivers of grid operation cost, such as grid
extensions and the layout of the market zones, have a much greater influence on those costs, which
puts the economic importance of the approach into perspective. Nevertheless, the existing and
future sources should be exploited whenever this is viable. The methodology presented in this work
contributes to the valuation of reactive power in a decentralizing electricity system. The results
derived may be helpful in the design of ancillary service concepts for electricity systems with a high
share of decentralized renewable energy sources.
8.3 Future Research
A deeper analysis, to which degree distribution grid sources are able to guarantee a sufficient
reactive power supply in extreme situations ensuring n-1 criteria, is subject to further research.
Such an analysis could either reveal additional savings potentials due to decreasing necessities for
compensation or come to the conclusion that reliability of distribution grid sources is too small
to ensure system security. In this case savings potentials would be limited to the operational
savings analyzed in this work. An analysis of the reliability of 110 kV reactive power supply
could be fed back into the planning processes of system operators. Reactive power potentials that
show a sufficient reliability in contingency cases could partially replace the investment into new
compensation devices.
A utilization of reactive power potentials from the distribution grid requires an increased cooperation
between system operators. Monetary incentives for the suppliers of reactive power could foster the
development of a reactive power management overarching different voltage levels. As discussed in
Chapter 3, a variety of market-based and regulatory remuneration concepts for reactive power have
been developed. A detailed research on the practical applicability and the hurdles of implementation
of these concepts, as well as on the effects on different stakeholders, is required. Such an analysis
should consider both the remuneration of direct reactive power suppliers, such as power plant or
wind park operators. It should also consider aggregators supplying reactive power to higher voltage
levels, such as distribution system operators.
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The analyses of this work were limited to reactive power sources on 110 kV grid level, because the
hurdles to integrate sources into the reactive power management decrease with increasing voltage
level and installed capacity of the source. Nevertheless, a large share of decentralized generation,
in particular PV, but also wind power, is installed on medium or even low voltage level. The
possibilities to integrate those sources and the related economic effects should be subject to further
research.
8.4 Political Recommendations
In the course of this work, the economic value of reactive power could be proven. Depending on the
situation and location, the value may be small reflecting thermal losses, or may raise to two-digit
EUR values per Mvarh in case voltage-induced redispatch is required. A controlled reactive power
provision from 110 kV distribution grid has been proven to reduce cost for losses and congestion
management up to 40 mio. EUR per year. Although this amount is relatively small compared
to the total cost of ancillary services, this potential should be untapped where it is economically
viable. Due to the dual nature of reactive power, the feed-in of inductive reactive power may lead
to higher system cost, while the feed-in of capacitive reactive power reduces system cost or vice
versa, depending on the situation and location. Therefore, inflexible tariff schemes that penalize
falling below a specific cosϕ are not appropriate to reflect the complex influences of reactive power
on electricity system cost structures that have been analyzed in this work. In order to untap
the potentials of flexible reactive power sources, system conform reactive power behavior should
be incentivized. Various approaches have been discussed in Chapter 3. Although, the quality
of price signals would be high under the implementation of spot markets or long-term tenders,
structured market environments are not indispensable for these incentives. Considering the high
implementation and possibly transaction cost of such structures, less complex approaches could be
implemented as a first step. Fixed premiums, regulated tariffs or voltage-dependent remunerations,
as in the Swiss transmission grid, could generate sufficient incentive to untap the potential of
existing reactive power flexibility in the 110 kV grid.
Sufficient telecommunication and information infrastructure is the precondition to control the
reactive power provision of decentralized energy sources. Tendencies to equip new installations
with this infrastructure can be expected to increase as a remote connection to decentralized
energy sources is required for several other applications. In case this infrastructure exists, it
should be used to facilitate a control of the reactive power provision as well. The question, if the
equipment of existing generation sources with telecommunication and information infrastructure is
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reasonable, has to be decided from case to case. Anyway, the possibility to control the reactive
power provision of decentralized energy sources has to be implemented in the control centers of
distribution system operators if the flexibility potential shall be untapped. A financial incentive to
shift the reactive power behavior of distribution grid clusters to an operating point that is beneficial
for the transmission grid, could accelerate the implementation of such systems.
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Appendix B
Model Formulation
B.1 Admittance Matrix
Equations (B.1) and (B.2) describe the structure of the admittance matrix and are based on Frank
and Rebenack (2012, p. 17).
ygn,nn =
−
∑
l∈mls(n)∩mle(nn) gl −
∑
l∈mls(nn)∩mle(n) gl if n 6= nn
+
∑
l∈mls(n) gl +
∑
l∈mle(n) gl if n = nn
(B.1)
ybn,nn =
−
∑
l∈mls(n)∩mle(nn) bl −
∑
l∈mls(nn)∩mle(n) bl if n 6= nn
+
∑
l∈mls(n) bl +
1
2b
sh
l +
∑
l∈mle(n) bl +
1
2b
sh
l if n = nn
(B.2)
B.2 Derivations
B.2.1 Capacitive Reactive Power Limit
The function for the stator stability limit of Figure 4.1 can be derived as follows. The limit shall be
described as a function GQp,t(GPp,t).
GQp,t(GPp,t) = ap ·GPp,t + cp (B.3)
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The intercept cp is derived by inserting the intersection with the Q-axis (0; gq
cap
p ), the capacitive
reactive power limit, into the function of Equation (B.3).
cp = GQp,t(0) = gq
cap
p
Hence, the intercept cp equals the capacitive reactive power limit gq
cap
p . The slope is calculate using
the right triangle between (0; gqcapp ), the origin (0; 0) and the intersection with the P-axis (GP
∗
p,t; 0).
The position of the intersection GP ∗p,t equals the length of the opposite leg to the angle ϑp.
GP ∗p,t = tanϑp · gqcapp
The slope is calculated as the quotient of the adjacent and the opposite leg of the triangle.
ap =
gqcapp
tanϑp · gqcapp
=
1
tanϑp
The resulting function is derived by inserting ap and cp into Equation (B.3).
GQp,t(GPp,t) =
1
tanϑp
·GPp,t + gqcapp (B.4)
For the reactive power generation a point has to be selected that is situated on the right-hand side
of the limit, the equality sign is replaced by the ≥ operator, leading to the constraint of Equation
(4.4).
GQp,t(GPp,t) ≥
1
tanϑp
·GPp,t + gqcapp
B.2.2 Apparent Power Limit
The apparent power limit of synchronous generators is a circular function around the origin. As
this function would lead to non-linearities in the model, the circle is approximated by tangents.
The tangents can be described by Equation (B.5).
GPp,t(GQp,t) = ap,i ·GQp,t + cp,i (B.5)
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The tangents touch the circle on equidistant Q coordinates gqbasp,i . The circle function is defined as
follows and has to be solved for GPp,t.
GP 2p,t +GQ
2
p,t = (gs
inst
p )
2 (B.6)
GPp,t =
√
(gsinstp )
2 −GQ2p,t (B.7)
The first derivative of the circle function of Equation (B.7) is deducted in order to obtain the slope
of the tangent.
dGPp,t
dGQp,t
=
1
2
(−2 ·GQp,t) ·
1√
(gsinstp )
2 −GQ2p,t
= − GQp,t√
(gsinstp )
2 −GQ2p,t
The slope ap,i at Q coordinate gq
bas
p,i is obtained for each of the tangents i.
ap,i =
dGPp,t
dGQp,t
(gqbasp,i )
= −
gqbasp,i√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
The tangent point (gpbasp,i ; gq
bas
p,i ) is inserted into the circle function of Equation (B.7) and can be
calculated as follows.
gpbasp,i =
√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
Inserting the slope into the tangent function of Equation (B.5) leads to the following Equation
(B.9).
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GPp,t(GQp,t) = ap,i ·GQp,t + cp,i (B.8)
GPp,t(GQp,t) = −
gqbasp,i√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
·GQp,t + cp,i (B.9)
Inserting the tangent point
(√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2; gqbasp,i
)
into Equation (B.9), the intercept cp,i
can be calculated.
GPp,t(gq
bas
p,i ) = −
(gqbasp,i )
2√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
+ cp,i = gp
bas
p,i
√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2 = −
(gqbasp,i )
2√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
+ cp,i
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2 = −(gqbasp,i )2 + cp,i ·
√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
cp,i =
(gsinstp )
2√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
As the point of real power generation GPp,t has to be situated below and to the left of the restrictions,
the equality sign is replaced by the ≤ operator, leading to Equation (4.6).
GPp,t ≤ −
gqbasp,i√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
·GQp,t +
(gsinstp )
2√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
(B.10)
B.2.3 Reactive Power Feed-in of HVDC Converters
The circle function describing the limitation of HVDC converters to transport real power and to
supply reactive power is approximated by tangents to the circle and can be derived analogously to
the calculation of the apparent power limit of electricity generators. The tangents can be described
as Equation (B.11).
HVDCFhvdc,t(HVDCQ
x
hvdc,t) = a
x
hvdc,i ·HVDCQxhvdc,t + cxhvdc,i (B.11)
The slope axhvdc,i is calculated by calculating the first derivative of the circle function.
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axhvdc,i = −
gqbas,xhvdc,i√
(lshvdc)2 − (gqbas,xhvdc,i)2
(B.12)
The intercept cxhvdc,i results in the following term.
cxhvdc,i =
(lshvdc)
2√
(lshvdc)2 − (gqbas,xhvdc,i)2
(B.13)
This leads to Equation (4.22), Equation (4.23) can be derived analogously.
HVDCFhvdc,t ≤−
gqbas,xhvdc,i√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
HVDCQxhvdc,t
+
ls2hvdc√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
B.3 ELMOD AC
B.3.1 Mathematical Formulation
min Ctot =
∑
t
ft ·
(∑
p
cvarp ·GPp,t
+
∑
res
ccurt · (gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t −GPres,t)
+
∑
n
cvoll · INFP+n,t + cdump · INFP−n,t + cinfq · (INF
Q+
n,t + INF
Q−
n,t )
)
GPp,t ≤ gpinstp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
GPres,t ≤ gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t ∀res ∈ RES, t ∈ T
GQp,t ≥
1
tanϑp
·GPp,t + gqcapp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
GPp,t ≤ −
gqbasp,i√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
·GQp,t +
(gsinstp )
2√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T, i ∈ I
−GPp,t · tan(ϕp) ≤ GQp,t ≤ GPp,t · tan(ϕp) ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
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0 = +dpacn,t +DSPacn,t
−
∑
p∈mp(acn)
GPp,t +
∑
sto∈mp(acn)
PUMPsto,t
+baseMVA ·NIP,ACacn,t + baseMVA ·NI
P,DC
acn,t
+
∑
hvdc∈mhs(acn)
HVDCFhvdc,t −
∑
hvdc∈mhe(acn)
HVDCFhvdc,t
−INFP+acn,t + INFP−acn,t ∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
0 = +dpdcn,t
−
∑
p∈mp(dcn)
GPp,t +
∑
sto∈mp(dcn)
PUMPsto,t
+baseMVA ·NIP,DCdcn,t
+
∑
hvdc∈mhs(dcn)
HVDCFhvdc,t −
∑
hvdc∈mhe(dcn)
HVDCFhvdc,t
−INFP+dcn,t + INF
P−
dcn,t ∀dcn ∈ DCN, t ∈ T
0 = −dqacn,t −DSQacn,t
−(1− qrp)
∑
p∈mp(acn)
GQp,t
+baseMVA ·NIQ,ACacn,t
−(1− qrh)
 ∑
hvdc∈mhs(acn)
HVDCQshvdc,t +
∑
hvdc∈mhe(acn)
HVDCQehvdc,t

−
∑
comp∈mc(acn)
CQcomp,t
−INFQ+acn,t + INF
Q−
acn,t ∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
NIP,ACacn,t = Uacn,t ·
∑
nn∈ACN
Un,t ·
(
ygacn,nn cos (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
+ybacn,nn sin (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
)
∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
NIP,DCdcn,t =
∑
nn∈DCN
dcbdcn,nn∆nn,t +
∑
nn∈MXN
dcbdcn,nn∆nn,t ∀dcn ∈ DCN, t ∈ T
NIP,DCmxn,t =
∑
nn∈DCN
dcbmxn,nn∆nn,t + dcbmxn,mxn∆mxn,t ∀mxn ∈MXN, t ∈ T
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NIQ,ACacn,t = Uacn,t ·
∑
nn∈ACN
Unn,t ·
(
ygacn,nn sin (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
−ybacn,nn cos (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
)
∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T((
Ums(acl),t cos(∆ms(acl),t)− Ume(acl),t cos(∆me(acl),t)
)2
+
(
Ums(acl),t sin(∆ms(acl),t)− Ume(acl),t sin(∆me(acl),t)
)2)
·
(
g2acl + b
2
acl
)
·
(
1000baseMVA√
3unomacl
)2
≤ (liacl)2 ∀acl ∈ ACL, t ∈ T
−lidcl ≤
( ∑
n∈DCN
dchdcl,n∆n,t +
∑
n∈MXN
dchdcl,n∆n,t
)1000baseMVA√
3unomdcl
≤ lidcl
∀dcl ∈ DCL, t ∈ T
umin ≤ Uacn,t ≤ umax ∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
−π ≤ ∆n,t ≤ π ∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T
−lshvdc ≤ HVDCFhvdc,t ≤ lshvdc ∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T
Uslk,t = 1 ∀slk ∈ SLK, t ∈ T
∆slk,t = 0 ∀slk ∈ SLK, t ∈ T
HV DCFhvdc,t ≤−
gqbas,xhvdc,i√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
HVDCQxhvdc,t
+
ls2hvdc√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
HVDCFhvdc,t ≥+
gqbas,xhvdc,i√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
HVDCQxhvdc,t
− ls
2
hvdc√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
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HVDCQxhvdc,t ≤ (3.8− 3Ux)lshvdc ∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
cqmincomp ≤ CQcomp,t ≤ cqmaxcomp ∀comp ∈ COMP, t ∈ T
dsqminacn,t ≤ DSQacn,t ≤ dsqmaxacn,t ∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
DSPacn,t = (DSQacn,t − dsqbaseacn,t) · dsp
slope
acn,t + dsp
base
acn,t
B.3.2 GAMS Code
ELMOD AC.gms
1 $offorder
2
3 $set Scenario SQ14
4 $set dataext scenarios/market_%Scenario%
5 $set data data/MOD_input_2014_TS
6
7 * Reactive power
8 $set TransmissionQ
9 *$set DistributionQ
10 *$set WindQ
11 *$set SolarQ
12 *$set BiogasQ
13 $set HVDCQ
14
15 Scalar ts / 1 /;
16 Scalar te / 24 /;
17
18 Scalars
19 QvP_Last / 0.25 /
20 QvP_GenHS / 0.20 /
21 QvP_GenMS / -0.14 /
22 QvP_PV / -0.33 /
23 VoltDevP / 0.03 /
24 VoltDevN / 0.03 /
25 trm / 0.25 /
26 QrmPP / 0.75 /
27 QrmHVDC / 0.50 /
28 QrmComp / 1.00 /
29 DNVolt / 0.03 /
30 MVABase / 100 /
31 co_VoLL / 10000 /
32 co_dumpgen / 10000 /
33 co_dumpQ / 10000 /
34 co_curt / 120 /
35 AngleDev / 3.141 /
36 ;
37
38 *###############################################################################
39 * Definitions
40 *###############################################################################
41 Sets
42 n nodes
43 acn(n) nodes with full AC representation
44 dcn(n) nodes with DC representation
45 mix(n) nodes with full AC representation connected to DC nodes
46 c countries
47 i technologies
48 f fuels
49 p plants
50 ren(p) renewable plants
51 con(p) conventional plants
52 con2(p) conventional plants incl. storage
53 sto(p) storage plants
54 chp(p) chp plants
55 wind(p) wind plants
56 pv(p) pv plants
57 fixp(p) power plants with fixed generation
58 acp(p) power plants with reactive power provision
59 l AC lines
60 acl(l) AC lines with full AC representation
61 dcl(l) AC lines with DC representation
62 t grid situations
63 tsub(t) subset of t for rolling planification
64 hvdc DC lines
65 qcomp reactive power compensators
66 map_pc(p,c) map plant to country
67 map_pi(p,i) map plant to technology
68 map_pn(p,n) map plant to node
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69 map_pf(p,f) map plant to fuel
70 map_nc(n,c) map nodes to country
71 map_ln(l,n,n) map line to From and To node
72 map_hvdcn(hvdc ,n,n) map hvdc line to From and To node
73 map_qcompn(qcomp ,n) map Q compensator to node
74 slack(n) slack node
75 n_(n) node set w.o slack node
76 dir direction of power flow
77 / pos , neg /
78 gqi segments for linear approximation of inductive part of generator curve
79 / gqi1 * gqi4 /
80 hvdcqi segments for linear approximation of HVDC curve
81 / hvqi1 * hvqi8 /
82 hvdcn start and end node of HVDC converter
83 / start , end /
84 potcat Scenario data categories
85 / cap , ind , base /
86 scen Scenarios
87 / BAU , RES /
88 ;
89
90 alias (n,nn), (c,cc), (l,ll), (t,tt), (acn , acnn), (dcn , dcnn);
91
92 Parameters
93 * For dataupload
94 lch(l,*) line characteristics
95 hvdcch(hvdc ,*) HVDC characteristics
96 nch(n,*) node characteristics
97 pch(p,*) plant characteristcs
98 ich(i,*) technology characteristics
99 cch(c,*) country characteristics
100 tch(*,c,t) time characteristics
101 pr_f(t,f) fuel prices
102 prob(t) probability of timeslots
103 qcompch(qcomp ,*) reactive power compensator characteristics
104
105 * Network
106 react(l) line reactance
107 resis(l) line resistance
108 susc_sh(l) line shunt susceptance
109 cond_sh(l) line shunt conductance
110 cond(l) line conductance
111 susc(l) line suscepance
112 l_pmax(l) thermal line limit [MVA]
113 l_imax(l) thermal line limit [A]
114 incidence(l,n) node -line incidence matrix
115 adjacence(n,nn) node -node adjacence matrix
116 y_g(n,nn) conductance matrix (real part of admittance)
117 y_b(n,nn) susceptance matrix (imaginary part of admittance)
118 b_sh(n,nn) shunt susceptance matrix
119 g_sh(n,nn) shunt conductance matrix
120 NodeCond(n) node conductance
121 NodeSusc(n) node susceptance
122 DC_b(n,n) nodal suceptance matrix (DC)
123 DC_h(l,n) branch suceptance matrix (DC)
124
125 * Auxiliary matrices containing line vectors
126 g_(n, nn) line conductance [p.u.]
127 b_(n, nn) line susceptance [p.u.]
128 bsh_(n, nn) line shunt susceptance [p.u.]
129 gsh_(n, nn) line shunt conductance [p.u.]
130 tap_(n, nn) line tap ratio [p.u.]
131 phi_(n, nn) line phase angle [rad]
132
133 * Plants
134 rmax(i,c,t) maximum load factor
135 c_var(p,t) variable cost of plant
136 eta(p) efficiency of plant
137 avail(p) availability of plant
138 w_max(p) maximum charge capacity
139 l_max(p) maximum stotage capacity
140 gq_base(p, gqi) Q base points for linear approximation of generator curve [Mvar]
141 gmax_S(p) apparent power [MVA]
142 displaceS(p) displacement of generator curve [Mvar]
143 gp_market(p,t) market generation
144 pump_market(p,t) market pump
145
146 * Demand
147 dem(n,t) reference demand [MWh]
148
149 * Reactive power
150 hvdcq_section(hvdcqi) half -circle P-Q approximation for HVDC converters
151 / hvqi1 -0.99
152 hvqi2 -0.90
153 hvqi3 -0.65
154 hvqi4 -0.35
155 hvqi5 0.35
156 hvqi6 0.65
157 hvqi7 0.90
158 hvqi8 0.99 /
159 hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) Q base points for linear approximation of hvdc curve [Mvar]
160
161 * Distribution grid
162 ds_q_min(n, t) minimum reactive power feedup from distribution grid
163 ds_q_max(n, t) maximum reactive power feedup from distribution grid
164 loss_p_min(n, t) distribution grid losses at minimum reactive power feedup from distribution grid
165 loss_p_max(n, t) distribution grid losses at maximum reactive power feedup from distribution grid
166 loss_coeff(t) distribution loss coeffciebt
167
168 * Other
169 j
170 qpotBAU(n, t, potcat)
171 qpotRES(n, t, potcat)
172 qpot(scen , n, t, potcat)
173 losspotBAU(n, t, potcat)
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174 losspotRES(n, t, potcat)
175 losspot(scen , n, t, potcat)
176 LossCoeffQ (*, t)
177 Cost(scen ,t)
178 ;
179
180 Variable
181 TOTAL_COST objective value: total cost
182 COST_GEN(t,c) generation cost
183 COST_INFEAS(t,c) infeasibility cost
184 COST_CURT(t,c) curtailment cost
185 LINEFLOW_I(l,t) apparent current flow
186 HVDCFLOW(hvdc ,t) HVDC line flow
187 AC_NETINJECT_P(n,t) AC net injection real
188 AC_NETINJECT_Q(n,t) AC net injection reactive
189 DC_NETINJECT_P(n,t) DC net injection real
190 DELTA(n,t) voltage angle
191 G_Q(p,t) reactive power generation
192 HVDC_Q(hvdc , hvdcn , t) reactive power feed -in from HVDC converters
193 COMP_Q(qcomp , t) feed -in from reactive power compensators
194 DS_Q(n,t) feed -up from distribution grid
195 DSO_LOSS(n,t) distribution grid losses
196 ;
197
198 Positive Variable
199 U(n,t) voltage magnitude
200 G_P(p,t) real power generation
201 PUMP(p,t) storage loading
202 DUMP_DEM(n,t) infeasability variable (dump demand - add generation real)
203 DUMP_GEN(n,t) infeasability variable (dump generation - add demand real)
204 INFEAS_IND_Q(n,t) infeasability variable (add generation inductive reactive)
205 INFEAS_CAP_Q(n,t) infeasability variable (add generation capacitive reactive)
206 ;
207
208 Equations
209 * Objective functions
210 OBJ_cost objective function: total generation cost
211 DEF_cost_gen generation cost definition
212 DEF_cost_infeas infeasibility cost definition
213 DEF_cost_curt curtailment cost definition
214 RES_balance_AC_P AC market clearing equation real power
215 RES_balance_AC_Q AC market clearing equation reactive power
216 RES_balance_DC_P DC market clearing equation real power
217 DEF_dso_loss Distribution losses in function of reactive power feed -in
218 RES_gmax_P maximum real power generation restriction
219 RES_gmin_P minimum real power generation restriction
220 RES_gmax_cap_Q maximum capacitative reactive power generation restriction
221 RES_gmax_ind_Q maximum inductive reactive power generation restriction
222 RES_gmax_indA_Q maximum inductive reactive power generation restriction (linear approximation)
223 RES_Phi_max_cap maximum angle phi for capacitative reactive power generation
224 RES_Phi_max_ind maximum angle phi for inductive reactive power generation
225 RES_pump maximum pumping restriction
226 DEF_DC_lineflow_I lineflow definition current (DC representation)
227 DEF_AC_netinject_P netinput definition real power (AC representation)
228 DEF_AC_netinject_Q netinput definition reactive power (AC representation)
229 DEF_DC_netinject1_P netinput definition real power (DC representation)
230 DEF_DC_netinject2_P netinput definition real power (DC representation)
231 RES_DC_pmax maximum transmission restriction DC
232 RES_DC_pmin minimum transmission restriction DC
233 RES_AC_pmax maximum transmission restriction AC
234 RES_hvdc_max maximum transmission restriction for HVDC
235 RES_hvdc_min minimum transmission restriction for HVDC
236 RES_slack_angle angle restriction for slack bus
237 RES_slack_volt voltage restriction for slack bus
238 RES_hvdc_q_pos HVDC Q restriction positive
239 RES_hvdc_q_neg HVDC Q restriction negative
240 RES_hvdc_q_ind HVDC Q inductive restriction
241 RES_comp_q_ind compensator Q inductive restriction
242 RES_comp_q_cap compensator Q capacitive restriction
243 RES_DSQ_ind maximum Q distribution grid restriction
244 RES_DSQ_cap minimum Q distribution grid restriction
245 ;
246
247 MODEL ELMOD /
248 OBJ_cost
249 DEF_cost_gen
250 DEF_cost_infeas
251 DEF_cost_curt
252 RES_balance_AC_P
253 RES_balance_AC_Q
254 RES_balance_DC_P
255 DEF_dso_loss
256 RES_gmax_P
257 RES_gmin_P
258 RES_gmax_cap_Q
259 RES_gmax_ind_Q
260 RES_gmax_indA_Q
261 RES_Phi_max_cap
262 RES_Phi_max_ind
263 RES_pump
264 DEF_DC_lineflow_I
265 DEF_AC_netinject_P
266 DEF_AC_netinject_Q
267 DEF_DC_netinject1_P
268 DEF_DC_netinject2_P
269 RES_DC_pmax
270 RES_DC_pmin
271 RES_AC_pmax
272 RES_hvdc_max
273 RES_hvdc_min
274 RES_hvdc_q_pos
275 RES_hvdc_q_neg
276 RES_hvdc_q_ind
277 RES_comp_q_ind
278 RES_comp_q_cap
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279 RES_DSQ_ind
280 RES_DSQ_cap
281 RES_slack_angle
282 RES_slack_volt
283 /;
284
285 *###############################################################################
286 * Data load
287 *###############################################################################
288 $onUNDF
289 $gdxin %data%
290 $load l n p f i c t hvdc map_pn map_pi map_pf map_pc map_nc map_ln map_hvdcn
291 $load nch lch hvdcch pr_f ich pch tch cch prob
292 $gdxin %data%_AC
293 $load qcomp map_qcompn qcompch
294 $gdxin %dataext %.gdx
295 $load gp_market , pump_market , fixp
296 $gdxin
297 $offUNDF
298
299 *Load scenario data
300 $gdxin "scenarios/DSQpotBAU_%Scenario %.gdx";
301 $load qpotBAU=qpotn losspotBAU=lossn
302 qpot(’BAU ’, n, t, potcat) = qpotBAU(n, t, ’base ’);
303 losspot(’BAU ’, n, t, potcat) = losspotBAU(n, t, ’base ’);
304
305 $gdxin "scenarios/DSQpotRES_%Scenario %.gdx";
306 $load qpotRES=qpotn losspotRES=lossn
307 qpot(’RES ’, n, t, potcat) = qpotRES(n, t, potcat);
308 losspot(’RES ’, n, t, potcat) = losspotRES(n, t, potcat);
309
310 loop((scen , n, t),
311 if (qpot(scen , n, t, ’ind ’) < qpot(scen , n, t, ’cap ’),
312 qpot(scen , n, t, ’ind ’) = qpot(scen , n, t, ’base ’);
313 qpot(scen , n, t, ’cap ’) = qpot(scen , n, t, ’base ’);
314 losspot(scen , n, t, ’ind ’) = losspot(scen , n, t, ’base ’);
315 losspot(scen , n, t, ’cap ’) = losspot(scen , n, t, ’base ’);
316 );
317 if (qpot(scen , n, t, ’ind ’) < qpot(’BAU ’, n, t, ’base ’),
318 qpot(scen , n, t, ’cap ’) = qpot(scen , n, t, ’cap ’) + qpot(’BAU ’, n, t, ’base ’) - qpot(scen , n, t, ’ind ’);
319 qpot(scen , n, t, ’ind ’) = qpot(’BAU ’, n, t, ’base ’);
320 );
321
322 if (qpot(scen , n, t, ’cap ’) > qpot(’BAU ’, n, t, ’base ’),
323 qpot(scen , n, t, ’ind ’) = qpot(scen , n, t, ’ind ’) - (qpot(scen , n, t, ’cap ’) - qpot(’BAU ’, n, t, ’base ’));
324 qpot(scen , n, t, ’cap ’) = qpot(’BAU ’, n, t, ’cap ’);
325 );
326 );
327 LossCoeffQ(’BAU ’, t) = 0;
328 LossCoeffQ(’RES ’, t) = sum(n, losspot(’RES ’, n, t, ’ind ’) - losspot(’RES ’, n, t, ’cap ’)) / sum(n, qpot(’RES ’, n, t, ’ind ’) - qpot(’
RES ’, n, t, ’cap ’));
329
330 dem(n,t) = sum(c$map_nc(n,c), tch(’Dem ’, c, t)) * nch(n, ’sh_dem ’);
331 slack(n) = YES$(nch(n,’Slack ’) > 0);
332
333 react(l) = (lch(l,’reac ’) / lch(l, ’circ ’)) / ((lch(l, ’volt ’) *1E3)**2 / (MVABase * 1E6));
334 resis(l) = (lch(l,’resi ’) / lch(l, ’circ ’)) / ((lch(l, ’volt ’) *1E3)**2 / (MVABase * 1E6));
335 susc_sh(l) = (lch(l,’susc_sh ’) * lch(l, ’circ ’)) * ((lch(l, ’volt ’) *1E3)**2 / (MVABase * 1E6));
336 cond_sh(l) = (lch(l,’cond_sh ’) * lch(l, ’circ ’)) * ((lch(l, ’volt ’) *1E3)**2 / (MVABase * 1E6));
337 cond(l) = resis(l) / (react(l)**2 + resis(l)**2);
338 susc(l) = -react(l) / (react(l)**2 + resis(l)**2);
339
340 l_pmax(l) = lch(l,’th_lim ’) * lch(l, ’circ ’) * (1 - trm);
341 l_imax(l) = l_pmax(l) * 1e3 / (sqrt (3) * lch(l, ’volt ’));
342
343 * Create the incidence matrix
344 incidence(l,n) = 0;
345 incidence(l,n)$(sum(nn , 1$(map_ln(l, n, nn))) > 0) = 1;
346 incidence(l,n)$(sum(nn , 1$(map_ln(l, nn, n))) > 0) = -1;
347
348 * Create the adjacence matrix
349 adjacence(n,nn) = - sum(l, incidence(l,n) * incidence(l,nn));
350 adjacence(n,n) = 0;
351
352 *------------------------------------ PLANT PARAMETERS --------------------------
353 * Define plant sets
354 *ren = only renwables: wind , PV , biomass
355 *con = thermal , RoR , Reservoir
356 *con2 = thermal , RoR , Reservoir , PSP
357 *sto = PSP
358 *chp = plants with CHP flag set
359 con(p) = NO;
360 con2(p) = NO;
361 sto(p) = NO;
362 ren(p) = NO;
363 chp(p) = NO;
364 wind(p) = NO;
365 pv(p) = NO;
366
367 sto(p)$map_pi(p,’PSP ’) = YES;
368 ren(p) = YES$(pch(p, ’res ’) = 1);
369 con(p)$(NOT (sto(p) OR ren(p))) = YES;
370 con2(p)$(NOT ren(p)) = YES;
371 chp(p)$pch(p,’chp ’) = YES;
372 wind(p)$map_pi(p, ’Wind Onshore ’) = YES;
373 pv(p)$map_pi(p, ’PV ’) = YES;
374
375 * Define generation capacities
376 eta(p) = pch(p, ’eta_p ’);
377 eta(sto) = pch(sto , ’eta_p ’) * pch(sto , ’eta_char ’);
378 avail(p) = pch(p, ’avail ’);
379
380 * Define maximum feed -in
381 rmax(i, c, t) = 1;
382 rmax(’Wind Onshore ’, c, t) = tch(’Wind Onshore ’, c, t);
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383 rmax(’Wind Offshore ’, c, t) = tch(’Wind Offshore ’, c, t);
384 rmax(’PV ’, c, t) = tch(’PV ’, c, t);
385 rmax(’RoR ’, c, t) = tch(’RoR ’, c, t);
386
387 *Define variable cost
388 c_var(p,t) = pch(p, ’co_v ’) + sum(f$map_pf(p,f), pr_f(t,f)) / pch(p, ’eta_p ’) + pr_f(t,’co2 ’) * pch(p, ’co2 ’) / pch(p, ’eta_p ’);
389
390 acn(n) = YES$(nch(n,’ac ’) > 0);
391 dcn(n) = YES$(nch(n,’ac ’) = 0);
392 NodeCond(n) = 0;
393 NodeSusc(n) = 0;
394 acl(l) = YES$(sum(acn , abs(Incidence(l,acn))) = 2);
395 dcl(l) = NOT acl(l);
396 mix(acn) = YES$(sum(dcn , adjacence(acn , dcn)) > 0);
397
398 * Grid matrix for DC respresentation nodes
399 DC_h(l,n) = (react(l) / (react(l)**2 + resis(l)**2))$(react(l) or resis(l)) * incidence(l,n);
400 DC_b(n,nn) = sum(dcl , incidence(dcl ,n) * DC_h(dcl ,nn));
401
402 g_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = SUM(l$(incidence(l, n) = 1 and incidence(l, nn) = -1), cond(l));
403 b_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = SUM(l$(incidence(l, n) = 1 and incidence(l, nn) = -1), susc(l));
404 bsh_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = SUM(l$(incidence(l, n) = 1 and incidence(l, nn) = -1), susc_sh(l));
405 gsh_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = SUM(l$(incidence(l, n) = 1 and incidence(l, nn) = -1), cond_sh(l));
406 phi_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = 0;
407 tap_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = 1;
408
409 * Calculate admittance matrix
410 y_g(n,nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = - 1/tap_(n, nn) * ( g_(n, nn) * cos(phi_(n, nn))
411 - b_(n, nn) * sin(phi_(n, nn))
412 )
413 - 1/tap_(nn, n) * ( g_(nn, n) * cos(phi_(nn, n))
414 + b_(nn , n) * sin(phi_(nn , n))
415 );
416 y_b(n,nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = - 1/tap_(n, nn) * ( g_(n, nn) * sin(phi_(n, nn))
417 + b_(n, nn) * cos(phi_(n, nn))
418 )
419 - 1/tap_(nn, n) * ( - g_(nn, n) * sin(phi_(nn, n))
420 + b_(nn , n) * cos(phi_(nn , n))
421 );
422 y_g(acn ,acn) = NodeCond(acn)
423 + sum(acnn , (1 / tap_(acn ,acnn)**2) * g_(acn , acnn)
424 + 0.5 * gsh_(acn , acnn)
425 )
426 + sum(acnn , g_(acnn , acn)
427 + 0.5 * gsh_(acnn , acn)
428 );
429 y_b(acn ,acn) = NodeSusc(acn)
430 + sum(acnn , (1 / tap_(acn ,acnn)**2) * b_(acn , acnn)
431 + 0.5 * bsh_(acn , acnn)
432 )
433 + sum(acnn , b_(acnn , acn)
434 + 0.5 * bsh_(acnn , acn)
435 );
436 b_sh(acn ,acnn) = bsh_(acn , acnn) + bsh_(acnn , acn);
437
438 gmax_S(p) = pch(p,’p_inst ’) / pch(p,’s_pf ’);
439 gq_base(p, gqi)$((pch(p,’q_max ’) / (sqrt(gmax_S(p)**2 - pch(p,’p_inst ’)**2) + pch(p,’q_dis ’)) > 1.02)$(sum(acn , map_pn(p, acn)) and
pch(p,’q_max ’) and gmax_S(p) > pch(p,’p_inst ’)))
440 = ((card(gqi) - ord(gqi)) / (card(gqi) -1)) * (sqrt(gmax_S(p)**2 - pch(p,’p_inst ’)**2) + pch(p,’q_dis ’))
441 + ((ord(gqi) - 1) / (card(gqi) -1)) * pch(p,’q_max ’);
442 hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) = hvdcq_section(hvdcqi) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’);
443
444 * Reactive power sources
445 acp(p) = NO;
446 $if set DistributionQ acp(p)$(pch(p, ’volt ’) = 110) = YES;
447 $if set TransmissionQ acp(p)$(pch(p, ’volt ’) >= 220) = YES;
448 $if not set WindQ acp(p)$(map_pi(p, ’Wind onshore ’)) = NO;
449 $if not set SolarQ acp(p)$(map_pi(p, ’PV ’)) = NO;
450 $if not set BiogasQ acp(p)$(map_pi(p, ’Biomass ’)) = NO;
451 acp(p)$(sum(acn$map_pn(p, acn), 1) = 0) = NO;
452
453 *###############################################################################
454 * Model implementation
455 *###############################################################################
456 OBJ_cost ..
457 TOTAL_COST =E= SUM((tsub ,c), ( COST_GEN(tsub ,c)
458 + COST_INFEAS(tsub ,c)
459 + COST_CURT(tsub ,c)
460 ) * prob(tsub) )
461 ;
462 DEF_cost_gen(tsub ,c)..
463 COST_GEN(tsub ,c) =E= SUM(p$(pch(p, ’p_inst ’) and (map_pc(p,c))), c_var(p,tsub) * G_P(p, tsub))
464 ;
465 DEF_cost_infeas(tsub ,c)..
466 COST_INFEAS(tsub ,c) =E= SUM(n$map_nc(n,c),
467 co_VoLL * DUMP_DEM(n,tsub)
468 + co_dumpgen * DUMP_GEN(n,tsub)
469 + co_dumpQ * INFEAS_IND_Q(n,tsub)
470 + co_dumpQ * INFEAS_CAP_Q(n,tsub)
471 )
472 ;
473 DEF_cost_curt(tsub ,c)..
474 COST_CURT(tsub ,c) =E= SUM(ren$(pch(ren ,’p_inst ’) and (map_pc(ren ,c))),
475 co_curt * ( SUM(i$map_pi(ren ,i),
476 pch(ren , ’p_inst ’) * rmax(i, c, tsub) * avail(ren))
477 - G_P(ren ,tsub)
478 )
479 )
480 ;
481 RES_balance_AC_P(acn ,tsub)..
482 0 =E= dem(acn ,tsub)
483 + SUM(sto$(map_pn(sto ,acn) and pch(sto , ’p_inst ’)), PUMP(sto ,tsub))
484 - SUM(p$(map_pn(p,acn) and pch(p, ’p_inst ’)), G_P(p,tsub))
485 + MVAbase * AC_NETINJECT_P(acn ,tsub)
486 + MVAbase * DC_NETINJECT_P(acn ,tsub)$mix(acn)
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487 - SUM((hvdc , nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc , nn , acn), HVDCFLOW(hvdc , tsub))
488 + SUM((hvdc , nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc , acn , nn), HVDCFLOW(hvdc , tsub))
489 - DUMP_DEM(acn ,tsub)$(nch(acn , ’aux ’) = 0)
490 + DUMP_GEN(acn ,tsub)$(nch(acn , ’aux ’) = 0)
491 + DSO_LOSS(acn ,tsub)
492 ;
493 DEF_dso_loss(acn ,tsub)..
494 DSO_LOSS(acn ,tsub) =E= (DS_Q(acn ,tsub) - qpot(’BAU ’, acn , tsub , ’base ’)) * loss_coeff(tsub)
495 + losspot(’BAU ’, acn , tsub , ’base ’)
496 ;
497 RES_balance_AC_Q(acn ,tsub)..
498 0 =E= - QrmPP * SUM(acp$(map_pn(acp ,acn) and pch(acp , ’p_inst ’)), G_Q(acp ,tsub))
499 - QrmHVDC * SUM((hvdc ,nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc ,acn , nn), HVDC_Q(hvdc , ’start ’,tsub))
500 - QrmHVDC * SUM((hvdc ,nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc ,nn, acn), HVDC_Q(hvdc , ’end ’,tsub))
501 - QrmComp * SUM(qcomp$map_qcompn(qcomp ,acn), COMP_Q(qcomp , tsub))
502 - DS_Q(acn ,tsub)
503 + MVAbase * AC_NETINJECT_Q(acn ,tsub)
504 - INFEAS_IND_Q(acn ,tsub)$(nch(acn , ’aux ’) = 0)
505 + INFEAS_CAP_Q(acn ,tsub)$(nch(acn , ’aux ’) = 0)
506 ;
507 RES_balance_DC_P(dcn ,tsub)..
508 0 =E= dem(dcn ,tsub)
509 + SUM(sto$(map_pn(sto ,dcn) and pch(sto , ’p_inst ’)), PUMP(sto , tsub))
510 - SUM(p$(map_pn(p,dcn) and pch(p, ’p_inst ’)), G_P(p, tsub))
511 + MVAbase * DC_NETINJECT_P(dcn ,tsub)
512 - SUM((hvdc , nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc , nn , dcn), HVDCFLOW(hvdc , tsub))
513 + SUM((hvdc , nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc , dcn , nn), HVDCFLOW(hvdc , tsub))
514 - DUMP_DEM(dcn ,tsub)$(nch(dcn , ’aux ’) = 0)
515 + DUMP_GEN(dcn ,tsub)$(nch(dcn , ’aux ’) = 0)
516 ;
517 RES_gmax_P(p,tsub)$pch(p, ’p_inst ’)..
518 G_P(p,tsub) =L= sum((c,i)$(map_pc(p,c) and map_pi(p,i)), rmax(i, c, tsub)) * pch(p, ’p_inst ’) * avail(p)
519 ;
520
521 RES_gmin_P(p,tsub)$pch(p, ’p_min ’)..
522 G_P(p,tsub) =G= pch(p, ’p_min ’)
523 ;
524 RES_gmax_cap_Q(acp ,tsub)$(sum(acn , map_pn(acp , acn)) and pch(acp , ’q_min ’))..
525 0 =L= G_Q(acp ,tsub)
526 - ((1 / tan(pi * pch(acp ,’q_theta ’) / 180)) * G_P(acp ,tsub))$(pch(acp ,’q_theta ’) < 90 and pch(acp , ’
q_min ’) < 0)
527 - pch(acp , ’q_min ’)
528 ;
529 RES_gmax_ind_Q(acp ,tsub)$(sum(acn , map_pn(acp , acn)) and pch(acp , ’q_max ’))..
530 G_Q(acp ,tsub) =L= pch(acp , ’q_max ’)
531 ;
532 RES_gmax_indA_Q(acp ,tsub ,gqi)$(gq_base(acp ,gqi) and pch(acp , ’q_max ’))..
533 G_P(acp ,tsub) =L= sqrt(gmax_S(acp)**2 - power(gq_base(acp , gqi) - pch(acp , ’q_dis ’), 2))
534 + gq_base(acp , gqi) * (gq_base(acp , gqi) - pch(acp , ’q_dis ’)) / sqrt(gmax_S(acp)**2 - power(gq_base(
acp , gqi) - pch(acp , ’q_dis ’), 2))
535 - G_Q(acp ,tsub) * (gq_base(acp , gqi) - pch(acp , ’q_dis ’)) / sqrt(gmax_S(acp)**2 - power(gq_base(acp ,
gqi) - pch(acp , ’q_dis ’), 2))
536 ;
537 RES_Phi_max_ind(acp ,tsub)$(pch(acp , ’pq_lim ’) > 0 and (pch(acp , ’q_max ’) - pch(acp , ’statcom ’)) > 0)..
538 ((pch(acp , ’pq_lim ’) * pch(acp , ’p_inst ’)) / (pch(acp , ’q_max ’) - pch(acp , ’statcom ’))) * (G_Q(acp ,tsub) - pch(acp , ’statcom
’))
539 =L= G_P(acp ,tsub)
540 ;
541 RES_Phi_max_cap(acp ,tsub)$(pch(acp , ’pq_lim ’) > 0 and (pch(acp , ’q_min ’) + pch(acp , ’statcom ’)) < 0)..
542 ((pch(acp , ’pq_lim ’) * pch(acp , ’p_inst ’)) / (pch(acp , ’q_min ’) + pch(acp , ’statcom ’))) * (G_Q(acp ,tsub) + pch(acp , ’statcom
’))
543 =L= G_P(acp ,tsub)
544 ;
545 RES_pump(sto ,tsub)$pch(sto , ’p_char ’)..
546 PUMP(sto ,tsub) =L= pch(sto , ’p_char ’)
547 ;
548 DEF_DC_lineflow_I(dcl ,tsub)..
549 LINEFLOW_I(dcl ,tsub) =E= ( SUM(dcn , DC_h(dcl ,dcn) * DELTA(dcn ,tsub))
550 + SUM(mix , DC_h(dcl ,mix) * DELTA(mix ,tsub))
551 ) * MVAbase * 1000 / (lch(dcl , ’volt ’) * sqrt (3))
552 ;
553 DEF_AC_netinject_P(acn ,tsub)..
554 AC_NETINJECT_P(acn ,tsub) =E= U(acn ,tsub) * sum(acnn , U(acnn ,tsub) * (
555 + y_g(acn , acnn) * cos(DELTA(acn ,tsub) - DELTA(acnn ,tsub))
556 + y_b(acn , acnn) * sin(DELTA(acn ,tsub) - DELTA(acnn ,tsub))
557 ))
558 ;
559 DEF_AC_netinject_Q(acn ,tsub)..
560 AC_NETINJECT_Q(acn ,tsub) =E= U(acn ,tsub) * sum(acnn , U(acnn ,tsub) * (
561 + y_g(acn , acnn) * sin(DELTA(acn ,tsub) - DELTA(acnn ,tsub))
562 - y_b(acn , acnn) * cos(DELTA(acn ,tsub) - DELTA(acnn ,tsub))
563 ))
564 ;
565 DEF_DC_netinject1_P(dcn ,tsub)..
566 DC_NETINJECT_P(dcn ,tsub) =E= SUM(dcnn , DC_b(dcn ,dcnn) * DELTA(dcnn ,tsub))
567 + SUM(mix , DC_b(dcn ,mix) * DELTA(mix ,tsub))
568 ;
569 DEF_DC_netinject2_P(mix ,tsub)..
570 DC_NETINJECT_P(mix ,tsub) =E= SUM(dcnn , DC_b(mix ,dcnn) * DELTA(dcnn ,tsub))
571 + DC_b(mix ,mix) * DELTA(mix ,tsub)
572 ;
573 RES_DC_pmax(dcl ,tsub)$l_imax(dcl)..
574 (LINEFLOW_I(dcl ,tsub))
575 =L= l_imax(dcl)
576 ;
577 RES_DC_pmin(dcl ,tsub)$l_imax(dcl)..
578 - (LINEFLOW_I(dcl ,tsub))
579 =L= l_imax(dcl)
580 ;
581 RES_AC_pmax(acl ,tsub)$l_pmax(acl)..
582 sum((acn ,acnn)$(map_ln(acl ,acn ,acnn)),
583 power(U(acn ,tsub) * cos(DELTA(acn ,tsub)) - U(acnn ,tsub) * cos(DELTA(acnn ,tsub)), 2)
584 + power(U(acn ,tsub) * sin(DELTA(acn ,tsub)) - U(acnn ,tsub) * sin(DELTA(acnn ,tsub)), 2)
585 ) * (power(cond(acl), 2) + power(susc(acl), 2)) * (MVAbase * 1000 / (sqrt (3) * lch(acl , ’volt ’)))**2
586 =L= l_imax(acl)**2
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587 ;
588 RES_hvdc_max(hvdc ,tsub)..
589 HVDCFLOW(hvdc ,tsub)
590 =L= hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)
591 ;
592 RES_hvdc_min(hvdc ,tsub)..
593 HVDCFLOW(hvdc ,tsub)
594 =G= - hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)
595 ;
596 RES_slack_angle(slack ,tsub)..
597 DELTA(slack ,tsub) =E= 0
598 ;
599 RES_slack_volt(slack ,tsub)..
600 U(slack ,tsub) =E= 1
601 ;
602 RES_hvdc_q_pos(hvdc , hvdcn , hvdcqi , tsub)..
603 HVDCFLOW(hvdc ,tsub) =L=
604 - HVDC_Q(hvdc ,hvdcn ,tsub) * hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) / sqrt(power(( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power
(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2))
605 + sqrt(power (( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2))
606 + power(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2) / sqrt(power(( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power(hvdcq_base(hvdc ,
hvdcqi) ,2))
607 ;
608 RES_hvdc_q_neg(hvdc , hvdcn , hvdcqi , tsub)..
609 HVDCFLOW(hvdc ,tsub) =G=
610 + HVDC_Q(hvdc ,hvdcn ,tsub) * hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) / sqrt(power (( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power
(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2))
611 - sqrt(power(( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2))
612 - power(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2) / sqrt(power (( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power(hvdcq_base(hvdc ,
hvdcqi) ,2))
613 ;
614 RES_hvdc_q_ind(hvdc , hvdcn , tsub)..
615 HVDC_Q(hvdc ,hvdcn ,tsub) =L=
616 (3.8 - 3 * (sum((n,nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc , n, nn), U(n, tsub))$sameas(hvdcn ,’start ’) + sum((n,nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc , n, nn), U(nn
, tsub))$sameas(hvdcn ,’end ’))) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)
617 ;
618 RES_comp_q_ind(qcomp , tsub)..
619 COMP_Q(qcomp , tsub) =L= qcompch(qcomp , ’q_max ’)
620 ;
621 RES_comp_q_cap(qcomp , tsub)..
622 COMP_Q(qcomp , tsub) =G= qcompch(qcomp , ’q_min ’)
623 ;
624 RES_DSQ_ind(acn , tsub)..
625 DS_Q(acn ,tsub) =L= ds_q_max(acn , tsub)
626 ;
627 RES_DSQ_cap(acn , tsub)..
628 DS_Q(acn ,tsub) =G= ds_q_min(acn , tsub)
629 ;
630
631 U.lo(acn ,t) = 1 - (VoltDevN + DNVolt$(nch(acn ,’type ’)=2) );
632 U.up(acn ,t) = 1 + (VoltDevP + DNVolt$(nch(acn ,’type ’)=2) );
633 DELTA.lo(n,t) = -AngleDev;
634 DELTA.up(n,t) = AngleDev;
635
636 $ifThen not set HVDCQ
637 HVDC_Q.fx(hvdc , hvdcn , t) = 0;
638 $endif
639
640 avail(p) = 1;
641 pch(p, ’p_min ’) = 0;
642 DELTA.l(n,t) = 0;
643 U.l(n,t) = 1;
644 U.fx(dcn ,t) = 1;
645 G_P.l(p,t) = 0;
646 HVDC_Q.fx(hvdc ,’start ’,t)$(sum((dcn ,nn), 1$map_hvdcn(hvdc ,dcn ,nn)) > 0) = 0;
647 HVDC_Q.fx(hvdc ,’end ’, t)$(sum((dcn ,nn), 1$map_hvdcn(hvdc ,nn,dcn)) > 0) = 0;
648 DSO_LOSS.l(n,t) = 0;
649 G_P.fx(fixp ,t)$(map_pi(fixp ,’Reservoir ’) or map_pi(fixp ,’PSP ’)) = gp_market(fixp ,t);
650 PUMP.fx(fixp ,t) = pump_market(fixp ,t);
651
652 OPTION NLP=conopt;
653
654 for(j = ts to te,
655 tsub(t) = NO;
656 tsub(t)$(ord(t) = j) = YES;
657
658 loop(scen ,
659 ds_q_min(acn , tsub) = qpot(scen , acn , tsub , ’cap ’);
660 ds_q_max(acn , tsub) = qpot(scen , acn , tsub , ’ind ’);
661 loss_p_min(acn , tsub) = losspot(scen , acn , tsub , ’cap ’);
662 loss_p_max(acn , tsub) = losspot(scen , acn , tsub , ’ind ’);
663 loss_coeff(tsub) = LossCoeffQ(scen ,tsub);
664 SOLVE ELMOD min TOTAL_COST use nlp;
665 Cost(scen ,tsub) = TOTAL_COST.l;
666 G_P.fx(p,tsub)$(not map_pc(p,’DE ’)) = G_P.l(p,tsub);
667 );
668 );
669
670 display Cost;
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B.4 ELMOD LinAC
B.4.1 Mathematical Formulation
min Ctot =
∑
t
ft ·
(∑
p
cvarp ·GPp,t
+
∑
res
ccurt · (gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t −GPres,t)
+
∑
n
cvoll · INFP+n,t + cdump · INFP−n,t + cinfq · (INF
Q+
n,t + INF
Q−
n,t )
)
GPp,t ≤ gpinstp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
GPres,t ≤ gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t ∀res ∈ RES, t ∈ T
GQp,t ≥
1
tanϑp
·GPp,t + gqcapp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
GPp,t ≤ −
gqbasp,i√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
·GQp,t +
(gsinstp )
2√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T, i ∈ I
−GPp,t · tan(ϕp) ≤ GQp,t ≤ GPp,t · tan(ϕp) ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
0 = +dpn,t
−
∑
p∈mp(n)
GPp,t +
∑
sto∈mp(n)
PUMPsto,t
+baseMVA ·NIP,ACn,t
+
∑
hvdc∈mhs(n)
HVDCFhvdc,t −
∑
hvdc∈mhe(n)
HVDCFhvdc,t
−INFP+n,t + INFP−n,t
+
1
2
∑
l∈mls(n)
lossPl,t,j +
1
2
∑
l∈mle(n)
lossPl,t,j ∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T, j ∈ J
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0 = −dqacn,t
−(1− qrp)
∑
p∈mp(acn)
GQp,t
+baseMVA ·NIQ,ACacn,t
−(1− qrh)
 ∑
hvdc∈mhs(acn)
HVDCQshvdc,t +
∑
hvdc∈mhe(acn)
HVDCQehvdc,t

−
∑
comp∈mc(acn)
CQcomp,t
−INFQ+acn,t + INF
Q−
acn,t
+
1
2
( ∑
l∈mls(acn)
lossQl,t,j +
∑
l∈mle(acn)
lossQl,t,j
)
−1
2
baseMVAUacn,t
( ∑
l∈mls(acn)
bshl +
∑
l∈mle(acn)
bshl
)
∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T, j ∈ J
NIP,ACn,t =
∑
nn∈N
(
− ygn,nn · (Un,t − Unn,t)
+ ybn,nn · (∆n,t −∆nn,t)
)
∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T
NIQ,ACacn,t =
∑
nn∈N
(
+ ybacn,nn · (Uacn,t − Unn,t)
+ ygacn,nn · (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
)
∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T
LFPl,t = base
MVA(−gl · (Ums(l),t − Ume(l),t) + bl · (∆ms(l),t −∆me(l),t))
∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T
LFQl,t = base
MVA(bl · (Ums(l),t − Ume(l),t) + gl · (∆ms(l),t −∆me(l),t))
∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T
−liSl ≤ LFPl,t ≤ liSl ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T
−liSl ≤ LF
Q
l,t ≤ li
S
l ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T
quadPk LF
P
l,t + quad
Q
k LF
Q
l,t ≤
√
2liSl ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T, k ∈ K
umin ≤ Uacn,t ≤ umax ∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
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−π ≤ ∆n,t ≤ π ∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T
−lshvdc ≤ HVDCFhvdc,t ≤ lshvdc ∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T
Uslk,t = 1 ∀slk ∈ SLK, t ∈ T
∆slk,t = 0 ∀slk ∈ SLK, t ∈ T
HV DCFhvdc,t ≤−
gqbas,xhvdc,i√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
HVDCQxhvdc,t
+
ls2hvdc√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
HVDCFhvdc,t ≥+
gqbas,xhvdc,i√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
HVDCQxhvdc,t
− ls
2
hvdc√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
HVDCQxhvdc,t ≤ (3.8− 3Ux)lshvdc ∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
cqmincomp ≤ CQcomp,t ≤ cqmaxcomp ∀comp ∈ COMP, t ∈ T
B.4.2 GAMS Code
ELMOD LinAC.gms
1 $offorder
2
3 $set Scenario SQ14
4 $set RunType RES
5 $set dataext scenarios/market_%Scenario%
6 $set data data/MOD_input_2014_DS_island
7
8 * Reactive power
9 $set TransmissionQ
10 $set DistributionQ
11 $set WindQ
12 $set SolarQ
13 *$set BiogasQ
14 $set HVDCQ
15
16 Scalar ts / 1 /;
17 Scalar te / 24 /;
18
19 Scalars
20 QvP_Last / 0.25 /
21 QvP_GenHS / 0.20 /
22 QvP_GenMS / -0.14 /
23 QvP_PV / -0.33 /
24 MS_cable / 405000 /
25 MS_ohl / 108000 /
26 MS_maxload / 0.55 /
27 VoltDevP / 0.03 /
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28 VoltDevN / 0.03 /
29 trm / 0.25 /
30 QrmPP / 0.75 /
31 QrmHVDC / 0.50 /
32 QrmComp / 1.00 /
33 VoltageBlur / 0.001 /
34 DNVolt / 0.03 /
35 MVABase / 100 /
36 co_VoLL / 10000 /
37 co_dumpgen / 10000 /
38 co_dumpQ / 10000 /
39 co_curt / 120 /
40 AngleDev / 3.141 /
41 lim_iter / 5 /
42 Error_tolerance / 0.002 /
43 ;
44
45 *###############################################################################
46 * Definitions
47 *###############################################################################
48 Sets
49 n nodes
50 acn(n) nodes with full AC representation
51 msn(n) nodes connected to the medium voltage grid
52 tsn(n) transmission grid nodes
53 ts_nod(n) transmission grid nodes with transformer
54 c countries
55 i technologies
56 f fuels
57 p plants
58 ren(p) renewable plants
59 con(p) conventional plants
60 con2(p) conventional plants incl. storage
61 sto(p) storage plants
62 chp(p) chp plants
63 wind(p) wind plants
64 pv(p) pv plants
65 fixp(p) power plants with fixed generation
66 acp(p) power plants with reactive power provision
67 acpf(p) 110 kV generators with fixed Q(P) control
68 l AC lines
69 acl(l) AC lines with full AC representation
70 trafos(l) transformers
71 t time
72 tsub(t) subset of t for rolling planification
73 hvdc DC lines
74 qcomp reactive power compensators
75 map_pc(p,c) map plant to country
76 map_pi(p,i) map plant to technology
77 map_pn(p,n) map plant to node
78 map_pf(p,f) map plant to fuel
79 map_nc(n,c) map nodes to country
80 map_ln(l,n,n) map line to From and To node
81 map_hvdcn(hvdc ,n,n) map hvdc line to From and To node
82 map_qcompn(qcomp ,n) map Q compensator to node
83 slack(n) slack node
84 n_(n) node set w.o slack node
85 dir direction of power flow
86 / pos , neg /
87 gqi segments for linear approximation of inductive part of generator curve
88 / gqi1 * gqi4 /
89 hvdcqi segments for linear approximation of HVDC curve
90 / hvqi1 * hvqi8 /
91 hvdcn start and end node of HVDC converter
92 / start , end /
93 itc auxiliary set for iteration counter
94 / it001 * it100 /
95 pqres auxiliary set for PQ restriction quadrants
96 / qI, qII , qIII , qIV /
97 runs model runs
98 / ’base ’, ’ind ’, ’cap ’ /
99 GridType type of 20 kV grid
100 / ’20kV -Kabel ’, ’20kV-Leitung ’ /
101 ;
102
103 alias (n,nn), (c,cc), (l,ll), (t,tt), (n_ nn_), (acn , acnn);
104
105 Parameters
106 * For dataupload
107 lch(l,*) line characteristics
108 hvdcch(hvdc ,*) HVDC characteristics
109 nch(n,*) node characteristics
110 pch(p,*) plant characteristcs
111 ich(i,*) technology characteristics
112 cch(c,*) country characteristics
113 tch(*,c,t) time characteristics
114 pr_f(t,f) fuel prices
115 prob(t) probability of timeslots
116 qcompch(qcomp ,*) reactive power compensator characteristics
117
118 * Network
119 react(l) line reactance
120 resis(l) line resistance
121 susc_sh(l) line shunt susceptance
122 cond_sh(l) line shunt conductance
123 cond(l) line conductance
124 susc(l) line suscepance
125 l_pmax(l) thermal line limit [MVA]
126 l_imax(l) thermal line limit [A]
127 incidence(l,n) node -line incidence matrix
128 adjacence(n,nn) node -node adjacence matrix
129 y_g(n,nn) conductance matrix (real part of admittance)
130 y_b(n,nn) susceptance matrix (imaginary part of admittance)
131 b_sh(n,nn) shunt susceptance matrix
132 g_sh(n,nn) shunt conductance matrix
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133 NodeCond(n) node conductance
134 NodeSusc(n) node susceptance
135
136 * Auxiliary matrices containing line vectors
137 g_(n, nn) line conductance [p.u.]
138 b_(n, nn) line susceptance [p.u.]
139 bsh_(n, nn) line shunt susceptance [p.u.]
140 gsh_(n, nn) line shunt conductance [p.u.]
141 tap_(n, nn) line tap ratio [p.u.]
142 phi_(n, nn) line phase angle [rad]
143
144 * PTDF
145 ptdf(l,n) PTDF matrix
146 bb(n,n) nodal suceptance matrix
147 hh(l,n) branch suceptance matrix
148 bb_(n,nn) reduced B matrix
149 hh_(l,n) reduced H matrix
150 bb_inv(n,nn) inverted B_ matrix
151
152 * Plants
153 rmax(i,c,t) maximum load factor
154 c_var(p,t) variable cost of plant
155 eta(p) efficiency of plant
156 avail(p) availability of plant
157 w_max(p) maximum charge capacity
158 l_max(p) maximum stotage capacity
159 gq_base(p, gqi) Q base points for linear approximation of generator curve [Mvar]
160 gmax_S(p) apparent power [MVA]
161 displaceS(p) displacement of generator curve [Mvar]
162 qpart(p) partition of installed capacity delivering reactive power to TS or 110 kV grid
163 gp_market(p,t) market generation
164 pump_market(p,t) market pump
165
166 * Demand
167 dem(n,t) reference demand [MWh]
168
169 * Reactive power
170 CoeffP(pqres) coefficient P for P-Q quadrant restriction
171 / qI 1
172 qII 1
173 qIII -1
174 qIV -1 /
175 CoeffQ(pqres) coefficient Q for P-Q quadrant restriction
176 / qI 1
177 qII -1
178 qIII -1
179 qIV 1 /
180 hvdcq_section(hvdcqi) half -circle P-Q approximation for HVDC converters
181 / hvqi1 -0.99
182 hvqi2 -0.90
183 hvqi3 -0.65
184 hvqi4 -0.35
185 hvqi5 0.35
186 hvqi6 0.65
187 hvqi7 0.90
188 hvqi8 0.99 /
189 hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) Q base points for linear approximation of hvdc curve [Mvar]
190
191 * Medium voltage
192 DemandQ(t)
193 MSfeedin(n,t)
194 MSfeedinPV(n,t)
195 MSrload(n,t)
196 MSrloadA(n,t)
197 MSmaxrload(n)
198 MSlfact(n,t)
199 MSQbehav(n,t)
200 MSgrid(GridType , n)
201 TotalGrid(GridType)
202 MS_bsh(GridType)
203 MS_x(GridType)
204 MS_amp(GridType)
205
206 * Iteration
207 lossP(l,t) ohmic loss on transmission line
208 lossQ(l,t) reactive power loss on transmission line (+ means consumption of inductive power)
209 curr(l,t) current on transmission line
210 curr_old(l,t) current on transmission line of last model run
211 qpot(l, t, *) reactive power poptential (output)
212 tot_loss(t, *, *) total losses (output)
213 line_loss(l, t, *) line loss (output)
214 curr_dev average current deviation
215 qdir direction of reactive power: capacitive - inductive
216 iter iteration counter
217 j
218 ;
219
220 Variable
221 TOTAL_COST objective value: total cost
222 COST_GEN(t,c) generation cost
223 COST_INFEAS(t,c) infeasibility cost
224 COST_CURT(t,c) curtailment cost
225 COST_INVEST investment cost
226 LINEFLOW_P(l,t) real power flow
227 LINEFLOW_Q(l,t) reactive power flow
228 HVDCFLOW(hvdc ,t) HVDC line flow
229 AC_NETINJECT_P(n,t) AC net injection real
230 AC_NETINJECT_Q(n,t) AC net injection reactive
231 DELTA(n,t) voltage angle
232 G_Q(p,t) reactive power generation
233 HVDC_Q(hvdc , hvdcn , t) reactive power feed -in from HVDC converters
234 COMP_Q(qcomp , t) feed -in from reactive power compensators
235 TRAFO_COMP(n, t) compensation on trafo level
236 ;
237
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238 Positive Variable
239 U(n,t) voltage magnitude
240 G_P(p,t) real power generation
241 PUMP(p,t) storage loading
242 DUMP_DEM(n,t) infeasability variable (dump demand - add generation real)
243 DUMP_GEN(n,t) infeasability variable (dump generation - add demand real)
244 INFEAS_IND_Q(n,t) infeasability variable (add generation inductive reactive)
245 INFEAS_CAP_Q(n,t) infeasability variable (add generation capacitive reactive)
246 ;
247
248 Equations
249 OBJ_cost objective function: total generation cost
250 OBJ_qpot objective function: reactive power exchange
251 DEF_cost_gen generation cost definition
252 DEF_cost_infeas infeasibility cost definition
253 DEF_cost_curt curtailment cost definition
254 RES_balance_AC_P AC market clearing equation real power
255 RES_balance_AC_Q AC market clearing equation reactive power
256 RES_gmax_P maximum real power generation restriction
257 RES_gmin_P minimum real power generation restriction
258 RES_gmax_cap_Q maximum capacitative reactive power generation restriction
259 RES_gmax_ind_Q maximum inductive reactive power generation restriction
260 RES_gmax_indA_Q maximum inductive reactive power generation restriction (linear approximation)
261 RES_Phi_max_cap maximum angle phi for capacitative reactive power generation
262 RES_Phi_max_ind maximum angle phi for inductive reactive power generation
263 RES_QvP_control Q(P) control
264 RES_pump maximum pumping restriction
265 DEF_AC_lineflow_P lineflow definition real power (AC representation)
266 DEF_AC_lineflow_Q lineflow definition reactive power (AC representation)
267 DEF_AC_netinject_P netinput definition real power (AC representation)
268 DEF_AC_netinject_Q netinput definition reactive power (AC representation)
269 RES_AC_pmax maximum transmission restriction P
270 RES_AC_pmin minimum transmission restriction P
271 RES_AC_qmax maximum transmission restriction Q
272 RES_AC_qmin minimum transmission restriction Q
273 RES_AC_quadrant transmission restriction in the P-Q quadrants
274 RES_hvdc_max maximum transmission restriction for HVDC
275 RES_hvdc_min minimum transmission restriction for HVDC
276 RES_slack_angle angle restriction for slack bus
277 RES_slack_volt voltage restriction for slack bus
278 RES_hvdc_q_pos HVDC Q restriction positive
279 RES_hvdc_q_neg HVDC Q restriction negative
280 RES_hvdc_q_ind HVDC Q inductive restriction
281 RES_comp_q_ind compensator Q inductive restriction
282 RES_comp_q_cap compensator Q capacitive restriction
283 ;
284
285 MODEL ELMOD /
286 OBJ_cost
287 DEF_cost_gen
288 DEF_cost_infeas
289 DEF_cost_curt
290 RES_balance_AC_P
291 RES_balance_AC_Q
292 RES_gmax_P
293 RES_gmin_P
294 RES_gmax_cap_Q
295 RES_gmax_ind_Q
296 RES_gmax_indA_Q
297 RES_Phi_max_cap
298 RES_Phi_max_ind
299 RES_QvP_control
300 RES_pump
301 DEF_AC_lineflow_P
302 DEF_AC_lineflow_Q
303 DEF_AC_netinject_P
304 DEF_AC_netinject_Q
305 RES_AC_pmax
306 RES_AC_pmin
307 RES_AC_qmax
308 RES_AC_qmin
309 RES_AC_quadrant
310 RES_hvdc_max
311 RES_hvdc_min
312 RES_hvdc_q_pos
313 RES_hvdc_q_neg
314 RES_hvdc_q_ind
315 RES_comp_q_ind
316 RES_comp_q_cap
317 RES_slack_angle
318 RES_slack_volt
319 /;
320
321 MODEL ELMOD_pot /
322 OBJ_qpot
323 DEF_cost_gen
324 DEF_cost_infeas
325 DEF_cost_curt
326 RES_balance_AC_P
327 RES_balance_AC_Q
328 RES_gmax_P
329 RES_gmin_P
330 RES_gmax_cap_Q
331 RES_gmax_ind_Q
332 RES_gmax_indA_Q
333 RES_Phi_max_cap
334 RES_Phi_max_ind
335 RES_QvP_control
336 RES_pump
337 DEF_AC_lineflow_P
338 DEF_AC_lineflow_Q
339 DEF_AC_netinject_P
340 DEF_AC_netinject_Q
341 RES_AC_pmax
342 RES_AC_pmin
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343 RES_AC_qmax
344 RES_AC_qmin
345 RES_AC_quadrant
346 RES_hvdc_max
347 RES_hvdc_min
348 RES_hvdc_q_pos
349 RES_hvdc_q_neg
350 RES_hvdc_q_ind
351 RES_comp_q_ind
352 RES_comp_q_cap
353 RES_slack_angle
354 RES_slack_volt
355 /;
356
357 *###############################################################################
358 * Data load
359 *###############################################################################
360 $onUNDF
361 $gdxin %data%
362 $load l n p f i c t hvdc map_pn map_pi map_pf map_pc map_nc map_ln map_hvdcn
363 $load nch lch hvdcch pr_f ich pch tch cch prob
364 $gdxin %data%_AC
365 $load qcomp map_qcompn qcompch
366 $gdxin %dataext %.gdx
367 $load gp_market , pump_market , fixp
368 $gdxin
369 $offUNDF
370
371 dem(n,t) = sum(c$map_nc(n,c), tch(’Dem ’, c, t)) * nch(n, ’sh_dem ’);
372 slack(n) = YES$(nch(n,’Slack ’) > 0);
373
374 react(l) = (lch(l,’reac ’) / lch(l, ’circ ’)) / ((lch(l, ’volt ’) *1E3)**2 / (MVABase * 1E6));
375 resis(l) = (lch(l,’resi ’) / lch(l, ’circ ’)) / ((lch(l, ’volt ’) *1E3)**2 / (MVABase * 1E6));
376 susc_sh(l) = (lch(l,’susc_sh ’) * lch(l, ’circ ’)) * ((lch(l, ’volt ’) *1E3)**2 / (MVABase * 1E6));
377 cond_sh(l) = (lch(l,’cond_sh ’) * lch(l, ’circ ’)) * ((lch(l, ’volt ’) *1E3)**2 / (MVABase * 1E6));
378 cond(l) = resis(l) / (react(l)**2 + resis(l)**2);
379 susc(l) = -react(l) / (react(l)**2 + resis(l)**2);
380
381 l_pmax(l) = lch(l,’th_lim ’) * lch(l, ’circ ’) * (1 - trm);
382 l_imax(l) = l_pmax(l) * 1e3 / (sqrt (3) * lch(l, ’volt ’));
383
384 * Create the incidence matrix
385 incidence(l,n) = 0;
386 incidence(l,n)$(sum(nn , 1$(map_ln(l, n, nn))) > 0) = 1;
387 incidence(l,n)$(sum(nn , 1$(map_ln(l, nn, n))) > 0) = -1;
388
389 * Create the adjacence matrix
390 adjacence(n,nn) = - sum(l, incidence(l,n) * incidence(l,nn));
391 adjacence(n,n) = 0;
392
393 *------------------------------------ PLANT PARAMETERS --------------------------
394 * Define plant sets
395 *ren = only renwables: wind , PV , biomass
396 *con = thermal , RoR , Reservoir
397 *con2 = thermal , RoR , Reservoir , PSP
398 *sto = PSP
399 *chp = plants with CHP flag set
400 con(p) = NO;
401 con2(p) = NO;
402 sto(p) = NO;
403 ren(p) = NO;
404 chp(p) = NO;
405 wind(p) = NO;
406 pv(p) = NO;
407
408 sto(p)$map_pi(p,’PSP ’) = YES;
409 ren(p) = YES$(pch(p, ’res ’) = 1);
410 con(p)$(NOT (sto(p) OR ren(p))) = YES;
411 con2(p)$(NOT ren(p)) = YES;
412 chp(p)$pch(p,’chp ’) = YES;
413 wind(p)$map_pi(p, ’Wind Onshore ’) = YES;
414 pv(p)$map_pi(p, ’PV ’) = YES;
415
416 * Define generation capacities
417 eta(p) = pch(p, ’eta_p ’);
418 eta(sto) = pch(sto , ’eta_p ’) * pch(sto , ’eta_char ’);
419 avail(p) = pch(p, ’avail ’);
420
421 * Define maximum feed -in
422 rmax(i, c, t) = 1;
423 rmax(’Wind Onshore ’, c, t) = tch(’Wind Onshore ’, c, t);
424 rmax(’Wind Offshore ’, c, t) = tch(’Wind Offshore ’, c, t);
425 rmax(’PV ’, c, t) = tch(’PV ’, c, t);
426 rmax(’RoR ’, c, t) = tch(’RoR ’, c, t);
427
428 *Define variable cost
429 c_var(p,t) = pch(p, ’co_v ’) + sum(f$map_pf(p,f), pr_f(t,f)) / pch(p, ’eta_p ’) + pr_f(t,’co2 ’) * pch(p, ’co2 ’) / pch(p, ’eta_p ’);
430
431 * Calculation of PTDF matrix
432 hh(l,n) = (react(l) / (react(l)**2 + resis(l)**2))$(react(l) or resis(l)) * incidence(l,n);
433 bb(n,nn) = sum(l, incidence(l,n) * hh(l,nn));
434 n_(n) = YES;
435 n_(slack) = NO;
436 n_(n)$(not map_nc(n, ’DE ’)) = NO;
437 bb_(n_ , nn_) = bb(n_ , nn_);
438 hh_(l, n_) = hh(l, n_);
439
440 execute_unload ’scenarios/ptdf_%Scenario %.gdx ’ bb_ , n_;
441 execute ’invert %scenarios/ptdf_%Scenario %.gdx n_ bb_ scenarios/ptdf_%Scenario %.gdx bb_inv ’;
442 execute_load ’scenarios/ptdf_%Scenario %.gdx ’ bb_inv;
443 ptdf(l,n_) = sum(nn_ , hh_(l,nn_) * bb_inv(n_, nn_));
444 ptdf(l,slack) = eps;
445 execute_unload ’scenarios/ptdf_%Scenario %.gdx ’ l, n, n_, ptdf;
446
447 acn(n) = YES;
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448 acl(l) = YES;
449 msn(n) = YES$(nch(n, ’type ’) = 2 and nch(n, ’aux ’) = 0 and acn(n));
450 tsn(n) = YES$(nch(n, ’type ’) = 1);
451 NodeCond(n) = 0;
452 NodeSusc(n) = 0;
453 g_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = SUM(l$(incidence(l, n) = 1 and incidence(l, nn) = -1), cond(l));
454 b_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = SUM(l$(incidence(l, n) = 1 and incidence(l, nn) = -1), susc(l));
455 bsh_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = SUM(l$(incidence(l, n) = 1 and incidence(l, nn) = -1), susc_sh(l));
456 gsh_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = SUM(l$(incidence(l, n) = 1 and incidence(l, nn) = -1), cond_sh(l));
457 phi_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = 0;
458 tap_(n, nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = 1;
459
460 * Calculate admittance matrix
461 y_g(n,nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = - 1/tap_(n, nn) * ( g_(n, nn) * cos(phi_(n, nn))
462 - b_(n, nn) * sin(phi_(n, nn))
463 )
464 - 1/tap_(nn, n) * ( g_(nn, n) * cos(phi_(nn, n))
465 + b_(nn , n) * sin(phi_(nn , n))
466 );
467 y_b(n,nn)$adjacence(n, nn) = - 1/tap_(n, nn) * ( g_(n, nn) * sin(phi_(n, nn))
468 + b_(n, nn) * cos(phi_(n, nn))
469 )
470 - 1/tap_(nn, n) * ( - g_(nn, n) * sin(phi_(nn, n))
471 + b_(nn , n) * cos(phi_(nn , n))
472 );
473 y_g(acn ,acn) = NodeCond(acn)
474 + sum(acnn , (1 / tap_(acn ,acnn)**2) * g_(acn , acnn)
475 + 0.5 * gsh_(acn , acnn)
476 )
477 + sum(acnn , g_(acnn , acn)
478 + 0.5 * gsh_(acnn , acn)
479 );
480 y_b(acn ,acn) = NodeSusc(acn)
481 + sum(acnn , (1 / tap_(acn ,acnn)**2) * b_(acn , acnn)
482 + 0.5 * bsh_(acn , acnn)
483 )
484 + sum(acnn , b_(acnn , acn)
485 + 0.5 * bsh_(acnn , acn)
486 );
487 b_sh(acn ,acnn) = bsh_(acn , acnn) + bsh_(acnn , acn);
488
489 gmax_S(p) = pch(p,’p_inst ’) / pch(p,’s_pf ’);
490 gq_base(p, gqi)$((pch(p,’q_max ’) / (sqrt(gmax_S(p)**2 - pch(p,’p_inst ’)**2) + pch(p,’q_dis ’)) > 1.02)$(sum(acn , map_pn(p, acn)) and
pch(p,’q_max ’) and gmax_S(p) > pch(p,’p_inst ’)))
491 = ((card(gqi) - ord(gqi)) / (card(gqi) -1)) * (sqrt(gmax_S(p)**2 - pch(p,’p_inst ’)**2) + pch(p,’q_dis ’))
492 + ((ord(gqi) - 1) / (card(gqi) -1)) * pch(p,’q_max ’);
493 hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) = hvdcq_section(hvdcqi) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’);
494
495 * Reactive power sources
496 acp(p) = NO;
497 $if set DistributionQ acp(p)$(pch(p, ’volt ’) = 110) = YES;
498 $if set TransmissionQ acp(p)$(pch(p, ’volt ’) >= 220) = YES;
499 $if not set WindQ acp(p)$(map_pi(p, ’Wind onshore ’)) = NO;
500 $if not set SolarQ acp(p)$(map_pi(p, ’PV ’)) = NO;
501 $if not set BiogasQ acp(p)$(map_pi(p, ’Biomass ’)) = NO;
502 acp(p)$(sum(acn$map_pn(p, acn), 1) = 0) = NO;
503 acpf(p) = YES$((sum(acn$map_pn(p, acn), 1) > 0) and (pch(p, ’volt ’) = 110) and (not acp(p)));
504 qpart(p) = 1.0;
505
506 * Medium voltage calculation
507 DemandQ(t) = QvP_Last;
508 TotalGrid (’20kV-Kabel ’) = MS_cable;
509 TotalGrid (’20kV-Leitung ’) = MS_ohl;
510 MS_bsh (’20kV -Kabel ’) = 95.50e-6 * 20000**2;
511 MS_bsh (’20kV -Leitung ’) = 3.52e-6 * 20000**2;
512 MS_amp (’20kV -Kabel ’) = 417;
513 MS_amp (’20kV -Leitung ’) = 404;
514 MS_x(’20kV-Kabel ’) = 0.113;
515 MS_x(’20kV-Leitung ’) = 0.340;
516 MSgrid(GridType , msn) = nch(msn , ’sh_dem ’) * TotalGrid(GridType);
517 MSfeedin(msn ,t) = sum(p$(map_pn(p,msn) and pch(p, ’volt ’) < 110), pch(p, ’p_inst ’) * (sum((c,i)$(map_pc(p,c)
and map_pi(p,i)), rmax(i, c, t))$(pch(p, ’fluc ’) = 1) + 0.5$(pch(p, ’fluc ’) = 0)))
518 + sum(p$(map_pn(p,msn) and pch(p, ’volt ’) = 110), (1 - qpart(p)) * pch(p, ’p_inst ’) * (sum((c,i)$(map_pc(p,c)
and map_pi(p,i)), rmax(i, c, t))$(pch(p, ’fluc ’) = 1) + 0.5$(pch(p, ’fluc ’) = 0)));
519 MSfeedinPV(msn ,t) = sum(p$(map_pn(p,msn) and pch(p, ’volt ’) < 110 and map_pi(p, ’PV ’)), pch(p, ’p_inst ’) * sum(c$map_pc(p,c), rmax(’
PV’, c, t)))
520 + sum(p$(map_pn(p,msn) and pch(p, ’volt ’) = 110 and map_pi(p, ’PV ’)), (1 - qpart(p)) * pch(p, ’p_inst ’) * sum(
c$map_pc(p,c), rmax(’PV’, c, t)));
521 MSrload(msn ,t) = dem(msn ,t) - MSfeedin(msn ,t);
522 MSrloadA(msn ,t) = abs(MSrload(msn ,t));
523 MSmaxrload(msn) = smax(t, MSrloadA(msn ,t));
524 loop(msn ,
525 if (MSmaxrload(msn) > 0, MSlfact(msn ,t) = MS_maxload * MSrloadA(msn ,t) / MSmaxrload(msn));
526 if (MSmaxrload(msn) = 0, MSlfact(msn ,t) = 0);
527 );
528 MSQbehav(msn ,t) = sum(GridType , MSgrid(GridType , msn) * (MS_bsh(GridType) - 3 * MS_x(GridType) * (MSlfact(msn ,t) * MS_amp(GridType))
**2) / 1e6);
529
530 *###############################################################################
531 * Model implementation
532 *###############################################################################
533 OBJ_cost ..
534 TOTAL_COST =E= SUM((tsub ,c), ( COST_GEN(tsub ,c)
535 + COST_INFEAS(tsub ,c)
536 + COST_CURT(tsub ,c)
537 ) * prob(tsub) )
538 ;
539 OBJ_qpot ..
540 TOTAL_COST =E= qdir * MVAbase * SUM((tsub ,acl)$(lch(acl , ’type ’) = 1), LINEFLOW_Q(acl ,tsub))
541 - SUM((tsub ,c), COST_INFEAS(tsub ,c))
542 ;
543 DEF_cost_gen(tsub ,c)..
544 COST_GEN(tsub ,c) =E= SUM(p$(pch(p, ’p_inst ’) and (map_pc(p,c))), c_var(p,tsub) * G_P(p, tsub))
545 ;
546
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547 DEF_cost_infeas(tsub ,c)..
548 COST_INFEAS(tsub ,c) =E= SUM(n$map_nc(n,c),
549 co_VoLL * DUMP_DEM(n,tsub)
550 + co_dumpgen * DUMP_GEN(n,tsub)
551 + co_dumpQ * INFEAS_IND_Q(n,tsub)
552 + co_dumpQ * INFEAS_CAP_Q(n,tsub)
553 )
554 ;
555 DEF_cost_curt(tsub ,c)..
556 COST_CURT(tsub ,c) =E= SUM(ren$(pch(ren ,’p_inst ’) and (map_pc(ren ,c))),
557 co_curt * ( SUM(i$map_pi(ren ,i),
558 pch(ren , ’p_inst ’) * rmax(i, c, tsub) * avail(ren))
559 - G_P(ren ,tsub)
560 )
561 )
562 ;
563 RES_balance_AC_P(n,tsub)..
564 0 =E= dem(n,tsub)
565 + SUM(sto$(map_pn(sto ,n) and pch(sto , ’p_inst ’)), PUMP(sto ,tsub))
566 - SUM(p$(map_pn(p,n) and pch(p, ’p_inst ’)), G_P(p,tsub))
567 + MVAbase * AC_NETINJECT_P(n,tsub)$acn(n)
568 - SUM((hvdc , nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc , nn , n), HVDCFLOW(hvdc , tsub))
569 + SUM((hvdc , nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc , n, nn), HVDCFLOW(hvdc , tsub))
570 - DUMP_DEM(n,tsub)$(nch(n, ’aux ’) = 0)
571 + DUMP_GEN(n,tsub)$(nch(n, ’aux ’) = 0)
572 + 0.5 * sum((acl ,nn)$map_ln(acl ,n,nn), lossP(acl ,tsub) )
573 + 0.5 * sum((acl ,nn)$map_ln(acl ,nn,n), lossP(acl ,tsub) )
574 ;
575 RES_balance_AC_Q(acn ,tsub)..
576 0 =E= DemandQ(tsub) * dem(acn ,tsub)
577 - QvP_GenMS * (MSfeedin(acn ,tsub) - MSfeedinPV(acn ,tsub))$msn(acn)
578 - QvP_PV * MSfeedinPV(acn ,tsub)$msn(acn)
579 - MSQbehav(acn ,tsub)$msn(acn)
580 - QrmPP * SUM(acp$(map_pn(acp ,acn) and pch(acp , ’p_inst ’)), G_Q(acp ,tsub) * qpart(acp))
581 - 1 * SUM(acpf$(map_pn(acpf ,acn) and pch(acpf , ’p_inst ’)), G_Q(acpf ,tsub) * qpart(acpf))
582 - QrmHVDC * SUM((hvdc ,nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc ,acn , nn), HVDC_Q(hvdc , ’start ’,tsub))
583 - QrmHVDC * SUM((hvdc ,nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc ,nn, acn), HVDC_Q(hvdc , ’end ’,tsub))
584 - QrmComp * SUM(qcomp$map_qcompn(qcomp ,acn), COMP_Q(qcomp , tsub))
585 + MVAbase * AC_NETINJECT_Q(acn ,tsub)
586 - INFEAS_IND_Q(acn ,tsub)$(nch(acn , ’aux ’) = 0)
587 + INFEAS_CAP_Q(acn ,tsub)$(nch(acn , ’aux ’) = 0)
588 - TRAFO_COMP(acn , tsub)$tsn(acn)
589 - SUM(acnn , 0.5 * MVAbase * b_sh(acn ,acnn) * U(acn ,tsub))
590 + 0.5 * sum((acl ,acnn)$map_ln(acl ,acn ,acnn), lossQ(acl ,tsub) )
591 + 0.5 * sum((acl ,acnn)$map_ln(acl ,acnn ,acn), lossQ(acl ,tsub) )
592 ;
593 RES_gmax_P(p,tsub)$pch(p, ’p_inst ’)..
594 G_P(p,tsub) =L= sum((c,i)$(map_pc(p,c) and map_pi(p,i)), rmax(i, c, tsub)) * pch(p, ’p_inst ’) * avail(p)
595 ;
596 RES_gmin_P(p,tsub)$pch(p, ’p_min ’)..
597 G_P(p,tsub) =G= pch(p, ’p_min ’)
598 ;
599 RES_gmax_cap_Q(acp ,tsub)$(sum(acn , map_pn(acp , acn)))..
600 0 =L= G_Q(acp ,tsub)
601 - ((1 / tan(pi * pch(acp ,’q_theta ’) / 180)) * G_P(acp ,tsub))$(pch(acp ,’q_theta ’) < 90 and pch(acp , ’
q_min ’) < 0)
602 - pch(acp , ’q_min ’)
603 ;
604 RES_gmax_ind_Q(acp ,tsub)$(sum(acn , map_pn(acp , acn)))..
605 G_Q(acp ,tsub) =L= pch(acp , ’q_max ’)
606 ;
607 RES_gmax_indA_Q(acp ,tsub ,gqi)$(gq_base(acp ,gqi) and pch(acp , ’q_max ’))..
608 G_P(acp ,tsub) =L= sqrt(gmax_S(acp)**2 - power(gq_base(acp , gqi) - pch(acp , ’q_dis ’), 2))
609 + gq_base(acp , gqi) * (gq_base(acp , gqi) - pch(acp , ’q_dis ’)) / sqrt(gmax_S(acp)**2 - power(gq_base(
acp , gqi) - pch(acp , ’q_dis ’), 2))
610 - G_Q(acp ,tsub) * (gq_base(acp , gqi) - pch(acp , ’q_dis ’)) / sqrt(gmax_S(acp)**2 - power(gq_base(acp ,
gqi) - pch(acp , ’q_dis ’), 2))
611 ;
612 RES_Phi_max_ind(acp ,tsub)$(pch(acp , ’pq_lim ’) > 0 and (pch(acp , ’q_max ’) - pch(acp , ’statcom ’)) > 0)..
613 ((pch(acp , ’pq_lim ’) * pch(acp , ’p_inst ’)) / (pch(acp , ’q_max ’) - pch(acp , ’statcom ’))) * (G_Q(acp ,tsub) - pch(acp , ’statcom
’))
614 =L= G_P(acp ,tsub)
615 ;
616 RES_Phi_max_cap(acp ,tsub)$(pch(acp , ’pq_lim ’) > 0 and (pch(acp , ’q_min ’) + pch(acp , ’statcom ’)) < 0)..
617 ((pch(acp , ’pq_lim ’) * pch(acp , ’p_inst ’)) / (pch(acp , ’q_min ’) + pch(acp , ’statcom ’))) * (G_Q(acp ,tsub) + pch(acp , ’statcom
’))
618 =L= G_P(acp ,tsub)
619 ;
620 RES_QvP_control(acpf ,tsub)..
621 G_Q(acpf ,tsub) =e= G_P(acpf ,tsub) * QvP_GenHS
622 ;
623 RES_pump(sto ,tsub)$pch(sto , ’p_char ’)..
624 PUMP(sto ,tsub) =L= pch(sto , ’p_char ’)
625 ;
626 DEF_AC_lineflow_P(acl ,tsub)..
627 LINEFLOW_P(acl ,tsub) =E= SUM((n,nn)$map_ln(acl , n, nn),
628 - cond(acl) * (U(n,tsub) - U(nn ,tsub))
629 + susc(acl) * (DELTA(n,tsub) - DELTA(nn,tsub))
630 )
631 ;
632 DEF_AC_lineflow_Q(acl ,tsub)..
633 LINEFLOW_Q(acl ,tsub) =E= SUM((n,nn)$map_ln(acl , n, nn),
634 + susc(acl) * (U(n,tsub) - U(nn,tsub))
635 + cond(acl) * (DELTA(n,tsub) - DELTA(nn,tsub))
636 )
637 ;
638 DEF_AC_netinject_P(acn ,tsub)..
639 AC_NETINJECT_P(acn ,tsub) =E= SUM(acnn , - y_g(acn , acnn) * (U(acn ,tsub) - U(acnn ,tsub))
640 + y_b(acn , acnn) * (DELTA(acn ,tsub) - DELTA(acnn ,tsub))
641 )
642 ;
643 DEF_AC_netinject_Q(acn ,tsub)..
644 AC_NETINJECT_Q(acn ,tsub) =E= SUM(acnn , + y_b(acn , acnn) * (U(acn ,tsub) - U(acnn ,tsub))
645 + y_g(acn , acnn) * (DELTA(acn ,tsub) - DELTA(acnn ,tsub))
646 )
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647 ;
648 RES_AC_pmax(l,tsub)$(l_pmax(l) and lch(l, ’deadend ’) = 0)..
649 MVAbase * LINEFLOW_P(l,tsub)
650 =L= l_pmax(l) * 1.1
651 ;
652 RES_AC_pmin(l,tsub)$(l_pmax(l) and lch(l, ’deadend ’) = 0)..
653 - MVAbase * LINEFLOW_P(l,tsub)
654 =L= l_pmax(l) * 1.1
655 ;
656 RES_AC_qmax(acl ,tsub)$(l_pmax(acl) and lch(acl , ’deadend ’) = 0)..
657 MVAbase * LINEFLOW_Q(acl ,tsub)
658 =L= l_pmax(acl) * 1.1
659 ;
660 RES_AC_qmin(acl ,tsub)$(l_pmax(acl) and lch(acl , ’deadend ’) = 0)..
661 - MVAbase * LINEFLOW_Q(acl ,tsub)
662 =L= l_pmax(acl) * 1.1
663 ;
664 RES_AC_quadrant(acl ,tsub ,pqres)$(l_pmax(acl) and lch(acl , ’deadend ’) = 0)..
665 MVAbase * (CoeffP(pqres) * LINEFLOW_P(acl ,tsub) + CoeffQ(pqres) * LINEFLOW_Q(acl ,tsub) )
666 =L= l_pmax(acl) * sqrt (2) * 1.1
667 ;
668 RES_hvdc_max(hvdc ,tsub)..
669 HVDCFLOW(hvdc ,tsub)
670 =L= hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)
671 ;
672 RES_hvdc_min(hvdc ,tsub)..
673 HVDCFLOW(hvdc ,tsub)
674 =G= - hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)
675 ;
676 RES_slack_angle(slack ,tsub)..
677 DELTA(slack ,tsub) =E= 0
678 ;
679 RES_slack_volt(slack ,tsub)..
680 U(slack ,tsub) =E= 1
681 ;
682 RES_hvdc_q_pos(hvdc , hvdcn , hvdcqi , tsub)..
683 HVDCFLOW(hvdc ,tsub) =L=
684 - HVDC_Q(hvdc ,hvdcn ,tsub) * hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) / sqrt(power(( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power
(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2))
685 + sqrt(power (( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2))
686 + power(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2) / sqrt(power(( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power(hvdcq_base(hvdc ,
hvdcqi) ,2))
687 ;
688 RES_hvdc_q_neg(hvdc , hvdcn , hvdcqi , tsub)..
689 HVDCFLOW(hvdc ,tsub) =G=
690 + HVDC_Q(hvdc ,hvdcn ,tsub) * hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) / sqrt(power (( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power
(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2))
691 - sqrt(power(( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2))
692 - power(hvdcq_base(hvdc , hvdcqi) ,2) / sqrt(power (( hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)) ,2) - power(hvdcq_base(hvdc ,
hvdcqi) ,2))
693 ;
694 RES_hvdc_q_ind(hvdc , hvdcn , tsub)..
695 HVDC_Q(hvdc ,hvdcn ,tsub) =L=
696 (3.8 - 3 * (sum((n,nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc , n, nn), U(n, tsub))$sameas(hvdcn ,’start ’) + sum((n,nn)$map_hvdcn(hvdc , n, nn), U(nn
, tsub))$sameas(hvdcn ,’end ’))) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’th_lim ’) * hvdcch(hvdc , ’circ ’)
697 ;
698 RES_comp_q_ind(qcomp , tsub)..
699 COMP_Q(qcomp , tsub) =L= qcompch(qcomp , ’q_max ’)
700 ;
701
702 RES_comp_q_cap(qcomp , tsub)..
703 COMP_Q(qcomp , tsub) =G= qcompch(qcomp , ’q_min ’)
704 ;
705
706 U.lo(acn ,t) = 1 - (VoltDevN + DNVolt$(nch(acn ,’type ’)=2) );
707 U.up(acn ,t) = 1 + (VoltDevP + DNVolt$(nch(acn ,’type ’)=2) );
708 DELTA.lo(n,t) = -AngleDev;
709 DELTA.up(n,t) = AngleDev;
710
711 $ifThen not set HVDCQ
712 HVDC_Q.fx(hvdc , hvdcn , t) = 0;
713 $endif
714
715 avail(p) = 1;
716 pch(p, ’p_min ’) = 0;
717 G_P.fx(fixp ,t)$(map_pi(fixp ,’Reservoir ’) or map_pi(fixp ,’PSP ’)) = gp_market(fixp ,t);
718 PUMP.fx(fixp ,t) = pump_market(fixp ,t);
719 DELTA.l(n,t) = 0;
720 U.l(n,t) = 1;
721 G_P.l(p,t) = 0;
722 curr(l,t) = 0.2 * l_imax(l);
723 lossP(acl , t) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’resi ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr(acl , t)**2 / 1e6;
724 lossQ(acl , t) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’reac ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr(acl , t)**2 / 1e6;
725 trafos(l) = YES$(lch(l, ’type ’) = 1);
726 ts_nod(n) = YES$(sum(l, lch(l, ’type ’) * sum(nn, 1$map_ln(l, n, nn))) >= 1);
727
728 OPTION LP=cplex;
729
730 * Solve model based on rolling planification
731 for(j = ts to te,
732 tsub(t) = NO;
733 tsub(t)$(ord(t) = j) = YES;
734
735 * Market run
736 curr_dev = 1;
737 iter = 0;
738 co_dumpQ = 0.0001;
739 TRAFO_COMP.fx(n, tsub) = 0;
740 While ( curr_dev > error_tolerance and iter < lim_iter ,
741 iter = iter + 1;
742 if(iter = 2, co_dumpQ = 10000;);
743 SOLVE ELMOD min TOTAL_COST use lp;
744 curr_old(l,tsub) = curr(l,tsub);
745 curr(l, tsub) = sqrt(sum((n,nn)$(map_ln(l,n,nn)), power(U.l(n,tsub) * cos(DELTA.l(n,tsub)) - U.l(nn,tsub) * cos(DELTA.l(nn ,
tsub)), 2)
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746 + power(U.l(n,tsub) * sin(DELTA.l(n,tsub)) - U.l(nn ,tsub) * sin(DELTA.l(nn,tsub))
, 2) ))
747 * sqrt((cond(l)*cond(l) + susc(l)*susc(l)))
748 * MVAbase * 1000 /(sqrt (3) * lch(l, ’volt ’));
749 curr_dev = sum((acl ,tsub)$(curr(acl ,tsub) ne 0), abs(( curr_old(acl ,tsub) - curr(acl ,tsub)) / l_imax(acl))) / (card(tsub) * card
(acl));
750 lossP(acl , tsub) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’resi ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr(acl , tsub)*curr(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
751 lossQ(acl , tsub) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’reac ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr(acl , tsub)*curr(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
752 );
753
754 lossP(acl , tsub) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’resi ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr_old(acl , tsub)*curr_old(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
755 lossQ(acl , tsub) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’reac ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr_old(acl , tsub)*curr_old(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
756 qpot(acl , tsub , ’base ’)$(lch(acl , ’type ’) = 1) =
757 MVAbase * SUM((acn ,acnn)$map_ln(acl ,acn ,acnn),
758 + susc(acl) * (U.l(acn ,tsub) - U.l(acnn ,tsub))
759 + cond(acl) * (DELTA.l(acn ,tsub) - DELTA.l(acnn ,tsub))
760 );
761 line_loss(acl , tsub , ’base ’) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’resi ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr(acl , tsub)*curr(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
762 tot_loss(tsub , ’base ’, ’DS ’) = sum(acl$(lch(acl , ’volt ’) = 110 and lch(acl , ’type ’) = 0), line_loss(acl , tsub , ’base ’));
763 tot_loss(tsub , ’base ’, ’TS ’) = sum(acl$(lch(acl , ’volt ’) > 110 and lch(acl , ’type ’) = 0), line_loss(acl , tsub , ’base ’));
764 tot_loss(tsub , ’base ’, ’Trafo ’) = sum(acl$(lch(acl , ’volt ’) > 110 and lch(acl , ’type ’) = 1), line_loss(acl , tsub , ’base ’));
765
766 * Fix all real power and TS voltages
767 G_P.fx(p, tsub) = G_P.l(p, tsub);
768 U.lo(acn , tsub)$(nch(acn , ’type ’) = 1) = U.l(acn , tsub) - VoltageBlur;
769 U.up(acn , tsub)$(nch(acn , ’type ’) = 1) = U.l(acn , tsub) + VoltageBlur;
770 TRAFO_COMP.lo(ts_nod , tsub) = -inf;
771 TRAFO_COMP.up(ts_nod , tsub) = inf;
772
773 * Inductive run
774 curr_dev = 1;
775 iter = 0;
776 While ( curr_dev > error_tolerance and iter < lim_iter ,
777 iter = iter + 1;
778 qdir = 1;
779 SOLVE ELMOD_pot max TOTAL_COST use lp;
780 curr_old(l,tsub) = curr(l,tsub);
781 curr(l, tsub) = sqrt(sum((n,nn)$(map_ln(l,n,nn)), power(U.l(n,tsub) * cos(DELTA.l(n,tsub)) - U.l(nn,tsub) * cos(DELTA.l(nn,
tsub)), 2)
782 + power(U.l(n,tsub) * sin(DELTA.l(n,tsub)) - U.l(nn ,tsub) * sin(DELTA.l(nn,tsub))
, 2) ))
783 * sqrt((cond(l)*cond(l) + susc(l)*susc(l)))
784 * MVAbase * 1000 /(sqrt (3) * lch(l, ’volt ’));
785 curr_dev = sum((acl ,tsub)$(curr(acl ,tsub) ne 0), abs(( curr_old(acl ,tsub) - curr(acl ,tsub)) / l_imax(acl))) / (card(tsub) * card
(acl));
786 lossQ(acl , tsub) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’reac ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr(acl , tsub)*curr(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
787 );
788 lossQ(acl , tsub) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’reac ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr_old(acl , tsub)*curr_old(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
789 qpot(acl , tsub , ’ind ’)$(lch(acl , ’type ’) = 1) =
790 MVAbase * SUM((acn ,acnn)$map_ln(acl ,acn ,acnn),
791 + susc(acl) * (U.l(acn ,tsub) - U.l(acnn ,tsub))
792 + cond(acl) * (DELTA.l(acn ,tsub) - DELTA.l(acnn ,tsub))
793 );
794 line_loss(acl , tsub , ’ind ’) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’resi ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr(acl , tsub)*curr(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
795 tot_loss(tsub , ’ind ’, ’DS ’) = sum(acl$(lch(acl , ’volt ’) = 110 and lch(acl , ’type ’) = 0), line_loss(acl , tsub , ’ind ’));
796 tot_loss(tsub , ’ind ’, ’TS ’) = sum(acl$(lch(acl , ’volt ’) > 110 and lch(acl , ’type ’) = 0), line_loss(acl , tsub , ’ind ’));
797 tot_loss(tsub , ’ind ’, ’Trafo ’) = sum(acl$(lch(acl , ’volt ’) > 110 and lch(acl , ’type ’) = 1), line_loss(acl , tsub , ’ind ’));
798
799 * Capacitive run
800 curr_dev = 1;
801 iter = 0;
802 While ( curr_dev > error_tolerance and iter < lim_iter ,
803 iter = iter + 1;
804 qdir = -1;
805 SOLVE ELMOD_pot max TOTAL_COST use lp;
806 curr_old(l,tsub) = curr(l,tsub);
807 curr(l, tsub) = sqrt(sum((n,nn)$(map_ln(l,n,nn)), power(U.l(n,tsub) * cos(DELTA.l(n,tsub)) - U.l(nn,tsub) * cos(DELTA.l(nn ,
tsub)), 2)
808 + power(U.l(n,tsub) * sin(DELTA.l(n,tsub)) - U.l(nn ,tsub) * sin(DELTA.l(nn,tsub))
, 2) ))
809 * sqrt((cond(l)*cond(l) + susc(l)*susc(l)))
810 * MVAbase * 1000 /(sqrt (3) * lch(l, ’volt ’));
811 curr_dev = sum((acl ,tsub)$(curr(acl ,tsub) ne 0), abs(( curr_old(acl ,tsub) - curr(acl ,tsub)) / l_imax(acl))) / (card(tsub) * card
(acl));
812 lossQ(acl , tsub) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’reac ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr(acl , tsub)*curr(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
813 );
814 lossQ(acl , tsub) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’reac ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr_old(acl , tsub)*curr_old(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
815 qpot(acl , tsub , ’cap ’)$(lch(acl , ’type ’) = 1) =
816 MVAbase * SUM((acn ,acnn)$map_ln(acl ,acn ,acnn),
817 + susc(acl) * (U.l(acn ,tsub) - U.l(acnn ,tsub))
818 + cond(acl) * (DELTA.l(acn ,tsub) - DELTA.l(acnn ,tsub))
819 );
820 line_loss(acl , tsub , ’cap ’) = 3 * (lch(acl ,’resi ’) / lch(acl , ’circ ’)) * curr(acl , tsub)*curr(acl , tsub) / 1e6;
821 tot_loss(tsub , ’cap ’, ’DS ’) = sum(acl$(lch(acl , ’volt ’) = 110 and lch(acl , ’type ’) = 0), line_loss(acl , tsub , ’cap ’));
822 tot_loss(tsub , ’cap ’, ’TS ’) = sum(acl$(lch(acl , ’volt ’) > 110 and lch(acl , ’type ’) = 0), line_loss(acl , tsub , ’cap ’));
823 tot_loss(tsub , ’cap ’, ’Trafo ’) = sum(acl$(lch(acl , ’volt ’) > 110 and lch(acl , ’type ’) = 1), line_loss(acl , tsub , ’cap ’));
824 );
825
826 Parameter qpotn(n, t, runs), lossn(n, t, runs), loss_nod(t, n, runs), loss_trafo(t, l, runs);
827 loss_nod(t, n, runs) = sum((l,nn)$(map_ln(l,n,nn) or map_ln(l,nn,n)), 0.5 * line_loss(l, t, runs));
828 loss_trafo(t, trafos , runs) = sum(n$(nch(n, ’volt ’) = 110), ptdf(trafos ,n) * loss_nod(t, n, runs));
829 qpotn(n, t, runs) = sum((trafos ,nn)$map_ln(trafos , n, nn), qpot(trafos , t, runs));
830 lossn(n, t, runs) = sum((trafos ,nn)$map_ln(trafos , n, nn), -loss_trafo(t, trafos , runs) + 0.5 * line_loss(trafos , t, runs));
831 execute_unload "scenarios/DSQpot%RunType%_%Scenario %.gdx" qpotn , lossn , line_loss , tot_loss , loss_nod , loss_trafo;
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B.5 Redispatch Model
B.5.1 Mathematical Formulation of Market Model
min Ctot =
∑
t
ft ·
(∑
p∈P
cvarp ·GPp,t
+
∑
res∈RES
ccurt · (gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t −GPres,t)
+
∑
c∈C
cvoll · INFMKT,P+c,t + cdump · INF
MKT,P−
c,t
)
0 =dpc,t
−
∑
p∈mp′(c)
GPp,t
+
∑
sto∈mp′(c)
PUMPsto,t
+
∑
cc∈C
EXPc,cc,t −
∑
cc∈C
EXPcc,c,t
−INFMKT,P+c,t + INF
MKT,P−
c,t ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ T
GPp,t ≤ gpinstp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
PUMPsto,t ≤ pumpinststo ∀sto ∈ STO, t ∈ T
GPres,t ≤ gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t ∀res ∈ RES, t ∈ T∑
t∈T
ηsto · PUMPsto,t · ft =
∑
t∈T
GPsto,t · ft ∀sto ∈ STO
∑
t∈T
GPhre,t · ft ≤ gpinsthre ·
flhhre
8760h
∀hre ∈ HRE
EXPc,cc,t ≤ ntcc,cc,t ∀c, cc ∈ C, t ∈ T
B.5.2 Mathematical Formulation of Redispatch Model
min Ctot =
∑
t∈T
ft ·
(∑
p∈P
cvarp · (GPp,t − gpmarketp,t )
+
∑
res∈RES
ccurt · (gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t −GPres,t)
+
∑
n∈N
cvoll · INFP+n,t + cdump · INFP−n,t + cinfq · (INF
Q+
n,t + INF
Q−
n,t )
+
∑
c,cc∈C
cpenaltyirdc,ccRINTc,cc,t)
)
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0 =
∑
p∈mp′(c)
GPp,t − gpmarketp,t
+
∑
cc∈C
RINTcc,c,t −
∑
cc∈C
RINTc,cc,t
−
∑
n∈mn(c)
INFP+n,t − INFP−n,t ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ T
GPp,t ≤ gpinstp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
GPres,t ≤ gpinstres · gp
lf
res,t ∀res ∈ RES, t ∈ T
GQp,t ≥
1
tanϑp
·GPp,t + gqcapp ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
GPp,t ≤ −
gqbasp,i√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
·GQp,t +
(gsinstp )
2√
(gsinstp )
2 − (gqbasp,i )2
∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T, i ∈ I
−GPp,t · tan(ϕp) ≤ GQp,t ≤ GPp,t · tan(ϕp) ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T
0 = +dpn,t
−
∑
p∈mp(n)
GPp,t +
∑
sto∈mp(n)
PUMPsto,t
+baseMVA ·NIP,ACn,t
+
∑
hvdc∈mhs(n)
HVDCFhvdc,t −
∑
hvdc∈mhe(n)
HVDCFhvdc,t
−INFP+n,t + INFP−n,t
+
1
2
∑
l∈mls(n)
lossPl,t,j +
1
2
∑
l∈mle(n)
lossPl,t,j
∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T, j ∈ J
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0 = −dqacn,t
−(1− qrp)
∑
p∈mp(acn)
GQp,t
+baseMVA ·NIQ,ACacn,t
−(1− qrh)
 ∑
hvdc∈mhs(acn)
HVDCQshvdc,t +
∑
hvdc∈mhe(acn)
HVDCQehvdc,t

−
∑
comp∈mc(acn)
CQcomp,t
−INFQ+acn,t + INF
Q−
acn,t
+
1
2
( ∑
l∈mls(acn)
lossQl,t,j +
∑
l∈mle(acn)
lossQl,t,j
)
−1
2
baseMVAUacn,t
( ∑
l∈mls(acn)
bshl +
∑
l∈mle(acn)
bshl
)
∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T, j ∈ J
NIP,ACn,t =
∑
nn∈N
(
− ygn,nn · (Un,t − Unn,t)
+ ybn,nn · (∆n,t −∆nn,t)
)
∀n, t
NIQ,ACacn,t =
∑
nn∈N
(
+ ybacn,nn · (Uacn,t − Unn,t)
+ ygacn,nn · (∆acn,t −∆nn,t)
)
∀n, t
LFPl,t = base
MVA(−gl · (Ums(l),t − Ume(l),t) + bl · (∆ms(l),t −∆me(l),t))
∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T
LFQl,t = base
MVA(bl · (Ums(l),t − Ume(l),t) + gl · (∆ms(l),t −∆me(l),t))
∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T
−liSl ≤ LFPl,t ≤ liSl ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T
−liSl ≤ LF
Q
l,t ≤ li
S
l ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T
quadPk LF
P
l,t + quad
Q
k LF
Q
l,t ≤
√
2liSl ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T, k ∈ K
umin ≤ Uacn,t ≤ umax ∀acn ∈ ACN, t ∈ T
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−π ≤ ∆n,t ≤ π ∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T
−lshvdc ≤ HVDCFhvdc,t ≤ lshvdc ∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T
Uslk,t = 1 ∀slk ∈ SLK, t ∈ T
∆slk,t = 0 ∀slk ∈ SLK, t ∈ T
HV DCFhvdc,t ≤−
gqbas,xhvdc,i√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
HVDCQxhvdc,t
+
ls2hvdc√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
HVDCFhvdc,t ≥+
gqbas,xhvdc,i√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
HVDCQxhvdc,t
− ls
2
hvdc√
ls2hvdc − (gq
bas,x
hvdc,i)
2
∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
HVDCQxhvdc,t ≤ (3.8− 3Ux)lshvdc ∀hvdc ∈ HVDC, t ∈ T, x ∈ {s, e}
cqmincomp ≤ CQcomp,t ≤ cqmaxcomp ∀comp ∈ COMP, t ∈ T
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Appendix C
Grid Model Data
C.1 Test Grids
This section contains grid characteristics for the 20-node and 3-node test grids.
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Table C.1: 20-node test grid – node properties
ID Demand Wind PV Nuclear Coal Lignite CCGT OCGT
[MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [MW]
n01 0.0% 25 25
n02 0.0% 25 25
n03 6.0% 700 700 400 700 300
n04 7.0% 600 600 400 300
n05 2.5% 650 650 400 300
n06 4.5% 400 400 300
n07 3.0% 400 400 900
n08 7.0% 250 250 400 700 900
n09 2.5% 250 250 700 300
n10 1.5% 200 200 900 300
n11 11.0% 200 200 700 900
n12 3.5% 200 200 300 300
n13 2.5% 150 150 300
n14 5.0% 150 150 300
n15 15.0% 150 150 700
n16 4.0% 100 100 700 300 300
n17 14.0% 100 100 400 300
n18 5.0% 200 200 300
n19 2.0% 100 100 400 300
n20 4.0% 150 150
Total 100.0% 5000 5000 2400 4200 3600 3600 900
Table C.2: 3-node test grid – node properties
ID Demand Lignite Gas
[MW] [MW]
n01 50% 500
n02 50%
n03 0% 500
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Table C.3: 20-node test grid – line properties
Line ID From To Limit Resistance Reactance Susceptance
[MVA] [Ohm] [Ohm] [µS]
line01 n01 n03 1700 1.04 10.80 181
line02 n02 n05 1700 1.30 13.50 226
line03 n03 n04 1700 3.90 40.50 679
line04 n03 n08 1700 3.90 40.50 679
line05 n04 n05 1700 3.90 40.50 679
line06 n05 n07 1700 2.08 21.60 362
line07 n07 n10 1700 2.34 24.30 407
line08 n08 n09 1700 3.12 32.40 543
line09 n08 n11 1700 2.60 27.00 452
line10 n10 n14 1700 3.90 40.50 679
line11 n11 n12 1700 2.60 27.00 452
line12 n12 n15 1700 2.60 27.00 452
line13 n14 n17 1700 3.90 40.50 679
line14 n15 n16 1700 3.12 32.40 543
line15 n15 n18 1700 3.90 40.50 679
line16 n16 n17 1700 2.08 21.60 362
line17 n17 n19 1700 2.60 27.00 452
line18 n19 n20 1700 3.12 32.40 543
line19 n03 n06 1700 3.64 37.80 633
line20 n04 n06 1700 1.56 16.20 271
line21 n05 n06 1700 3.38 35.10 588
line22 n06 n07 1700 3.12 32.40 543
line23 n06 n09 1700 1.30 13.50 226
line24 n09 n10 1700 1.30 13.50 226
line25 n12 n13 1700 1.30 13.50 226
line26 n13 n16 1700 1.30 13.50 226
line27 n17 n20 1700 2.60 27.00 452
line28 n18 n19 1700 3.12 32.40 543
Table C.4: 3-node test grid – line properties
Line ID From To Limit Resistance Reactance Susceptance
[MVA] [Ohm] [Ohm] [µS]
line01 n01 n02 200 2.60 27.00 452
line02 n02 n03 200 3.64 37.80 633
line03 n01 n03 200 2.60 27.00 452
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C.2 Europe / Germany Grid
Lines
< 220 kV
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Figure C.1: Assumption on transmission grid structure for Germany and neighboring countries
2025. Own illustration based on Open Street Map Contributers (2013), ENTSO-E (2014a),
Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (2014) and (ENTSO-E, 2014b)
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C.2 Europe / Germany Grid
Lines
< 220 kV
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Figure C.2: Assumption on transmission grid structure for Germany and neighboring countries
2035. Own illustration based on Open Street Map Contributers (2013), ENTSO-E (2014a),
Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (2014) and (ENTSO-E, 2014b)
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Figure C.3: Assumptions on installed capacities per technology / fuel type 2025. Own illustration
based on Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (2015b) and ENTSO-E (2014b).
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Figure C.4: Assumptions on installed capacities per technology / fuel type 2035. Own illustration
based on Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (2016c) and ENTSO-E (2014b).
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Wind
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Figure C.5: Regional distribution of wind / PV capacities 2014. Own illustration.
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(b) 2035
Figure C.6: Assumptions on regional distribution of wind / PV capacities for 2025 / 2035. Own
illustration.
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Table C.5: Power plant data sources
AT
http://www.transparency.eex.com
FR
http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
http://www.vkw.at http://www.industcards.com
http://www.salzburg-ag.at http://energie.edf.com
http://www.linzag.at http://www.st-al.com
http://www.verbund.com IT http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
http://www.illwerke.at
LU
http://www.bundesnetzagentur.de
http://www.energieag.at http://www.industcards.com
http://www.vas.co.at
NL
http://kraftwerke.vattenfall.de
BE
http://www.elia.be http://www.tatapower.com
http://enipedia.tudelft.nl http://www.sloecentrale.com
CH http://www.bfe.admin.ch http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
CZ
http://enipedia.tudelft.nl http://www.globalenergyobservatory.org
http://www.alpiq.com
NO
http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
http://www.ue.cz https://www.nve.no
http://www.c-energy.cz http://www.statkraft.com
http://www.pltep.cz
PL
http://www.tauron-wytwarzanie.pl
http://www.ses.sk http://www.elbelchatow.pgegiek.pl
http://www.elektrarna-vranov.cz http://www.ec.bialystok.pl
http://www.industcards.com http://www.energa-wytwarzanie.pl
http://generation.alpiq.cz https://www.zecbydgoszcz.pgegiek.pl
https://www.cez.cz https://www.zedolnaodra.pgegiek.pl
DE
http://www.bundesnetzagentur.de https://edf.pl
http://www.transparency.eex.com http://www.enea.pl
DK
http://enipedia.tudelft.nl http://www.gdfsuez-energia.pl
http://www.industryabout.com http://www.termika.pgnig.pl
http://www.stateofgreen.com
SE
http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
http://www.dongenergy.com http://powerplants.vattenfall.com
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C.2 Europe / Germany Grid
Grid extensions
no change
upgrade
new line
(a) 2015 to 2025
Grid extensions
no change
upgrade
new line
(b) 2026 to 2035
Figure C.7: Assumptions on grid extensions for target years 2025 and 2035. Own illustration.
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Appendix D
Scenario Data
D.1 2025 Scenarios
Figure D.1: Clustering of wind power feed-in and vertical load for scenarios Full25 and Delay25.
Own illustration.
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Table D.1: Wind feed-in factor (left) and vertical load factor (right) of the different grid situations
for the year 2025 (Full25 / Delay25 )
Wind feed-in
factor (%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 0.6 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.6
L 3.2 2.7 5.0 4.2 4.1
M 17.7 15.0 16.0 17.9 16.7
H 41.0 45.7 49.1 47.3 46.3
V 91.8 87.5 94.4 90.0
Vertical load
factor (%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 30.5 57.4 69.0 83.9 94.1
L 32.8 51.5 65.3 82.6 95.2
M 31.5 55.3 63.2 83.1 93.5
H 32.7 52.7 63.7 83.9 93.3
V 55.3 64.2 83.7 93.4
Table D.2: Frequency (left) and residual load factor (right) of the different grid situations for the
year 2025 (Full25 / Delay25 )
Frequency
(%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 0.1 0.5 1.0 0.4 0.0
L 0.8 6.2 11.2 4.4 0.4
M 0.8 12.6 25.2 10.7 0.7
H 0.4 3.4 11.6 6.8 0.8
V 0.3 1.0 0.7 0.1
Residual load
factor (%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 30.5 58.9 71.1 87.1 98.2
L 30.0 50.4 62.4 81.6 95.2
M 12.6 40.7 48.0 67.2 79.6
H -8.0 9.3 18.1 41.1 52.0
V -25.3 -12.3 2.6 16.6
Reac ve power
< -100 Mvar
 -100 to -50 Mvar
 -50 to -25  Mvar
 -25 to -1 Mvar
 -1 to 1 Mvar
 1 to 25 Mvar
 25 to 50 Mvar
 50 to 100 Mvar
> 100 Mvar
Voltage level
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Figure D.2: Average reactive power behavior in scenarios Full25 BAU and Delay25 BAU. Own
illustration.
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Voltage level
110 kV
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Distribu on grid
Cap. poten al
Ind. poten al
100 Mvar
200 Mvar
300 Mvar
(a) 110 kV conventional energy sources (Full25 DSC /
Delay25 DSC )
Voltage level
110 kV
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Distribu on grid
Cap. poten al
Ind. poten al
100 Mvar
200 Mvar
300 Mvar
(b) 110 kV conventional and renewable energy sources
(Full25 RES / Delay25 RES)
Figure D.3: Average reactive power control ranges for 2025 scenarios, size of the circles proportional
to control range. Own illustration.
D.2 2035 Scenarios
Table D.3: Wind feed-in factor (left) and vertical load factor (right) of the different grid situations
for the year 2035 (Full35 / Delay35 / Green35 )
Wind feed-in
factor (%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 0.6 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.6
L 3.2 2.6 5.0 4.2 4.1
M 17.7 16.3 16.0 17.9 16.7
H 46.0 46.0 48.1 47.3 46.3
V 91.8 87.5 94.4 90.0
Vertical load
factor (%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 27.3 55.2 68.1 83.8 94.1
L 30.0 49.4 64.7 82.4 95.1
M 28.7 53.7 65.4 82.8 93.5
H 35.5 52.6 65.3 83.8 93.2
V 55.3 63.8 83.7 93.4
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Figure D.4: Clustering of wind power feed-in and vertical load for scenarios Full35 , Delay35 and
Green35. Own illustration.
Table D.4: Frequency (left) and residual load factor (right) of the different grid situations for the
year 2035 (Full35 / Delay35 / Green35 )
Frequency
(%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 0.1 0.5 0.9 0.4 0.0
L 0.8 6.4 11.1 4.4 0.4
M 0.8 12.5 25.2 10.7 0.7
H 0.4 3.3 11.7 6.7 0.8
V 0.3 1.0 0.7 0.1
Residual load
factor (%)
Vertical load
F L M H V
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n F 26.7 56.8 70.9 88.3 100
L 24.9 47.3 59.6 80.4 94.5
M -1.3 28.4 41.6 57.7 71.4
H -32.5 -13.8 -2.5 18.7 30.4
V -64.0 -49.7 -36.2 -20.2
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Reac ve power
< -100 Mvar
 -100 to -50 Mvar
 -50 to -25  Mvar
 -25 to -1 Mvar
 -1 to 1 Mvar
 1 to 25 Mvar
 25 to 50 Mvar
 50 to 100 Mvar
> 100 Mvar
Voltage level
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Figure D.5: Average reactive power behavior in scenarios Full35 BAU, Delay35 BAU and Green35
BAU. Own illustration.
Voltage level
110 kV
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Distribu on grid
Cap. poten al
Ind. poten al
100 Mvar
200 Mvar
300 Mvar
(a) 110 kV conventional energy sources (Full35 DSC /
Delay35 DSC / Green35 DSC )
Voltage level
110 kV
220 kV
380 kV
HVDC
Distribu on grid
Cap. poten al
Ind. poten al
100 Mvar
200 Mvar
300 Mvar
(b) 110 kV conventional and renewable energy sources
(Full35 RES / Delay35 RES / Green35 RES)
Figure D.6: Average reactive power control ranges for 2035 scenarios, size of the circles proportional
to control range. Own illustration.
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Appendix E
Methodologies
Differences in system cost in Chapter 6 are split up into five drivers:
 Transmission system losses
 Distribution system losses
 Redispatch
 Curtailment
 Investment
The target function of Equation (4.1) contains the dispatch cost (for fuel and emission allowances),
the curtailment cost and the infeasibility cost. Infeasibilities should not occur in the actual model
calculations and will be ignored at this point. The curtailment cost resulting from a feed-in
management of renewable energy sources can directly be attributed from the target function. The
curtailment is valuated at 120 EUR/MWh. The difference in dispatch cost is split up into the
categories transmission and distribution system losses as well as redispatch. The split is determined
by the proportions of ramp-up and ramp-down of the different technologies. If technologies are only
ramped down and no technology is ramped up, it is assumed that all cost savings can be attributed
to grid losses. If the same amount of energy that was ramped up, is ramped down, which means
that the total change in electricity generation is zero, all cost savings are attributed to redispatch
costs. In all cases between those two extreme cases, the quotient between the dispatch change
and the ramp-down decides about the attribution. Let rampdown and rampup be the amount
of energy ramped down respectively ramped up in comparison to the BAU scenario, lossTS and
lossDS the difference in transmission respectively distribution losses and costdisp the change in
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dispatch cost. The individual cost drivers costlossTS , costlossDS and costred can be calculated
according to Equation (E.1). The investment cost is composed of the annuities of the investment
into STATCOM behavior or SVCs.
costlossTS =
rampdown− rampup
rampdown
· lossTS
lossTS + lossDS
· costdisp
costlossDS =
rampdown− rampup
rampdown
· lossDS
lossTS + lossDS
· costdisp
costred =
rampup
rampdown
· costdisp
(E.1)
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F.1 Scenario Status Quo 2014
Lines [Mvar]
< -200
-200 to -100
-100 to -50
-50 to -20
-20 to 20
20 to 50
50 to 100
100 to 200
> 200
Distribu on grid
Used pot. cap.
Free pot. cap.
Used pot. ind.
Free pot. ind.
100 Mvar
300 Mvar
Figure F.1: Average use of 110 kV reactive power potentials in SQ14 STC scenario. Own illustration.
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Q marginal cost
< -10.0
-10.0 to -5.0
-5.0 to -1.0
-1.0 to -0.1
-0.1 to 0.1
0.1 to 1.0
1.0 to 5.0
5.0 to 10.0
> 10.0
[EUR/Mvarh]
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-20 to 20
20 to 50
50 to 100
100 to 200
> 200
(a) Scenario SQ14 BAU
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5.0 to 10.0
> 10.0
[EUR/Mvarh]
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< -200
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-20 to 20
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50 to 100
100 to 200
> 200
(b) Scenario SQ14 RES
Figure F.2: Average marginal cost for reactive power in scenario SQ14. Own illustration.
F.2 2025 Scenarios
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(a) Only conventional sources (DSC )
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(b) Renewable sources with STATCOM (STC )
Figure F.3: Average use of 110 kV reactive power potentials in Full25 scenario. Own illustration.
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(a) Scenario Full25 BAU
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(b) Scenario Full25 RES
Figure F.4: Average reactive power feed-in (circle size) and marginal cost (circle color) for scenarios
Full25 BAU and Full25 RES. Own illustration.
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Q marginal cost
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(a) Scenario Full25 BAU
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(b) Scenario Full25 RES
Figure F.5: Average marginal cost for reactive power in scenario Full25. Own illustration.
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Figure F.6: Volatility of marginal cost of reactive power in scenario Full25 BAU. Own illustration.
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Figure F.7: Volatility of marginal cost of reactive power in scenario Full25 RES. Own illustration.
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Figure F.8: Volatility of marginal cost of reactive power in scenario Delay25 RES. Own illustration.
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Figure F.9: Average transmission and distribution grid losses 2025. Own illustration.
Table F.1: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario Full25
BAU, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F -0.02 -0.08 -0.09 -0.30 -1.43
L -0.01 -0.09 -0.11 -0.42 -1.19
M -0.05 -0.06 -0.11 -0.16 -0.15
H -0.39 -0.54 -0.44 -0.21 -0.14
V -3.16 -1.02 -0.62 -0.46
Vertical load
F L M H V
F 0.02 0.38 0.32 1.40 59.78
L 0.03 0.17 0.27 2.45 42.80
M 0.07 0.04 0.09 0.33 0.15
H 0.76 0.52 0.50 1.59 0.38
V 14.79 10.28 5.50 1.25
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Table F.2: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario Full25
RES, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F -0.03 -0.08 -0.07 -0.27 -1.28
L -0.01 -0.07 -0.11 -0.31 -1.25
M -0.03 -0.04 -0.06 -0.07 -0.09
H -0.03 -0.05 -0.08 -0.02 -0.12
V -1.93 -0.50 -0.53 -0.16
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.01 0.38 0.27 1.17 49.16
L 0.03 0.15 0.26 1.45 43.91
M 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.20 0.17
H 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.02 0.43
V 10.41 5.89 5.66 0.28
Table F.3: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario Delay25
RES, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F -0.05 -0.12 -0.09 -0.20 -2.40
L 0.00 -0.11 -0.18 -1.41 -2.71
M -0.03 -0.05 -0.06 -0.08 -0.43
H -0.14 -0.10 -0.32 -0.02 -0.17
V -2.56 -0.32 -0.27 -0.29
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.05 0.60 0.32 0.56 204.28
L 0.01 0.35 0.61 87.62 252.85
M 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.43 7.50
H 0.27 0.16 1.05 0.09 0.53
V 26.03 5.08 19.30 1.21
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Figure F.10: Average use of 110 kV reactive power potentials in Full35 scenario. Own illustration.
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Figure F.11: Average use of 110 kV reactive power potentials in Delay35 scenario. Own illustration.
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Figure F.12: Average reactive power feed-in (circle size) and marginal cost (circle color) for scenarios
Full35 BAU and Full35 RES. Own illustration.
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Figure F.13: Average marginal cost for reactive power in scenario Full35. Own illustration.
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Figure F.14: Average transmission and distribution grid losses 2035. Own illustration.
(a) Full35 (b) Delay35
Figure F.15: Hourly savings potential of scenario Full35 RES compared to scenario Full35 BAU
(left) and scenario Delay35 RES compared to scenario Delay35 BAU (right), in kEUR/h. Own
illustration.
Figure F.16: Hourly savings potential of scenario Green35 RES compared to scenario Green35
BAU, in kEUR/h. Own illustration.
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Table F.4: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario Full35
RES, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F 0.05 -0.04 -0.14 -0.14 -0.27
L 0.02 0.00 -0.14 -0.14 -0.25
M -0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.10
H -0.12 -0.16 -0.10 -0.03 -0.44
V -2.51 -0.40 -1.10 -0.79
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.12 0.42 0.34 0.54 1.10
L 0.11 0.25 0.63 0.38 0.85
M 0.02 0.18 0.03 0.07 0.19
H 0.96 0.41 0.30 0.07 11.21
V 61.66 22.89 22.15 21.51
Table F.5: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario Delay35
BAU, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F 0.07 0.03 -0.14 -0.14 -0.33
L 0.06 -0.03 -0.15 -0.13 -0.31
M -0.01 -0.11 -0.16 -0.10 -0.19
H -0.50 -1.24 -1.35 -0.53 -0.87
V -6.41 -1.02 -0.77 -0.29
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.19 0.85 0.41 0.50 1.35
L 0.20 0.28 1.03 0.49 1.52
M 0.16 0.33 0.11 0.08 0.49
H 19.22 12.98 12.01 6.99 18.90
V 167.9 39.80 19.57 15.47
Table F.6: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario Delay35
RES, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F 0.06 0.03 -0.12 -0.07 -0.28
L 0.02 -0.02 -0.08 -0.11 -0.30
M -0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 -0.11
H -0.21 -0.34 -0.50 -0.56 -0.64
V -1.79 -0.50 -0.87 -0.22
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.16 0.72 0.29 0.16 1.36
L 0.08 0.30 0.75 0.33 1.29
M 0.03 0.32 0.06 0.09 0.23
H 2.01 2.80 5.48 8.19 16.15
V 37.03 22.41 17.16 10.99
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Table F.7: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario Green35
BAU, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F -0.01 -0.01 -0.12 -0.37 -0.59
L -0.04 -0.06 -0.19 -0.32 -0.49
M -0.07 -0.27 -0.23 -0.09 -0.27
H -0.11 -1.32 -1.43 -0.40 -0.92
V -5.43 -0.77 -0.84 -0.38
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.42 1.04 0.45 0.92 5.36
L 0.51 0.23 1.06 0.64 2.52
M 0.25 0.46 0.17 0.10 0.56
H 14.33 10.12 9.42 5.70 18.94
V 97.40 45.67 20.66 15.41
Table F.8: Average marginal cost of reactive power (left) and variance (right) for scenario Green35
RES, in EUR/Mvarh
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
Marginal F L M H V
F -0.01 0.02 -0.08 -0.17 -0.53
L -0.03 -0.02 -0.07 -0.11 -0.41
M -0.02 -0.07 -0.07 -0.06 -0.11
H -0.23 -0.42 -0.54 -0.39 -0.67
V -1.38 -0.37 -0.85 -0.10
Vertical load
Variance F L M H V
F 0.43 0.75 0.22 0.35 5.26
L 0.53 0.26 1.04 0.13 2.08
M 0.03 0.49 0.08 0.08 0.17
H 2.67 3.92 6.12 7.59 18.37
V 22.43 24.41 18.64 11.45
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(a) Without reactive power provision from decentralized
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Figure G.1: Average reactive power feed-in from generation sources and average reactive power
consumption by power lines (Delay25 ). Own illustration.
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(a) Very high wind, low load (VL)
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(b) Very high wind, high load (VH )
Figure G.2: Current- and voltage-induced redispatch measures in scenario Full25 RES in different
grid situations. Own illustration.
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(b) Very high wind, high load (VH )
Figure G.3: Current- and voltage-induced redispatch measures in scenario Delay25 RES in different
grid situations. Own illustration.
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(a) Full grid extension, market zone split (Full25 )
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(b) Delayed grid extension, market zone split (Delay25 )
Figure G.4: Current- and voltage-induced redispatch in scenarios Full25 RES and Delay25 RES in
the very high wind, high load situation (VH) with market zone split. Own illustration.
Table G.1: Redispatch and curtailment cost per grid situations in scenario Full25 BAU (left) and
Full25 RES (right) with DE-AT market zone split for Germany, incl. international redispatch cost,
in kEUR.
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
(kEUR) F L M H V
F 1.5 46.1 6.2 13.7 218.7
L 0.1 8.1 12.7 4.2 350.4
M 0.0 3.4 11.2 9.3 54.1
H 46.9 24.3 46.2 77.3 27.3
V 1026.9 717.1 773.8 624.4
Vertical load
(kEUR) F L M H V
F 1.5 47.7 6.1 13.7 217.9
L 0.1 8.0 13.5 4.1 349.5
M 0.0 3.1 11.2 9.2 50.9
H 41.9 18.2 40.8 70.4 26.4
V 1002.7 699.2 746.9 600.7
Table G.2: Redispatch and curtailment cost per grid situations in scenario Delay25 BAU (left) and
Delay25 RES (right) with DE-AT market zone split for Germany, incl. international redispatch
cost, in kEUR.
W
in
d
fe
ed
-i
n
Vertical load
(kEUR) F L M H V
F 16.3 87.1 18.8 27.7 305.5
L 19.0 38.8 51.6 28.6 359.6
M 46.0 83.3 103.7 70.3 199.2
H 583.6 558.8 607.2 500.9 357.9
V 2000 2023 2113 1778
Vertical load
(kEUR) F L M H V
F 16.3 87.6 18.8 27.7 301.0
L 19.0 38.6 51.9 28.4 358.6
M 45.8 82.9 103.0 69.7 201.4
H 567.7 546.6 597.4 486.8 347.0
V 1972 2005 2097 1764
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Figure G.5: Model results for redispatch cost per country in scenario Delay25 BAU. Own illustration.
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Figure G.6: Model results for redispatch cost per country in scenario Full25 BAU with DE-AT
market zone split. Own illustration.
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Figure G.7: Model results for redispatch cost per country in scenario Delay25 BAU with DE-AT
market zone split. Own illustration.
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RES, in mio. EUR. Own illustration.
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Figure G.9: Model results comparison for redispatch cost in scenarios Full25 BAU and Full25 RES
with DE-AT market zone split, in mio. EUR. Own illustration.
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Figure G.10: Model results comparison for redispatch cost in scenarios Delay25 BAU and Delay25
RES with DE-AT market zone split, in mio. EUR. Own illustration.
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Kurzzusammenfassung 
Für einen sicheren Systembetrieb erfordern Stromnetze die Systemdienstleistungen 
Frequenzhaltung, Engpassmanagement, Versorgungswiederaufbau und Spannungshaltung. 
In der Vergangenheit wurden diese Dienstleistungen vor allem von konventionellen 
Kraftwerken im Übertragungsnetz erbracht. Ein zunehmender Anteil dezentraler erneuerbarer 
Energien im Strommix führt zu einer Verringerung der Einsatzzeiten konventioneller Anlagen 
und teilweise zu deren Stilllegung. 
Dezentrale Energiequellen sind technisch in der Lage, Systemdienstleistungen zu erbringen. 
Diese Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Bereitstellung von Blindleistung für die 
Spannungsstabilität aus dezentralen Quellen. Das Ziel ist es, die Frage zu beantworten, wie 
Spannungshaltung und Blindleistungsmanagement in einem zukünftigen Stromsystem mit 
steigendem Anteil dezentraler erneuerbarer Energien wirtschaftlich realisiert werden können. 
Hierzu wird eine Methodik entwickelt, die Blindleistung und Spannungshaltung im 
Elektrizitätssystem berücksichtigt. Diese ermöglicht die Bewertung des wirtschaftlichen 
Nutzens unterschiedlicher Blindleistungsversorgungsoptionen. Dazu werden ein nichtlineares 
und ein linearisiertes techno-ökonomisches Netzmodell formuliert. Die Analyse zeigt eine 
zunehmende Bedeutung von Blindleistung aus dem Verteilnetz in zukünftigen 
Entwicklungsszenarien, insbesondere bei Verzögerungen im Netzausbau. Die Bottom-up-
Bewertung zeigt ein Einsparpotenzial von bis zu 40 Mio. EUR pro Jahr, wenn 
Blindleistungsquellen im Verteilnetz die Blindleistung kontrolliert bereitstellen. Obwohl diese 
Einsparungen nur einen geringen Anteil an den Gesamtkosten des Stromsystems ausmachen, 
trägt die Blindleistung aus dezentralen Energiequellen dazu bei, ein nachhaltiges 
Energiesystem technisch umzusetzen. 
Eine Literaturanalyse zeigt, dass eine Reihe innovativer Konzepte existieren, um Anreize für 
eine flexible Blindleistungsbereitstellung zu schaffen und das vorherrschende System von 
obligatorischer Bereitstellung und pönalisiertem Verbrauch zu ersetzen.  
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